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SECURITY FOR TBB THREAT-RICH AND CAPACITY-POOR! 

RQM~U~ D~BNSB AND PORBIGH POLICIBS AFTER CBAUSBSCU 

Daniel H. HslSOD 

---------------~----------------------------------------------~ IXTIODUCTIOX . 

curing ~e cold war, East Euro~ean communist regimes were 
I 

depen<tent on the implicit threat of' . Soviet intervention aa an 

ultimate guarantee of their·rule. Paradoxically, the insecurity· 

.imposed on East Eur.opean .PODulationll l:ly Soviet hegemony provided ~n 
~ ~ ~. 
'--1·.~. element of sec.urity .for the reai_nut i.n power; . the soviet Army 

intimidated anti-communist populations by occupation or nearby 

· . . :· pre&~ence, .or provided an excuse for pseudo-nationalist aJ?peals l:ly. 
: . . . . 

~"•' c:omm~ist ~l.ites •. 

'. 1 
Af~e~ the.so~iet strat~gic retreat, and the disbanding of !:loth 

the Wars.aw ·Treaty .organization (WTO or. Warsaw Pact) and the Council 

for Mutua~. Economic Assistance (CMEA),' East Europeans must find new 

l:lases for national security. For the first time in over two 

.. -." · .,._..,...,., • .,...,,..,..., •• PDJNl.•'-i.on.·. in kat-Central and 

Southeastern. Europe have. a possibility to join in. reassessing 

threats.and to buildup national capacities to meet such threats. . . 
Making this task far more difficult, however, is their simultaneous 

' . 

.~ 
I . 

search for paths towards dUiooratio polities ancl 
• economies, all frO~the rubble of Lenini,t regimes. 

tzoee maz-ket 

! 

~~ 

. . -
Security is _a ,pnction of the. ratict .hAtween t~reats and 

, ::apaciti~, To the degree t;hat a dynamic bala.nce is maintained 

: .be,t:(;)~~' threats ·and capacities, imminent dangers 

Policies·to abate threats while economic, political 
are absent. 

and 
· capacities are maintained are the components of a natio~al 

I 

,·, 

•- • ·--~---~ •• - ... "--·-···-··---- '0 M···-~••oo•-0•0 

military 

security 

' ..... --~.......----"'~--·- ... , --~··. 
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debate. 

Th• urgency with which new leaders search for g~arantees or 

reinforcements. tor their countries 1 well-being has risen since 

colDIDunist regimes colla~sed in 1989--and has now reached a fever 

pitch given the coup against Mikhail ~orbachev in Moscow. Many of 
.. 

the 11chiama within East European states have returned with a 
~ . . . 

ven!Jeance, while old irredenta abound, llnd new trananational issues 

have further complicated security planning. 

fJ . Of the aix Baat European atatea that had remained in the 

Warsaw Pact and CMEA, Romania's security environment is amonq the 

.c..· 
. . . -. . . . 

-most c_o~plex. From Bucha~est, one might not be .sanguine about any· 

of -the cpunt~Y's borders, while having great concern about restive 
. • . ' :1 • ,'. . : .· • •. . • ' ,. ·:~ . . • 

· ··',minorities ilnd workers,. or conspiracies among intellectuals. The . ,· , ... - . ·.· ' . - .· '·, ,. - . 

.. whereabouts and intentions of former secret police, activities of 
' . . . - ·. . -~ .· · .. ; . . .. · '; . . ' . . 

.. . . z:~.et~onalist or9anizatione, schisms within the Army's officer corps, 
' . 

r and weakenec1 industrial output edc1 to the liteny of security
relatec1 concerns. 

My· focus on Romania highlights the. conflictual process of 

treneition11 away from. a regime thet, arguably, was the moet 

· ·: · .. /~egregious fil~ample of colli1Dunist dictatorship in Europe since Stalin • • ''. ,, ·j . . . . 

' '·" Within t:Jte ge.nera:.Jrocess of- ending one-pa.rty autlwlritarianism, 

and metamorphos~,ts · into a free-market, plural democracy, Romania 

clearly has a .long, s'teep roac1 ahead. ·Yet, Romania too .. !Dust apply 

democratic norms to nat·ional security policy-making and free market 

principles to defense industries while exploring new ties to NATO 
. . I 

t~e ~~. or 9ther institutions by which to mitigate peril. 
,. • 

: ............ ······ 

··-··----------·----····-· .. ·-··· 
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., 
Romania ts, however, undeniably different .. Most East European 

communist regfmes abandoned power and retreated in the face of non

violent popular coups. aut, in Timisoara and Bucharest, a violent 

December two years .ago was a painful expression of Romania 1 s 

experienoe with tyranny. After a qyarter-century durinq which 
. . l 

ceausescu 1 s paranoia and megalomania·· worsened . year by year, the 

·Romanian population had reached the end of its endurance, . . 

Romanian ·communism was substantively worse than ·most other 

'states in which communist parties have ruled. With only a few . ' 
')exceptions (perhaps North Korea under l<im Il sung and some years 

during Enver Hoxhe 1 s long rule in Albania), Nicolae Ceausescu 1 s· 

regime was t:ar IJ!Ore rigid in its adherence to central planning, 

repression of ,i.nte.llectual or artistic expression, surveillance of . . . ' ' . . . . . 
•. . 

individuals and groups and rejection of any reform whep compared 
. • • • . ' ' ' I 

.with other.post-$talin Leninist system • 

. The apeoifioa of Ceausescu 1 s dictatorship, his crazed policies 

in the .1\'aning years of the communist regime, and the revolution of 

Decemb~r, · 1?89 have. been detailed and debate.d elsewhere,l The 

emergence of a National Salvation Front (Frontul Salvarii Nationale 

or rsN) in.the midst of December 20-22 fighting in Bucharest, at 

.the core of which was anti-Ceausescu ·communist Par~ elites has 
. , ·-- . I 

been the crux of. such debate.· Conspirato~ial theories,• i.e., that ..... " 
the violence in Timisoara on December 17 haa been utilized as a 

pretext by which . another group of communists could gain power 

through a coup in Bucharest; emerged soon ther.eafter,2 With Ion 

Iliescu and Petre Roman at the forefront o_f the FSN, its linkage to 

t . 

·'--·---------

.• 
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·,'the erstwhile communist Party has been widely inferred--in their 

,. ' person~~ol histories, ·policy choices or leadership beh~vior. from 

l,the· outset the Front was burdened by its own failure to distance 
~' I ... • . R # .~ .... --- .. ~ 

; (its la,.dershio from the past, and by the murky circumstances of its 
.. , 
/origins- 3 

Apart from the PSN's character, however, no one can contest 

.that Romania--to a much more complete extent than elsewhere in the 

former Soviet bloc--was exhausted and despoiled by the severity of 

ceausescu•s dictatorship, and the cultural, socioeconomic and 

• political costs Romania incurred due to such tyranny. 4 

· It is. small wonder that Romanian post-communism is often 

viewed as relatively more troubled than have been the experiences 

of Poland, Czechoslovakia or Hungary. Regardless of theso 

countries' many economic and political difficulties, Western 

perceptions tend to see ~omania 's transition to anything resembling 

llnoonor •• UMly to be longer and more conflictual. . . such 

judgments may be exaggerated, as the first decade after the C~ld war 

reveals th~.t~ibuiations.of All erstwhile communist-ruled states. . . . . . . 

Nevertheless, llolitical norms of the past--for example, a 

· propensity' to: .. rely on mobilization rather than autonomous 

participation, and.,!..suspicion -of those who criticize • authority-
. - \ . 

-have not be.en set aside entirely in Romania. ceausescu • 8 rule 
.~ ~ 

"succeeded", as well, in greatly handicapping Romania's ~grass from 

totalitarianism by preventing any development o% alternative ·- ..... ____ . 

sociooconomic or political infrastruc;~t"'""'.!. whereas, by contrast, 

,Poland had a widespread alternative society built around the 

•,i 

··-·-.. ----......... ___ ... _____ ., ___ , ________ -

I ---··-·-----·- -· . - --.. " ... 
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• 'catholic church and solidarity,· Romania in December, 1989 had 
' 

nothing comparable with which to support new institut~ons. 

In the two years since December, 1989, Romania's unimpeded 

movement away trom Ceausescu's tyranny has been thwarted bv_aeveral 

., · · .. ·. events:' In the immediate aftermath ~ the December revolution, 

considerable intern_ational sympathy for ·Romania's plight existed. 

But it - was _not long before the tr~_ditional wing of Romanian 

politics (the Liberal and Peasant parties) began to re-emerge to 

att~cJc'. the front • s political control, while intellectuals and 

students complained of the FSN 1s "neo-communism" and its "theft" of .. 
·the revolution--charges that grew more insistent durina the sprinq, · - . . .. .. 

1990 electoral. c"mpaign. 5 It was also in mid-March, 1990 that 
. - .. . 

viole~ce between Hungarians and Romanians in the Romanian city of 

Tirgu Mures, captured on videotape and shown_ worldwide, implied 

that Romania was a state without civic ordGr. 

· After May 20, 

albeit imperfect 
1990 elections had resulted in an overwhelming, 

victory tor the National Salvation Front 6 
. , 

- , -.anoth~;~r· chance existed to improve relations with the West. once - .. ... . -.-~--·- . 

·again,· holo(~v.er; · .9omPlaints ·from both the h,i.fitoric parties as well 
. . . . - . 

. ···as prote10ts by. urban intelligentsia about the conduct of the 

- campaign:- _(protest~ that included occupation of• ~ucnG~~a~'s ..... . ... . -----
.; Pfi:n~ip~q t~af~ ic: inte~section at· Uni v~rsl ty ~u-1!!'-&~~l~hed the_ 

.. _... 
Fr~?t's legitimacy. . - ll'll' "·~ • .. .. 

After the May 20 elections, the FSN government made matters 

far worse by forcibly removi~q __ demonstrators from University square 
. _,,, - - .. .. . . --- --

on the n_~~?:. of June 13. 199_~. There was a violent response to this 

·' 

---.. -------~---- .. ··---- .. .. .... -. ---- ............. . 

.. -~ --"=--"'--------



· ', police action, with protesters laying siege to government buildings 

and threatening its existence. Unable to gain Army intervention 

. !' 

from the then-Defense Minister, Victor · stanculescu, while the 
1 

. . I . . 
regular police were ineffective or refus~d to act, Iliescu appealed 

for· citizens to save the FSN government. His appeal was heeded with 
I 

. violent abandon· by Jiu Valley coal miners, an element of Romania''"· 
I - . • .• 

induatr1al workforce that had been c!Jlllia~9 -"~ F~N suppu .. ·ters. 
·.! - ·- . . ....... -- .. ··~-·· ---··• - ·-· • -- ~. --· '.I' 

·when the miners arrived in Bucharest the next day on commandeered 

tra.ins and bu_ses, they acted as vigilantes &nd &ttacked protesters, 

students and innocent bystanders while ransacking offices and 

apartments of opposition groups and leaders. T~e Government· 

neither condemned them nor wae it able to intervene to stop what 

has been called a 11 rampage". 1 

1 Western governments held the Iliescu-Romail government 

1 tccountable for· its apparent condoning of such wanton violenc~ •. 

1
, ' 1 Their disaaaociat~on from the FSN qovernment waa abrupt and far 

reaching, and Romania's reintegration with Europe and path towards 

·,. !·~amooraoy were dealt .a ooneiderable eatbaolc,a .... ---·· 

.\, Far more than the political lineage of Iliescu and Roman, or 

·• ·even the FSN's reluctance to dismantle fully the.atate•s role in 

society and the economy, these-episodes damaged the iSH's chances .... -·. .. ..... 
,to achie~e. C::J:'e_dibility as a post-communl'st ~verl\lllent •deserving 

~.support;: .. ·. ~et, sincii...,..mid-1990, a. draft c'bnstitutio'l.. n~s·· ·i,";~;:, . 
written,.' far-reaching economi9 reform legislation has been written 

d 
!i ' an passed , some~. (a1tllough far too few in the opinion of many 

observers) former Cea~seQCU loyalists have been tried and sentenced 

........... ~-----------· ... ····----·---·-···· .. 

~·- _____ .......,._ ___ .. _ --·-· ---·· 
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, to prbon termslO, a new proadly-bas~.:' .mti-FSN political party 

(Alianta civica or the civic Alliance) has been formeq, and local 

elections are ·scheduled for late October or early November. These 

critical steps, .Plus many other acts (e.g., halting the illegal 

"sale" of babies for adoption11), have begun the arduous task of 

'! . recreatin9'. o stronger ties between' Bucharest and Western 

I 

I 

I \.:. 

democracies. 

We should remember, however, that the larger contest underway 

:. is · o~e .. in which . Romanian-specific events elaborate but do not 

· . ·.define th.e future of Eastern Europe. From the Baltic to the 

Balkans, post-communist Eastern Europe has three essential goals-

accelerating the transition to a m·arket economy, institutionalizing 
I , , 

. democratic· processes, and finding a new basis for national 

~ security. The pursuit of these goals must be simultaneous, Yet, 

(.. their interaction is not necessarily synergistic. 

~h•w• ~. a~l• ~•••on tG auapeot that both the creation of a 

market economy and the recasting ot national security planning 

connote political conflicts that undermine· fragile proto

democracies. 'Freeing prices' from government control, establishinq 

a fully convertible currency, selling-oft state owned enterprises -~ tmd assets--these .jl:)d other fundamental steps wilt, at least 
. . - \ . 

initially, create con~~erable pain before ary gain is seen. New 

.post-communist governments can·ill afford.an evaporation•ot public 

trust and liUpport when such political legitimac:y is. one of~ nn~ 
. : ' ' . •. . .. ,.,_,_. . . . ..... . . 

few . ~~~.~n2ths _· on . lo!~.ich today's new ·East Eur_oP..!I<m..J.~"'deJ"shiD _ ~!in_" . 
. ., 

rely. 
. · .. ·: 

l 

.-··-··-------------···""""'"''" 
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Yet, where market economic principles have been most 

~ompletely .implemented, governments quickly began to .confront a 

aignitigant increaae in antagonism towaras the new authorities as 

no better than the old (i.e., communist~), doubt that anything will 

ever truly im51rove, and purposeful apathy (a "pox on all their 

houses" attitude) that defies amelioration through any 

technique. 1il survey· data .also suggest that the rapid imposition 

of democratic processes before institutional supports (free· media, 

broadly based parties, independent trade unions) are present yielde 

much less meaningful political acts that provide little or no 

.su!?port for democracy ,13 

It is · tar too easy to presume that free markets and free 

governments can be created soon or without conflict •. And, it may 

be wrong to assume that either democracy or a free market is 

coextensive with security for citizens or their government • 

. RQmania•s "story", as it were, is a case in point. A deeply 

embedded . democracy arid a robust market economy--even if such 

desiderata were to take firm root.tomorrow--would not ~dd up to 

irrevo~abl~ security for the state, government, or nation. A free 

market and a free government are necessary but insufficient for 
Romania's -national security. New bases for a secureeRomania . ' . ..,., must 

within a threat-rich; low-ca~acity envirodment ....... " 
the country, while being compatible with the.norms 

be found 
that 

envelopes 
of a 

free market democracy.· 

ROMANIA'S TBRBAT ASSBSSMENT 

Ro111anianti.' security horizon is clouded by many perils, some of 

-- .. - ... ----·----···--·-······· ···- ····-··-·- -·· ·-· . 

--·---~-·-......... ---- ...... . 
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·· , which are perceptions magnified through the lens of Bucharest's 

political' ~J1d economic uncertainties. Internally, Romania 

confronts a multitude.of dangers to stability and well-being from 

1~ ethnonati~nalism, 2) the political strains of marketization, 3) 

. the. resistance of an old nomenklatufa to change, 4) uncertain 

civilian· authority over military and ·security forces, and 5) 

~idespread suspicion and apathy of 'citizens towards political 

authority. 

Externally, Romania finds itself buffeted by seriously 

strained relations with Hungary, the danger of a soviet civil war 

.or disintegration that exacerbates issues such as Moldova, and the· - . . . 

1 worrisomE/ 'Prt~gnosis of a greater Serbia emerqing from Yugoslav 
·- ... - .. 

) dismemberment •. · · Beyond immediate borders, Romania '·S greatly 
' 
· deple~e~ .economic condition, social conflict and political 

imbroglio makes the country susceptible to a variety ot 

Among part1es .and groups within Romania, there is little 

;Consensus about either a definition of security or the relative 

1 importance of such int'ernal and external threats. Foreign and 
. defense policy agreement breaks down quickly when specific -decisions are requ~ed and alter~atives are debated, • Yet, broadly 

\ . 
similar outlooks--for~xample, stressing nqp-negotiable Romanian 

sovereignty in Transylvania, residual Romanian interests in 

Bessarabia (specifically Mcldova), and a need to address Soviet and 

Russian interests while moving closer to Western .. Europe, the United 

States and Japan--have denoted core Romanian interests for almost . . ·-· ·-· . -· . . .... :- .. --

_,..._..._ ___ ..,._ .. _________ .. ___ ~~. 
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• 
· ,all pol iti.!?_al actors •14 

·. XIITBJUIAL TDEATS .· .. 
.. · . !thnonationalism is the virulent symbiosia between innocuous 

ethnic identity and intolerant chauvinism; it inflames the Balkans 

as nowhere. else in Europe . because ·of the fiendishly complex 
• • • • . • • . f 

interweaving of nations and borders. 

Romania's heterogeneity gauged by ethnic identity,· language, 
• • j 

religion, economic maldistribution of resources, and other gauges 

of·intra-state differences pale by comparison to Yugoslavia. Yet, 

if ·one includes Hungarians (2 ·• o million or more) , Gypsies (very 

conserv~tively 1.0 million) and other smaller minorities, at least· 

.15% pf Romania's population is non-Romania.n; This sizeable 

1· minority population is more volatile politically because ·the 

Hungarians.are the largest component of a diaspora thought to be a . . . 

critical interest in Budapest, while the Gypsies are the fastest 

9W8W~~.P·~~ e~ ~be _population • 

. The debate about Transylvania extends well beyond the 

framework of this essay. During the latter years of communist rule, 

both Hungarian and Romanian·regimes engaged in arcane disputation, 

usinq questionable scholarship, about who was in Transylvania 

first, an_d which ~!!ture had pr~~minent claim. .To .• Hungary, the 

1920 Treaty of Triano~_!p anathema, while ~o ~oma~ia it j~stifiably 

returned the region to its cultural heirs after Austr~-Hungarian 
aggrandizement. 

Since ·1989, however, issues betw.een the governments have 

turned less on historical debate than on matters of immediate 

""·--------------·-···--·. 
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• 'policy, These concerns are detailed . later. Yet, the FSN 

\. 

government has also had to confront a sm~ll, albeit quite danqerous 

group--yatra Romaneasca (Romanian Hearth)--that has organized in 

.Transylvani4 and elsewhere in the country as a reactionary 

rationalist p~litical force. vatra h,s published a rabidly anti-

~UI')gar.:i.an( ~nti-Selllitic, weekly newspaper called ~omania Mare, 

·.·which · has . become the mouthpiece for diatribes . . . .. against · ·a.~.l · · 
' 

. .., 

minorities·and moderation. Romania1 ~are has a large circulation 

throughout the coun~ry, and appears well-financed. Other extreme 

'' nationalist periodicals such as Europa also are sold widely in 
''")-~ ~~ 

I~. 

Romania, 

To cail this group or its media "ideological" would ..Qe far too 

generous; their claim to fame is the nee-fascism that ·they 

_propagate. yatra is suspected of having ties to former Securitate -agents, or even to remnants of the 1940s Iron Guard. Regardless of 

its qenesis, vatra sustains itself through ethnic hatred that 

promote a mirror-image .re~pon~e from Hungarians and other.· 
• 

groupa.U 

A June 29,. 1991 . Roundtable on the oangara ot Extremism, 

organized by the Democratic Anti-Totalitarian Forum, the National -Peasant's Party, .~ National Liberal Party and otbbrs, issued a 

declaration warning of the da;:;-gers of\ an alarming ~growth of 
' . ·""" ' ' 

"l.eftist and rightist extremism", especially " ••• aco:tions that 

tolerate ·and ·encourage xenophobia, chauvinism, (and]. anti

semitism ••• "16 This coaliticm indict~d, by impli9ation, policies 

or actions of the FSN government. The Romanian Ministry of 

'! .. ··-·-.. --··-···--··-·-· ~-~···--·- -. -· 

I 
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. . 
· h · ded by issuing a statement at the ena of , Culture, owever, respon 

c 

·.,. 

July, ~~~1, cona~mning the nationalist extremism of several 

publications,l7 Prime Minister Roman has likewise characterizea 

four newspapers ana perioaicals as "racist, chauvinistic ana 

nationalist" and threatenea to ban them. 18 
' 

'I' he unaerlying 

antagon~sma on which such publications thrive, ancl to which they 

contribute, however, are Prod_!!ct:s of .. ,_:factors not ·amen~_!:ll.!. ... c~~, 

government proclamatiol1.f!..:. 

yat;o;. operating openly in. the new political environment, 

li!S&lll_ll .t:o b~ qdnin~ members; in its n~tional ·union conference in 

.Cluj during mid-May, 1991, the strength and considerable confidence 

of its membership was evident •19 vatra' s organizational efforts 

mav extena into the Romanian Army and Interior Ministry, ·ana 

allegations of Yatra funaing for activities of the Party of 

,... National. Unity of Romanians within military units have been 
-~ . . - -·-,;--- ~ -

~eported,2° 

Detracting from Romania's external image, while adding to the 

perception of intolerance aomestically, were impre,..sions of anti

Semitism in the country, emphasized by the visit of Elie Wiesel in 

early July, 1991. Weisel came ·to honor ·the several hundrea 

thousand Jews who .:;re taken from Romania to Nazi extermination 
- \ . 

camps ip Wor.lct War II--a part of Romanian history that ha~ been too 
' .~ - ......... ' . . . . .. -....... . 

painful to ~-eca~_l. Both Romania Mare's coverage of Weiaal' s visit 

and the interruption.of his address in Iasi by people denying_that 

Jews• deaths occurred or were abetted by the Antonescu regime ~d~~d 

to the imaqe of a nation that did not want to come to grips with 
~- -- ...... 1 

.... -. ...-..---~---~-----·····- ··--··· ......... -·· . 

••=="'"""-""''"',...."' F --- ,.,._,,, ., -• ,•·--_·• 
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: 
· its past. 21 That Prime Minister Roman and President Iliescu both 

acknowledged the commemoration, and sent representatives to the 

Weisel speech, were g~~erally not observed in the foreian grass •. 

Taken together, ethnonationalism and residual images of 
. / .. 

tntolerono• great• an atmosphere , ~n. wh~ch ~ the __plUrali•m and 

accommodation critical to democracy' are· imperfied. These are an 

omnipresent threat to Romania's post-communist transition. 

Marketization represents an equal or greater challenge. Thus . .. . 

. tar, · ·the Romllnian government's efforts to 

6;. ·. · ecorio~y .:have beell. IQore li~ited than. in 

create a. free market 

e.' .. l•-t or .. Hungary; 

·:. priva~izllt~on, ~reeirig prices, and other measures have, however,· 

··:: ·, ~.@n Jni~i~t~d.22 ·. There are substantive reform proposals, with 
• ·' . •. ' '· • I •; • • ,. • ; •. : ' • . . . . • . . ' 

,. 

important' legislative action now beginning to be put into effect. 
. . -~-

A law to privatiz~ some. agriculture was passed in February, 1991, 

and President Iliescu signed an far-reaching privatization law on 

Au9ust 14--:to immediately distribute 30% of Romania 1 s capital stock 

to the population via shares in joint-stock companies, while the 

other 70% will continue to be held by the state, albeit with tQ!_. 

responsibility to .sell shares.23 

Unfortunately, the opposition parties protested the 

privatization law by walking out before a vote, le~inq the FSN ·-m~jority to pass unilaterally such import\nt legislatiod. 
, ...... ~ .~ ' 

.. But prior to this legislation, price increases haq been used 

~~.~he Pl;'imary !llechanismfor "marketizing"; the critical step of . . . 

creating a new form of ownership, however, will now be begun. 

this step will come heightened unemployment, as the 
With 

many 

~- ...... .,~-.. -·· ~····---.---~-----------··-·- .. -· -····· .•. 



enterprises that cannot operate profitably will close or become 

much smaller, with prices escalating further, An economy already .. - . 

in a tailspin will suffer further through at least the mid-1990s, 

and the.political costs.to any government will be grievous. 

The already severe loss of publiq support absorbed by the FSN 

government since May, 1990 elections has not been solely or largely 

because of accusations about "nee-communism" or the miners• 

I 
invasion of Bucharest in June, 1990. Rather, the principal issue, 

1. especially during 1991, has been the disastrous economic conditions 

· .;hat endanger the well-being of families and the lives of children. ' ' ' . 

·In May, 1990 elections, the Front's parliamentary candidates· 

accumulated oyer 2/3 of the popular vote.- By late March, 1991, 

only 31t .. of a national sample indicated that they would vote for 

the FSN--although it remained the party with t~e largest proportion . . . . : . 

\:., of public support. 24 Unquestionably, ·a 50\ increase in Romanians • 

ee••· · el Uvir\9 in the three months between October, 1990 and 

January, 1991 contributed to the government's diminished approval 

rating. 
25 

Huge price · increases when price controls on baSic 

foodstuffs were ended on April 1, 1991 certainly caused additional 

erosion of the Fronti·s popular approval.26 
Just before these 

price increases ~~ 'instituted, 74t of the same niftional sample 
. - ' . acknowledged that th~were worried or very ~orried about the shock 

-

of price liberalization;27 .. 
Not surprisingly, strikes began to be more frequent and more 

widespread in 1991,. hitting key sectors such as railway workers, 

doctors, teachers'· and others. 28 
By August, the railway work 

---.... , ... _ ... ,.... ........ _..__ ... _______ ,.,~.--. -~----·· 

. -~·-·. ' ··- ,..,.._ ---~ ---~ ........ -. -:.-:~·--_ . 
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stoppages were continuing, while the major Brasov truck factory, 

det~nse industry workers, and others, were also out on strike. 

This fear, not external attack, is an omnipresent peril to - .............. --- .. _,. ., 

Romania~s ~oday, and the first stages of creating a market economy, 

will exacerbate the suffering of a population long overdue for 

relief, For the FSN government ~r any party that sought to govern, .. · 

coping with· Romania's acutely crisis-ridden economy will cause 

political hemorrhaging that further erodes diffuse support while 

adding·to the repertoire of extremists •. 

During 1991, the political distress of the FSN government 

.because of economic calamity were evident; disputes between Finance 

Minister 'l'heodor Stolojan: and State s.ecretary Anton Vatasescu in 

March <.reportedly over the second stage of price liberalization and 

the social safety net to accompany those price increases) led, 

indirectly,·· to a cabinet crisis. 211 Prime Minister Roman 

eventYallf acted to create a stronger team on economic matters, 

ilppointing Eugen ~~jmarescu to the Finance and Economics posts, 

joining cabinet member Adrian severin and Mugur Isarescu (Governor 

of the Romanian Central, Bank) as the key policy-makers conc.erning 

the country's economic transition. 

'l'he old nome~.!Ptura--all of those individuals Whose posts of 

responsibility ·and career were ba;ed on p~rty loyalty--nUmbered in ....... " 
the hundreds of thousands. A post-ceausescu Romania faoes, as have 

all of the East European states, a difficult passage towards a new 

leadership/managerial cohort. Such an endeavor is impossible if, 

as a cri~erion of entry into new governments, ~n entirely.~on-party 

,. 

···--~--.:...----··--·--------····· 
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past is reguire.i. ~imply put, there are insufficient numbers of 
" .,. 

people who simultaneously have no communist party background Anl1 

possess adequate preparation to assume executive, legislative or 

judicial positions. · Indeed, it is vital to recoqnize thc:.t 

Romania's ability to be qoverned at ~~1 in the tlr&t year or two 

after December, .1989 rested w1tn a very small group of well-...... , ... -.. .. ---- --··. -~. ··- . -::. . .... -··- ... ,..,._ ..... - .. -~--- ..:.·,:.;.- .. ;· ..... . .............. .., .... ... 

trained, cosmopolitan•individuals. This cohort of fewer than ten .. - . . ----· . ...... .. .... - -·-·· 

people were friends and colleagues, had encountered each other as 

teaching ca·dre. at. the Communist Party Higher Academy (the Stefcm 

Gheorqhiu Academy), and had been critical of Ceausescu and many of 

.his policies. 'l'o condemn these people by virtue of their past 

Communist Party· membership, or their service to Romania in the 

communist r.egime, would be to ignore their deeper commitment and 

larger talents. 

But criticisms have been widespread, direct~ at Iliescu and 

ae..n i.n4i.vi.d~ll.y, at their staffs or c.abinet, and at their 

inability to clear out the larger mass of aparatchiks still in 

·place around the country. At the FSN congress in March, 1991, 

opinions t~at the FSN government had concentrated power " ••• around 

technocrats" was heard, and that the Roman and Iliescu had enabled 

"!)olitical · bargain .. hunters"- to 

. bureaucracy". 30 Resignations fr'Om ....... 
creep 

\ 
within 

in " ••• f~om the old 

the FSN were•made with 
' the same kind of accusation; Claudiu Iordache, who !lad been a 

leader in Timisoara•s uprising in December, 1989, resigned from an 

FSN · party position saying that the Front was simply keeping 

communists and their policies in power. 31 Sharper condemnation 

.... _ .. ______ .. ___ .. ___ ....... - . - ···- .... -· .... . 
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··came from the newspapers of traditional parties, for whom there had 
. 32 

never been any doubt about who was still in power. 

More problematic than holdover communist bureaucrats is the 

:_unease tllroughout Romania that the Securitate--the secret police-

hava been given a new lease on life, -~resident Iliescu and Prime .. - ... -- -- . -~- .... 

Minister Roman acknowledge that many erstwhile Securitate agents 

· remain in the newly reconstituted Ro111anian Intelligence service 

(SRI in its Romanian initials), headed Virgil Magureanu. 33 Seeing 

such doubt, tQe SRI has.tried to create. a more open appearance, has 

granted a·number of interviews, and has generally sought to portray 

.itself as ·a defender of Romanian laws and security. 34 The gap of 

trust has_not been bridged, however, and both popular mistrust and 

qu~astio_n.s ~bout SRI loyalties do not help abate internal threats to 

Romani_an security. 

There is little doubt, in any case, that the minimal turnover 

ot local-level Officials in Romania haa been detrimental to the 

effectiveness of EICOnomic reform and political plural~sm. Calls 

·tor local elections are a direct consequence. cf suspicions that 

each county. (iudet) requires a thl:)rough political house-cleaning . 

before democr_atic forces or policy reforms can really 

chanc;:e. . T}le FSN -~oyernment has been thwarted,· as well, 

limited control over local and r~gional a~thorities. • ·-
have a 

by its 

_, 
Loyalty of Romania's military to a post-Ceausescu.democratic 

transformation is riot certain, Lines of authority between civilian 

leaders and the army had grown _tenuous during the c_ommunist period . . 
as Ceausescu constraine<;! _____ t'esources available to the military, 

\......--...... ---·-------··-- ·-·· 

- .......... --- ~- -~---
-~--~_:_•_-__ -:-___ :_ ':__-
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denied to the High Command a preeminence for national defense, and 

isolated the armed forces from technological imports. that could 

have helped it to modernize. The dubious role of the regular Army 

in the first days of the anti-ceausescu revolt--especially in 

Timisoara--have not helped the military's reputation. Iliescu and 
. . 

Roman now have their third defense minister in two years--aft.er 
' ' ' • ' ' l ' I 

Militaru and Stanculescu--in General Constantin Spiroiu. That 

Militar.u and Stanculescu were moved from their posts reveal two 
~ ·-·-- --·· --. 

aspects of the weak link between civil and military authority; . . - - . . ............... · :-::.:-..:·.::..-.. " --- ·- . . . . . .. ' 

MUitaru was opposed from within the Army, while Stanculescu mad 

.the severe political problem of being associated with events in· 

Timisoara. Victor Stanculescu, who was switched to become Minister 

of Industry, retains considerable power, and is clearly tied to 

national security decision-making. Yet, the unwillingness or 

inability of stanculescu to•commit forces in Iliescu•s behalf in 

June, 1990 and the mounting liability that Stanculescu represented 
are more than suggestive. Within the Army are a_ll the cleavages, 

that splinter post-Ceausescu 
from nationalist to communist, 

Romanian politics--and the High Command has the Army's unity, not 

national interest, as its first order respo~sibility; the .... 

J3ut the most d~bilitating threat from within che Romanian 

political system. is a pervasive- doubt \b·out the rel~vance of 
,~.,., . -- . -· ... ·' . ' - . . -

political authority to ~esolving problems and ~eating demands The 
. --· _._,,_.,._ ----........ . . . ... . 

National Salvatio~ ·Front has seen its once formidable level of 

confidence wither as economic conditions worsen while FSN 

personage_s are unable to shake suspicions about their past or 

I . 

., . 

'· . 
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current motives. This is not, precisely speaking, indifference to 

the public realmi instead, it is a purposeful turning i~ward, begun 

long ago in the misery of ceausescu's dictatorship, away from a 

public political environment from which there was nothing to be 

gained. 

BXTBRNAL THRBATS 

Romiu~ian borders are not endangered today by threatening 

armies.. Almost without exception, however, political actors in 

Bucharest view the potential for future dangers to be significant. 

·.Hungary's "threat" to Romania is not military. Rather, the 

Maqyar diaspora in Transylvania is thought to be a cauldron in 

which Hungary's involvement can only be disruptive. Romanian 
decision-m~tkers are, for the most part, suspicious about any 

Hungarian· government presence--through consulates, educational 

exchange programs, investment initiatives, etc.--in Transylvania. 

iev•~•• impe~tant an4 biibly specific points of contention exist • 

. Hungary wants to ·re-open a consulate in Cluj-Napoca (Koloszvar), to . . .· . . . 

reest~tblish an autonomous Hungarian university in the same city, to 

open more border crossing points between the two countries, and to 

~ begin investment programs in that part o~ Romania, There are no -territorQIII claims im.e.Ved by ~tny of these actions, but '\Jach has (as 
. - ' . seen from Bucharest) .;Jle potential to dave;op loyalties towards 

Budapest, and to diminish Bucharest's control over thi-s part of. 
·Romanian territory.· 

Neither Hungarian nor Romanian military · leaders want a 

confront.ation to develop pr border incidents to escalate. one of 

• 
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.... . 
the ironies of the Hungarian-Romanian difficulty is the efforts by 

' 

politicians to use the issue, and military high commands to de.fuse 

it. Romanian sovereignty over Transylvania is not an issue about 

which Hungarian Oefense Minister Lajos Fur wants to do battle--

. ever. Neither Victor stanculescu no,r constantin Spiroiu have 

. interests ·in confrontation with Hungary.· To the contrary, we have 

:seen efforts by both countries• militaries to advance bilateral 

confidence and security-building measures, including the spring, 

1991 "Open-Skies" agreement between the two countries. Although 

large~y.symbolic (involving only four overflights per year), the 

.accord breaks new ground and strongly implies that neither army has· 

anything it wants to hide. from the other in order to mount an 

attack. 35 

Despite such an important step, however, Romanians recall with 

evident .dislike a remark 11ade by Hungarian Prime Minister AntJfall 

'"OM•IIttt.ne tU.• wo~ •• " .. "• tR U.&1:.een aUU.on Hwl9ar1ana--t.he 

number in the. state. of Hungary plus all the diaspora in the 

· ag.gregate! There. is also remembrance of Hungar hns • redeployment 

of forces ·from the wes'tern border to the eastern· frontier with 

Romania in 1~8~ and 1~iO, a meaaure that the weat appears to have 

understood but th~;_,ankled R~ma~fan sensitivities. • 
\ . 

The potential f9~difficulties with t~e Soviet Union, with 

independent. republics such as the Ukraine,.or with consequences of 

: turmoil in. the USSR (e.g., mass migration) have weighed heavi,l.y on 

Romanian security planners in 1991. Were BessarabJ,a not a pa.rt of 

the hietorical animosity between Moscow ,-and. Bucharest, the 

·-----·--~ .. -· ............. -~··~--- -·-- --~····· ... 

.. 
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potential to; a closely cooperative relationship might exist. But 

Romanions still constitute 60' of the populati9n in the soviet 

republic of Moldova36, which has asserted its autonomy during 

1991. The Prut River, serving as the Soviet-Romanian border since 

the end of World wa~ II, insulates Ro~ania from few if any of the 

USSR's difficulties • 

. No.· Romanian government can turn its back on the plaintive 

appeals of .People in Molaova for closer cultural ana economic ties. 

Reunification of Romanian and Molaova, however, must be avoided in 

~ official Romanian pronouncements. There is no question of Moscow's 

.vehement· opposition to any movement in that direction. On the: 

other hand; closer ties with an increasingly independent republic 

are ~~asible and pave been the subject President Iliescu•s meetings 

with officials of Moldova.37 The Romanian government is 

~ particularly eager to secure cross-border access for family 

vialtatlon, An4 vo&y Oonc:~•~JMIIS abc:l~t avc:~icUn9 any action that would 

promote renewed. ethnic fighting as there was in October and 

November, · 1990, bringing thousands of soviet Inte.rnal Ministry 

(MVD) troops into the'republic. 

Ana, ·to the west, Sloboaan Milosevic iu not reassurinc;J. An 
-enlarged, well-ar~, nationalist Serbia ·will be troublesome to " ·- . -- --

Ro~~nia 'insofar as Qelffi Serbs and Romanions,reliide on coth 1uaes of 

the stote borders, and issues .~f i~!ec:Jal commerce an~ mi9ration 

been 111etters of dispute. croatians and serbs, seeKing '· . ··. 

perhaps to blame others for their warfare, have taken to blaming 
·:-.... 

rogue Sec~ritate units for fomenting violence and selling arms.3B ·~ 

.. __________ _ 
,,_...__ ... , __ .., __________ ,_ __ •~·- ·-· r --- • 
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Reinforcements of the Romanian-Yugo~lav border were undertaken 

in July And August, 1991 because of the sizeable'move~ents of the 

. . .YuqoslAV · Peo.ple 'a Army (JNA) into And throuqh CroAtill. There is 

· obvious ·concern tbat, were fighting to exceed the limited civil war 

of summer, 1991, guerilla units may spek sanctuary in Romania or 

try to resupply forces from Romanian ·territory. The Romanian 

military has also discussed responses were Yugoslav federal forces 

to intrude into Romanian territory in "hot pursuit". In all of 

this there .is considerable worry in Bucharest that an entirely 

unwanted civil war may add to already weighty national sec.urity 

.concerns. 

POLICIES AND CAPACITIES FOR ROMANIAN SECURITY 

complexities and challenges of Romania's security environment 

are ac~nowledged by the FSN government. Defense Minister l. . Consta.nt~n Spiroiu, ·in a July, 1991 interview, for example, noted 
,j. '. 

tbat. 

" ••• today experts maintain increasingly that threats may come 
· primarily from internal sources in the form of unexpected 
consequences from East European reform processes, or they 
could also be economic, social or national ••• (in addition] 
there are various nonconventional threats such· as terrorism 

'- drug traf~ !eking, environment, etc, 1139 · ' 

Romania's ability to resRPnd creatively and quickly to a new 
• 

security environment is constrain~d by\ the country 1 s. relative 

isolation from the Wes~during the first two~ost-Ceausescu years, 

by disastrous economic. conditions, and by the lack ·of a firm 

domestic political consensus. 

Nevertheless, the Iliescu-Roman for~ign policy has included a -
number of innovations among which are principal themes that any 

ll 

--·~------
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·. 'Romanian govunment ill likely to pursue. 

strenuous enaeavors by both the Presidency ana the Foreign 

· "inistry have been made to repair Romania's damaged relations with . . ' 
industrial· democracies. There is, to be s.ure, .a ~ensitivity about 

· · · beinq isolated, and a stronq tendency·, in .the FSN to suspect that 

···.:"the ~e~~· ~esponde~ negatively to Romania's May 20, 1990 election 

because the outcome was not what the West had desired. Yet, FSN 

views also acknowledge that Romania's poor image is a product of 

the country 1 s bureaucracy, disorder, s,ocio-political instability, 

strikes, and .~orruption. 40 Senior Romanian officials have 

.recognhed the need to convey ·their collllllittnent to political and 

· economi.c changes, and have made frequent trips to Washington, 

London,· Paris, Tokyo and other capitals. 41 Foreign Minister Adrian 

Nastase, Minister Eugen Dijmarescu, Governor Mugur Isarescu (of the 

Central Bank), Minister Adrian severin and other cabinet-level 

.officials pave made several trips to Washington, o.c. since mid-

1990; t4e Foreign Minister's travel schedule has been, in fact, 

extraordinarily full, 
...,.;.. ·-. 

In part because plans·tor'a market economy are materializing 

and loc.al elections are planned, the Bush Administration has 

reacted favorably and waived the ·-critical first step towards ren;wing ....... 
Jackson-Vanik •amendment--a 

\ . 
MFN. Although suDmission of .. 

MFN to Congress for approval is unlikely to happen Wltil after 

local elections are held,_the.Ro~nia can now begin to re-enter ·- ~ .·~ --
,financial markets .. closed to it_bY: American reluctan~e~. 

1 

Foreign Minis.ter Nastase, Economics and Finance Minister 

... -···- .. . --



. oijmareliJCU, ana central Bank Governor Isarescu have sought to 

cultivate. relations with the European Community at man~ forums. An 

EC-Romania bilateral traae ana cooperation agreement took effect on 

May 1,· 1991; Romania'lil aim, however, ilil an associate status with 
.. ' .. ;·the EC. 42 

. ' . : . 

. , · · · :. · Althouqh a recitation of all initiatives taken by Romania to 

enhance bilateral tiel> with the Welilt: is unnecessary here, there 

have been particularly strong efforts to aevelop Italian-Romanian 

ana Spanish-Romanian linklil. With Italy, for example, a treaty of 

frienaship ana cooperation Walil siqnea in July 1991, ana siqnificant 

.technical and scientific cooperation is planned u a conlilequence of 

Italian Foreiqn Minister Gianni cle fo!ichelis' mia-year vbit to 
' 

Bucharelilt, 43 

Romania's relations with Hungary, as notea earlier, remain 

uneasy. The spring, 1991 "Open Skies" accora Walil an important, 

•~--•• .,...~~, »11ate~al confiaence ana lilecurity-builaing 

measure, Funaamental differences remain. Before setting to rest 

larger .ilill>Ues of. bilateral relations or holding a aummit, the 

Hunqarians want to ·hold talks with Romania at the workinq level . 
. ' . . . 

about re-openinq the Hungarian consulate. in Cluj, more boraer 

cros.sinq points, ~ the 

university (also in C~). 

-
re-op~ning of an autonome>us Hungar'ian 

\ . 
All of these matters are focusea on the 

Transylvanian Hungarian population within Romania. .. 
Romania has expressea a quite aifferent view--i.e., that a 

broaa treaty of unaerl>tanding, cooperation ana.gooa will is first 

required to establish the "norms of bilateral relations", after 

-------·-·-······-·:---· ........ 
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which "a future accord on a s.eries of concrete actions ••• " is 

feasible.44 Both sides accuse the other of having the proverbial 

cart before the horse, ana neither has defused the tension. At 

international forums, for example at the July, 1991 CSCE Geneva 

meetinq-on ethnic minorities, the two pountries clashed once again 

regardi¥1'1 the Romanian ethnic minority policy. 45 

One of . the most criticized steps taken ·by the Romanian 

government 1uts been to sign a new treaty with the Soviet Union. In 

an· interview discussing the treaty, Foreign Minister Nastase 

~ pointed out the advantages to Romania of retaining close ties with 

-the soviet Union-...;the raw materials, ·potential market, etc.· 

. Further, he pointed out that the treaty clarified thorny bilateral 

issues including the Romanian . treasures taken by the Red Army, 

Serpent's Island (occupied by the USSR since the war), and other 

matters. 46 

h~ Rollan£.••• oonge~na w•~• deeper. The Soviets--particularly 

the Soviet military--were edgy about Molaova, and had sent 

additional· troops to the republic in late 1990. Romania's 
justifiable concern· was that, in addition to tension on the 

Hungarian border, a much more ominous adversary could emerge if 

-provoked beyond the Prut River. That the treaty cle~ly denies to 
~ ·-

. Romania any territorui ambition beyond the,lrut--i.e., \o reunite . . 

Bessarabia with other Romanian territory--was conaemne~ by many in 

Romania's anti-FSN opposition. Yet, the treaty's reassurance to. 

Moscow has enabled Bucharest to continue developing ties with the 

Molaovan government, including meetings between Foreign Minister 
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Nastase and Moldovan Minister of Foreign Affairs, Nicolae Tiu, 47 

and to promote contacts with the Russian Republic. 48 

Serbia's effort to reassert dominance in Yugoslavia and/or the 

complete breakup of YU'iJOSlavia have been ominous. Heightened 

readiness C)f Romanian troops in border ,areas has been evident, and 

the Romanhn Ministry of Foreign Affllin has nervously advocated EC 

and CSCE action to 'preclude dismembering Yugoslavia. 49 Romania is 

powerless to do anything to mitigate fighting between Croats and 

Serbs or others, but (as noted earlier) croatian publications have 

--al,luded to possible involvement of erstwhile Securitate agents in ' - - - ' ' . 

supplying arms to serbs in Slovonia. so 

· To detend itself, Romania 1 s military is woefully underyrepared 
. ' . . . ' - . ·- - ' - - --

for ~n~ concerted .-.tt~ck. , Its equipment is V4i!rr__outda_t~d, and its 

training poor. Efforts by the post-Ceausescu government to 
.. -- -- --- .. 

depoliticize the Army and to professionalize it are underway. 

0"'"""" Mt."$.8hw -.,t.woi.v bae ••pbaeizeli the need to give "top 

priority to qualitative aspects in all areas of national defense", 

and has specifically referred to equipment and the standard of 

conscripts as matters requiring urgent attention.sl For the near 

term, however, Romania's 170,000 active-duty peraonn~l rem~in an - . - ·- . -
unlikely reservoi;~of the nation's security. In•olvement 1n --... . .. . - " --- --- ·---.:::.::.. .. 

. . - - .. ~ -~-

·--···- ..., __ ,.,. . ..._., . 
economic activity, ~t haa absorbed 'almost so,ooo of the .. 
military's active personnel in 198952 , had a debilitating effect on 

readiness and equipment maintenance--an effect that Romania is now 

too poor to reverse any time soon.S3 

Most broadly, Romania seeks to surround itself with more 

._.,. ...... ·--~' ................. ~----·.,-~ ....... . 
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layers of regional and multilateral security organizations. The 

aforementioned aaeooiate status in EC is one such link~ge. To this 

have been added the notions of Danubian cooperation (a June 25-26 

meeting took place in Bucharest), a Black Sea Economic Cooperation 

zone, and Balkan cooperation qenera~ly. President Iliescu has 

spoken of interlockinq "harmonious relationships amidst the new 

all-European architecture and its sub-reqional components". 84 

Foreiqn Minister Nastase has elaboratecl this notion ot an web ot 

reqional and. sub-reqional· architectures. that are " .•• temporary, 

until the establishment of a pan-European security system".~~~ 

.Romania fears, perhaps most of all, being separated from the· 

rest of Europe--set aside in the Balkans to contend with its 

internal a.nd external threats alone. To divide East-

.. Cellt~al. tr9111 j;outheastern Europe is· a "totally unacceptable and 

~ artific;:ial1! divi11ion, according to a Secretary of State in the 

Romanian Foreiqn Ministry--a division that perpetuates haves and 

have nota, ~oth in terms of economic access to the West and the 

availability ot security guarantees. Romanians ot all parties are 

also uncomfortable with the·notion of recreating a buffer zone vis-

~ a-vis the USSR from countries of Eastern Europe. 

SUMMARY • 
\ .Romania must confront numerous intractable proble~ that make . ..,.,.. " 

the 'country less secure than most of the other erstwhile communist 

states of Eastern Europe. Its capacities to meet these threats are 

certainly not military or economic. Romanian diplomacy must, 

ind_eecl,. bear the brunt of the country's security neecls for the 
·: : .-. . -
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. ' 

·' 
' , foreseeable future. 

A wide range of initiatives have been inaugurat~d; none of 

these·alone provides the answer to Romania's security needs. Yet, 

Romanians have . begun ·the arduous re,;,entry into· Europe, with 

considerable . promise that--provii;led domestic political· 

· democratization_and econo~ic reform continue--Romania 1 s insecurity 

can be diminished during the 1990s. 
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1. Amonq booku on tbuuu uubjuotu, tbu mout notobli Aru MAry 
Ellen Fischer's, Nicoloe Ceousescu (Boulder: Lynne ~ienner ~r•••, 
liiO), Trond Gilberg, Notignoli•m and Cgmmuniam in Rgmonio 

. (8oUld~r: Westview Press, 1990). 

, 2. An early expression of this view,was Vladimir Tismaneanu, 
· "New Masks, Old Faces: The Romanian Junta's Familiar Look", Ib§ 

N,.l(, itP~~Uc (5 February 1990). 

3. some of these criticisms of the Front from intellectual 
circles is reflected in 

4. see Daniel N. Nelson, "The Romanian Disaster" in Anthony 
Jones, ed .. Research on the Soyiet union and Eastern Europe 
(Greenwich, Conn.: JAI Press, 1990), pp. 83-111. See also, 
generally, Daniel N. Nelson, Romanian Politics in the Ceausesgu 
~(New York: Gordon and Breach, 1988). 

5. I have detailed these charges and counter-charges in a 
special edition of Electoral Studies, Volume 9, Number 4 (1990), 
pp. 355-366~ 

6. A comprehensive report is National Democratic Institute 
International Affairs/National Republican Institute for 
International Affairs, The May 1990 Elections in Romania 
(Washington, D.C.: NDI/NRIA, 1990). 

7. Fo~ aooo~nts of the miners' attacks in Bucharest, see 

for 

a. The flavor of Western commentary on June, 1990 events was a 
washingtgn Pgst editorial, 11Romania'e Staliniata11 (17- June, 

. 1p90) • 

9. A compendium of such legislation and administrative reforms, 
with proposed time-lines, is Council for Reform of the Government 
of Romania, The White Book of the Romanian Reform (Bucharest: 
May, 1991). The Council is beaded by Adrian Severin, Deputy 
Prime Minister, and de facto economic reform "azar" tlfor the FSN 
goverll!Dent. ..,., - '\ • 

10. 11 15 Ceausescu Ot"flcials Jailed", Finant;ial Times (26 March 
1991); among those sentenced were former propaganda chief Dumitru 
Popescu, a former foreign minister roan Totu, both of whom 
received five and a half years in prison. A total of twenty one 
former politburo members were tried for genocide. A more 
complete report on these charges was issued by Rompres on March 
25, 1991 and reprinted in F8IS, Daily Report; East Europe 91-058 
(26 March 1991), p. 46 • 
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· ~1. Adopting Romanian children by Americans had led to'a 
•substantial black market of infante in Romania that was traumatic 

for families who wished to adopt, and impossible tor the State 
Department to manage. stories on this dilemma, and the Romanian 
action are numerous. several that provide summary information 
are oavid Binder, 11 U.s. Issues Warning of Obstacles in Adopting 
Romanian Children", New York Times {May 24, 1991), Al I<amen, 
11 U.S. to End Waivers tor Romanian Adoptions", Washington Post {27 
Jdly,1991) and an Associate Press dispatch, "Romanians Put Strict 
curbs on Adoptionlil" parried in the Washington Post (17 July, 
1991)· . 

· 12. For comparison, political apathy and the dangers such a 
phenomenon represents to democratization in the Polish case is 

.discussed in _David Mason, Daniel N. Nelson, and Bohdan Szklarski, 
"Apathy and the Birth of Democracy: The Polish Struggle", ~ 

···.European Politics and Societies Vol. 5, No. 2 (Spring, 1991), pp •. 
205-233. 

13. See Mason, Nelson and Szklarski, op. cit. wherein a number 
of studies are cited concerning Poles' attitudes about the 
efficacy of participation in the post-communist setting. 

14. Compare, for example, chapters by Ioan Mircea Pascu, who has· 
served as Counselor to President Iliescu for Foreign Policy, and 
_the views of Sorin Botez, Foreign Policy advisor to the National 
Liberal Party in Daniel N. Nelson, ed. Romania After Tyranny 
(Boulder: Westview, forthcoming 1991). · 

15. A very good synopsis of vatra Romaneasca 1s lineage, tactics 
l~J,t.~B·~-;~;ions, including descriptions of its principal organ 
11 . --- ---- An4 of.sa«:.t.qne ,,_ f.w l.•..O.W•, f.• P.nni• O.letant•a 
Convergence Versus Divergence in Romania: The Role ot the vatra 

Romaneasca Movement in Transylvania", paper presented at th~e-..a 
SSEEES 75th Anniversary Conference, 8-14 December, 1990. 

16. See "Declaratie", in Romania Libera (2 July, 1991), p. 2. 

17. See this Ministry statement published in Romania Libera (24 July, 1991), p. 1. · 

. 18. 
2. 

-
As quoted in•BfE/RL Dgily Report, l\50 ea Augus~, ~991), p, 

19. This is 
stationed in 
scholars who 

the interpretation both of American diplowats then 
Romania as well as a number of European and u.s. 
have conducted research in Romania during 1991. 

20. 
L7 
,.~ 

See a report on this matter by Constantin Vranceanu~ll .... 
. awe::tl I Romania Libera (6-7 July, 1991) I p. 3. 
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···21. see Henry Kamm, "Romanians Are Told of Nation's Role in Mass 
Killing of Jews", New York Times (2 July, 1991) and Henry Kamm1 
"Anti-Semi tic Taunt at wiesel Talk in Romania" 1 N~W York Times (3 
July, 1991), P• AS. 

22. A comparative discussion of privatization efforts in Eastern 
Europe acknowledges Romania's attempts, and notes the very 
minimal eteps by Czechoslovakia and Bulgaria. see Marvin 
Jackson, "The Progress of Privatizatiqn", Report on Eastern 
Europe (2 August, 1991), Vol 2, I 31, pp. 40-45, 

23. sea the announcement of Iliescu•s action in a Rompres 
dispatch of 14 August 1991 reprinted in FBIS paily Report; East 
Europe 91-158 (15 August 1991) 1 p. 31. 

24. See IRSOP report, "Program Dupa un An ... 11 (Bucuresti: IRSOP, 
1991), dated Ap~il 10, 1991. 

25. ·According to the Bucharest periodical, Economistul (3 March, 
1991), a survey of 2400 goods and services indicated a 50' cost 
.of living increaee between October 1990 and January 1991. 

26 •. Reuters reported on April 2 about the consequences of such 
price·increases. see "Romania Upset and Resigned at Rise in 

·Basic Food Prices", New York Times (2 April, 1991), p. A2; also 
"Roman~ans Face Big Price Rises", Financial Times (2 April, 

. 1991) • 

27. This eurvey wae conducted by IRSOP'between March 26-31, 1991 
with a sample of over 2,200 individuals. See IRSOP's report, 
" ...... ••• D»pa "n An·. •" (10 Apdl 1991). 

28. Financi~l Times (19 June,l991) reported these incidents in 
an article entitled "Romanian Strike Spreads", 

29. Bucharest Domestic Service reported on this episode on 22 
March 1991, in a dispatch reprinted by FBIS paily Report; East 
Europe 91-057 (25 March, 1991), p. 36, 

30. See Christian Science Monitor report (no by-line) on 
"Romanian 1 s Party congress" ( 19 March,· 1991) • • 

...,.,_ ·-
31. See the washing~ Post (no by-line} (14 March 1991) 
"Official Quits High arty Post". ' 1 

' 
• 

32 •. See, for example, Sorin stafan, "Regimului Frontui savarii 
Nat~onale ... ", oreptatea (4 April 1991), p. 3. 

33. Such concern reaches the Western press. See, for example, 
Stephen Engelberq, "Uneasy Romania Asks: Where Are Spies Now", 
New York Times (13 February, 1991). 
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:~.~34. For example, see the revealing two-part interview of Major 

General Mihai stan, First Deputy Director of SRI, by Stefan 
Mitroi in fineretul Liber (8 and 9 February, 1991). 

35, I discussed the results of these negotiations in Budapest in 
late April and ea.rly May, 1991 with Hungarian Defense Ministry 
per~>onnel. · 

36. According to the soviet census ~f 1989, there were 3.3 
million "Moldovans" ·and 145,000 "Romanians"·· But there is no 
linguistic or cultural distinction between these two labels. Of 
all M~ldovans, 2.5 million are in the union republic of that 
name constituting 2/3 of the republic's population in 1989. 
Afte~ some migration to Romania, it is safe to estimate that at 
least 60t of Moldova•s population is ethnically and 
linguistically Romanian. 

37. Rompres (9 April 1991), for example, reported on a meeting 
between Nicolae Tiu and Ion Iliescu regarding Rornanian-Moldova 
ties. see reprint of this dispatch in FBIS, paily Report;East 

"' .~urope 91-069 (10 April 1991), p. 37. 

38. One example is the report on the Securitate in the Zagreb 
newspaper yiesnik (7 May 1991), p. 4 regarding alleged activities 
by the former Romanian secret police in the town of Borovo Selo. 

39. See the interview with General Constantin Nicolae Spiroiu in 
lld'\!X~f\)1 (18 July 1991), author's translation. 

40. See thecoliUilEintary by Dumitru Tinu in Adevarul (16 May, 
1991) •. 
41.· A high-level American delegation including Assistant 
Secretary of State Richard Shifter went to Bucharest in June 

. 1~9~ to discuss conditions for MFN.. Prior to this delegatio~'& 
v1s1t, considerable debate within the State Department and . 
Congress took place regarding a shift in u.s. policy towards 
Romania, prompted in part by the recognition that standards of 
conduct were being applied inconsistently if the Bush 
Administration's pro-MFN poli~y for China was compared with the 
position on Romania. Tangible economic reforms and echeduling of 
local elections w..e~ also criti£_al to a ~hange in u.s •• policy. 

42. A letter from ~e Minister Roman requesting talks on such 
an association with the EC was presented to President ~f the EC 
Jacques Delors, by Eugen Dijmarescu on May 31, 1991 in Brussels: 
See a Rompres Dispatch of 31 May 1991 reprinted in FBIS paily 
Report;East Europe 91-106 (3 June,1991), p. 31. 

43. see the accounts of de Michelis' visit fro'm Bucharest Radio, 
Rompres and other dispatches reprinted in FBIS Daily Report; East 
Eurgpa 91-142 (24 July 1991)1 p. 22-23. 
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44. See, for example, the exchange of letters during late June 
and early J~ly, 1991 between Hungarian Foreign Minister Geza 
Jeszenskzky and Romanian Foreign Minister Adrian Nastase as 
reported on Bucharest Programul Unu Radio, reprinted in FBIS 
paily Report; 'East Europe (10 July, 1991) 1 p. 29. · 

.• 

45. The author discussed the Hungarian view with Foreign 
Minister Geza jeszeszensky in Washington, o.c. in late July, 
1991. The angry Romanian rejection o~ Hungarian complaints was 
carried by Rompres on 19 July 1991 and reprinted in FBIS Doily 
Report; East Europe 91-139 (19 July, 1991), p. zs. 

46. See the Nastase interview in pimineata (10 April, 1991). 

47. One such meeting occurred on Z7 July, 1991 in Bucharest. 

48. Rompres reported on Nastase•s conversations with Andrei 
Kozyrev, Russian Federation Foreign Minister, on 18 July 1991. 
See FBIS Doily Report; East Europa (19 July 1991), p. 24 .• 

. 49. The text of a June Z7, 1991 "Declaration of Romania 1 s 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs" was made available to me by the 
Romanian Embassy in Washington, o.c. ·. 

SO. See viesnik (Zagreb) of 7 May, 1991, p. 4. . . . 

51. See the interview of Spiroiu by Octavian Andronic in 
Libertatea (4-5 July, 1991) 1 pp. 1..:2. · 

'-' 52. Ibid. 

53. Por a more complete diecu•sion ot aomania•a military in the 
post-Ceausescu era, one should consult Larry Watts "The Romanian 
Army in December and Beyond", in Daniel N; Nelson, 1 Rgmania After · 
Tyranny (Boulder: Westview, forthcoming 1991). · 

54. See the text of 
Concepts of Security 
1991 as reprinted in 
July 1991), p. 3. 

his address to a seminar on "Perceptions and 
in Eastern Europe" in Bucharest on 4 July, 
FBIS Daily Repgrt: East Eurgpe 91-131 (9 
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BULGARIA: SECURITY CONCERNS AND FOREIGN POLICY 

INTRODUCTION1 

The events resulting in the Eastern European revolutions of 1989 

and 1990 were fast-paced and have had great impact upon Western 

foreign policy, European security, and the world economy. Neither 

anticipated nor yet well-understood, the six year era of glasoost 

("openness"] and perestrojka ["restructuring"] is likely to be among the 

most important of the twentieth century. lt resulted in processes 

yielding democratization, nascent free market economies, military 

realignment, and political and social reform -- albeit with varying 

degrees of fervor and ferment. In the Soviet Union, cradle of modern 

communist reform, the events of 19 August 1991 will surely cause 

reconfiguration of the chapter on reform, but it is too early to know 

precisely to what degree. In the countries of East Central Europe it 

appears that democratization accompanied by the creation of capitalist 

systems, is relatively firm. In the Balkans, on the other hand, success 

has been mixed, with Bulgaria showing signs of the most promising 

future. 

This paper concerns the case of Bulgaria. lt will broadly cover 

security questions and foreign policy matters along with a discussion of 

flash points, which, if ignited, could explode, with potential for 

fracturing the fragile democracy which this former communist land is 

evolving, as well as for adding to the destablization of the Balkans. 
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BULGARIA: BALKAN BASTION OF THE USSR 

Throughout the 40-plus years of communist control in Eastern Europe, 

the Soviet Union was the prjmus jnter pares. And the USSR's bulwark in 

Southeastern Europe was Bulgaria, the only faithful follower of the 

Moscow line in the peninsula. Bulgaria is contiguous to all Balkan 

countries but Albania. Two of its neighbors are formerly non-orthodox, 

communist states, Yugoslavia and Romania. Today, both are experiencing 

turmoil. Multi- national and volatile Yugoslavia, long an independent 

actor in world affairs, but one, which, after 73 years of existence 

appears to be on the brink of fragmentation and civil war, extends along 

Bulgaria's western border. Romania, Bulgaria's northern neighbor across 

the Danube River, once a rogue member of the W~rsaw Pact, is a country 

still very much controlled by the Ceausescu-era political and security 

infrastructure. 

In contrast to Romania, Bulgaria was a firm and devoted member of 

the Soviet alliance. Bulgaria's past communist orthodoxy, from Moscow's 

perspective, coupled with its location on the northern borders of Greece 

and European Turkey gave it, as a member of the Warsaw Pact, a unique 

and strategic importance against these two N.A.T.O. members. In addition, 

its proximity to Turkey afforded the U.S.S.R. a potential stepping stone to 

the Turkish Dardanelles and the Bosphorus, the Soviet's only naval and 

maritime passage from its warm-water ports on the Black Sea to the 

Mediterranean. In sum, Bulgaria was the Soviet's bastion in the Balkans, a 

gateway into peninsula if the need for invasion should have arisen. With 

the Warsaw Pact now defunct, Bulgaria's nearness to the Straits is no 

longer an advantage enjoyed by the Soviets, for Bulgaria is not a military 

ally of the USSR, and, appears to be reluctant to become one again.2 But 

Bulgaria was more than a jumping off point for Soviet troops, it 

evidently also served as Moscow's agent in some international affairs 
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wherein Bulgarian personnel acted at times as surrogates for the Soviet 

Union in such matters as international covert activities, training 

terrorists, conducting arms deals, and spreading disinformation among 

other acts. Bulgaria no longer performs such services for its former 

mentor. 

Currently, Bulgarian national political leaders are largely In fact 

gazing westward anxious to enter Western trade and security alliances, 

hoping to be soon joining the European mainstream. The average 

Bulgarian is anxious too, to put the communist experience behind him. 

This shift away from the Soviet-style governments by each former 

Eastern European satellite will have long-term effects on the economies 

and security systems of all concerned; it has already unraveled the 

Warsaw Pact and the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance (C.M.E.A.). 

Nevertheless, because of historic interdependencies, economic ties 

between Bulgaria and the U.S.S.R. remain and will continue to remain 

strong for some time to come as they are bound together by market 

factors. At the same time, the changes have led to an overall reduction in 

Soviet impact on Bulgarian affairs, though Soviet influence is by no 

means dead in Bulgaria as we will see. 

INTERNAL TURMOIL 

Politics 

Contemporary Bulgarian politics are a melange of ideological, 

social, and economic cross-currents. Until the summer of 1991, they 

could be generally grouped into the bipolar struggle between the 

Bulgarian Communist Party (B.C.P.), which changed its name to the 

Bulgarian Socialist Party (B.S.P.) in 1990, and the major opposition 

coalition, the Union of Democratic Forces (U.D.F.), founded In 1989. The 

B.S.P., whose program has evolved from authoritarian communism to a 

muddled, quasi-social democratic platform, was confronted by the U.D.F. 
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which, despite the fact that its constituent member organizations 

included such groups as social democrats, environmentalists, and 

agrarians, staunchly stood against the B.S.P. During the June 1990 

national elections, the B.S.P. secured 211 seats, giving it a bare 

majority of 52.75% of the seats, while the U.D.F. came in second with 

144 (36%). 

To many, the U.D.F.'s comparatively poor showing was a significant 

disappointment. In the parliament that was formed as a result of these, 

the first free national elections in more than 40 years, the B.S.P. arid the 

U.D.F. became locked in struggles which seemed often based less on 

political platform and more on inter·party enmity. Despite the often 

byzantine and at times apparently self-serving activities of deputies and 

their parties, significant legislation, in the spirit of democratization 

and a market economy, was finally passed, including, notably, a new 

constitution on 12 July. But in the process. the U.D.F. coalition, never 

robust, began to come apart. Two factions formed around the issue of 

whether the constitution should be approved before the then expected 

September elections (they are now set for October 12), or be postponed 

until afterwards. This turn of events may give the B.S.P., albeit itself 

somewhat fractured, a greater chance of winning a majority of seats in 

the new parliament. On the other hand, the August putsch in the U.S.S.R. 

and the subsequent diminution of prestige and power of the Communist 

Party of the Soviet Union may cause Bulgaria's former communist party, 

the B.S.P., to lose support and influence in a coat·tail effect, thereby 

possibly counter-balancing the fragmention in the U.D.F. by driving some 

who would have voted the B.S.P. ticket to the U.O.F. However, while the 

August events in Moscow could be an asset to the anti-communist U.D.F. 

coalition, it seems unlikely that sufficient organizational unity will be 

derived to fully capitalize on it, for U.D.F. factions seem unwilling to 

compromise sufficiently to retain a unified facade. 
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In a worst case scenario, the B.S.P. could carry the elections and 

democratization could be side-tracked or stalled, due to efforts to 

insure B.S.P. dominance in national and local affairs. Progress toward 

creating a market economy could be set back or even reversed, for the 

B.S.P. has opposed the "shock therapy" approach espoused by the U.D.F. and 

being employed in Bulgaria. The creation of a more authoritarian 

government then, cannot be ruled out, perhaps resembling the current 

Romanian model, wherein the government, made up almost exclusively of 

former Ceausescu-era communists, seeks to perform the minimum 

exercises needed to secure Western assistance, but to go its own way in 

a self-perpetuating process which protects party members, their rights 

and privileges. 

More likely, however, if the B.S.P. wins, is that there will be 

scrambled coalition politics, wherein the majority B.S.P. would be 

obliged to make accommodations with the burgeoning agrarian movement 

to which it will likely lose members, and with the rump U.D.F. and its 

other splinters, prominently among them, the Social Democrats, which 

generally are likely to check serious recidivism. Democratization would 

likely be retarded in this model, but not halted. 

The Economy 

If the politics of the Bulgaria are in flux, the economy is even more 

uncertain. While Bulgaria has not experienced serious unrest of Albania, 

Romania, or Yugoslavia, it is fertile ground for increasing social 

problems thanks to an economy in shambles, the legacy of more than 40 

years of central planning and associated problems of corruption, poor 

management, and a system which valued quantity over quality, among 

others. 

The people of Bulgaria greeted the year 1991 angry and confused. 

Energy was rationed and there was less food in the shops than in 
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communist times and what there was, was more expensive. 

Unemployment was growing. Meantime, the economic crisis showed no 

promise of abating. People looked in disbelief at the meager 

accomplishments and activities of their new and democratically elected 

legislature which appeared unable to effectively deal with issues 

concerning the national good. 

Peasants ·produced food stuffs for the nation but the prices were 

controlled by the state and selling was not profitable, even for 

collective farms. Thus, much food was hoarded by producers and 

distributors against a time when prices would rise. Government agencies 

demanded that agricultural enterprises turn a profit, but the rules of the 

state, at the same time, doomed the possibility of profit.3 

Transportation was problematic too, as petrol became scarcer and more 

expensive. By Spring 1991, after prices were allowed to find market 

level, there was much more in the shops, shelves were not empty, though 

the prices were considerably higher and the number of consumers was 

lower. 

Unwilling to cope with the painful economic reconstruction all around 

them, many of the best-trained Bulgarian young people began emigrating 

in large numbers as soon as travel restrictions were liberalized in 1990. 

By 10 June, according to official statistics, 44,105 Bulgarians with 

post-secondary education had left. Of this number 6,506 were educated 

specialists and scientific workers.4 The departure of the these 

emigrants will certainly have an adverse effect upon the land for among 

them will be some of the best trained and brightest of the Bulgaria's 

young professionals. They have left because professional opportunities 

are limited. They believe a better life can be had abroad. 

The brain drain not withstanding, Bulgaria is making serious 

efforts at reform and has been able to persuade the International 

Monetary Fund, World Bank, European Community (E.C.) and other 
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organizations and agencies to provide financial support. But Bulgaria is 

attempting a "shock therapy" approach and the race is between whether 

the population can withstand the rigors of this radical solution to their 

economic woes or whether they will break before the course is run. With 

mounting unemployment and increasing discontent as manifested by such 

events as the nine- day Madan miners' strike for higher wages and better 

working conditions • in· August, it appears that the popular patience is 

wearing thin. Further, while data are very difficult to come by, there is 

evidence that particularly in the economic sphere, members of the 

former communist nomenklatura, many of whom still occupy important 

positions in the security and military forces, the bureaucracy, and in 

commerce, have been working against reform. Accomanying 

nomenklatura obstructionism, there is resistance from managers, 

administrators, and workers. These problems seem to have been fueled by 

such fears as becoming unemployed and/or, in the case of the 

nomenklatura, losing influence and privileged positions. 5 

In sum, discontent resulting from the harsh realities of the 

economic reformation could turn to unrest, inspired possibly in part by 

nomenklatura self-interest. Should there be disturbances, Bulgarian 

reform efforts will likely be severely damaged and its International 

credibility jeopardized. 

The Muslim Question 

Bulgarian politics are, and will continue to be, influenced by two 

internal trouble spots of major proportions, both with international 

ramifications, both emanating from the era of Ottoman imperial control 

of Bulgaria which began in the late 14th century. The first involves the 

Muslim minorities in Bulgaria and the second is the so-called Macedonian 

Question. The Ottoman Empire, of which Bulgaria was at least titularly a 

part until 1908, was a Muslim theocracy.S Although it eventually 
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relinquished control of Bulgaria, a large number of people who, in the 

majority were ethnic Muslim Turks, augmented by a smaller number of 

Slavs whose forebears adopted Islam, remained in Bulgaria. 

Historically, the Muslim and Chrisitan communities did not 

integrate with each other, and the separation continued after the fall of 

the Ottoman Empire. During the 1950s through the 1980s, Bulgarian

Turkish formal relations were generally smooth, but not really close -

Bulgarians themselves never seemed to overcome the Ottoman "'Yoke' 

Psychosis, •7 that is, the not altogether accurate notion that Bulgaria 

existed for nearly 500 years under great oppression perpetrated by 

Ottoman authorities. Turkey, for its part, had and continues to maintain 

an interest in the well- being of the ethnic Turks and other Islamic 

peoples in Sdutheastern Europe. 

Relations between Bulgaria and Turkey deteriorated virtually over 

night when in December 1984, the Bulgarian government launched an 

assimilation campaign intended to transform ethnic Turks into 

"Bulgarians.· The reasons for this attempt at cultural and religious 

transmogrification have never been publicly stated, though they appear 

rooted in the historical animosity between the two groups, based on the 

Ottoman Yoke syndrome. Often coupled with this is fear that ethnic 

Turks wanted to either secede or create an autonomous Turkish region 

within Bulgaria (setting up a Cyprus-like division of the country). In 

addition, the state of Bulgaria's economy was bad and getting worse. lt 

is probable that this national purification campaign was also In part 

induced by the logic that if the population could be mobilized against the 

Muslims, its attention would be diverted from the increasingly evident 

national economic crisis. The fact that the non-Muslim population had a 

shrinking birth rate while the Muslims had an expanding one, was also 

us:od to :aid tho govornmont in fooding anti· Muclim oontimonto.A In tho 

____________________ _j 
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end, the assimilation program failed, but not before as many as 100 

Muslims died resisting the authorities. 9 

Basic human rights were denied the ethnic Turks and even the use 

of the Turkish language was forbidden. In 1989, soon after taking office, 

the Bulgarian communist government which unseated long-time dictator, 

Todor Zhivkov, began a program of reinstating those human rights denied 

Muslims, and did so with the support of most political opposition groups, 

especially the U.D.F. 

Of the 300,000-375,000 who fled to Turkey in 1989, as a result of 

Bulgaria's opening its border -- an effort to eliminate the "Turkish 

Question" by removing a large number of the ethnic Turks physically from 

Bulgaria -- about half have returned. When they left, much of their 

belongings and real estate were sold at low prices to non-Muslims or 

simply lost to the state. The government is attempting to find means to 

return such property; however, many, especially anti-Muslim nationalists 

and those living in the predominantly Turkish regions who reaped the 

profits resulting from ethnic Turkish departures, oppose, sometimes 

physically, the restitution of both the rights and belongings of those 

Turks who left. They also oppose the right to have the Turkish language 

taught to children in schools.1 0 

The Muslims of Bulgaria, who comprise between ten and fifteen per 

cent of the total population, have been non-violent throughout both the 

assimilation campaign and the subsequent events. Some organized a 

political action group called the Movement for Rights and Freedoms 

(MRF), founded in 1989. Although not all members are Muslim or of 

Islamic heritage, the organization:s focus is the protection and extension 

of Muslim rights in Bulgaria and in fact, in the elections of 1990, had the 

third largest showing, garnering 23 (5.8%) seats in the 400 seat national 

parliament. During the recent ratification debates concerning Bulgaria's 

newly passed constitution, the MRF representatives were stridently 
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vocal about making Turkish an official language of Bulgaria. No such 

measure was passed, but the episode, which involved the walk-out of 

MRF deputies from the legislature, is a warning that Bulgarian Muslims 

are likely to become more assertive in pursuit of their goals, thus 

creating a greater likelihood for confrontation between Bulgarian 

nationalists and Bulgaria's largest minority groups. At the same time, 

the ethnic Turkish minority is becoming better organized, more vocal, 

and more demanding. lt will surely bring pressure on the government for 

a greater say in national affairs and increased minority rights, and it 

will thus become increasingly a target of intensified anti-Muslim 

vituperation and perhaps even violence from nationalist quarters. 

Extreme nationalists, the anti-Muslims, have possibly been 

encouraged by members of the former nomenklatura seeking to obstruct 

the current government, through 

the Turkish regions in February. 

demonstrations and actions like those in • 
Such actions could discredit Bulgaria's 

efforts to be accepted in and assisted by developed democratic nations, 

by creating internal stress which would present a backward and racist 

image abroad for Bulgaria at a time when the country needs aid and 

assistance. These people continue to argue that Bulgaria should expect 

attempts to create within Bulgaria, a Cyprus, dividing Muslim for non· 

Muslim regions. But such arguments seem simplistic. A Turkish invasion 

is certainly .out of the question and a Cyprus- like division of their lands 

is improbable under any circumstances because the predominantly 

Turkish regions are not contiguous, the two main 'islands' being in south 

central Bulgaria, around Kurdzali and in the northeastern section of the 

country, around Razgrad and Shumen. Turkey, at present riding the crest 

of a wave of support from N.A.T.O. nations for its assistance during the 

Gulf War, is unlikely to sully itself by engaging in a territorial spat with 

Bulgaria. Moreover, Turkey is well occupied with its own minority 
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problems involving the Kurds, among whom an independence movement is 

active. 

Undeterred by such logic, Bulgarian anti-Muslim nationalists 

present themselves and Bulgaria as the outermost European bastion 

facing Islam and play upon this, as concern about Islam and Muslim 

fundamentalism, accompanied by recent events in the Persian Gulf 

grows, especially in conservative circles internationally. Such behavior 

can have a severely negative impact on Bulgarian-Turkish relations 

which are now slowly mending. In fact, as Turkey attempts to work with 

Bulgaria, through the granting of aid and loans, Bulgarian nationalists 

could cause tension internally within Bulgaria between Muslims and non

Muslims, which could, in turn, damage Bulgarian-Turkish relations and 

which could result in a loss of assistance from Ankara. 
1 ne Macedonian Question 

The Yugoslav republics of Slovenia and Croatia declared 

independence on 25 June 1991 and the federal military, controlled 

largely by ethnic Serbians and Montenergins, mounted a campaign against 

Slovenia during which blood was spilled on both sides. lt is unlikely that 

the republics can be reconciled despite the efforts of the Council on 

Security and Cooperation in Europe (C.S.C.E.) and the European Community 

(E.C.) at promoting a peaceful resolution to the crisis. The question 

really is, can the Yugoslav republics peacefully dissolve Yugoslavia and 

what kind of arrangement, if any, can they build on its rubble? The 

answer is not yet clear and no resolution to the de facto civil war is in 

sight. Integral to Bulgaria's interests and concerns in this connection 

will be the fate of Yugoslav Macedonia, which constitutes more than one

third of geopolitical Macedonia, most of which was accorded to Bulgaria 

in 1878 as a result of the San Stefano Treaty that imperial Russia 

dictated to the Ottoman Empire at the conclusion of the Russo-Turkish 
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War (1877-1878).11 By the termsm of the San Stefano treaty, 

Bulgaria's borders were expanded three-fold to include Thrace and most 

of Ottoman Macedonia. The inhabitants of Macedonia were largely Slavs 

whom Bulgarians argued, used a language and had customs closely 

resembling those of Bulgarians. Bulgarians regarded them as being of the 

same nationality, while the Slavs of Macedonia themselves, in general 

had no developed national consciousness at the time. Great power 

politics intervened and Macedonia was lost three months later at the 

Congress of Berlin, and re-awarded to the Ottomans. Since then the 

Macedonian Question has festered in the Balkans. 

The term "Macedonia" has been used over time to designate various 

regions of the central Balkan Peninsula. Historical, political, and ethnic 

considerations have made it impossible to achieve international 

unanimity over the precise boundaries of Macedonia, parts of which are 

now in Bulgaria, Greece, and Yugoslavia or the ethnic identity of the 

people living there. Since the Treaty of Berlin, heated, and at times, 

irrational debates over the ethnic make-up of Macedonia have flared 

among Bulgarian, Greek, and Yugoslav (and its regional precursor, 

Serbian) nationalists, with each side claiming the majority of 

inhabitants as their kin and the territory these people occupy as 

therefore a birthright of the interlocutor. The collection of these 

disputes has become known as the "Macedonian Question." 

A significant segment of geopolitical Macedonia is Greek territory 

and of course it was the ancient Greeks, particularly Alexander the 

Great, who engraved the term Macedonia in world history. After the 

Slavic invasions of the sixth and seventh centuries A.D., the ethnic 

composition of Macedonia gradually changed and changed still further a 

result of other immigrations and the conquest by the Ottoman Empire in 

the fourteenth century. Over time, the Slavs emerged as the majority 
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population, though no mass national consciousness emerged until well 

into the twentieth century. 

Bulgarians pressed their claims most rigorously. Bulgarian troops 

occupied Macedonia during the Balkan Wars (1912-1913), World Wars I 

and 11 (1914-1918 and 1939-1945) and each time subsequently 

relinquished it. During Word! War Two, the Yugoslav partisan leader, 

Josip Broz Tito, argued that those Slavs living in Yugoslav Macedonia, 

now called the Federal Republic of Macedonia, belong to a distinct Slavic 

nationality called "Macedonian." According to this view these people 

possess a culture sharing characteristics with, but different from, those 

of the Bulgarians or the Serbians. 

Under pressure from the U.S.S.R. during and following World War 

Two, the Bulgarian government allowed as how there was indeed such as 

thing as a "Macedonian" nationality and in the 1956 Bulgarian census, the 

authorities even listed 187,729 Macedonians living In the Pirin Region of 

Bulgaria. By 1965, however, as relations with Yugoslavia deteriorated, 

this number shrank to 8,750. Bulgaria, by 1968, had changed its policy to 

one resembling the 1914 position in which it was contended that the 

Slavs living in Yugoslav Macedonia were by origin Bulgarian ·as were 

those people living in Pirin. The 1975 census showed no Macedonians only 

Bulgarians in Bulgaria.1 2 

The Bulgarian perspective on the Macedonian nationality is that 

Yugoslav government created it during and following World War Two, 

evidently in order to diminish if not invalidate the legitimacy of any 

Bulgarian claim on Yugoslav territory or people. lt was also a means of 

defusing a tendentious political problem, for the Serbs had managed to 

alienate the Slavs of Macedonia before and during World War Two by 

means of their attempt to Serbianize the population. For post-war 

Bulgaria, the . creation of a Macedonian nationality was a reasonable 

compromise, for as a defeated power, it could not claim Macedonia. But 
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it could hope that the population of Yugoslav Macedonia, if made 

identifiably separate from Serbs, and given its Serbian antipathies, 

might move toward Bulgaria in time as the two lands shared significant 

cultural, linguistic, and historical ties.13 Bulgaria maintained this line 

after Tito's fall from Stalin's grace, because the alternative was that 

Macedonia might be reincorporated into Serbia. Today, Bulgarian 

nationalists are calling this a sell out by the Bulgarian government in the 

interest of international communist unity. 

Bulgarians generally regard the population of Bulgarian Macedonia, 

as purely Bulgarian. The Greeks consider those people living in Greece 

who speak a Slavic language Slavophone Greeks, that is Greeks who speak 

a Slavic language. Both Bulgaria and Greece currently officially reject 

the notion of a Macedonian nationality within their borders, though both 

countries possess a Macedonian minority according to Yugoslavia.14 The 

Bulgarian and Greek positions were categorically affirmed in February 

1991 when Greek Prime Minister, Konstantinos Mitsotakis and Bulgarian 

Prime Minister Dimitur Popov met in Athens and later in Sofia and 

declared Yugoslav claims regarding Macedonians in both countries 

"absurd assertions about a Macedonian national minority in Bulgaria and 

Greece."15 

The Macedonian Question could become an international flash point. 

If Yugoslavia disintegrates, the question of Macedonia's fate will become 

more pressing. Yugoslav Macedonia is, after all, in the heart of the 

Balkans. Right now, the Macedonians themselves seem to be thinking in 

terms of being sovereign, but perhaps connected to the other Yugoslav 

states. They are not talking about union with Bulgaria, although there 

are factions that favor some kind of unity with Bulgaria. In Bulgaria 

there are various groups arguing for union. The biggest appears to be the 

Internal Macedonian Revolutionary Organization-United Macedonian 

Societies ("IMRO-UMS"), which declared itself prepared to lead a 
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"struggle against pan-Serbian chauvinism and Macedonianism until the 

ultimate triumph of truth."16 That is, members were ready to seek 

means to advance Bulgarian-hood in Yugoslav Macedonia which would 

serve to eliminate the Macedonian nationality and presumably sway the 

inhabitants of Macedonia somehow into the Bulgarian sphere. How such 

objectives would be reached is not plain, although violence is disavowed 

despite the fact that the group has named itself after a liberation 

movement dedicated to the violent overthrow of the Ottoman Empire and 

later. to the annexation of Serbian Macedonia to Bulgaria through the use 

of force. 

For their part, some Yugoslav Macedonians have pleaded for both 

the official recognition of what they regard as the Macedonian minority 

in Bulgaria and the union of all Macedonians in a Macedonian nation. 

Others in Yugoslav Macedonia have sought to demonstrate that the Slavs 

living in this area are Bulgarian. 

Key factors in terms of the Macedonian Question are: Will Bulgaria 

accord recognition to those seeking ethnic Macedonian status In 

Bulgaria? If yes, Bulgaria faces internal problems among nationalists 

who deny the existence of such a group. If no, Bulgaria is likely to have 

international human rights organizations taking a more serious interest 

in the treatment of those claiming Macedonian nationality. This could 

have funding and prestige implications for Bulgaria internationally .1 7 

Serbian machinations pose a far greater threat to Bulgarian security, 

though. If Macedonia chooses to break away from Yugoslavia, or, 

alternatively, if Yugoslavia disintegrates, Serbia, under current 

leadership, could seek to extend control over the Yugoslav Macedonians. 

Such an act would surely provoke a strong response in Athens and Sofia, 

both of which would likely consider intervention in Yugoslav Macedonia 

in the interest of preserving the balance of power. In Bulgaria's case, 

irredentists could force Bulgaria to seek to redeem part or all of 
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geopolitical Macedonia lost in 1878. The Greek government would oppose 

such action and presumably would argue for maintenance of current 

borders. In the process a potential Bulgarian-Greek confrontation could 

result. 

If Yugoslavia breaks up and Macedonia becomes an independent 

actor, it will be forced to seek alliances or unions. lt could look to 

Bulgaria as the lesser of evils between Belgrade and Sofia. Greece and 

Bulgaria would have to work together closely on this to avoid 

misunderstandings and to present a bulwark against Serbia. Given that 

the question of the absorption of Macedonia has caused animosity for 

more than 100 years, an internationally mediated settlement, perhaps 

with a neutral Macedonia could be necessary, such a possibility has 

greater validity now than ever before as the Macedonianization of the 

Slav population in Yugoslav Macedonia has had nearly five decades, more 

than two generations to take root. A referendum and self-determination 

will surely play in the solution. 

INTERNAL. REFORM AND SECURITY 

Since the fall of Todor Zhivkov, Bulgaria has made a concerted 

effort to demonstrate to Western nations that it too is part of the West. 

Bulgaria offered to assist the U.S. and allies in the Gulf War, it 

foresworn a multi-billion dollar contract with Iraq in the process, 

thereby sustaining significant financial losses -- though its government 

had little choice if it meant to demonstrate that its thinking was 

consonant with that of Western European governments. Further it risked 

damaging its still significant economic relations with the U.S.S.R. by 

officially and loudly sympathizing with the Soviet Baltic republics 

during the height of the Baltic crisis in January 1991. The U.S.S.R. 

reacted with a warning that the Soviet Union regarded the Bulgarian 

statements on the Baltic crisis as interference in an internal Soviet 
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matter.18 Such talk, warned Soviet Ambassador to Bulgaria, Victor 

Sharapov, could damage bi- lateral relations. During the early days 

of the democratization process (and perhaps again after the overthrow of 

Gorbachev in the Soviet Union), many Bulgarians were apprehensive about 

their own military's interference from the Bulgarian armed forces. 

Repeated assurances from the military were issued, like the one on 14 

November 1990, when the minister of national defense stated "there is 

no danger of a military coup:19 And the military has indeed publicly 

refrained from interfering in events. But it has had an influence using 

many avenues, the most obvious being through the offices of important 

military figures in public positions, including the vice president of 

Bulgaria, c;olonel General Atanas Semerdzhiev, and the minister of 

national defense, Colonel General Yordan Mutafchiev. Colonel General 

Dobri Dzhurov, former Minister of National Defense for more than 20 

years, was instrumental in the removal of Zhivkov. Now, as the military 

fractures between old and young, advocates of the status quo and 

advocates for change, it appears that the military's influence will be 

diminished. However, it must be recalled that the Soviet imprint on 

military and security matters will be felt for years to come in Bulgaria 

until such time as those trained in and/or by the U.S.S.R. are fired or 

retired. Many are Sovietophile and opposed to reform, even while 

Bulgaria seeks to locate new allies and new security arrangements in the 

West. 

So far, the government has been able to control the damage through 

retirements. Meantime; reform is afoot. The process is aided by the 

emergence of younger officers committed to reform. An influential 

organization of mid-level and junior grade officers in the military, the 

Bulgarian Legion, "Georgi Rakovski, • was founded in 1990 by military 

personnel intent on reform. lt has thousands members •• no precise 

figures are available -- and has become a watchdog of the general staff 
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and senior officer ranks.20 Further, the military doctrine of the 

Bulgarian armed forces is now under review and clearly changing as 

witnessed by the unwillingness of the government to make a bilateral 

mutual defense compact with the Soviet Union. 

The retiring of 76 State Security (Durzhayna Sjgurnost] generals in 

July 1991 is also a sign that times are changing. Reorganization of that 

agency has given the impression of down- grading the importance of the 

secret police in Bulgaria. Formerly, no important action could have been 

taken in Bulgaria by its secret police without Soviet approval. While the 

KGB has been pulled out of interference directly in Bulgarian affairs, a 

great residuum of state security staff remain, many with loyalties to 

the U.S.S.R., which itself is not out of the secret police business, despite 

halting attempts at democratization, though this may begin to change 

since the failed coup begun on 19 August 1991 and the subsequent loss of 

power resulting from Soviet leaders'efforts to reduce the influence and 

power of the K.G.s.21 

Changes not witstanding, the uniformed police agencies in Bulgaria 

continue to be staffed by those who were Zhivkov's policemen. Apart 

from the fact that they are having to make a nearly 180 degree 

adjustment in terms of enforcing laws uniformly and in conformance 

with the constitution, it is difficult to imagine that these militia, so 

long schooled in the communist methods of law enforcement and mind 

set are fully trustworthy servants of democracy. Thus, until the 

military and the security apparatus are significantly diluted by younger, 

democraticallyminded staff, both sectors must be regarded as 

potentially unreliable. 

But the signs are hopeful. With the appointment of Hristo Danov, a 

civilian and a lawyer, in January 1991, to the post of Minister of Internal 

Affairs and the reform-minded General Lyben Petrov as Deputy Minister 

of National Defense and Chief of the General Staff in August 1991, the 
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process of civilianizing the government has begun. A civilian minister of 

national defense is not out of the question in the near future, 

particularly a3 3uch a move would 3ymbolically demonstrate Bulgaria's 

progress toward greater democracy. 

In the realm of foreign affairs and defense considerations, Bulgaria 

has at least gingerly over time, broached the topic of joining NATO. 

Bulgaria, a small state with a population of about 9 million, has 

throughout its modern history been under the protection of a great 

power, first imperial Russia, then Germany, then the Soviet Union. lt is 

now standing by itself for only the second time in its modern history, 

without a great power protector.2 2 At the moment there are no 

·predators, but the unaligned status of the country surely weighs on 

national leaders who seem to feel at once pleased and very 

uncomfortable having shed Soviet protection without having found a new 

champion. Militarily, N.A.T.O. is the only obvious alternative and the 

Grand National Assembly, the parliament, even unilaterally considered 

legislation that would authorize negotiations for membership. But the 

alliance members are unwilling to accept new candidates at present and 

Bulgaria strategically has backed away from the notion of N.A.T.O. 

membership. 

Before the failed coup in the U.S.S.R., N.A.T.O. members were not 

interested in setting up a tense adversarial situation with the Soviet 

Union by signing up former Warsaw Pact Eastern European members. 

Whether this policy will now change is not clear, as there appear to have 

been polifical and economic reasons as well for blocking Eastern 

European countries' entrance at this time. In any event, the idea of 

Bulgaria's joining N.A. T.O. certainly represents a break with the 

communist past and is an indicator both that Bulgaria has broken with 

the Warsaw Pact tradition, and, at the same time, has directed its gaze 

Westward, where pragmatically the government realized military 
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superiority lay, a fact driven home by the allied action in Iraq in 1990 

and early 1991, coupled with the breakdown of federal system in the 

Soviet Union and the accompanying fracturing of the military and 

security systems. 

To support their arguments for joining N.A.T.O., some Bulgarians 

maintain that they could offer their country as a buffer, a logical land 

link, between feuding Greece and Turkey. But most politicians are 

realists and recognize that failing the obtaining of a membership in 

N.A.T.O., Bulgarian officials hope for normal relations with N.A.T.O. 

countries which would in turn provide Bulgaria protection in the event of 

conflict and in the vacuum created by the demise of the Warsaw Pact. 

This has been promised. Closer ties to N.A.T.O. would also facilitate the 

Bulgaria's distancing from the Soviet Union. A first step toward changing 

the relationship was the visit of Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs, 

Lyuben Gotsev's visit N.A.T.O. headquarters on 15 November to discuss 

issues of security and cooperation. Prime Minister Popov was there in 

early May 1991 and N.A.T.O. Secretary General Manfred Wo"rner visited 

Bulgaria in June 1991 as a mark of improved relations and was 

enthusiastically received. Bulgaria 

Brussels at N.A.T.O. headquarters. 

now has an observer team in 

Bulgarian leaders have expressed 

s~tisf~~tion with thl?.ir r~?.ception by N.A. T .0. countrio~ :and havo adoptod 

a gradualist approach, wherein they will wait patiently for a N.A. T.O. nod 

at some future time, all the while seeking to demonstrate their 

worthiness for some status under the N.A.T.O. umbrella. 

Of course there are those Bulgarians who take a cynical view 

concerning the value of N.A.T.O. membership, saying that Bulgaria would 

not benefit greatly from inclusion in the N.A.T.O. alliance any more than 

Greece has vis a vis Turkey. Their argument has it that because Turkey 

has a larger army and occupies a more strategic position from N.A.T.O.'s 
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a member, it would be a tertiary consideration, after Turkey and Greece, 

say these observers.24 Even so, Bulgarian leaders, looking at Soviet and 

Balkan developments, would feel more comfortable with an associate 

member status in N.A. T.O. than to have no major affiliation at a11.2 5 

Apart from defensive considerations, affiliation with N.A.T.O. would have 

definite economic advantages say supporters, presumably because it 

would give Bulgaria financial assistance and commercial aid in order to 

insure that its forces were well-armed and trained. In addition, there 

would be positive technological, ecological, and scientific ramifications 

for Bulgaria would, they expect. learn from and through, and profit by the 

association. 

FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

Relations between Bulgaria and Yugoslavia during the communist 

era were not close since the Tito-Stalin break in 1948. Tension now 

remains because of uncertainties associated with Yugoslavia's civil war. 

Bilateral relations between Bulgaria and Romania, its only Balkan 

Warsaw Pact ally, were generally cordial during the communist era. 

They are now also strained, though the reason in this case Is ecological, 

with each blaming the other for causing serious environmental damage on 

the other's territory. 

Problems not withstanding, Bulgaria has held discussions with the 

other Balkan countries about the possibility of a Southeastern European 

defensive and economic pact. lt has also made overtures to the 

Hexagonale Group which recently admitted Poland. More concretely, the 

idea of a Bulgarian-Greek confederation, considered by politicians in 

both countries as a •guarantee of peace in the Balkans; is gammg In 

currency in Bulgaria,26 A military alliance has also been placed on the 

table for discussion. Romania, with its National Salvation Front 

government of made-over communists, would probably consider such an 
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alliance undesirable, though it has nowhere to turn in the region for 

consolation except, perhaps Yugoslavia. Certainly a Bulgarian-Greek 

arrangement would make Yugoslavia or successor states, feel threatened, 

though it would be in part because of the Yugoslav embroglio that such an 

arrangement was made necessary. Turkey too, would be uncomfortable 

with the arrangement given the differences between the Greek and 

Turkish governments historically. Future developments in the Balkans 

then depend in part on the allignments that form in the peninsula. 

In the international economic sphere, Bulgaria has made overtures 

to both the E.C. and the Council of Europe. Association with both 

organizations would afford Bulgaria a greater opportunity to politically 

and economically join Europe. Bulgaria received special guest status in 

the Council of Europe and it has been a member of the C.S.C.E. process 

since its inception. Bulgaria has held preliminary talks with the E.C. 

concerning affiliation in November 1990 and in the meantime was 

granted the same trading status as Poland and Hungary. Since the fall of 

Zhivkov, and particularly since the selection of Zhelev as president, 

relations with the France, Germany, the United Kingdom, the United 

States and others have improved significantly. In the aggregate then, 

these improved relations bode well for internal economic reform and 

development assuming both continued external support and. internal 

progress. 

Finally, Bulgaria, like other Eastern European states, has opened 

diplomatic relations with Israel, broken in the wake of the 1967 Arab

Israeli War. This too, is a step away from its communist past. 

Meantime, Bulgaria has made it plain to the U.S.S.R. that it will welcome 

mutually beneficial ties with the U.S.S.R., but not one that entitles the 

Soviets to intervene militarily. 
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CONCLUDING THOUGHTS 

The Bulgarian government, intent on reaching out to the West, 

intent on walking with other European nations, is steadily if slowly 

democratizing. In so doing it has daily faced a fragmented and fractious 

parliament wherein B.S.P. and U.O.F. deputies have slugged it out for more 

than a year, yielding needed legislation in forms that have been late and 

often poorly conceived, the most recent example of which is the election 

law which was passed in August, after having been returned to the 

parliament twice for reconsideration by President Zhelev because of 

inadquacies.27 

Parliamentary problems and antipathies aside, the people of 

Bulgaria reflect a broad spectrum of thinking which comes in shades 

varying from Bulgaro-centric xenophobia, through Rusophobia and 

Rusophilia, to unabashed admiration of all things Western and a low 

regard for that which is Eastern European or Third World. Creating 

sufficient unanimity among the major groups as to the path Bulgaria 

should travel is the challenge which Bulgaria's political leaders must 

meet. 

So far reformers have begun de-communizing, democratizing, and 

reorienting Bulgaria and Bulgarians. They have sought to purge the land of 

the entrenched and corrupt nomenklatura and de- claw the hold-over 

bureaucracy. They have initiated a process of depoliticizing most 

government agencies, including the Foreign Service and the security 

agencies. Further, lhey have presided over Bulgaria's disentanglement 

from the now-defunct Warsaw Pact and have refused the option of a 

bilateral mutual defense agreement with the U.S.S.R., thus demonstrating 

that rnilitarily, Bulgaria has come a long distance in a short time. 

Political leaders have been sufficiently successful in developing an 

economic reform program such that Western agencies, most notably the 

International Monetary Fund and the World Bank. are willing to work with 

----------
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Bulgaria as it seeks to recover economically from the disaster of the 

communist rule. Nevertheless, the weak spot in Bulgaria's fabric remains 

the economy. Should the population become sufficiently frustrated with 

the economic dislocation it is suffering to protest volubly and perhaps 

violently, reform could be derailed. The government and the parliament 

have made major strides in the direction of creating a free market 

economy through such legislation as the privatization act, but progress 

is painfully slow and often retarded by the cumbersome, at times 

obstructionistic, and untrained infrastructure that makes up the 

government. 

If the speed of reform and implementation outpaces serious 

dislocation, the promise of prosperity will divert the majority. If, on the 

other hand, reform appears hollow, intoleraably slow, and more painful 

than previously, a violent shift backwards is all too possible. 

A symptom of economic distress in a country is often the 

manifestation of extremism which demagogues are quick to exploit for 

their own ends. Certainly anti-Muslim factions are visible and vocal in 

the Bulgaria. To succeed in democratizing, current leaders recognize that 

they must contain Bulgaria's irredentist minority and nationalist-racists 

and continue the process according full human rights to its minority 

populations, especially the Muslims. The sooner the economy improves 

the sooner extremism will subside, for people with full stomachs will 

focus on issues of hope and increased prosperity rather than seeking 

scapegoats to blame for their troubles. 

Democratic reformers will continue also to face rear guard action 

from an entrenched hold-over nomenklatura which it seeks to dilute with 

trained administrators and ultimately eliminate. And should the B.S.P. 

win in the forthcoming elections, it is most likely that Bulgaria's 

progress may be retarded, for many politicians, and B.S.P. politicians in 
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particular, have shown themselves to be less interested in the national 

good than in the protection, perpetuation, and prosperity of the party. 

The risk of global war has been diminished greatly, not least 

because of the dissolution of the Warsaw Pact and the reforms in the 

U.S.S.R. occuring in the aftermath of the failed coup. For Bulgaria this is 

important, as it provides an era of relative security during which to 

proceed with its process of democratization. The only clouds on the 

horizon are blowing from Yugoslavia, where the eruption of civil war 

could have significant impact on Bulgaria, Should Yugoslavia fracture, 

Bulgaria has the potential to be a force for instability by seizing all or 

part of Macedonia, or alternatively, a force for reason, promoting 

cooperation and an orderly transition to democracy in whatever countries 

emerge from the Yugoslav wreckage. In the best of scenarios, it will 

work closely with its neighbors and as such will be a central player in 

Balkan politics. 

The Macedonian Question will continue to percolate, but reason, if 

exercised by Yuooslavs and Bulaarians. with understandina from Greece. 

may defuse most of the difficulties that Bulgarian and Serbian 

irredentism poses. If not. violence cannot be ruled out. 

On balance, Bulgaria has the potential for being a major stabilizing 

force in the Balkans. lt could set an example through further 

stabilization and democratization at home, and the statesman-like 

behavior of its leaders in the resolution of Balkan problems. Or, if 

political instability accrues and extremist factions gain in importance, 

the process of democratization could be halted while ethnic and religious 

turmoil will likely intensify, making Bulgaria a Balkan backwater. 
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The Albanian nation is going through one of the most critical 

periods in its modern history. Divided almost evenly between 

Albania and Yugoslavia, the more than six million Albanians are 

confronted with daunting challenges. Although the totalitarian 

reqime has· collapsed and the communists now share power with the 

democratic opposition in a coalition government, Albania is faced 

.. with the danger of prolonged instability as it embarks on the 

difficult road of establishing a genuine multi-party democracy and 

making the transition to a free-market economy. Its centrally

planned economy has practically collapsed, with citizens in some 

parts of the country threatened with hunger. Decades of communist 

misrule and repression have led to the d~sintegration of the moral 

fabric of the Albanian society. Economic decline, the tense 

political situation, and moral vacuum, have led to rampant cynism 

and despair, most graphically reflected by thousands of Albanians 

risking their lives to flee the country. Despite the diminished 

role of the Albanian Party of tabor (APL), renamed the Socialist 

Party at its lOth Congress in June 1991, its tentacles still 

permeate much of the administrative structure and embattled 

communist conservatives are trying to block the democratic process. 

Although the balance has shiftCtd perceptibly -in favor of the 

Democratic Party and other opposition forces, with QConomic misery, 

the growing ineffectiveness Of the interim government, and collapse 
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of discipline and the resultant, widespread lawlessness, Albania 

faces the real danqer of disintegrating into anarchy unless there 

is large-scale foreign financial assistance. ·Albanian Foreiqn 

Minister Muhamet Kapllani has appealed to the West to help his 

country from "bleeding to death. 111 

Ethnic Albanians in Yugoslavia, on the other hand, face 

equally if not more difficult problems. Serbia's stronqman Slobodan 

Milosevic has forcibly stripped Kosova (Kosovo in Serbo-Croatian), 

where the majority of Albanians in Yugoslavia live, of all autonomy 

and disenfranchised the Albanian majority. Ethnic Albanians have 

refused to accept the legitimacy of Serbian rule, demanding 

Kosova's separation from Serbia. Since the outbreak of Albanian 

nationalist demonstrations in 1981, Kosova and Albanian-inhabited 

areas of Macedonia and Monteneqro have been characterized by a 

persistent and violent conflict, which has reduced ethnic Albanians 

to a ~osition of subordination, For ten years, ethnic Albanians 

have lived under virtual military and police oc·cupation, which has 

prompted a prominent senior American official to declare that 

"there is no place in Europe in which police repression is as 

severe as it is in Kosovo province."2 In the wake of the outbreak 

1 sueddeutsche Zeitunq (Munich), Auq, 19, 1991, p. 7, trans. 
in Foreign Broadcast Information Service, Daily Report: Eastern 
Europe (Washington, P.C. --hereafter FBIS-EEU), 91-161, Auq, 20, 
1991, pp. 3-4 

2 Richard Schifter, u.s. Assistant Secretary of state for 
Human Rights and Humanitarian Affairs, "'To Hata All the People 
Your Relatives Hate."' Address before the United states Institute 
of Peace International Conference on Ethnic Conflict Resolution 
Under the Rule of Law, Washington, D.C., June 12, 1991, p. 10 
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of clashes in Croatia, Serbia, claiming that an Albanian uprising 

was imminent, has dispatched additional forces to Kosova and has 

openly armed the Serbian minority. Albania's President Ramiz Alia 

has appealed to world leaders to take measures to prevent a Serbian 

"massacre" of ethnic Albanians and has put his country's anneCI 

forces on the alert. 3 Meanwhile, Ibrahim Ruqova, leader of the 

Democratic League of Kosova, the largest Albanian political party 

in Yugoslavia, has said that if Slovenia and Croatia break away 

from Yugoslavia, ethnic Albanians will have no option but to seek 

union with their mother country Albania. Rugova has also announced 

that a referendum will be held to decide the future ot Kosova. 4 

The Albanians on both sides of the border evidently fear that 

once Serbia resolves its conflict with Croatia, either through 

force or political accommodation, it will turn its attention and 

resources to settling of accounts once and for all with the 

Albanians. While attention abroad has been focused on the conflict 

between Serbia, on the one hand, and Slovenia and Croatia, on the 

other, there has been a tendency to ignore Kosova, potentially a 

more explosive tinderbox. The outbreak of hostilities in Kosova 

could easily spill over and involve Yugoslavia's neighbors. 

The rising specter of a conflict with Serbia, the emergence ot 

Albanian opposition parties, and declining economy, have 

3 Kosova (Tirana), July 12, ·1991, p.- l. On July Jo, 1991, 
two Albanian citizens were reportedly killed by Yugoslav border 
guards. See ATA [Albanian Telegraphic Agency] in English, 0805 
GMT, Aug. 7, 1991, in FBIS-EEU-92-152 1 Aug. 7, 1991, p. 1 

4 Tanjug Domestic Service in Serbo-Croatian, 1005 GMT, Aug. 
16, 1991, trans. in FBIS-EEU-91-160, Aug. 19, 1991, p. 38 
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contributed to a dramatic change·· in Tirana' s foreign policy 

thinking, The new domestic and international context present 

Albanian decision-makers with both opportunities and risks as they 

search for ways to bring their country into the community of 

nations, forge new alliances in the rapidly changing Balkans to 

deal with a growing Serbian threat, and secure desperately needed 

foreign assistance to revive their economy. 

BACKGROUND 

Sandwiched between Yugoslavia and Greece, Albania for most of 

the period since it gained its independence in 1912 has been faced 

with an unfriendly external environment. The exclusion of large, 

compact Albanian-inhabited territories, particularly Kosova and 

Cameria, from the Albanian state that the great powers recognized 

in 1913 as well as subsequent Italian, Yugoslav and Greek attempts 

to further partition andjor dominate AlDania, .have made the 

Albanians overly security conscious. This sense of insecurity has 

further been reinforced by fears that any potential aggressor could 

easily overrun the country. Although a revisionist country 

interested in regaining its lost territories, Albania's strategic 

location, small territory, and lim~ted manpower and economic 

resources have shaped its purely defensive strategy, 

Its strategic location had given Albania an importance out of 

proportion with its size and actual resources and had made it 
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attractive to external powers interested in dominating or expanding 

their influence in this ever-volatile region. During the inter-war 

period Albania fell under heavy Italian domination, becoming 

Europe's first World War II victim. The Italians staged their 

invasion of Greece from Albania, complicating Tirana-Athens 

relations for decades to come. With the collapse of Yugoslavia in 

1941, most Albanian-inhabited territories, including Kosova, were 

attached to the Italian-occupied Albania. For the first time since 

1912, the majority of Albanians in the Balkans were united into one 

administrative state. At the end of the war, however, Kosova again 

fell under Yugoslav control. 

Albania, the smallest and economically least developed state 

in the Balkans, has been in a less advantageous position than its 

immediate and significantly more powerful neighbors to provide for 

its own security and has relied for protection on external 

alliances and favorable international developments. Enver Hoxha, 

who ruled Albania from 1944 until his demise in 1985, sought to 

ensure his country's independence and economic development by 

forging alliances, in turn, with Yugoslavia (1945-48), the Soviet 

Union (1948-61), and China (1978-78), 5 Following the invasion of 

5 Albania's post-World War II foreign and security policy has 
been well documented. See Nicholas c. Pane,. The People's SQcialist 
Republic of Albania (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press, 1968)1 Peter 
R. Prifti, Socialist Albania Since 1944: Domestic and Foreign 
Developments (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1978)1 stavro Skendi, 
ed., Albania (New York: Praeger, 1956) 1 Anton Logoreci, ~ 
Albanians: Europe's Forgotten survivors (Boulder, Colo.: Westview 
Press, 1978) 1 Ramadan Marmullaku, Albania and the Albanians 
(Hamden, conn.: Archon Books, 1975); Eugene K. Keefe, et al.,~ 
Handbook for Albania (Washington, P.c.: u.s. Government Printing 
Office, 1971); William E. Griffith, Albania and the sino-Soyiet 
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Czechoslovakia in 1969, Albania considered the Soviet Union as its 

main enemy, although in the o!ficial parlance the two superpowers 

were considered as equally dangerous. Albania improved relations 

with its two contiguous neighbors and pledged to come to 

Yugoslavia's assistance in the event of a Warsaw Pact invasion. 

There were remarkable similarities between the Albanian and 

Yugoslav military postures in dealing with a perceived threat from 

the Warsaw Pact. Albania's 1976 Constitution contained similar 

provisions as Yugoslavia's 1974 Constitution, stipulating that no 

citizen had the right to accept the occupation or surrender of the 

country. Moreover, the constitution prohibited the establishment 

of foreign military bases and the stationing of foreign troops on 

Albanian territory. 6 

Hoxha's Albania was the only European state to boycott the 

1975 Helsinki summit meeting of the Conference on Security and 

Cooperation in Europe (CSCE). Tirana claimed. .that European 

countries could not ensure their security und~r the umbrella of the 

two superpowers. Albania also refused to participate in Balkan 

multilateral gatherings, concentrating instead on strengthening 

bilateral ties, 

But despite the Albanian government's rhetoric, East-West 

Rift (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1963)1 Harry Hamm, Albania-
China's Beachhead in Europe (New York: Praeger, 1963); and Elez 
Biberaj, Albania and China: A Study of an Unegyal Alliance 
(Boulder, Colo.: Westview Press, 1986). 

6 Kushtetuta e Republikes Popullore socialiste te Shgiperisa 
[The Constitution of the People's Socialist Republic of Albania], 
(Tirana, 1976) 
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disarmament agreements and the Helsinki accords, which called for 

the inviolability ot international borders and confidence-building 

measures, enhanced Albania's security. Favorable international 

developments lessened Albania's perception of a hostile external 

environment. After China suspended its economic and military 

assistance, Hoxha refused to seek alternate sources of toreign 

assistance or to open up the country. The government, however, 

gradually toned down its ideological rhetoric and improved ties 

with other countries, most notably Yugoslavia, Greece, Turkey, and 

Italy. But the APL continued with its repressive domestic policies, 

strictly controlling all aspects of life. The consequence& of 

Hoxha's isolationist policy soon became evident. After years ot 

continual growth, the Albanian economy in the early 1980s began a 

steady decline. 

Hoxha was succeeded in April 1985 by his close advisor Ramiz 

Alii!. While publicly insisting on continuity with Hoxha's policies, 

Alia did initiated some changes. In foreign policy, pragmatism was 

given priority over ideology. He tried to stabilize relations with 

Yugoslavia, which were adversely affected by the simmering dispute 

over Serbia's harsh treatment of ethnic Albanians and Tirana 's 

endorsement of demands that Kosova be granted the status of a 

republic. 7 Albania increased significantly its cooperation with 

Greece, which in 1987 formally lifted the state of war with 

7 For background on the 1981 demonstrations in Kosova, see 
Stevan K. Pavlowitch and Elez Biberaj, "The Albanian Problem in 
Yugoslavia: Two Views," Conflict studies, nos. 137/138 (1982) 1 and 
Elez Biberaj, "The Conflict in Kosovo," Suryey, 28, no. 3 (Autumn 
1984) , pp. 39-57 . 
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Albania, established diplomatic ties with West Germany, and 

gradually elevated its ties with Warsaw Pact nations to the 

ambassadorial level. However, it continued to reject both American 

and Soviet offers to normalize relations. 

Before 1990, Alia took no measures to dismantle the des~otic 

political system and the over-centralized economic.;::management 

system inherited from Hoxha. While tinkering with some cosmetic 

economic reforms, Alia continued to insist that the state run the 

economy. He remained adamant about taking any action that could 

threaten the APL monopoly of power. 8 

THE DEMISE OF COMMUNIST RULE 

In the wake of the break with Moscow in the early 1960s, the 

Albanian regime had distanced itself from what it termed as 

"revisionist" parties in power in the Soviet Union and Eastern 

Europe. In the mid-1970s, as political divergences with China grew, 

Hoxha maintained that Albania ,was the only genuinely socialist 

country in the world. Alia explained the collapse of communism in 

Eastern Europe in 1989 as the result of the ruling elites having 

deviated from Marxism-Leninism. He insisted that Albania's 

communist regime enjoyed widespread popular support and 

8 For background see E1ez Biberaj, Albania: A Socialist 
Maverick (Boulder, Colo.: Westview Press, 1990). 
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developments in Eastern Europe would have no impact on his 

country. 9 

But despite Alia's optimistic tone, Albania faced remarkably 

similar problems as the other East European countries. Communist 

policies had failed abysmally, and large segments of the populace 

had been alienated from the ruling elite. Less than a month after 

Romanian dictator Nicoale Ceausescu's violent downfall, 

demonstrations broke out in Shkoder, the country's second largest 

city. 10 

The East European revolution caused the Albanian government to 

reassess its domestic and foreign policies. At a Central Committee 

plenum in January 1990, Alia launched what he termed as a 

democratization process, which involved separating the state from 

the party and taking steps to decentralize the economic system. 

Three months later, at another Central Committee meeting, as part 

of the democratization process Alia proposed measures aimed at 

improvinq the human rights situation. The People's Assembly in May 

1990 approved changes in the country's penal code abolishing the 

death penalty for citizens caught trying to escape the country and 

lifted the ban on religious propaganda, Moreover, citizens were 

guaranteed the right to travel abroad and the Ministry of Justice, 

eliminated in the mid-l960s, was reinstituted, with the government 

col!llllittinq itself to the rule of law. While these measures were 

9 Tirana Domestic Service in Albanian, 1430 GMT, Dec. 12, 
1989, trans. in FBIS-EEU-89-239, Dec. 14, 1989, pp. 1-4 

10 Pellumb Sulo, "January 1990-Apri1 1990: Shkoder as I 
Witnessed It," Bashldmi (Tirana) 1 July 24, 1991, pp. 1, 3 
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significant in the Albanian context, they did not represent major 

reforms; they merely amounted to lifting some of the most drastic 

restrictions imposed by the totalitarian regime. 

Increased domestic pressure for change, developments in 

Eastern Europe, and the continued deterioration of the situation in 

Kosova, forced the Albanian government to announce new diplomatic 

initiatives. The insistence of East European countries that all 

trade transactions be conducted in hard currency caused serious 

problems for Albania and coincided with a deepening economic 

crisis. Acknowledging that self-reliance had taken a heavy toll, 

in April 1990 Alia said the government would seek foreign 

assistance and would permit foreign investments. He also announced 

a sudden change in the stand toward the superpowers, saying that 

Albania was interested in reestablishing ties with both Washington 

and Moscow. This represented the clearest departure from HoXha's 

policies, whose main pillar was rejection of all contacts with the 

two superpowers. Equally important was Alia's request that Albania 

be admitted as a full member of the CSCE, which required Tirana to 

bring its human rights legislation up to the level of other CSCE 

members. At the same time, Tirana expressed willingness to 

establish diplomatic relations with the European Community. 

By seeking to expand foreign relations and to improve the 

regime's image on the international arena, Alia hoped to arrest the 

declining authority of the ruling APL. In a meeting with the 

visiting U.N. General Secretary in May 1991, Alia reportedly 

promised that all citizens would be permitted to travel abroad, 
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political prisoners would l:le released, and believers would be 

permitted to open churches and mosques, which had been closed in 

1967 when Hoxha' s regime proclaimed All:lania the world's !irst 

atheist country. Alia's failure to deliver on these promises led 

to widespread disenchantment. Many people came to suspect that the 

recent measures were intended solely to impress foreigners. 

Alia's foreign policy initiatives met with limited success. 

The downfall of communism in Eastern Europe and the end of the Cold 

War had resulted in the decline of Western strategic interest in 

Albania. The united States and ~ Western Europe conditioned the 

improvement of ties with Albania's progress toward genuine 

political pluralism, full respect for human rights, and the 

implementation of reforms that would eventually lead to the 

creation of a market economy. Socialist Albania had missed its 

window of opportunity by rejecting Western offers for close ties in 

the 1960s and the 1970s and by boycotting the Helsinki process. If 

during the Cold War, the Western alliance was willing to bailout 

Albania economically, in 1990 it was unwilling to contribute to the 

survival of Europe's most corrupt and repressive, stalinist regime. 

Albania's relations with West European countries suffered a serious 

setback after more than five thousand Albanians stormed foreign 

embassies in Tirane in July 1990. With unprecedented international 

attention focused on Albania, the last communist domino in Europe, 

Alia permitted the refugees to leave the country. The embassy 

incident represented a major setback for the APL and was a clear 

indication that the regime, despite its highly repressive nature, 
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was not invincible. Alia's reluctance to use the armed forces to 

prevent the refugees from entering foreign embassies suggested the 

government was sensitive to the political dangers of attempting to 

suppress such a large number of people. several countries, 

including West Germany, closed their embassies and froze relations 

with 'l'irana. Pressure on the regime increased to follow the 

example of other East European countries and allow the creation of 

opposition parties. Alia arqued strongly that yielding to demands 

for political pluralism and radical economic reforms would 

exacerbate both economic and political problems and even lead to 

the collapse of Albania's socialist system, 

The Albanian government tried desperately to improve its 

international image, In the fall 1990, Alia became Albania's first 

head ~state to participate in~ U.N. General Assembly session. 

In October 1990, Tirana hosted the second conference of Balkan 

foreign ministers; the first such conference had been held two 

years earlier in Belgrade. But to Alia's chagrin, the conference 

failed to support Tirana's request and Albania was the only 

European country absent from the CSCE summit meeting held in Paris 

in November 1990. 

In response to growing unrest, the regime moved on two fronts, 

On the one hand it intensified the campaign against regime 

opponents. On the other hand, the APL leadership introduced the 

notion of pluralism of ideas, according to which Albanians would be 

permitted to freely express their ideas but could not form 

political parties. Alia also declared that the APL would give up 
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its constitutionally guaranteed monopoly of power. A new election 

law approved in November 1990 provided for multi-candidate 

elections and permitted mass organizations, until then transmission 

belts tor the party, to put forth their own candidates, 

The Establishment o! Opposition Parties Alia's new measures 

failed to placate domestic critics who were advocating political 

pluralism. In December 1990, following four days of student 

demonstrations at Tirana University, the Albanian regime belatedly 

joined its former East European communist allies in sanctioning the 

establishment of opposition parties. After 4 ?-years of 

unchallenged rule, the communists agreed reluctantly to end the 

one-party system. Alia's grudging acceptance of political pluralism 

reflected an ambivalence between his desire to avoid bloodshed and 

his determination to orchestrate the process of reform, prolonging 

as long as possible the APL's control of the government. 

within a short period of time, several political parties were 

formed. The Democratic Party was created on December 12, 1990. Led 

by a group of intellectuals and students headed by Or. Sali 

Berisha, an outspoken personality, the Democratic Party challenged 

the premises of the APL's domestic and foreign policy. It 

advocated a Western-style, multi-party system based on respect for 

human and individual rights and the establishment of a free market 

economy. It called for the full integration of Albania into Europe 

and its democratic institutions, denouncing the communist regime's 

isolation policy. While emphasizing the importance of Albania 
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strengthening ties with Western Europe, the Democratic Party viewed 

the United states as the best source to help Albania to get back on 

its feet economically and politically, In contrast to the APL, the 

democrats from the outset concentrated on the plight of ethnic 

Albanians in Yugoslavia. In its program, the Democratic Party 

committed itself to struggle "for the realization of centuries-long 

aspirations of the Albanian nation for independence, unian and 

progress in accordance with the spirit of international 

documents ... 1111 Berisha, addressing more than 100,000 people at 

a rally celebrating the establishment of the Democratic Party, said 

his party did not consider as permanent the division of the 

Albanian nation. The Democratic Party, he said, "will fight with 

peaceful means and in the framework of European integration 

processes to realize [the Albanians'] rights for progress and 

national union. " 12 

The Democratic Party was followed by the creation of several 

other political parties, groups and associations, the most 

important being the Republican, Agrarian, Ecological, National 

unity and social Democratic parties and the l<osova and Cameria 

associations, advocating respectively the protection of the rights 

of ethnic Albanians in Yugoslavia and Greece. While expressing 

support for a pluralist democracy, protection of human rights, and 

emphasizing the importance of rule of law, the new parties did not 

11 Rilindia Demokratike (Tirana), Jan. 5, 1991, p. 3, 
Emphasis added. 

12 ibid, 1 p, 5 
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ahare the DQmocratic Party's proposal for a radical overhaul of the 

country's economic system, advocating instead gradual economic 

changes. In the arena of foreign policy, however, they shared the 

Democratic Party's objectives of greater interaction with Western 

countries, the opening of the country to foreign investments, and 

supported Kosova's union with Albania in the event of Yugoslavia'• 

diSiintegration. 

On March 31 1 1991 1 Albania held its first multi-party 

elections in more than half-a-decade. The election campaign had 

been conducted in a highly tense political atmosphere, with 

periodic clashes between opposition supporters, on the one hand, 

and the army and the police force, on the other, With enormous 

resources at its disposal and denying the opposition access to the 

media and the necessary resources to spread its message, 

especially in the countryside, the APL won 169 seats in the 250-

seat People's Assembly. The Democratic Party won 75 seats, OMONIA 

association, representing ethnic Greeks, 5 seats, and the 

communist-controlled National Veterans Organization 1 seat. The new 

People's Assembly elected Alia as president for a five year term. 

Reformist economist Fates Nano was asked to form a new government. 

But despite their election victory, the communists were unable to 

govern the country. Only two months after the elections, Prime 

Minister Nano's government was forced to resign as a result of a 

three-week general strike organized by the newly created 

Independent Trade Unions. The APL accepted opposition demands that 
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sharing arrangement, retaining only eight posts in the 24 member 

cabinet. Nano was replaced by Ylli Bufi, former Minister of Food 

and a member of the Central Committee of the APL. 

Since December 1990, political reforms in Albania have 

outpac·ed by far economic reforms. The interim government lacks a 

broad political base to carry out far-reaching changes. The economy 

is still largely state owned and directed, and the government has 

had limited success in attracting foreign investments. While the 

communists have repudiated traditional Marxist principles, moving 

their renovated Socialist Party closer to the model of West 

European social-democratic parties, they still oppose radical 

economic reforms. The socialist Party's program advocates a mixture 

of state, collective, and private ownership, but rejects total 

privatization of state ownership. 15 In contrast, the Democratic 

Party insists that only market based reforms can reverse Albania's 

precipitous economic decline. 14 Nano, who was elected chairman of 

the Socialist Party at the lOth Congress in June 1991, has 

distanced the party from Hoxha's policies, going so far as to 

insist that it is a new party. But despite its claims of "total 

renovation," the socialist Party is burdened by close to fifty 

years of Stalinist ideological baggage. The communists have become 

so discredited that their renovation is unlikely to reverse their 

demise. 

15 Zeri i Popullit, July 3, 1991, pp. 1-3 

14 See 
Security and 
1991, pp. 1, 

Berisha' s testimony before the u. s, Commission on 
cooperation in Europe, Rilindia Oemokratike, May 29, 
5 
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However, by controlling an absolute majority in the People's 

Assembly, the communists are in a position to bloc the approval of 

legislation required to implement radical economic reforms. The 

opposition is pushing for early elections. In preparation for the 

upcoming elections, opposition parties have moved toward greater 

coordination of their activities and have demanded that Alia resign 

and stand trial for embezzlement and abuse of power. 15 

In less than a year, Albania has come an extraordinary 

distance.in the dismantling of the totalitarian state. But it has 

a long way to go in establishing a genuine democracy and a free 

market economy. Tirana will need not only encouragement by foreign 

governments of private investments but also substantial technical 

and financial assistance. Compared to other East European 

countries, Albania is small and will not require enormous amounts 

of aid. Indeed, a fraction of the assistance the industrialized 

nations now provide to individual East European countries, would go 

a long way in facilitating democratic reforms in Albania. 

The Role of the Military During more than four-and-a-half 

decades of communist rule, the Albanian society was subjected to a 

greater .. degree of militarization than any society in Eastern 

Europe. The armed forces and the much dreaded Sigurimi, represented 

the main pillars of Hoxha' s dictatorship. A cardinal rule of 

Hoxha's regime was the total control of armed and internal security 

forces by the APL. Probably in no other East European country was 

15 The Washington Post, Aug. 24, 1991 
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the ruling communist party able to exercise such continuous and 

pervasive control over the military as did the APL. The 

Constitution promulgated in 1976 designated the First Secretary of 

the APL as the commander-in-chief of the armed forces. Throughout 

1989-90, the military hierarchy maintained a high profile and 

strongly supported Alia's refusal to relinquish the APL's monopoly 

of power. 

Alia did not shy away from using force to retain power, but 

was careful to avoid excessive use of force that could have led to 

large-scale bloodshed or civil war. His initial reaction to 

student demonstrations in December 1990 was to use internal 

security forces to crush the demonstrators. With the police 

intervention having failed and student unrest spreacHng, Alia 

convened a special meeting of the Central Committee. The majority 

of Central committee members reportedly opposed ordering the army 

to crush the student demonstrations, fearing that a massacre would 

trigger a popular anti-communist revolt,l6 Alia's momentous 

decision to accept student demands for political pluralism was 

followed by the outbreak of spontaneous anti-communist violent 

16 Mehmet Elezi, "The Intellectual and Demo (Bureau) cracy , 11 

Zeri i Rinise (Tirana), May 11, 1991, p. 4. During the first half 
of 1990, Elezi, a former First Secretary of the Union of Albanian 
Working Youth, worked in the APL Central Committee apparatus and 
had frequent contacts with Alia. After he questioned the 
leadership's stand on political pluralism, the role of the media, 
and some aspects of the country's foreign policy, in July 1990 
Elezi was transferred to a party post in Elbasan, but did not lose 
his Central Committee post. At a plenum of the Central Committee in 
November 1990, Elezi advocated the legalization of opposition, but 
other participants failed to support him publicly. For his views on 
developments during 1990, see ibid., May 11, 15 and 29, and June 1, 
1991 
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demonstrations in Shkoder, Elbasan, Kavaje, and Durres. Alia 

ordered the police and army troops, backed by armored vehicles, to 

restore order. 

As tensions mounted during the early part ot 1991, the 

President relied increasingly on the security forces and the 

military to maintain order, while maneuverinq to reach a political 

accommodation with opposition forces. On several occasions, the 

situation seemed to be getting out of control as clashes between 

civilians and security forces increased, claiming several 

casualties. The situation became especially tense on February 20, 

1991, when some 100,000 demonstrators toppled Hoxha's statue in 

Tirana. Alia reportedly ordered the police to open fire on 

protesters. In a highly unusual development, the President was 

summoned by disgruntled military and security officials to the 

headquarters of the Ministry of Internal Affairs to explain why he 

had "abandoned" Hoxha. Alia reportedly said his order to use force 

had not been carried out. 17 In June 1991, former Minister ot 

Internal Affairs, Hekuran Isai, acknowledged that Alia had given 

the order to use force, but added that he refused to follow it 

because it would have led to a massacre. 18 

The President faced perhaps his toughest challenge from the 

military when a group of officers and cadets at a military school 

in Tirana issued an ultimatum demanding the restoration of Hoxha's 

· 17 Neshat Tozaj, "The Imperative of Times," :Bilind1a 
Demokratike, June 19, 1991, p. 3 

18 Dylber Hoxha, "Hekuran Isai Refutes Ramiz Alia," Rilindia 
Demokratike, June 19, 1991, p. J 
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monuments that had been toppled by demonstrators in the capital and 

in other cities. 19 Although it seems that Minister of Defense :Kico 

Mustaqi supported the rebels, he was retained in the caretaker 

government formed on February 22 by Prime Minister Fatos Nano. 

Subsequently troops were used in an attempt to stop the exodus of 

Albanians from the port or ourres and in crushing post-election 

anti-communist demonstrations. Four Democratic Party activists were 

killed in Shkoder on April 2 by security forces and the opposition 

blamed Alia personally for giving the order, a charge the President 

denied. 

One of the main demands of the opposition was the complete 

depolitization of the armed forces, Berisha called for the 

disbanding of party committees in the military and the internal 

security forces, the elimination of political commissars, and the 

restoration of military ranks, abolished in 1966. Prior to the 

March 31 elections, tensions between the military leadership and 

the opposition were high. Communist hard-liners, accusing Alia of 

having betrayed Hoxha, saw the armed forces as the last-stronghold 

of communism. The opposition accused the armed forces of using 

intimidating tactics against opposition supporters, giving arms to 

members of the organization "the Volunteers of Enver Hoxha," formed 

by conservative communists in February 1991 1 and using military 

vehicles to transport APL supporters and sympathizers to communist

sponsored rallies. 

19 See oavid Binder 1 "Albania 1 s Hard-Liners and Democracy 
Backers Battle for Control," Tbe New York Times, Feb. 24, 1991, p. 
10 
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The Law on Constitutional Provisions, approved by the People's 

Assembly in April 1991, calls for the full depolitization of the 

armed forces. Political parties are prohibited from conducting 

activities in the army. The law, which supercedes the 1976 

Constitution and will be in force until a new constitution is 

passed, desi~nates the president as the commander-in-chief. 20 In 

the coalition government formed in June 1991, the Democratic Party 

nominee Perikli Teta became Minister of Defense. For the first 

time since 1944, a non-communist was put in charge of the People's 

Army. Although the APL retained the post of the Minister of Public 

Order, the opposition had achieved a major victory. 21 

While the military, as other institutions, is in the process 

of redefining its role, it is likely that during the difficult 

transition period from communist totalitarianism to pluralism 

democracy it will be called upon to play an increasing role in 

putting down social unrest. Similarly, ideology will cease to play 

a significant role as the Albanians take steps in the direction of 

creating a professional military, whose main task will be to defend 

the country from outside aggression. While the possibility of a 

military coup cannot be ruled out, such a development is unlikely, 

The army is in no position to deal with the nation's many problems 

and a military takeover will only throw Albania into further 

political turmoil. And conservatives have been disgraced to such an 

20 ATA in English, 0913 GMT, May 1, 1991, in FBIS-EEU-91-085, 
May 2, 1991, pp. l-6 

Zl Zeri i Popullit, June 12, 1991, p. 1 
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extent that seemingly they stand little chance of drumming up 

significant support to stage a comeback. 

ALBANIA'S EVOLVING FOREIGN POLICY 

The introduction of political pluralism had an immediate and 

significant impact on Albania's foreign and security policy. 

Foreign policy had long been the prerogative of the First Secretary 

of the APL and the Politburo and was not the subject of public 

debate. The opposition parties challenged the APL monopoly over 

foreign policy formulation, and called for the full depolitization 

of the foreign affairs establishment. For the first time since 

1944, foreign policy came under close public scrutiny. While in 

the past, domestic public opinion had paid no role in the 

formulation and implementation of foreign policy, the introduction 

of political pluralism heightened national feelings. Issues long 

considered taboo, such as the question of ethnic Albanians in 

Yugoslavia and Greece, became subjects of heated public debate. 

!n early 1991, the Democratic Party organized a demonstration 

to protest Foreign Minister Reiz Malile's visit to Cuba and China. 

The democrats, advocating a reorientation of Albania's policy 

toward-Western Europe and the United States, criticized Malile for 

having invited Chinese Prime Minister Li Peng to visit Albania and 
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demanded his resignation. 22 Both Malile and Sofokli Lazri, Alia's 

chief foreign policy advisor, reportedly exercised a restraining 

influence on Albania's expansion of ties with the West, advocating 

instead the the development of close relations with the Soviet 

union, China, Vietnam and cuoa. Lazri, who apparently was in 

charge of the formulation of foreign policy, was blamed for the 

poor state of Albania's relations with West Germany and the 

deterioration of ties with Italy. The establishment of diplomatic 

relations with Bonn in 1987 had raised hopes that wes:t Germany 

would assist Albania's economic development. The much hoped for 

cooperation with West Germany never materialized because of the 

Albanian goverrunent 's intransigence on human rights issues and 

rejection of foreign credits and investments. Tirana's refusal to 

permit an Albanian family that had entered the Italian embassy in 

1985 to leave the country, had brought relations with Rome 

practicallY to a standstill. R<>r."""li> .,.£ oppo .. :l.tion oritioi<>m, 

Malile was replaced by his deputy Kapllani, and Lazri resigned. 

Whereas during the election campaign foreign policy had become 

a highly contentious issue, with the APL accusing the opposition of 

attempting to sell out the country to the foreigners, a remarkable 

consensus has emerged regarding the main foreign policy goals and 

objectives. While the socialist Party, burdened by Hoxha's 

devastating isolation of the country, have been less vocal on 

foreign policy issues, there appears to be agreement across the 

22 Abdi Baleta, "Renewed Toasts," Rilindja DemokratiXe, Jan. 
30, 1991, p. 6 
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political spectrum that Albania needs to rapidly open-up to the 

outside world. 

Relations with the Superpowers Albania's relations with the 

superpowers have undergone rapid and positive change. On the eve of 

the elections, the United states restored diplomatic relations with 

Albania after a hiatus of more than fifty years. Washington made 

no secret that this was a deliberate decision aimed at boosting the 

democratic process in Albania. Democratic Party leaders had all 

along urged the United States to proceed with the normalization ot 

relations. In a highly unusual development, which could not escape 

the attention of communists in Tirana, the state Department invited 

Democratic Party leaders Berisha and Gramoz Pashko to attend the 

signing ceremony. 23 

The restoration of Albanian-American relations was hailed as 

a momentous event in Albania. A prominent journalist Shaban Murati, 

said the event provided a historic chance for the Albanian nation. 

Murati argued that movement from a bipolar to a multi polar world 

necessitated significant changes in Albania's foreign policy 

strategy. He said Albania's national interests will best be served 

by developing close economic and political ties with the United 

states and other industrialized nations.~ 

Washington's support ensured Albania's admittance in the CSCE. 

23 The Washington Post, March 13, 1991, p. A22; and 11a 
Christian Science Monitor, March 18, 1991, p. 7 

l4 Shaban Murati, "A Historic Chance for the Albanian Nation, n 
Zeri i Popullit, March 17, 1991, p. 4 
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In June 1991, Secretary of State Jamss Baker visited Albania, a 

renection of the importance the United States qives to the 

democratization of the tiny Balkan country. He informed the 

Albanians that the United States would provide $6 million worth of 

assistance. He said Washington was prepared to provide additional 

support if meaningful political and economic reforms are 

implemented. 25 Following Baker's visit, numerous . American 

delegations visited Tirana to asses Albania's needs for 

humanitarian and technical assistance. 

l'.'hile the Albanians seemingly have exaggerated expectations of 

the level of assistance the United States is able or willing to 

provide, Washington has indicated it will included Albania in all 

its East European aid programs, has pledged to provide technical 

assistance in many ·sectors, and has urged private American 

investments. Albania does offer good investment opportunities, 

particularly in the oil industry and in the development of the 

infrastructure for the expansion of tourism. There is also a 

large, relatively well-to-do Albanian community in the United 

states, which played an important role in promoting the 

establishment of diplomatic relations and is eager to help 

Albania's economic revival. Albanian-Americans have been 

remarkably effective in lobbying the u.s. 

administration on Albanian issues. 

Congress and 

The Soviet Union had tried for years to woo Albania back into 

25 Thomas L. Friedman, "300, ooo Albanians Pour Into Streets 
to Welcome Baker," The New York Times, June 23, 1991, pp. 1, 8 
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the Warsaw Pact, promising economic assistance. Despite 

significant changes in the international arena even before the East 

European revolution, the Soviet union continued to view Albania as 

an attractive beachhead in the Adriatic. Soviet military 

strategists apparently never forgave Niltita Khrushchev for his 

tactless handling or the Albanians, which led to the Tirana-Moscow 

break and the Soviet withdrawal from the naval base at Sazan, near 

the port of Vlore. Before 1990, the Albanian government had 

rejected Moscow's offers to restore ties, and cont-inued to view the 

Soviet Union as · potentially representing the main threat to 

Albania. Tirana's hostility to Moscow was further reinforced by 

soviet support for Serbia's crackdown against ethnic Albanians. 

Until December 1990, the Albanian communist regime was ono of the 

harshest critics of Mikhail s. Gorbachev's perestroika and glasnost 

policies. 

However, the deterioration of the economic situation, 

increased. domestic pressures, and the declining authority of the 

APL forced Tirana to change its stand on many issues, including its 
' 

stance toward the Soviet Union. Tirana-Moscow relations were 

restored in sutnmer 1990, but the event lacked the enthusiasm and 

euphoria that permeated the subsequent establishment or Albanian-

American ties. Preoccupied with its own domestic problems, 

Gorbachev's Soviet Union did not take any significant steps to 

expand relations with Albania. Gorbachev, however, has invited Alia 

to visit the Soviet Union. Significantly, Alia ana the Socialist 

Party joined opposition parties in strongly denouncing the aborted 
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coup d'etat against the Soviet President. While Albanian-soviet 

QConomic cooperation will probably increase, Moscow's influence in 

Albania is likely to remain insignificant. 

western Europe Since the beginning or 1991, Albania has moved 

toward a closer association with Western E:urope. Albania has lifted 

self-imposed constraints that had· limited its external economic 

interaction, liberalizing its legislation to attract and encourage 

foreign investments and the establishment of joint ventures. 

Albania's long-term stated objective is full integration into the 

European Community, with which it established relations in June 

1991. 

The Albanians have appealed to Western Europe for large-scale 

assistance to stabilize the economy, whose decline has accelerated 

with the rapid disintegration of the old system. They have 

requested technical assistance, improved trade ties, and !inancial 

aid. However, the west has been slow in.responding to Albania's 

requests, because of the widely held perception that large-scale 

aid will serve only to prop up an increasingly disintegrating 

economy. The Albanians appear particularly disappointed that 

Cermany has not plaid a greater role, 26 Of all the major western 

countries, only Italy has sent si9nificant financial assistance to 

Albania. Italy has been forced to take an active role because it 

has been confronted with waves or Albanian refugees. Between July 

l 6 The German embassy, which had been closed down in July 1990 
after Albanian refugees stormed foreign missions in Tirana, was 
reopened only in August 1991. 
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1990 and August 1991, some 40,000 Albanians have fled to Italy, 

Political tensions which followed the dawning of Hoxha's statue in 

Tirana on February 20, 1991, led to the illegal emigration o! some 

24,000 Albanians to Italy. Rome returned several thousand refugees, 

granted Albania $50 million in emergency humanitarian aid, and 

declared it would not accept other refugees. These steps, however, 

did not prevent other Albanians from fleeing across the Aariatic. 

In August 1991, some 20,000 refugees fled to Italy. This time they 

were all sent back. Italy granted Albania an additional $120 

million in humanitarian and economic aid. 27 

But the harsh treatment of refugees has led to increased 

anti-Italian feelings. There is also concern about growing Italian 

influence, with many Albanians fearing that Italy will eventually 

dominate Albania economically and politically as it did in the 

l930s. 

Ihe Balkan$ Albania's relations with its contiguous neighbors 

have historically been characterized by simmering ethnic disputes. 

Historical obsession with encirclement by a Greek-Yugoslav alliance 

has led Albania to seek security by turning for protection to 

distant powers. 

The resurgent border and inter-ethnic conflicts in Yugoslavia 

and the federation's likely disintegration could cause a 

realignment of Balkan states, presenting Albania with both 

27 ANSA in English, 1042 GMT, Aug. 19, 1991, in FBIS-EEU-91-
161, Aug. 20, 1991, pp. 26~27 
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opportunities and risks. Not only the issue of Xosova and other 

Albanian-inhabited areas in Yugoslavia, but also Macedonia, are 

likely to appear on the agenda. In order to deal with a growing 

Serbian threat, Albanian diplomacy is concentrating on 

strengthening ties with Turkey, Greece, and Bulgaria and forging a 

new relationship with independent-minded Croatia. 

In recent decades Albania has had excellent political ties 

with TUrkey, However, economic cooperation has lagged. While high

level contacts have increased and Albania is eager for a closer 

relationship with Turkey, Tirana has been careful not to antagonize 

Athens, with whom relations have steadily improved in recent years. 

The Greeks have supported the democratization of Albania and have 

pledged to help in its economic revival. The issue of the ethnic 

Greek minority has become less contentious since the improvement in 

the overall human rights situation in Albania. Tirana has agreed to 

facilitate contacts between the Greek minority and Athens, and is 

reportedly creating favorable conditions to stimulate Greek 

investments.u Political contacts between the two countries have 

improved considerably. However, a new irritant that could affect 

bilateral relations is the issue of ethnic Albanians, known .as 

Cams, who were forcibly expelled from Greece at the end of world 

War II. Under increasing domestic pressures, Albanian leaders 

raised the Cam issue with the visiting Greek Prime Minister 

U ATA in English 0951 GMT, Aug. 1, 1991 in FBIS-EEU-91-149, 
Aug. 2, 1991, p. 5 
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Cons tan tine Mitsotakie in January 1991, 29 The Greeks have not 

recognized the existence of an ethnic Albanian population in their 

country nor have they been willing to consider Cams• claims for 

compensation tor property they left behind. 30 

While Albanian-Greek relations have improved substantially, 

suspicions persist on both sides, The Albanians fear that 

prolonged instability could revive Greek claims -on southern parts 

of their country. Moreover, they are concerned about a potential 

alliance between Greece and Serbia. The Greeks, on the other hand, 

are seemingly distressed about Albania again falling under Italian 

domination. 

Tirana's ties with Bucharest and Sofia have shown no 

appreciable improvement. Albania apparently does not see great 

opportunities in cultivating closer relations with Romania and 

Bulgaria, who are preoccupied with their-own internal problems. 

However, Tirana's attitude toward Sofia could change _in view of 
' 

developments in Yugoslavia. 

Albania has taken advantage of Yugoslavia's growing 

fragmentation to establish independent links with· Croatia and, 

perhaps more significantly, Macedonia. High level delegations from 

both Yugoslav republics- have visited Tirana and Alia has been 

29 See The New York Times, Jan. 14 and 15, 1991. see also 
Abdi Baleta, "Why is Mister Mitsotakis coming to Albania?" Rilindja 
oemokratike, Jan. 12, 1991, pp, 5-6 

30 For the Albanian perspective on the Cam issue, see Basnkim 
I<ucuku"', "Cameria -- a Forgotten Palestine," Rilindia Demokratike, 
Feb. 16, 1991, p. 6; and N. Mergjyshi, 11.1\uthentic Proof of the cam 
Tragedy," Zeri 1 Popullit, July 5, 1991, p. 3 
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invited to visit Skopje. 31 Albania views both Croatia and Macedonia 

as natural allies against Serbia, although the existence of a large 

Albanian population in western Macedonia complicates relations with 

Skopje. In a significant development that could lead to the 

improvement of Albanian-Macedonian relations, the largest ethnic 

Albanian political party in Macedonia has expressed support for 

skopje's proposal to hold a referendum on Macedonia's independence. 

Nevzat Halili, the leader of the Party for Democratic Prosperity, 

said in an interview that his party would support Macedonia's 

independence if its leaders would pledge to treat the Albanians as 

a nation, rather than a nationality (minority), recognize Albanian 

as an official language together with Macedonian, and ensure the 

development of Albanian culture and education. 32 A!ter the 

outbreak of unrest in Kosova in 1981, Macedonia had instituted 

highly repressive policies against the ethnic Albanians. But with 

Macedonia's increasing conflict with Serbia, there appears to have 

been a mild relaxation in Albanian-Macedonian tensions. 

Albanian-Yugoslav relations are at their lowest point since 

the late 1940s and the early 1950s, when border skirmishes were 

quite frequent. Both sides have massed troops on the border and 

there appears to be little direct communication between Tirana and 

Belgrade. 

While tensions in Kosova were high throughout the 1980s, the 

31 Zeri i Popullit, July 13, 1991, p. 1 and July 26, 1991, p. 
1 

' 2 pie Presse (Vienna), Aug. 12, 1991, p. 4, trans. in FBIS
EEU-91-157, Aug. 14, 1991, p, 44 
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situation was exacerbated in March 1989, when Serbia stripped the 

province of its autonomy. When Albanian members of the Provincial 

Assembly declared Kosova's independence from Serbia in July 1990, 

Milosevic suspended the provincial parliament and government, and 

shut-down the Albanian-language radio, television, and daily 

Rilind.ja. Rejecting the legitimacy of Serbian rule, ethnic 

Albanian deputies met clandestinely in the city of :Kacanik and 

proclaimed Kosova a republic. 33 While the decision was supported 

by the overwhelming majority of Kosovars, the Serbian government 

denounced it as "an unconstitutional act" and a direct attack on 

the territorial integrity of both Serbia and Yugoslavia, and 

intensified plans for the Serbianization of Kosova. since September 

1990, more than 70,000 Albanians have been fired from their jobs 

and replaced by Serbs brought into Kosova from Serbia. In a 

stepped-up of recolonization of Kosova, the Serbian parliament 

adopted a law encouraging serbs to resettle in the region,34 

Serbian authorities have replaced a large number of Albanian 

professor at the University of Prishtina and have threatened to 

33 Zenun celaj, "Kosova Declared a Republic Within the 
Framework of Yugoslavia , 11 Zeri i Rinise (Prishtina) , Sep. 14, 1990, 
pp. 7-9. Celaj, a prominent journalist and Secretary of the 
Prishtina-based Council for the Protection of Human Rights and 
Liberties, was the only reporter present at the Kacanik meeting. He 
was arrested and spend a month in jail for allegedly having 
attended an illegal meeting. For Celaj 's personal account of 
imprisonment see his article "I Was Not Alone,"~ (Prishtina), 
Nov. a, 1990, p. 10 

34 See Cord Meyer, "Relying on brute force in Kosovo," l:lu! 
Washington Times, July 19, 1991, PP• Fl, F4; and Peter Maass, 
"Ethnic Albanians Feel Serbia's Crackdown," 1he Washington Post, 
Aug. 10, 1991, p. A20 
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shut-down all Albanian-language schools that do not accept Serbian 

school curriculum which neglect the study of Albanian culture and 

history. Ethnic Albanian leaders have warned that Milosevic is 

pursuing a deliberate policy aimed at provoking an uprising in 

Kosova, which would then be put down by Yugoslavia's serbian

dominated army, forcing in the process hundreds of thousand of 

people to cross the border into Albania. 

The political turmoil in Kosova has caused a precipitous rise 

of Albanian nationalism. With the intensirication of fighting in 

Croatia, there have been increased demands in Kosova for measures 

to create a self-defense system. Croatian emissaries have 

reportedly urged the Albanians to stage an uprising. Croatia's 

President Franjo Tudjman, however, had alienated the Albanians by 

accepting Milosevic's plan to exclude their representatives from 

talks on the future of Yugoslavia. Kosovar activists have warned 

the population to be wary of Croatian designs. Claiming that 

croatia and Slovenia had "sold Kosova,n a prominent Kosovar 

journalist has urged that ethnic Albanians stay clear of the Serb

Croat conflict: 

,,, many·pan-Slav political circles wish to set Kosova 
aflame. Propaganda to hurl the Albanian population in 
Kosova into a general uprising suits certain Croatian 
political circles at such a time, Thus, the fire must be 
kindled in Kosova in order to save Croatia. Consciously 
or not, this propaganda is also receiving support among 
certain political forces in Kosova. This must not happen 
in Kosova at any cost, even though our policy of patience 
enables the police, military, and Chetnik forces to 
swagger up and down Kosova ... However, this does not mean 
that the Albanian people should sleep. The Albanians 
must make maximum preparations for war while at the same 
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time opposing war by every means. J$ 

Facing increasing pressure rrom militants within their own 

ranks over the apparent failure of their policies to break Serbia's 

hold over I<osova, six political parties, led by the Democratic 

League have established a committee to coordinate their activities. 

In addition to holding a referendum on I<osova's future status, the 

coordinating cor.unittee, chaired by Rugova, is considering the 

possibility of the formation of an interim government. 

Whereas until now Rugova had insisted on peaceful resistance 

and had pinned his hopes for a peaceful solution on intervention by 

the international community, he is under pressure to pursue a more 

assertive strategy against Serbia. Even prominent personalities 

have urged that "the Albanians' political activity should shift 

from issuing declarations to tangible preparations fer a strategy 

of self-defense. 1136 Professor Rexhep Qosj a, I<osova' s preeminent 

scholar, has reproached political parties "for retreating before 

Serbian policy" and permitting the development of a situation in 

which Albanians are unprepared to defend themselves. In sharp 

contrast with Rugova and other activists, Qosja maintains that 

irrespective of whether Slovenia and Croatia remain in Yugoslavia, . 

the only solution to the problem of ethnic Albanians in Yugoslavia 
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is unification with Albania. 37 

The Albanian government has expressed alarm at the possibility 

of an Albanian-Serb armed conflict in Kosova. At the same time it 

has assured Belgrade that it has no territorial claims on 

Yugoslavia, but has insisted that the ethnic Albanians be permitted 

to have their own republic. 38 Tirana has resisted calls to 

recognize the Republic of Kosova, proclaimed at the Kacanik 

meeting. 39 According to an Albanian Foreign Ministry spokesman, 

"the Republic of Kosova cannot be recognized internationally as an 

entity as long as the Kosova Assembly has not declared its 

independence from Yugoslavia. 1140 In an interview with a foreign 

correspondent, President Alia said that Albania will not intervene 

mili tar ily in Kosova. 4.1 

37 See Qosja's interview in Fjala (Prishtina), no. 27 (July 
1991), pp. 3-5 

Zeri i Popullit, July 14, 1991, p. 4 

39 Mehnlet Elezi, "Kosova ·and the Albanian Question in Light 
of Some New conditions," Bashkirni, July 8, 1991, p. 4 

40 Quoted in Zagreb Radio Croatia in Albanian, 2045 GMT, Aug. 
14, 1991, trans. in FBIS-EEU-91-1S9, Aug. ·16, 1991, p. 27. The 
three Albanian opposition parties as well as the Socialist Party 
have "recognized" the Republic of Kosova. See !Sosova, July 12, 
1991, pp. 1, 3 

41 sueddeutsche Zeityng (Munich), Aug. 21, 1991, p. 10, trans. 
in FBIS-EEU-91-163, Aug. 22, 1991, p. 1 
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NATION liT, TJNIFICATXOll 1 THrtmiHG A:60UT THE IJ.N'!'H.I.NKABLE;? 

With the reunification of Germany, the Albanians remain the 

only ~ivided nation in Europe. Albania has a population of about 

3. 3 million. There are almost as many Albanians in YugoGilavia. 

While there are no exact figures, it is believed there are slightly 

more than 2 million Albanians in Kosova, between soo,ooo to 700,000 

in Macedonia, and so, ooo in Montenegro. An estimated several 

hundred thousand are scattered throughout Yugoslavia, with large 

communitiag in oouthern Serbia, zaqre~. sarajAv~. ~nd L~ub1~QnQ. 

Inhabiting compact territories on the border with their mother 

country, the Albanians proportionally c·onsti tute the largest 

irre~enta in the world. The Albanians have the highest birthrate in 

Europe: 25.3 per thousand in Albania (1989) and 29.9 per thousand 

in Kosova (1987). The Albanian population is also Europe's 

youngest: more than one third of Albania's total population is 

under fifteen years of age1 sixty percent of Kosova's population is 

under 27 years old. Based on current projections, by .,year 2000 

there will be four million Albanians on each si~e of the current 

state boundaries separating Albania and Yugoslavia. Thus there 

will be almost as many Albanians in the Balkans as serbs, and 

several times more than Montenegrins and Macedonians. The question 

begs itself: How long can such large communities ·of the same 

nation remain divided? 

Since World War II, Albania's claims to Kosova have been 

dormant, Hoxha downplayed the issue, giving priority to state-to-
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state relations with Yugoslavia. Alia has been even less supportive 

of the ethnic Albanians. Most Kosovars who crossed the border 

during the 1980s to escape prosecution in Yugoslavia for 

nationalist activity were turned back. 42 In contrast to Hoxha, Alia 

did not formally endorse ethnic Albanian demands for a republic, 

stressing that the status of Kosova was a Yugoslav internal issue. 

During the Balkan Foreign Ministers Conference held in Tirana in 

1990, Alia received the Yugoslav Foreign Minister Budimir Loncar. 

Accordinq to Yugoslav news reports, the Albanian leader "expressed 

respect for the integrity of Yugoslavia and Serbia. 1143 This 

statement run counter to the Kacanik declaration which had 

proclaimed Kosova's independence from Serbia. 

It is abundantly clear that post-World War II ethnic Albanian 

communist leaders were loyal to Belgrade and did not advocate union 

with Albania. With its crackdown, Serbia has now relegatad the 

Albanians to the bottom levels of the society. Relying on brute 

military and police force to maintain ~eace and order, the Serbian 

government has threatened ethnic Albanians' physical security, 

locked them out of political institutions and. processes, and 

restricted their access to education, jobs, medical care and social 

services. Serbian repression measures, ostensibly undertaken to 

42 Sinan Hasani, Kosoyo: rstine i Zablude (Zagreb: Centar za 
Inforrnacije i Publicitet, 1986), p. 203; and Milovan Drecun, 
"Preparations of the Skipetars for an Armed Rebellion," Politika 
(Belgrade), July 14, 1991, p. 14, trans. in Joint Publications 
Research service, East Europe Report (Washington, o.c.: Government 
Printing Office), no. 91-111, July 30, 1991, p. 66 

43 Tanjug Domestic Service in serbo-Croatian, 1436 GMT, Oct. 
26, 1990, trans. in FBIS-EEU-90-209, Oct. 29, 1990, pp. 3-4 
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fight Albanian "nationalism and i.rredentism" have indeed enco~.traged 

independence sentiments and helped unify the ethnic Albanians. 

Ethnic consciousness among Albanians in Yugoslavia has never been 

more powerful than it is now. An increasing number ot Kosovars 

apparently feel they have no future in Yugoslavia, 

For d·ecades the question ot the unification or the Albanian 

nation was taboo in both Albania and Yugoslavia. However, the issue 

is now increasingly being discussed on both sides of the border. 

The emergence of opposition in Albania has been accompanied with a 

hardening of Tirana's position on Kosova and the issue of national 

union now dominates political debate. Although Albania and Kosova 

have developed independently or each other cturinq most of this 

century, there is a much stronger sense of unity among Albanians on 

both sides of the border than is commonly viewed by outsiders. Even 

in the long absence of free movement across the border, cultural 

cooperation between Prishtina and Tirana universities in the 1970s, 

the Kosovars' adoption of the standard Albanian literary lanquage, 

and the explosion of Albanian-language publications, radio, and TV 

have reinforced the bonds between the two parts or the Albanian 

nation. While sentiments for unification are increasing, neither 

activists in Kosova nor in Albania have gone beyond rhetorical 

statements. Recognizing the preponderant power Serbia enjoys in 

relations to both Kosova and Albania, the Albanians have been 

careful to emphasize that secession is a last resort. 

Kosova•s union with Albania would involve border changes and 

could trigger a massive response not only from serbs, which 
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consider the province a sacred ground, but also from Monteneqrins 

and Macedonians. Although Albanians are ill prepared for an armed 

confrontation, the number of them ready to make the sacrifice is 

evidently growing. 

Serbia has repeatedly demonstrated the ability to crush by 

force any attempt to wrest away Kosova, However, Albanian national 

movements have cropped up again and again. By failing to seek a 

solution that will meet minimum ethnic Albanian demands, Milosevic 

has planted the seeds of a bloody armed conflict that Serbia sooner 

or later will have to reap. The costs of keeping Kosova under 

Serbia's control are likely to increase considerably especially if 

Slovenia and Croatia secede from Yugoslavia. Serbia's economy, 

already in a shambles, will be heavily taxed by the costs that 

continued military occupation of Kosova will entail. Time and 

demographic trends appear to favor the Albanians. Moreover, 

international support for Serbia is likely to erode and western 

governments will face increasing pressure to impose sanctions 

against Belgrade. 

Serbia's fears of Albanian irredentism are becoming a self

fulfilling prophecy. The rift between the Albanians and the Serbs 

appears unbridgeable and even granting Kosova the status of a 

republic will probably turnout to be too little, too late. Despite 

vehement repression, the ethnic Albanians have displayed remarkable 

staying power and are pursuing their demands for independence from 

Serbia with a passionate intensity. The eventual separation of 

Kosova from Serbia appears inevitable. In the lonq run, an armed 
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conflict could be no less detrimental to the Serbs than to the 

Albanians. The problem is how to achieve the divorce peacefully. 

This is a question that begs the attention of the United States and 

Europe as they brace themselves for a changing shape of the Balkan 

region. 

Albania and Kosova could be on the verge of economic collapse 

and a bloody orgy. The outside ~orld needs to recognize the urgency 

of the situation and take appropriate measures to help Albania get 

out of its current precarious situation and prevent Kosova from 

drifting toward civil war, which can assume unforeseeable 

proportions. Failure to act now could face the international 

community with the prospect of a long war and hundreds of thousands 

of displaced Albanians desperately seeking a haven. 
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c Vt\C. 1 
In~roduc'tion 

'dtutno unuully llrfl:Jl; up :i.n \vurU.mn ,,, n re:.>ult of ,,.; l·i.ta:r.y defeat ,,n<l/ 

or politl.cu .. revo .. u ·J.on. J.s ~s • - .,. · l l t · Th · · hol·' the tl1ree r,r,rea·t: emr. ;res of our 

lillllll1 ti:ne - the Austro-Hungarian, the 9t\;oman and the i'lussian - ea ace; to 

an end ot che close of the l!'irst \'io;ld War. The Russian empire's succe .. · 

sor, the Soviet Union, may yet prove an exception b:,·· dissolving pe:)ce

fully in peacetime. yugoslavia' s own disintegratior: i::; takinG pluc" j.11 

peacetime but to the accompaniment of much in::ernal violence, thu~ coa-

forming to ne previous pattern. r There are many reasons for Yugoslavia Is crisis ~~i"W CH'C!,b P? 

but foreign intervention of <.my kind is not OI1e oJ: LIH)m. '.l'he p :.i.m: LP<J i 

reason• for what is happening in Yugoslavia now is th:;~t its main n.,tio!~J 

ing up to 

needs and 

t;o ~·eject i·L; - uL lctu:.;L iu lLu pJ.·o~Jt.:ttL !'t.•t·.: - v:..J 11ul. ,,~,.: •. : •• ,. 

their very different ~and often mutually ezclusi ve)natio,::Jl 

aspirations. 

fF'or the Serbs, Yugoslavia's most numerous peopl~ (36/. of the total 

popu~a'li.on occordine; to the 1981 census), the chief .)roblem ~that, 

increasin-gly, in the second post-1945 Yugoslavia that t1arshal ~ito 

and the Communist Party set up the '-'erbs' do;ninant position, asc:u .. ~· ·,J 

in the first 1918-1941 Yugoslavia,had come to be eroded. For the no::-
~ • • • 

0";\t.olt;,~~l b 
;:,ero m.9 J or~ t'l ~= \...fl8d come a point \vhere YugoslDvia had becor1e an 

obstacle to their national alms and so they want,.d it ~ 1 dY"_~-' ·-VP i 
1
'' eu,,~~ ·j~~l?(""'~:.. ..... ~, turned into a Joc.:r 

grouping(' confederation') of sovereign states, clbope.rating vrt thin a 

version of the Common···arket - rather as the Soviet republics after 

t~e ~i~<k~f ~ot S;:~i<,~U~~~;rl th~e ~lQy 1-1ill be able to c:? o7 

~il11ti.l ;r<>) :.1 l.i.v0l.l' '~""'nntly, th•'::r,~ *'e.1~1':0ncer> ·i 11 n:.:; i onal percep·ti '""' · 

within Yugoslavia were of academic interest only. !:'or three i·Jnd ;; '"- ~ 
3econd 

decodes ofter the -iliiili!llit .. orld \iar 1 Yue;o.slavia vws held toGether b;,. o 

strong leGder at the head of a loyal Communist PGrty ond RE arr:y. 'he-

fear of ·falling under ;;,oviet dolflinati6'n, from whicl1 Yue;oslavio e:.:c ·':'e" 

in 1948 thanks to Tito' s successful defiance of :JtoUn, creat<"d a Jol!2 



cv 1..1.<: '· 

bet1·1een outri~ht s upprters of the Ti to regime and cl. os e 1·1ho op,:·u~ e ,( 

eohc:d.ve i'DGtor was thP. country' r; growing prof)t)Gri t:; <Jurinr.; the J .,; i; 

two decades of Tito's life, which created a mood of optimism an.t 

hope. Last but not least, whatver Yugoslavia's own ctiziens thou;.ht 

of their state, whether or not they wanted it, tile outside 1·1orld d i.d .• 

:I:u tho oy<HJ of tho v/oat, un :i.ndopondon"t; Yu(';o:•l.nvi.:• (ovon Lr •!ontt.:• "i .: 

ruled) was an important asset during the Cold War. To keep it ofGlaL 

the West 1~as prepared to reach into its pocket. 

Now all those cohesive factors are gone.Tito died i~ 1980, a~e~ ~.3. 

His death was follov1ed by the on::;ct of a severe fi n:•ncial CJ·i.si:; •·~'• i .. · 

soon developed into a crisis of the· whole econoJtic ::ystem. 1'he .;ul<! ;: .-: 

\"lar ended in 1989, removing the lest vestiges of t:•1i ty generated by 

comr.;on feur of a ext:ernul danc;er. ~lt~~L~~a.J,,uJ 2': ,, t:.r· 

Yugoslav Communist Party finally broke up • .Lt hull long been divi !.J 

not onl:y along ideological lines into reformist sn•l' dogmatic' ~·:i::u:: 

but ulso 

Croatia. 

(and~lmore important) into six repuLlic& .. ( .os~·lia-Jiorc;r·. :·vi, 

hacelonia, J'·Jonten~o, ::::erbia and Blovenia) and two ;)J:cv .cc:L . _ 

(Kosovo and Vo,jvodina) parties. 'l'hc porty' s deube occured ut L ~' 

abortive congress. in ~lgrade in ~li'ebr4ery 1990. And so ~:h::t'i

happene to Yugoslavia became, for the first tiJ::e in i tc; hi.;tor , ~·cJJ: 

its people:; to .~cidex, without anyuoe:;ro;J the tJu ;.,:;ide tellin:::; .. :· .• ~:, 

what to do. · ·· · · t t.ey disagreed proJ·o~~ 
ly about what should happene next. Ironcially, v1hot they could iJ:,.:r·e 

about was that most of them thought that they had had a raw deal in 

Yugoslavia :;ince· it l'ias first set up in 1918. 

Differin~ national perceptions 

'l'he moGt vociferous cor;;p~inents about Yugos 1.avio fo.r. many yearr;, 

tic·.1lurl,y :.:Jil.iCe tlle ruid-l~;)Uli:J, JjUJ I;Ut;ll l;llt: s.;t· .. ,.,_ l'ltr: '.'(,)t'
1 

• • ·.:. 

, 
B[;ainst post-1945 Yugo":lavta WGS most clP.arly set o .t in the 0.r0 .• · ~ 

tre•orandum prepared in 1985 by o wol'lting 0:1'11\lp oi' t:IICl ...>erbiBn :,c·.Jn 

of ;,ciences unlier the chair,nanship of tl hntoni,j<" l:3akovic, i tf: · j c•>-



... :vlJ.l.; ) 
I'r·c;~ideut an ~ -~~ v - - o -d O·r·rn of •.. o· .... u'J.',,Iq r··l·lor.::. 1· j)T:,··J!linenl; '•J.t.'I.~··J:~~. 1J.•;·u~ .. lt,'(:t~n·ll .. 

ul.lc 1;ed that: 

• ""lhe federal government had ever since 194-5 pursued a diecrimin3t

to!l7y policy towards 0erbia in the econowic field •-t:t.i.le (;)t the s:Jt~o' 
tl.··,11 e f · Croatia and Slovenia, the two western republics, i! avour1nc; 

whose leaders~ hands rno:~t of the econoctic decisio:.-u,akin;~ 1-1as cc -·:"n t-

rated(y 4ccording to the hernoran urn s au ors, a·.; ·c_;e r -- J· d 1 
th •- •· oot of thL: 1 u-

t .1! 

its then directing body, the Communist Internoti.o ;~J. (CornintE)rn) i_;-, 

l'1oscow. 

e. ~1e purti tion of ;;';erbio into three parts under ·1 to 1 s 19711 :.:o, : Li.l. 

tion 1·1as further evidence of that bias. 'i'he di vi:3ion WiiB into ~e::.'ji.;: 

proper and the two autnon;ous flrovinces af Kosovo on d. Vojvodina i1o l 

existed since the early days of post-194-5 Yugos:Svio but it was only 

after 1974 that the two provinces we!'e allov1ed direct participotion i 

decision-making at the federal level, bypassing .jc~bia. 

• 1he Berbs in Kosovo and in Croatia v1ere suh;j('c:t8d to a pol:i. ::, . and 
oi! <11.scrim1.na:tion~ f~1?:::>or -•:cm ir•1:o:~, oir~ed at <lrivL.::; thetn out C.o :;ovc., _ 

or assmilating them (Crootia). In both cases, the J.emorandurnJ <:ll;c or.: ) 

alleged, the ~erbs were subjected to a policy of ·.~nocide'. 

The f'lemoradr,urnps au~ors saw behind all these poli.c:ies a clear . :u Lcii!l 
l
n';i.ncj.Jlln - l:hul; o.f .• o 1

, ··_,•-l'.c ..• -rl".' Y·t,•·n··l·· v; J 1 ·1 ·~ I · ' 1 ] ·1 -.,_..- .., , . : .... ,, .;~ .•. { , tJr•:.t r •• ,. ··1.u onr c:J. •· 
I' r. 

its reversal, especitally the abolitio~ of the 197'+ ,;onstition :.l'Ji.c:: 

gave Kosovo and Vojvodina :tQ what amounted to ~~ status of 

republics. 'l'he document's main conclusion was ti1at, under 'I'ito ( x;:tt 

Groat and part ~lovene) and his seco;Jd-in-corn~and for many years, 

Edvard Kardelj (a ;;:ilovene), the "'erbs had ceen tre<:otcd unfairly i 

Yugoslavia. ~ . 

-The i'lemorandum, now \·tidely recognised as a se•ni.l)al document, d:i.d :o·:: 

signal Serb rejection of Yugoslavia - as 

(l:lerb and non~erb) cri tics a·k::l;~~ 
was alleged by some of i.ts 

when it \,·os fir·st leal:e to 
t.te press, but only of Tito's version of it. 1'he ·-'erbia_: baclclos:1 
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a~ainst fito's YuGoslavia was accompanied by an explot:ion of nostal~iu 

for the .first, royalist Yugosl<.Jvia. 'l'he vie1·1 that n:cr::;·::ld .l'ro1a a fJ.o.•(l 

of publications ob out the 1918-41 period was 'thut, ch•,:pi te its many J.ll~-

perfections, the first Yut;oslavia - with its i~criJ :.lyoo .. :; Ly, All'i.J-co•• I. '• I-· 

led army, civil service and diplomacy - was a state :.;crbs could idenbi'.Y 

with and call their own because it assured them of a leading role as 

its :~taubvolk; 

The werbs' disenchantment with Tio's Yugoslavia had J.~s •=c..tt counter-

part in that a!llonp; the country's n6n-Berbs - thour.;h for exactly the or.ro--

site re"sons. '1
1he t.llovenes, one ol' ~ut;o.td.uviu':.; :JJIIo.l.,t,:;:Jt. uu.L.i.t..~•~:J \· 

the total population), had i::n before 1941 tnd for a ;:hile after 191~:)) 

been among the most fervent supporters of Yugoslavia, not least becu1!~e 

tl'ley S:.JW in it a protector 3/:;::Jinut preda~ory lierii!Uil :.1oor'l Itulian .i.!I>J'•' r·i :J

lism. By the mid-1960s the olovenes had become Bl;Jr::lnd that a ne11 cc .. tJ:u

list trend then :im evidence in Yugoslavia (not least in the Cultural 

field) could bocoone u throut to their oahonol ident:·i L.y, lcodin;~ to '·' 

f'orm of' Serbianisation under a Yugoslav cover. PsrhB])S even more import 

ant in the early days, the cilovenes as an important c o ~ tri '-'ut or to ', nt;o

slavia 'r.; r.;np and hard-currency exports (far il!ar·.;er t.loan ~ :t!leir 

share in the 9-:>pulation of Yugoslavia) re:Jonted tlw lt.:.:;e and eileJ:-~·;;:ulv
ing expenditure on -~he federal army 3nd civil service ond inefficicL t 

invest:nent projects in the less developed areas of' 'L.uc;oslavia. :i.'his ·-generuted o feolin~ that •. ,J.oveniu wa;, in \rar:i.n1.1r: vliJ,y:: , ·cttine; .l.c:sc 0.1L 

Of Yugos:.uviu than i~ Wa:J ruLLilll:~ .i.11L0 i~. I'<•OilJJ\;Jo.i.iL·,., ,ill u JH'lllc<:f'lll 

Europe,the once serious thre .• t from the West had disuppeared as -~ustcia 
<mct Jt?ly became friendly neighbours and attractive economic partner:;, 

.li'or the Cro<:~ts, too, the second lurgest nut ion uf Yu
1
·;o:;;lavia oft er L •· · 

Berbs, Yugoslavia had at one time seemed a welcoGe prospect. At the 1nd 

of the First ':lorld ~·iar, as .Austria-dunr~ary broke up, Croaha I'IGs focr;d 

with the threat of annexation by Italy or most of i1;s .~Jriatic coo:~t 

(including the islands) promised to Italy in 1915 under the Treuty 
0

: 
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' •• ·o rJondon as an inducement to join the 11ar on t;.e .c;ute.:te s ::ai.Le. ·"0J: 

the Groats, union with ~erbia, itself an Entente coalition me1 :ber, 

~1 j, thiu o n('l\'1 Southern Slav state seemed the best protection a,.:oiw: t 

Italian claims on its terrt€D{Y. f'l'he Groat:;' tli:;i.l.lu::;ionmeuL \·Ji.l.io 

Yugoslavia started earlier than that of the 0lovenes - olrea.dy in prc-

1941 Yugoslavia. 

he main reasons was that instead of equality they expecced the ~roat.: 

met political suppression culminGtine; in the murder in 1928 L1 tile· 

.:.Jelr;rode purliomen'C ol' uuveJ.·ul i.U~<d .. t• Ll<>put;iu:.• I·.Y '.' .·:'"''1• ''"i'"L.y ... 

~tjepan lladic, the popular and w1dely respected poc~~1et leader o~ 
. '" .1\.. ~ ....... i..,; J.....V 

the Groat Peasant .!:'arty,· Jil> Wl2 1 was wounded .llnd. L•Ler tiicd .;::; ·' 1· ·.· .... 

I 
ult of complications. 'rhe royal dictatorship ini:ro,iuced in the \·!u':c 

I-n l~ll'l 
of the ~lgradelli killings 

1
-<vas part~cularlj' harsh in ..JroGtia ht:lp.i. .• ,: 

. I 
the rise of an extremist Groat nationalist movement, the Ustasas 

(Insurgents). In· 1934, King Alexander of Yugoslovia v1as assassi'i.1u ;ed 

by a hacedonian ·terrorist working with the U1;t<1su::; • 

~ompfuetely alienated from the Yugoslav kingdom, '''or:~ Croats welcr• ~d 
its dismemberment by·{he German~ and the Italians in 1941. Ilut t ;cy 

"'~ soon became disllusi oned ~ the regime of i<nte P3vclic, the ust:,ss 

leader, placed in char:·;e of Croatia by the Germarw <Jnd the I~uli.io :r.:. 

'l'he l-'avelic regime killed many t~OLLsands of ~erbs .tnd J'evls(a:.; v1c:J' u;: 

g;ypsies and Croi'.lts who belonged to the opposi tiOi•). In post-J.9L•:) ·-'ri to Yur:;oslavia the Groats remained/ b~cause of t::c l:orriiJ~ crir .c::; 

committed by the Pqvelic regime a'notion on probat~on'. This was 
I 

il'onic in view of the Oro(;ltS' a1u:;si ve p0rticipat:i.o~1 in ·the a11h-

Fascist struggle on Tito's side, The explanatioL Ior this was t:e 

predou:inance in the police, th" army ond tll•:: stul.r; :llllllinictr;•t:i(l: ''' 

Croatia after the war of Groat .;)erbs, many of them former parti . .;_ ::";. 

'I'he Serbs were particularly prominent in the Communist Party of vrou-

tia in numbers often several times larger than their 

the population in °routia (11.6~ in 1981). 

'l'he process of democratisation, vJhihc began in thv.: ~1hole of Iugo!.d.a·.: -~D 
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in 1966 with the sackinc; oi' :tiw. ,neksondar ,:unkuvi<.:, the pOI·I!n•.J.'uJ 

secret police chief and p.rty COdre bOSS 1 hirn:.:Olf' UJl ethnic "->erb, 

rcccivocl u -~ uo'ti>Uci-. .i.11 "r<wl;.i.u in l')'/Jt::ljllrf'. -·:l.i.11;; p:•rL::/ ;, 

response to complaints by prominent 0roatian •Jerb:..;, .e.L ~o im;ti Lu L<.:u 

a harsh purge thet killed off the poibitical u11d. ":;L ,_ .• ul J:ov.i.v/t.u.t, 

'the 0roatian ;.,pring 1
, \·lhic~fa~ied in 1966. 'l'he pm::~;o, v1hich BtulU.r ir~ 

political end cultural life in Uroatia for nearly two de<.:ades, al:..;o 

had another important side-effect: it t:,tren{!;tl:cncd tH'O-indpeucl011co: 

sentiment in vroatia. 

In contrast to the disenchantment of the Groats and the Slovenes, ·o·:o-

Yuu;o:>l.uv sentiment r.·emained ~~tr.·one; amone; tho imuts·o: onnM hosniec, 

f·1oslems and the Macedonians' ~gnised for ti~e :ir:;t time as ctin, .. <.: 

nations in 'l'ito 1 s Yugoslavia).· ~ .• •rtcnee;rins, tr . j i. t-

ionally close to the ~erbs(and indeed,historically considered pai~ of 
I 

the Serbian natio~ -9EW;mt3m: cot a republic of the:i.r own after 191.:.5. 

Yuc;oslavia 1 s ethnic Albanians, like the f'lucedoni;.Jn:.: hurshly t1·eu Lr:d .i 1 

l~1·o-19'~J. Yuc:o;:;lovitl, eontinucd to he ~d for t~10 deC<)c>-,:: 

after 1945 (unlike the hocedonians whom 'l1i to ·,,ooed right fror:1 the 

start to help stmJ.gthen their attachment to Yu(l;osl<JVia) But in t ,.., ·,' 
..- "I 

of Rankovic' s fal~1 which usehred in a periodx of ;_;:meral libor3lioot-· 
I 

obtained not only 3reater autono. y ion in Yugoslavia the Albanians 
. I 
1n kosovo but also increased help for their aeon~ ic and cultural ,.,.... . 
development, includin~ tile university ~ll fristina, ti1e C<lpi tul o I' I. ··-~ 

Kosovo province. -;:J. 

~--!P~wzm'®W]e .L&it:'o<t4 ·,l,tH:Z ~ fL-. ~~ ~tl~ ~de ---------- .. lllhe 1974 Constitb.ion:s: cave Ti to the position ,of ?re:·ident-for-Life. lr. 

that capacity he chaired meetinc;s of tb.goslavia 1s collective sta~e 

presidency ma~e up of r~presentati ves of Yugoslavia 1 s eight feder<-! 

un~ts - the s~x federal :f.epublics ~Ila-·ercesovidi, 0roatia, "·eBd-

91l.ia, l".enteu8;0 I81 deroid 8hd ~and t~IO prDVi.nce~ 

~- 'l'he eiri;ht 11ere elected for a four-year· terlfl by secret 

vote in their respective CJs::;embJ.ies, to wllo;" tlw0 ,, .t.;o ru 11winc:,l 
t • ·cL 

~ r2 r·p w·wi:.l: J e. 
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ly reponsible. (Given the :3epsrate i"ederulr·cpr·c:..:· .. <uLion of ·-•<:Jl'•J.i .. •':.: 

·t 1~o proyrp.nces of Kosovo and Vojvodina, the mernbe:r: J:o.r ·~erbiu .ce · .. ;··,,:rm :. 

' ed only the republic~ s territory outside the province!; - tc1e so-c:~ .. 1..1 ()(! 

;;;erbia proper). 

After fmeo 
1 
s death in I·iay 1980, the ~ f,re:>idency became the cuJ.lec :. 

ive head of state. To help its smooth functionine;, a position of t.:o 

President of the Presidency was created, based on a strict rotatio~ 

th ~ · ht f d l · t The d ties of . he i"l::Mti.UJ!rn'·i<=--·-·•·~x a~ronr~ e e1g e era un1 s. . u - . xX'X'iXxJbtxxxx .. :~~:.~~-
J.'re.sidency iucludod(vpOl1

l; l'J:u•u Ll.10 cereJuOJd.b.l. (j,,,, ... p';Lll':1tJLU.i.v~:• ua1·• 1). 

Bppointing the federal government; signinf\ Of la\·:::; :·1U;~:sed by t!:tC) t' !0 

federal assembly chambers (one repres~ting fhe repui.:lics and prov:.r:c

es and the ot!1er all citizens as such); and perhu · ·c: rr.ost import a. L • •:I' 
I 

all actin"· as comruander-in-chief of the Yugo:llCJv F!oople 1 :; Army • .1.11 u, i ... I 0 ~ 
last function, the 1-'residency had the right to introduce a state o::.· 

cJnergency in the country in response to a possible outside threat • .et,.: 

ability to do this in response to a domestic crisis, however, v1as li.ui. ... 

ed by the principle of consensus. In other words, it required unaE·Lrni t 

among all the eight federal units. The 197L~ Gonst.~tiona thus cor.:oined 

federal and confcderal clelllents, bolancinc; »Miwl:r 1 ..... G substanl.i .. 1l 

autonomy of the individual federal units vli th a cent.:alism inherc:;t in 

supremacy of the federal over the republican and pr<•vincial axXlii&ilth£:,; •. 
legislatures. • ·-rUntil the spring of 1990, :ugoslavia Is \:uprerne lef';i.f;lative body \·10~: t'· 

Yugo_9-luv federal assembly. Of its t1~o chambers, th-:o ps:::embly o:r: !; ,, 

republics and pr0vinces, whose members were ap~oint0d by republico.r 

and provincial assemblies, was the more powerful because it had t~c 

right to veto decisions of the federal government • .er supported by the 

~ fl'i''sidency, the federal government could i:apleHrOJJc u 

controversial decfs'ion as an emergency measure - but only for a pe :·:;.oci 

of up to t\·to years. In t.;e COIJI·ne of 1989-91 tlw ro •f'rc;ency proce,,,. ··,~ 
ceased to 

<Je an exl,l~tti~n. In fact it became the IJO.J·rn, indicatinc; 

er:~ergence of deep d1v1s1ons among the federal units. ,.t first tho:::.-
1 
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aivisions were m;,inly over eco11omic matters - nct;;:.l.;• the size oi' :;;.,, 

·federal budget and methods of financinc; it- but grc.dually purely 

politico]. DI~Jll'lCt:) 1;oolr ovo:r., 

f;he politi~al divisi ns among; the federal units si·w.~:p:;ned in tiw 1.)('')-r ~ZtaV . 
91 period · certa1n changes which unden.ined the 1974 

constitution and thus also the autho,ri ty of the federal state. "'Y :.ite 

r·u.iin~~. 
end of the 1980/ a sharp diffe:.:·entiation had occurmd within the 

Communist Party of Yugoslavia (official name since 1952: .ueac;ue or 

Communists of Yugoslavia). On tile one side weJ·e 2·•rl.y conservotiv~.: 

(strongly represented in the Party organisGtion in the Yue;oslav :geopl.r.,'. 

,~rrny) and the leadership of the republic of :.:crbia. o~llat united t::o.:e 

t\•/0 .:,roups \~BB tlle aim they uO'tl! slw:ced - tlw L ul.' .I:• C:•'Jli .. J.'Uli:J.i ... ,., I" ,, .. 
sl ovia by removinc:; the confoderol f'e~Hures or ·t:,c :J ':)'7'• consf't l(i; · u . 

~n the other side stood Porty reformists, stror1~ly prese11t in the ;cp 

ranks of the Party ;.~m libwrti:Mxxmi: ..:ilovenia snd Crootia (by then ;1:o

atia had shaken off the lee;acy of the post-19'71 rep.cession) \·lho not; 

only reri.sted the p·.;sh for recnetralisation but also \·Jerked to str<J .. r:;-t;; ,c;: 
politic,! pluralism and civil liberties in 

Oww . 
ion soon became acute.~ co::ftontation 

? 

Yucoslavia. The polarisat-

between t~e two factions 

system '~·'-"·'~ : .. rm:i:·: 
caused the disintegration of the postwar 

of the status quo. derbia sought to 

Yugoslav federatior,. If the ,,cademy 
strenr;then its 1·1eight 1·1i ti,in L ·,~ . h.o.k 
"emorad~'lir/ rJrovi,·ted a theoretic"' 

basis for "'erbian reassertion in Yugoslavia in ·che ;wst-'l'i to period, 

action was provided by Blobodan Milosevic, who becur1e Serbia'c ~"rt~-
leader~ in 1986, a year after the ~emorandurn s publ~cation •.. ithin o 

. 

:year, he was acclaimed as the right man to lead what has since cc c tc 

be known as treci srpski ustanak (the thirdGerbion uprising) - ou 

allusion to the t1vo that occurred in the ninet\leenth century ac: i .st 

the "ttoman .empire. 

v·lilosevic, a hardline Communist but also a bri:UiDllt ~Jil~~~~t poli L Le; L · 
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· · t11no v1i th tho f.ru:Jtrotionn of the >iorbs, found . ''11) ntoJ:•tin;·: P": 11 I; J.n 

for his campaign of '-'erb reassertion among the "'cri. J:linori ty in .. o::ov 

In lj89 the 1'urlcs had inflicted on tbem in hor:ovo J olje u heavy cir•:i'cil. 

that eventually led to their loss of independence Lnd subjectio .. ~o 

Ottomon rule for the next five centuries. l2ecovery o.C Kosovo ·oec:.~ e t ' 

Jerbs' constant hope and aim. By: 1912, hol·Jever, l'i!wn Serbia did :::·r·r;J i 
K•\ovol 

J:osovo from the Turks in the Fir::;t Eolkan \1or, thr.; bulk of the
1
-6c .·bs 

had :eft, ~;hereas the number of Albanians had inc. ·e.:::>ed. 

Principally b~eause of the ••1 banians' hie;h birth-rate, this dec.c :re-

pil:i c trend h:Jd coPt:i.nu<?d denpite the •)e:~:·b ;lul.'·o·J"'i ·i .-.. , beGt eff'p,·i : ·i" 

--~-
the 1918-41 period to'cncoura;~e' 1H:~.Pl(Y Alb~•nian:: L0 leavr. Jn 1'\. 

th.-o: census shOl'ICd tlle Albanians as maldng up G7.2. o.f l~osovo' s to.;<Jl 

popuL.Jtion. l3y 1981 their share had incre<:Jsed to '/'/.'1·,. o.l' t.JJ0 tol.:t f) 

1kcording to incomplete fi::;ures lar::ely based o,-,_ r.Dtimates (the 

1991 censuu was boycotted by Ko:;ovo' r; illbon:i_;Jn:;), Li1.-)ir ». 1 fl:ec 

share of Kosovo' s population has gone up to 90).~ 1·1Lile that of t:·,c 

Serbs has dropped to below 10~6 (from 18.4-;:.. in 1961). 

fA second main factor here has been steady Serbian emigration fr-o; ""b"' 

province which the Serbs blamed on Hlcal Albouion 1 ter,~or' an:l tll, 

Albanians put down to strong financial i~centives for the 0erbu to 

leave: the land-hungry Albanianc:, with their lar_: e families, t·Iern 

prepared to pay hadd:3o;nely for the ""'erbs' houses ;.n.J forms enoi;li;J_-" . .....,. 
them to seek a brigther future else\'J:~re. ·-o~>ovo i.:3 Yugo'ile~vi:: ':; 
poorest region with a high uneployment ra·';e and b 1 r-:9~: economic ro'i'c-:. 

~-lilosevic 3l•i;f&lly exploited t.he allegations abot;t ''lbanian 1 tc·r: er' 

BGBinat tl1e ~erLs of Kosovo to build a new and a;~,:ressive populi~t 
movement. ~e paid a dramaf~c visit to the pr·ovinc:c L1 the _snrinr~ oi' 

1987 ond promi::;ed local ~erbs that 'nobody would ever beat theu1 o.r·j.n'. 

In the autumn of 1987 he used the 1'o::;ovo ::ierbsl alle~;ecl plight eo ~::: 

H!B:purge the '':!:'"i:''2:'1aa&d:1 '-'erbian ljorty of supporter~.: of the pr0v.Lo :; 

leaders:1ip. 

[rn October 1987{ in response to l"Iilosevic 's dcuwncL for "'ore 'lot·/ c:1;d 
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~n:cl.er 1 in ao::ovo, u 1'cdcr:ul police uuit vi<J;J u.i.::pu~,;·,,.,J Llli.J.o:e. ,.:.: :o 
/ 

coc .. ccs.:Jio,. to '-'eJ:·Diuu I'eeliHt;_;!J, t..;J.il •Joxhu, ~'" uJ ........ :L.i ... H.l!d:i ._,11.1 . :~ .. 

I 
sluvia 1 s Viceo:-l'r•ec;itlent dtu·inL;· Pret;id(:u ~ 'l'i ~o .. L..i .. "' 1:iw 1·wu l. · 0:10 :1. 

senior ethnic ·'lbonian l'art:y fic;ure, wau exr;elled 1' •J:, the l'urty •. , ·:.:t· 

ruling Party, which a lone controlled. the instrurm~f]tS of discipline o::J. 

coercior: at the federal level - including the ,.,rmy. r Serbia was cr.ol

lenGging the central rarty authority throughout 1988 and 1989 by 

using its state republican machiiljery b and mass media to organise 

hundreds of demonstrations by Berbs throughout the republic, deno ncL. 

tP,e state leaders of Kosovo and Vojvodina and demani ,1cl "Serbia 1 s r·c-

unification 1 • 'l'his campaign, an amalgam of Renop110J.lic nationalis;n und. 

Chinse4style 1 t'll{l tural revolution 1 , 1·1as officially culled • anti-bun~Si.l

cratic revolution 1 and ext0.nded acre ss .:ierbia 
1 
s c, orciers1 tar;:etinc; poli-> 

~I.IWI-
icians in other parts of Yugoslavia I critical of ::ierL·i'-' 1 s actio:!S u d 

unwilling to endorse them. It came to involve the 0orb •~inoritiro8 

living in Bosnia-Hercecovina (325~ of the total pop::l:::tion) and Groc:tic1 

t,lili (11.6%). It also ::pread to f'iontenegro, a repuolic closely linLed r 

Serbia both by history and tradition. After several rallies hel6 

Dm:Xll!: by i'iilosevic supporters { some of them 1 bussed 1 from acvos::: t:1e 

bor:ler in §erbia) in Ti tograd, f'iontene::.:ro 1 s capital (it revert eel to 

its old name of ~Qiii'[;orica in 1991), a pro-l~ilosevic • r.:;:r·oup came to pc.;,; er 

' therex in January 1989. 

)rn the same year the Serbian assembly pa 5 sed several· amendments ·i;c the 

republican consti(tution, which re:JJcved key aspects ~ 

of the autonomy of Kozovo and Vojvodina. :J.'he ·amendments abolisheJ chc 

provinces 
1 

right to ilio make their own la11s (within the frameworl·: of 

federal laws); to run t~1eir Oloffi security, territorial defence and 

courts; to make their own economic decisisons; and to act indepen~er1t: 

of "-'CJ:'iJio 1·1ithin the feder,l'J_ Yur-~osluv insitutions. ~hose deci,;:i.on ·, 

triumpha>ltly described by '''ilosevic 1 s supporters+ oS the 'ULii'i<.:u . '"'" 

of cierbia', were unprecedented in post-194-5 Yu:::;oslov history. '.::'hi._, 
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not only L.ecouse their effect \'las to r rub out' tl'io federal units but 

alSO lJCC.:UL;Se Of the 1'/Uy they 1'/C.L'O LH'OU:_:;llt ill UnJ .i. -·!_•l<::!ll,IIL<:ll - lln.i . .l.<l.,,. 

ully uud ill O!JUJI du:i.'luueu uf :l'•;du.I.'Ul. l'u,~:uuli•V ,,,,l;·.•o~·i I Jfl;l, Yn 1::"'''·' i ., 1 

federal sturcirtlre could not ~lithsta;,.d the ~roian onslaught and be:·:::n t.: 

totter. 

The r.1ost important consequence of the. changes ~:as su·cstant'iJ;J_ly to i,.ce.;~· 

se the 3erbia 1 s influence in the federation. :i:he amendments abolisho<lxx·.: 

any basis for the provinces 1 separate repre~:e_ntation 3t the federal 

level ~:ierbia never took the logical next step l'lhic~J would have be on tt. 

their '"""'nf143<exHmvxbdbl:l!l:l!I de jure removal· from federal bodies)~:;,·.-;;8.6· 
. d Q;l:l' ::3erbia pretended that all that 1vas ~nvolve was ilfft""T'"'*lE!!<¥ BAll! ::·c-

organisation of its internal l!al!lflfRg£litUOiiJ;;:sx adrninistro ti ve arranceJ:.c,_ ts. 

',el:ir~ q·l;ilol' r().l1''bl;i.orJ, 1111\..:illtllF: to Dllncti.on tll!'l ne\V :.::i·!-;·1.1ation bul.; J.,,,.l,.lr·· 

to reverse it, meekly acquiesced in 1·1hat was a sigr:ificant shift in j;lr" 

-"erbia IS faVOUr in the interna~~~~Ce Of pOWer. 01! tr10 federal erC-
1 ~~~ ~ sidency ;;>eri)ia 

oJ.' 1 ')9l :.;OdJiu 

consitution. 

now controlled three (lnstead of on V~. In the :;;:;-m; H'J' ... 

O:JO :dllll(!drueut:.; ,L,,l.u .i L: .If)\•/ J.'O'pll L•.l . .i ':'I 11 

~By the e~d of 1989, it was clear to everybody in Yu:::oslavia that t::c 

l''lilosevic ca;::paign had been a succefss. 'l'he govern;rents and party leader 

shIps of hXIl!l!IDCXmi: Vojvodina and l"iontenegro had been replaced by 'lro

l'iilosevic JOly9lists. In Koso.;o, however, with its fl!:ed ominantly !c1lnn-·-ian population, the campaign had run int"o strong re:;i:otance. A nu. ·b-n· 

of mass de,;;onstratiolls and two general strikes) held kdwigex in "o::;ovo 

in th€ v1inter of 1988-89 and involving hundreds and t:. ousands of --l.mn

ians sh01·1ed that the popnlation had not accepted t:1e obli teratic:n oi' 

t . J , I 

ne prov1nce s autonomy. The resistance was finally broken by the i.1ter-

' l. ,. ' 

vention of the Yugoslav ar11y :.Jpproved by the federal Bre:;:idency -
;:;: 

not unanimously (~lovenia voted against). There was considera~J.e lo.;s 

of life::pc~x~ among the local "lbanian population. Surrounde<l 

by tanks, the Kosovo assembly ratified cierbiG 1 s ame;:dments. In tlk 

summer of 1990, however, it refused to approve the ne!·J .:ierbian eo.~::: b:'.
.tx:till!K 
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Ser~'ian authorities. 1'his caused o L:Onsti t .. :ional cri!:i.c: involvinc; t::,) 

HuuJ.u uJ' YuJ;uuJ.uvL 1 · ~llLIJuul, u .i.'IIJJUL I ... ,J,,,., l.l:,,.,,nld:;, 't•,IOVI' I'rlJ'I'''':" .. ' • 

ti ves in the federal l:odies be car..§_ illec;i tir~ate - a~;d so, logic..,ll:i', 

~o ti:o::c-1 b ~ 
ILR- _01\.cM I 

~· of Yugosla ia s state sys~em was quickly overshadowed by 

another, even more important for Yugoslavia's :f:11tn.::n - that or tlv: 

rulinz, ~'arty. It was brought to a head in the_. autumn of 1989 by the 

decision of the :cllovene assembly to amend the eo .. s~ t1.lioH of the .. ,love" 

ne republic to allow for multiparty elections to ta),e place in the 

sprin:·: of the followinc: year. Slovenia thus became tl!n second rep• d l i.c 

.\cl.!'!,., .. I' formally to defy a major prov1.sio:~ of ·~11e l9'71J. COJI.:fi. ::~ tion by , . .;~;;H+c;,;L 

~ one-party rule by the multiparty sy.ste~. In the ::inter of lS~W.· 

Croatia follo1~ed 3lovenia' s exa;;1ple. In both these re publics
1

the clw .I. ;c 

was 11: pproved by the republicor: branches of the Communist Party, \•lit' .O'ti.' 

the approvol of the central leadership and in advance of the all-Yur:o-

slav party congress. \ihen the congress convened in .b'eb:cuary 1990, ne 

a[!;rer-,ment on political and economic reforms Il.£;.ed~t;te;~sleuao;>.. cot:ld 

be reuched/ and the Party fell a port. 

i'iultiporty elections in .Slovenio and Crootiu (.,,pril l'Y!O) 1~ere .l'o] 1 (l·:··d 

by sil;:ilar e:.ections in BosniG-Herce;::ovina (October l')')C'), l'lacedoni;:, 

(I·lovem·oer 1990) on~...Jinally 0e;;,bia and i·iontthegro ( -"ncember 199o). In 

' Kosovo the election were boyc;otted ·oy the ·•lbonion u:;~ ority populo cio .. 
(.W.J . ~ 

o:nd so lec;i tiwate order hes(.rlOt ~ res!bred. In ,;Jovcmia a broad cool-

ition czlled JJe1Jos <Ion the election (though hilan Kuc;m, leader of 'L:!<~ 

refonned Communists, was elected rresident). In ~roatio the electio 

was 1·~on. by the right-of-centre Groatian )emocratic Gnion:}t achievecl 

a ffi(:]J or1 ty of seots thouc;h not o.f votes. .Ln uo::;nia-"";:·ce. ·ovina, th- · 

three nationalist parties rep .. esenting the three maili n.;:;tional <;.coups 

~1on shore:,; of vote clo:.;p to their total share of t··r. populatio:-: one! 

decicied to ~~~~nrnent. ·~'he parties vleJ:·e: tl!') l"arty of ,.}e .o<.: :;..<I. 

ic Action representing the f'·Ioslews ~-,, the ·~erbian ~emoe;rotic 
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Pur.•ty rcprooentinc the o:;erbs an6 the Groat ~er;oerotic t·nion rep:''~"'' :: i .:; 

tile Grouts. In •·occdoniu, the n:.,tio:,uliut Vl'iliC-:JP;·;k.: ( .. xternal 1 ·~•cc.'
vn:L:;n ··,,vol\Jt:i.c·uury ";c~,;~J •. :i.:Jot:i.ol. - "ot:loerqtc:i. ~n:rcty o!' "acedoni:·n 

b:JL.i.· ul l.""ulLy) h'Ull anu~Jt vOLti;J L!i.tL JHJL OIIUIIf':ll 1. •. nJJ,q• i I. t;,, l.'u·J,, 

ulonc und so it hsd to shure poNer 1'/it.• the rc:I.'O.L'Hir.<:l .... ,nmuniut l orl:.;· 

wi·:iciJ also produced nucedonis' s net·/ f.1.·c·~;ident, J\iru •4¥ ··~ fLII~:·: 

Gligorov , u prominent reformist poli tici~ of the 'l'i to era. In ~e:cc:La 

und l'.ontene;,:ro, the ex-\Jommunists won hue;e mgori l:ie,·;. 

r·J:he republican elections Gltered t:he malceup Of the frodcral bodins 

under the direct jurisdiction of the republics - the 5hamgerof i'lcputlic!. 

~:~nd Provinces and ~he .l:'l'esidency - but not that of tiw second fcdc1:ol 
r lo1\c,h!..¥.. . . 

1 
t. 

~hamger ~~ by all-Yugoslav electJ.ons. ouch e .. ec r.ons 1~ere : il0 

to (13 held in 1989 but were repeatedly postponed. 'l'iw tihambcrtli): mon('.t·~,., 
Wns repeatedly postponed by ar;reement 1'/i th the repu0lics but in 

violation of the federal constit•J.t,jt.(L'\.Q)f. 'l'his de-le :i.timLed tlJe 

federal government: it neither had the co,;sti.'Gtional right not ony pr:Jc

tical instruments to impose its ,,,ill upon federal· me: .ber states. f.l'l: ~ _:: 
nal blo1·1 to the federal system came in i·1oy 1991 ~1hen •-'crbia refused ~cJ 
-A..! "~ ~~ ~~1\). 

sanctio:, ~e( 1 

proclamation 1 of Croatia 1 s representati vc, 8tipe "··sic, 

as the Presidency 
1 

s .!:'resident. l'he l'residency XMXXIDO!:ki.:i:R broke up 

lea vine; Yugoslavia for a short period without o head of state ar,d i.t~; 
army vli thout a commonder-in-chief. \li thout the j3res:i~d.cncy, kllrK.ori;u::p :-:::-: ....... 
moreover, the federal government could n~t resort -t'o rule by decree. ..:;1E 

11ork of he federal asoemby also became totally blocl:.cd since its 

decisison)required ;&H. formal approval by the Prr~sidency before bec<:.::i:l[ 

law. ~xril:ll!lti:Kt=xN:JC~~~xll!:o:xJ:zxRx:fJmn:x:tx~~:x 
'"~~ *@illlll!mti:XJ[x ':i:he subsequent · decision by 0 erbiay-nnder strong pressure 

from the EuDopean Communi t'l to reverse its decision ar:d allow f-ir L{":;ic 

to take his turn as tne Preside:.cy 1 s President came too late to s<>ve 

tbe consjitutional order. l3y then Croatia and .... lovcni;; hod procl<~i:ned 
thoir indopond""/d"P'1oiring of f>V"l 'f\1_J -tfiic_ WJ "t!VJ 



' 
c .or;:; ~ i l. k e1[: ®nu 1 re J.' or ut. 

(jll ·•p.d.l l')')J., (;routj,u 0111'1 ;;·1 ovoni:.l hr•<l Ullbtni1:1:•><] l.o> 

Ja proposal for the tranaformotio11 ol' Yuc;o:;luviu :i.nto 

Jvii.u 1'1· 

r, n ol.hor :~·r~p11i· t i ,·; 

sovercie;n states. :l'he bluerrint fo:: such a co ... federot.:.on to:.k its i ... :-:-Ji.

~·oti.ou from the octuol or; ,::mi:;:.•tiou ontl work of tlw .. ·.t·ropo<Jn Conn:n111 i 1:_;-

rather as the or~;;anisers of' t11e c.<e~l Union in pl;;~dco ol' the old :.ov.i.c: l. 

Union are doing. Variations 11ere introduced to meet Yucoslavia' s r:e· Js. 

'l'hi{,s a common currency, foreign poiliicy a ad defence · e.::c to be retoir:ed, 

and possibly.also a common parliament, but the pre:coz;;;tives of <:~11 

central institutions were to be considerably reduced. 

r-'erbia and i'lontene~rO rejected this model in f:JVOI.'l' o::.' a fef;ero,t.i Ol. -

more cent:-:' 1:ised than that under the 1974 const i tuti.o;1. '.c'he t•:Jo-cL3t.1:)i) 

system would be retained but the co:"posi tion of both \·Jould be r.10hi'i.ed. 

Instead pf the republics havin::; ide::,tic3l numberr; ol.' deputies, : .. '"ci.r 

number in the second chamber would depend on the· n:."_;·;e::·icol size of :.:w 

nationalities while the provinces would lose t~eir di.rect repre~enttt~ol 

~n l~~'»h llHP,nbr,;~9. h9(:;.e>;(,.'"t::i:nr:;. 1;o thi.n •_noU.ol, the! 1,)0\·:e:e nJ' "Li1o fc~d(:r:.J:t 
· 1\:9.._ tvro 

centll,e would be enlarc;ed, especially in the econo;,Jic :>phere. '!Jm:Ehz::.;~ 
i~ills,tftttMMH\\Wli:at~/eir intention in the event of--;heir 

proposal being rejected ~eek a re-drawinc; of int<)r,wl border:; it.: o 

vray that •::ould ensure that ul0erbs and monter:e.',rin.3 lived within t:
18 

sar.1e state. ·- • 

' In J'i{_ ne 1991 Bosnia-
1
'erce ovino and l'lacedonia c:Jme up l·li th a a t:;:i.:t·<. 

model which sour:ht to c <.-'lllbJ.. ne f"'e .·ures of tl1e f · t t 
- u J.rs -<-io, t::ough it 

leaned more towards the Croat-~lovene proposal in its affirmation or 

republican S'!lvereignty. 

Towards a Greafer "'erbia? 

.::lerbia's declaration of intent over internal borders was p~rceived ~ 
~ by the non-Serb~!'!Ofi!!ii. e1 d H:!ises ( includi;;.t-; eve:; so·~»e tionte;; ·~ rL1) 

as a first step toward::; t~e creation of a Greater ~erci3. £hese intcr.
10

: 

hon.i"l'u lio ,,0 

tribution of 

. '., """t ,·d.,_.. 
11ot othm.c • .chr!y could not ha r-·i v0n ·1-h" .~~r····"J. ·t;orl· ul ''1. ·-

;·· . > '('"·~ .. ..... 

ethnic groups • This \·IoS especioll.Y ';o in .. osnia-•'cr<.:u. ,uv .i ut. wh 



~vi.i.-..: .1.~ 

1vhere no nationality could claim o majority. any attc,:pt t, cre;..l;eD 

stute of ;;11 ~erbs tln·eo tened not 0111•; the breu:cup O.f.' !.he rr. ubJ.ic;; OJ.' 

uroot:Lo ouli -- 0 ouiu-·'or·ceL;ovina bui; <.Jl.uo thr) :i.uc:orpo.·:,.,; on o titou:.:::, .1:: 

ol' tlltl" GJ.'OUL):Jt.td l'IO:JlUmStW j ........ .r.]_:J. :Ju ·"·"· :!.nt::: tii.',Jl. 1:(1111 i ttOI. ho nt: I· 

wit-flout wur. 

'-'erbia ucted in pursuit of its plan. +n the: :;UI.JWH' ul· 1')90, it t.:uvr~ 

its support to the so-called Autonomous rrovince of ~rajina witttin 

,,j 

tile repubihic of Croatia. 'l'his :Jountainous ,.,rea, inhabi 'ced mainly by 

::ierbs, is vital to Groatis: thro·c:gh it pass t:1e HI.,L, t-(;4njJort routo:~ 

linking Croatia's Adriatic coast with the north. 'Kra~ina's 1 reftJsal to 

acknowledge the authority of the Cro8 tian 30vernment ios ~en buttr~s

sed by an armed body of irregulae, supplied and rn<Ji •tained by ~erl;i:J 

with the full and increasingly open support of the Yu~oslav ar1ny. 'l'l:L; 

h3 s a 11 o1·1ed ~ 'Kra j inaf 

through much of Croatia. 

to block the movement of people and Goots 

In the summer of 1991 similar 'no-go' areas were estaJlished in so1ec ' •r > " 

Ber·o-inhabi ted areas of easternCroatia close to the ,_;erbiaJl boder •.. 

similar approach was adopted in J>osnia-Hercegovinu ;·,here t~ 'Krc.jii:as' 

- one in therorth and the other in the south 1·1ere creo ,elft.xJdct:kx:i.:XRx;,:i:d: 

(the latter with the aid of the i·ionpnet;rin;; government). Various "-'er: 

spokesmen openly say that the aim of al those moves iu to carvex out 

a Greater :ierbia w)~h would include larL~e ports oft;··oatia, th-e. 1-1:,oJ.e o · 

' Losnia-J.'ercec;ovina, honte .. ec;ro, "'erbia wit:1 t.':c provi.,Jces and, po::::j cl.l.y 

also (accordir~g to some i:>crb n::Jtionaoists) 1-'r··cedonia, '(:alled 10ld ~er·oi; 
before 194-1. 

r; -.j ~ ~~·~~\ eq..s.m~i~;""' 1 
J Unable to :ceach an agree~nent over 'tileir~emandsl· :_;r , t a and 'J oven~a 
proclaimed their independence on June 25th as refe"{endums ileld in 

.olovenia in )ecember 1990 and in "roatia<n ~- ebrullB:r.'y 1991 x±±m~>.:.xx:nc'" 
authorised t~em to 

0 
• 

":CHt h · .. , ~ , 1'he Yugoslav army we;it into action in or·der to secure 

crossings seized by the vlovenes but was repuG~rod •. U.' La~· 1· · 

l'e,;celisEil BC ::ti,;slons o'e±e cc ... b to Yucoslavia '~e "· i·og·a·t-' i'a 
:X:i;.r c~.8se-



. dlc lv 

fi)~e ·.-~os arranged in ~loveniu with provi:~ion for I 

t:1e ::;~·my s wi tii(JJ.·. ·•.1 

In July/:i.n !;;.., illllll'lcJ:i.~JI;o :·.L'i.e;·"''.ll:i• or .. ].ov(m•; ;11·:.oi.:!.i•";on on:>lour·;ill: 

1·186 mounted D€~uinst Croatia by the '-'erb iregt<lar:o; ;:o;·· · ;;;uwprx:.: qui tc 

oponly ::uppo:•:tecl by •·.11,-· r,tr,·o"l ·1v ... ,.,,,Y J...;··J··-·~.,_ .. , .. ,-, (\ ,,t\·· . . ,,c·'···~ o,, ····~·· , .. ·· ·'· "' • •. ' .J • ' ·' v.. • ...... ' '." ... _,,_ .-. . . v.. .... .. ' \ '-~ 

use of artillery anc~ air ,~.'~~;!.·~o-:-;i in l!:o::;i;er·, particularly by the 

Croatio; so:ne 150 1 000 people v1ere mad0 ho1::seles:; (ll::d.nlJ vr·oats); '-'"! 

mora than jOG people 1;er~killed. 11t the cr•d oi' "ur·;u:;t :J ccasfire i:,-; 

Croatia 1·/Ds urrungeJ. by the .GC and o peuce cotoi'cl:enc" uu Yuc;osihuviu 

was convened for icieptember 7th in the ''ague under the chairnranship of 

the former brit ish l•'oreign ~ ecretory a nu '''oto.!..s li.RK.iD: '"ecretary-ven0~·:1l, 
LordC's:trringtom. But above the l'lhole 'scene therek;as a big question-mer], 

- the role of the Yugoslav army 1-1hich ~l'lferal L3!!iior political fig:.Jrcs 

includin~; the federal Bresident, hr hsic, a nO. t:'le fe8eral ~rime (;;(ini. stE, 
~ . . -

~"1r -~-nte J·;arlwvic, proclaimed to be c~1t of GJ-,-t;rol. 

' 
~·· ..... 

·- • 
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B e 1 g r a d e 

THE RISE AND FALL OF TITO'S YUGOSLAVIA 

The question that foreigners most frequently asked Yugoslavs 

during the 1970s was: ''What will happen in tl1e country after 
' 

President Tito dies?'' They typically answered with self-confi-

dence that political inheritance of "Tito's" Yugoslavia is suffi

ciently firm to outlive the charismatic marshal. It seemed that 

reasons to support their self-confidence were abundant: in 1948 

Yugoslavia experienced the conflict with Stalin, becoming the 

first country to I eave the communist bl oclq Yugoslav se] f-manage

ment has for years attracted attention as a more humane and demo

cratic alternative to the Soviet model; during 1950s and 1960s 

economy developed more or less successfully; as one of the 

founders and leaders of the non-aligned movement Yugoslavia be

came the respected and influential member of international commu

nity, while occasional eruptions of nationalism between Yugoslav 

republics ••ere suppressed by undeniable authority of Tito, the 

League of Communists and the Yugoslav Army. 

However, less than a year after marshal's death Yugoslavia 

faced the first major chal~enge when in April 1981 mass demon

strations of the Albanian minority broke out in the southern 

province of Kosovo, demanding that this province obtains the sta

tus of the seventh Yugoslav republic. Post-titoist Yugoslav com

munist leadership managed to temporarily suppress these demon

strations by force and political means, only to face a new, much 

more serious challenge in the months that followed. During 1970s 

economic growth in Yugoslavia was mainly sustained owing to con

sideraiJle borrowing abroad. When global debt crisis broke out in 

early 1980s, Yugoslavia with a foreign debt of some $20 billion 

became one of the most seriously affected developing countries, 

since foreign debt servicing at that time required more than.40% 
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of the country's foreign currency receipts. Unwilling to under

take major economic reforms, Yugoslavia entered a decade-long pe

riod of economic decline, which has completely eroded the legiti

macy of the ruling party, which led the-country into increasingly 

profound economic, social and political crisis. 

The reason why relative political consensus among the Yu-

goslav political elites prevailed during 1980s first of all 

should be sought in strategic interest of the West to safeguard 

the stability of Yugoslavia, which represented the "buffer" be-

tween"the Warsaw Treaty and NATO in Europe since early l950s. Un

der such circumstances, economic and _political turmoil in Yugo

slavia opened scope for intervention by the U.S.S.R. ard Warsaw 

Treaty, with immediate consequences on the overall geo-;-political 

balance in Europe. The last occasion· when in became directly ap

parent was during the 1981 crisis in Poland. Increasingly obvious 

inability of Yugoslavia to resolve its crisis and changes in 

Eastern Europe brought about by Mikhail Gorbachev"s policy in the 

Soviet Union caused, however, that strategic interest of the West 

for Yugoslavia start to diminish. Formerly leading reform socia

list country, Yugoslavia lagged more and more behind the changes 

in Eastern Europe. 

Profound internal crisis and changes on the East of conti

nent have entirely eroded the legitimacy of the Yugoslav post

titoist leadership and created a political vacuum"in which his

toric animosities between the Yugoslav ethnic groups came into 

the foreground. Efforts by the Yugoslav federal governments, par

ticularly of the Prime Minister Ante Markovic, to implement ne

cessary economic and political reforms failed under the resis

tance of republican el i tes, which i ncre·asi ngl y resorted to pol i-
• tical mobilization on nationalist grounds as the background of 

their legitimacy. This has led the country into the situation of 

ethnic conflicts which in 1991 escalated into open armed clashes. 

Generally, one may say that the crisis in post-titoist Yu

goslavia came about as the consequence of three groups of fac-

tors: collapse of the specific Yugoslav model of socialism, pro-

found and unexpectedly quick changes in the Sovi~t Union and 
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Eastern Europe, and aggravation of historic animosities between 

Yugoslav nations. In spite of thirty years of reforms which made 

Yugoslavia a unique case among socialist countries, disintegra-

tion of post-titoist Yugoslavia demonstrated that the ''Yugoslav 

model'' essentially kept all the "fatal weaknesses'' of the Soviet 

model of socialism which brought about its historic collapse. 

Tito's Heritage 

Victory of Tito's partizans made Yugoslavia come out of the 

World War II as a communist state. In the period between 1945 an~ 

1951 Yugoslavia has been consistently introducing the "soviet 

model" in which it sometimes even went ahead of other East Euro-

pean countries. In the foreign-policy area Yugoslavia became a 

part of an emerging eastern military block. Even after the con

flict with Stalin in 1948, by forced collectivization of land Yu

goslav communists tried to prove their dedication to the Eastern 

block. Only in early 1950s under an increasing military threat 

from the East, Yugoslavia asked the US for help. Between 1951 and 

1954 Yugoslavia has entered the strategic alliance with the West 

undertaking certain military obligations in case of a military 

conflict between the eastern and western military alliance in Eu

rope. Ho"ever, while the influence of relationship with the US 

and West European countries led to dramatic reversal in the Yu~ 

goslav foreign policy, 

slower and incomplete. 

changes within the country were much 

In early 1950s Yugoslavia faced a double challenge. On the 

one hand,. conflict with the Soviet Union and other communist 

countries caused an identity crisis of Tito's regime, which was 

compelled to secure its legitimacy by thoroughly redefining its 

ideology starting with the critique of Stalinism. The solution 

was found in Karl Marx's late works and the idea of· self-manage

ment as the "only true form of socialism", which was introduced 

in June 1950 by the Law on Transfer 'of Management of State Enter

prises to Workers. On the other hand, alliance with the West has 

forced Yugoslav communists to open up toward western cultural and 
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political influences. However, liberalization soon reached its 

political limits, which was clearly demonstrated in mid-1950s in 

connection with the conflict between the Yugoslav communist top 

leadership and Milovan Djilas, who became the most famous Yu

goslav dissident. In this way the Communist Party has clearly 

shown how far it was willing to go in the liberalization process 

- until late 1980s position of the communist elite and principal 

elements of the communist authority remained domain reservAe 

vJhich •~as beyond suspicion. Outside this framev1ork, unlike the 

U.S • .S.R. and Eastern Europe, Yugoslav communists were willing to 

accept changes, which allowed Yugoslavia to become the most li

beral communist state during the following decades. 

The cl i m a:-: of this process was marked by the 6th Congress of 

the Yugoslav Communist Party, held in Zagreb in 1952 and 7th 

Congress, held in Ljubljana in 1958. However, Stalin's death and 

changes in the Soviet Union introduced by Nikita Krushchev an

hounced the end of the Yugoslavia's strategic allian~e with the 

West and gradual shift in its policy. Nevertheless, Yugoslavia 

did not come back under the umbrella of Eastern block, but in

stead found its international position within the non-aligned 

policy, which Tito defined together with the Indian Prime Minis

ter Nehru and Egyptian President Nasser by the end of 1950s and 

beginning of 1960s • 

Internally, cosmetic changes of the soviet model reached 
' their limits in Yugoslavia by the end of 1950s and b~ginning of 

1960s. Reasoning of the Yugoslav communist leadership at that 

time was under strong influence and works of reform-oriented 

economist fr.om Eastern Europe who determinedly advocated market-

oriented reforms of administrative-planned economy. By early 

1960s Yugoslavia started to open toward the west in intellectual 

sense and Yugoslavs were the first citizens of a co~munist coun

try who were allowed to travel freely abroad, which also resulted 

in faster penetration of western ideas'and considerable libera-

lization in science and culture. In the first half of 1960s L'o·-

first market-oriented economic reform was carried out and enter-

prises obtained much greater competences, state has redu"ed its 
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influence on the economy, for 

individuals were allowed to 

the first time after World War II 

set up private enterprises, while 

economic relationships with western market economies began to ex

pand rapidly 

Initial results of economic reform were encouraging eco-

nomic growth rates in Yugoslavia at that time were relatively 

high, relieved of much of administrative restrictions enterprises 

were increasingly successful on the local and foreign markets, 

foreign-exchange receipts increased, living stand~rds of citizens 

rose· from ~ear to year -to put in a nutshell, the ''Yugoslav 

model'' at· tl1at time was successful, whi eh earned it an excep

tional international reputation. 

On t11e negative side, however, Yugoslav reform raised a num

ber of problems, above all because of incompatibility of market 

economy and political'democratization with tl1e monopoly of commu

nist party's authority. In the economic sense, Yugoslavia at that 

time had to cope with rising inflation, sharp distinction between 

successful and unsuccessful enterprises, with rising number of 

unemployed, rising social differences, persistent foreign-trade 

deficits, corruption and a whale range of other phenomena, which 

the communist economic, legal and political system kept under 

control with increasing difficulty. In the political sphere, li

beralization raised the problem of growing opposition to the 

regime, which at that t~me, however, was still leftist. The most 

serious ~hallenge to Tito's regime nevertheless was brought about 

by renewed· national aspirations of certain Yugoslav nations and 

ethnic minorities, which contributed to serious political con

flicts which broke out among the communist party leadership in 

tl1e secohd half of 1960s. Initial efforts by Yugoslav communists 

to push national conflicts in the background by creating the Yu

goslav nation failed and the idea was abandoned after the fall of 

prominent Serbian communist Aleksandar Rarikovic, who was replaced 

from hi~ office in 1964 together with a group of his associates 

in police apparatus. 

The turning point in the League of Communists' policy oc

curred in 1968. The first in a sequence of events that led Tito 
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to retreat were mass'· stLtdent demonstrati on!O/ 1 n Belgrade and other 

Yugoslav cities, on which they declared political demands ad-

dressing serious criticism to the communist leadership because of 

their privileges and corruption. During the same year the country 

also e>:perienced the first mass demonstrations of ethnic Albani

ans, who demanded greater political and cultural autonomy, in

cluding the establishment of a separate Albanian republic in 

Kosovo. Although these political protests were suppressed by 

force and political means, the Party's conservative wing felt 

r-a.ther alarmed and demanded that reforms be abandoned and that 

the country turn to tried bolshevik forms of authority. Soviet 

intervention in Czechoslovakia and emergence of Breznev's doe
• 

trine of ''restricted sovereignty" of communist countries in the 

same year, however, were tl1e causes of a true panic among the top 

Yugoslav political 

tlleir position. 

leadership, who became aware of frailty of 

In spite of the fact that both liberal and nationalist oppo-

sition to the regime was suppressed, in late 1960s and early 

1970s Yugoslavia has completely abandoned reforms in both eco

nomic and political sphere. During that period Tito won in a po

litical confrontation with most liberal and nationalist-inclined 

younger-generation communist leaders in Serbia, Croatia, Slave-

nia, and Macedonia. Their place was subs~quently t~ken by politi

cians who used to be elected durl'ng the 1970s only according to 

tl1e principle of political loyalty'to Tito and Party' veterans. 

Abrupt interruption of the process of transfer of authority from 

veterans to younger generation of politicians and .. negative 

cadres selection" during 1970s largely e>:plain the total failure 

of the Yugoslav communist leadership in post-titoist period 'in 

overcoming the growing economic and political crisis. 

Thus the Yugoslav communism faced the second identity crisis 

in its post-war history, because it became obvious that further 

market reforms and continuation of political democratization 

would irreversibly destroy the very foundations on which the 

power of the communist party rested. Return to the former regime, 

however, was not feasible because of disastrous critique of sta-
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linism in Yugoslavia during the 1950s and 1960s. Faced with such 

alternative top Yugoslav communist leadership again resorted to 

prov.en methods from early 1950s - the solution was "neither capi

talism, nor stalinism'', i.e. ''new qualitative stage in the deve

lopment of the Yugoslav socialist self-management based on au

thentic Marxism". The main ideologist of the Yugoslav party du

ring the 1970s, Slovenian Edvard Kardelj, developed in early 

1970s an entirely new ideological platform referring to Karl 

Marx's late works <Kardelj's ideas about self-management and fe

deralism were actually much closer to the ~hinking of French XIX 

century anarchist Jean Joseph Proudhon and European XIX and XX 

century anarcho-sindicalists). Considered within the broader 
• 

scope of development of communism in the second half of the XX 

century, one may say that this shift of the Yugoslav communism in 

terms of its motives, depth and extent is only comparable with 

the "cultural revolution" in China. 

l(ardelj's ideas have been included in the 1974 Yugoslav con

stitution <which is still in force>, so-called Associated Labour 

Act and a number of other statutes and codes adopted during 

1970s. With them the ideas of market economy and political plu-

ralism were abandoned altogether and replaced by concepts of so-

called ·~associated labour••, 11 Compactual economy" and 11 Socialist 

self-m<jlnagement". The main idea was that in a "self-managed scici'

ety" .. the role of enterprises and market is taken up by "commun,i

ties of freely associa-ted producers" who regulate their mutual 

relations.by agreement. All economic processes become subject to 

agreement between workers and their associations, while effects 

of market relations and free competition were entirely disre

garded. Within the political system, Kardelj has larg~ly adopted 

the demands of national movements from 1960s, transferring most 

of political competences from the federal level to the level of 

federal units <the only areas that remained in the competence of 

federal organs were defense, foreign policy, foreign economic re~ 

lations and a number of other issues>, with republics and •. 

tonomous provinces having almost equal competences~ 
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pletely unfeasible in practice. However, owing to accumulation 

from the former period and uncontrolled borrowing on interna
• 

tional capital markets the Yugoslav economy functioned seemingly 

successfully during 1970s. Federal units have used their newly 

acquired'power to build quasi-autarchic economic systems, redu-

cing trade between republics to minimum. Foreign loans were 

largely used to build factories that never started to operate and 

to ''buy social peace'' by subsidizing unprofitable enterprises and 

enormous public expenses. In an attempt to ensure legitimacy for 

their authority, local political elites at that time started to 

systematically instigate nationalism, opposing the federal go

vernment and increasing tensions between nations. Behind slogans 

on self-management and "associated labour" started tl1e comprehen-

sive process of restoration of state socialism, with the only 

difference that main centers of political power were created not 

at the federal but at the level of eight Yugoslav federal units. 

This led to what ~~ould later be named "polycentric statism", i.e 

specific polycentric political system in which eight Yugoslav 

federal units and equal number of communist parties, each by it

self, developed independent and mutually confronted party states. 

Although all the elements of the future Yugoslav drama were 

already on stage during 1970s, the system functioned owing mostly 

to tile effect of five factors. First, with ~upport of ''his'' party 
' ancl army, Tito was an unquestionable arbiter in all political 

conflicts. Second, in spite of growing economic crisis living 

standard of Yugoslavs continued to increase during the 1970s. 

Third, Yugoslav communism continued to enjoy great political le

gitimacy. Fourth, in spite of mutual animosities, none of the Yu-

goslav federal units was truly jeopardized. Fifth, tensions in 

the relations between East and West brought about by Soviet 

Union's inter-vention in Afghanistan and Yugoslavia's·active role 

on the global (through the non-aligned movement> and European 

scene (tllrough CSCE> worked cohesively. 

None of these factors outlived Tito, who died in May 1980. 
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C~isis of the eighties 

Du~ing 1980s th~ee main elements of the Yugoslav model 

self-management, fede~alism and non-aliRnment -began to. g~adu~ 

ally expe~ience c~isis, deepening the ~egime's legitimacy c~isis, 

and exace~bating the diffe~ences between Yugoslav nations and 

ethnic mino~ities. 

F'~oblems in economic relations with other countries, in par-

ticular the debt crisis, forced the Yugoslav federal government 

in early 1980s to int~oduce tight restrictive measures. Economy, 

used to do business in quite different conditions, had difficulty 

in adjusting. The immediate consequence was sharp fall in the 

living standard of Yugoslavs, who again, after many years, had to 

cope with sl1ortages and hyper-i nfl ati on. An attempt to implement 

the p~ogramine of ma~ket-oriented reforms in the first half of 

1980s, contained in the so-called Long-Term Programme of Economic 

Stabilization 119831, failed because of resistance of federal 

units that became autonomous and unpreparedness of the federal 

leade~ship to face the programme's social consequences. The pro

gramme of .political reforms in mid-eighties had similar fate. 

This has fully revealed all the weaknesses of the constitutipnal 

system of 1970s and together with increasingly apparent inability 
• 

of the Yugoslav political elite to reach consensus on any major 

issue, undermined the legitimacy of the League of Communists, a,nd 

hence self-management, 'as the l<ey element of the Yugoslav model. 

"Polycentric statism'' and declining legitimacy of the regime 

during 1980s cont~ibuted toward strength~ning of nationalism and 

centrifugal tendencies in Yugoslavia. The first open challenge to 

post-titoist Yugoslavia came from ethnic Albanians, when less 

than a year after Tito's death mass demonstrations broke out in 

Kosovo, demanding that Kosovo obtains the status of the seventh 

Yugoslav republic. Although federal leadership reacted sharply, 

seeing in this demand the first step toward complete separation 

of Kosovo from Yugoslavia and its subsequent merger with neigh-

boring Albania, the problem could not be solved. Moreover, Alba-

nian separatism only added fuel on the fire of Serbian discor.t·.P•''" 
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with constitutional solutions of 1974; under Which Serbia de 

facto lost control over both its provinces. On this matter the 

interests and viewpoints of Serbian communist elite coincided 

with those of the Serbian intelligentsia (up until then they were 

sharply confronted), leading to change at tile top of the Serbi-an 

party, ••hen Slobodan Milosevic was elected to this office in 

1987. E><pressing the requests of Serbian nationalism, Milosevic 

became the first Yugoslav communist leader who openly opposed 

constitutional solutions of 1974, and thus the entire Tito's po

litical inheritance. 

Although leaders of other Yugoslav republics were probably 

ready to accept ·to some e:-:tent the changes in relationship be-

tween Serbia and its provinces !which were carried out pursuant 

.to constitutional changes in Serbia in 1989>, the emergence of 

Milosevic's supporters in another Yugoslav republic t1ontenegr_o 

- ctnd change of Montenegrin leadership have triggered the alarm. 

The first reaction came from Slovenian communists, who openly op

posed Mi losevic's Serbia by supporting the demands of ethnic_ Al

banians and opening scope for strengthening of the. Slovenian na

tionalism. In Croati a ·and other_ republics· reactions ranged· be

tt·Jeen reserved protest and search- for common 1 anguage <-Ji th S. 

~1i losevic's ideas. Escalating nationalism in Serbia !which for 

tl1e first time in its history pursued separatist and "Greater 

instead of "unitarist•i, i.e. pr'a-Yugoslav 
,, 

view-
points> until the beginning of 1990s has caused the chain .. ' \ . " reac-

tion of nationalism of all Yugoslav nations~ In view of the' ~~~2{ 
that e:-:cept Sl oveni ans, all other nations (parti cul arl y 'Serbs'".i./,1:1 

' ' 

Croatsl live in diaspora, mi><ed with other nations, it is almost 

impossible to draw ethnic borders in Yugoslavia. Explosion of na

tionalism in 1990 and 1991 in all Yugoslav republics, which typi-
.! I. 

Ccilly presented maximalist territorial claims, brought' about mu~ 

tual conflic~ of national programmes and growing chauvinism. T~e 

fact that these processes coincided with the first,free multi

party elections in Yugoslav republics after World War II 11990) 
~ • ..... 4 

has b~tri ed hopes for the country's dem_ocrati zation, because with 

rare e:-:ceptions_some'250 newly founded political parties offered 
' , I 
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eMclusively nationalist programmes, which differed only by na-

support of "market and democracy" only a negligible number among 

them offered comprehensive programmes of economic and political 

reforms>. 

The third cornerstone of Tito's model - non-al~gned policy -

inspired confidence at the beginning of 1980s,. Aggravation of re

lations between the UJ3 and the USSR after the Soviet intervention 

in Afghanistan and Tito's firm resistance to attempts by Fidel 

Castro and the ''progressive wing'' to bring the movement into the 

"natural alliance" with the eastern bloc by the end of 1970s have 

contributed to considerable international credibility of non

alignment. In spite of that, non-aligned failed in their efforts 

to set Norti1/Soutll relations on different grounds by introducing 

the "new international economic order" project. This has marked a 

final failure of tl1e movement's efforts to expand t~eir activi

ties beyond the framework marked by East-West conflict to rela-

1:i onshi ps between devel aped and underdevel aped countries. When in 

mid-eighties M. Gorbachev introduced new ideas to the USSR poli

tics and thus set in motion irreversible changes in the entire 

eastern block, the non-aligned policy started to lose its raison 

d'etre. Yugoslavia's efforts in 1989, when it became the chairman 

of non-aligned, to start "modernization" of the movement, never 

went beyond bare rhetor}c not only because of escalation of tile 

Yugoslav crisis, but also because of overall marginalization of 

the international role of the Third World countries after the be

ginning of revolutions on the east of Europe. 

The last attempt to prevent the complete collapse of the 

system, impending ethnic conflicts, and ~egin gradual transforma

tion in Yugoslavia was made by Prime Minister Ante Markovic. Al

though in his inaugural address he mentioned building of a "new 

socialism'' as target of his programme, it was obvious that t~is 

only served to calm down conservatives, while the true aim was 

radical transformation of th~ Yugoslav political, legal and eco

nomic system toward market economy and political pluralism. After 

his convincing appearances on the domestic and international 
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scene earned him Western support, in December 1989 he revealed 

slowing down hyperinflation, and partly measures aimed at long

term structL<ral transformation of the Yugoslav consti tuti anal and 

economic system. The initial results indicated qualified. success 

- inflation was reduced, foreign-exchange reserves sharply in

creased to almost $16 billion, liberalization of prices and some 

80% of imports increased supply and destroyed monopolies on the 

Yugoslav market, during a year some 50,000 private enterprises 

!.·ih?re registered, foreign investment reached record. high level 

compared v1i th preceding 20 years, etc. In the foreign-policy 

field, Mr Markovic's government and fed,eral parliament alo:-eady 

since mid-1989 started sharp reversal "toward Europe" .announcing. 

his intention to make Yugoslavia a full member of the Council of 

Europe, EFTA, OECD and associated member of tl1e European Comm.,..

nity. 

Social consequences of Mr Markovic~s_ 11 shock therapy••, disso

lution of the League of Communists of Yugoslavia and first multi

party elections in Slovenia and Croatia early in 1990 have sub

stantially changed the entire political environment, leaving the 

federal government witl1out political support. His belated and 

half-way attempt in 1990 to establish his own party - Alliance of 

Yugoslavia's Reformative Forces - failed in the electi·ons in four 

remaining Yugoslav republics in the second half of the yeaf. 
' First open attacks on Mr Markovic's reforms came from Serbia, 

which was particularly affected by them due to its "heavy'' indus

trial structure. Seeing in Markovic's ~olicy the ~ompetition to 

the League of Communists of Serbia <which in the meantime chan~~d 

its name to the Socialist Party of Serbia) shortly before multi

party elections in this republic press in Serbia undertook fierce 

propaganda campaign against Ante Markovic. Not long afterwards, 

hov1ever, even greater challenges to federal government's autho

rity came from other Yugoslav republics'- Slovenia and afterwards 

Croatia and other Yugoslav republics according to their one-sided 

decisions ceased to pay customs and taxes into the federal bud-

get. "Run on banks" and mass purchase of hard curre~cy started in 
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Slovenia. Fo~eign cu~~ency was subsequently t~ansfe~~ed_to banks 

in neighbo~ing Aust~ia, so. that the gove~nment, faced with 

~apidly declining fo~eign-cu~~ency ~ese~ves, had to stop f~ee 

sale of fo~eign cu~~ency and thus de facto give up on inte~nal · 

conve~tibility of dina~. Faced with substantial deficit of the 

republican budget, at the end of December Se~bia is~ued nea~ly 

$1.7 billion without federal gove~nment's autho~ization. Escala-

ting nationalism, inte~-~epublican conflicts, t~ade wa~s and in

ability of the fede~al gove~nment to do anything have e~oded the 

reputation ~f Ante Ma~kovic, who until mid-1991 tried to p~ese~ve 

the main ~esults of the ~eform by ~eso~ting to conservative mone

tary policy and extremely ~estrictive use of modest·foreign cu~-

l""i?ncy reserves .. 

Disinteg~ation of the League of Communists of Yugoslavia, 

failu~e of Ante Ma~kovic's ~efo~ms, loss of autho~ity (and t~ue 

powe~) of fede~al institutions and blockade of multi-party elec

tions fo~ the fede~al pa~liament by republics who became au

tonomous resulted in a situation whe~e the Yugoslav Peoples' A~my 

~emained as the last federal institution. As long as the Yugoslav 

fede~al P~esidency Ceight-membe~ o~gan consisting of ~ep~esenta

tives of all ~epublics and p~ovincesl seemed to pe~fo~m no~mally, 

the a~my mainly remained outside political conflicts. However, 

w~oen in May 1991 Serbia and Monteneg~o ~efused to consent to the 

ele.ction of the c~oat St~epan Mesic to the office· of the P~esi-:

rJent of the Presidency, the A~my ~emained without politica-l con

trol. This has created a political ''vacuum'' which the a~my faced 

when afte~ the proclamation of sove~eignty of Slovenia and C~oa-

1:i a on June it ,,..,as orde~ed by the fede~al gove~nment to 

"~eestablish legal o~der on the weste~n boarde~s of' Yugoslavia. 

This has set the scene for· the Yugbsl av tragedy ahd ci vi 1 

wa~ that followed in subsequent months. 

From Lenin to Self-Management and Back 

Considering a b~oader pe~specti ve, one may conclude that u-,,-. 
development of the Yugoslav model of ••self-mana~~d socialism'' 
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follooJed the logic of development of all communist societies, 

showing undoubtedly the results and limits of this form of social 

organization. In this respect one may identify five main stages, 

which show that the Yugoslav model, in spite of its numerous 

specifics, in essence remained within the framework of the Leni

nist model of socialism. 

First, in Yugoslavia as in other socialist countt-ies people 

became gradual! y aware that tl1i s model has def i ni tel y e:.,hausted 

its development potentials and became an unsurmountable obstacle 

wl1i cl1 ·has to be removed in order to overcome growing structural 

crisis, and society become involved in contemporary civiliza

tion's processes. Compared with the Soviet Union, China and other 

communist countries, Yugoslavia was specific mainly in that it 

first faced this problem in the foreign-policy area, when it left 

the block of communist countries, which triggered the thirty-year 

long process of reforms. Only in late years of Tito"s life and, 

in particular, after his death, the system definitely failed and 

tl-,is happened in the very moment when these processes have spread 

through all European communist countries. 

Second, in Yugoslavia, as in othet- communist countt-ies, the 

way out of the crisis has been sought in market economy and plu

ralistic democracy. Unlike other communist countries, who decided 

to undertake these changes motivated primarily by internal 

sons, impetus for reforms in Yugoslavia came from'abr6ad, 

rea-

i.e. 

f1"om need of the countt-y to adjust its internal development first 

to the strategic alliance with the US an·ct Western Europe, and 

then to its new non-aligned policy. In this respect co~munist Vu-
• 

goslavia, until the most recent wave of changes in Eastern Eu-

rope, has probably done the most. 

Third, reforms in Yugoslavia between 1950 and 1980 proved 

1:11at ••repairs•• i.e. half-way reforms of state socialism cannot 

cha.nge its structural flaws. In spite of numerous r-eforms the 

system remained essentially the same, burd~ned by ~11 weaknesses 

faced over the past four decade by the Soviet Union, China and 

other communist societies. 
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Fourth, inconsistency of economic and political changes, 

which as a rule stopped when tlley disputed tile system's main 

premise - unlimited power of the communist party - caused the 

crisis of reformative programmes and their ultimate abandonment. 

Even mocles·t at tempts of changes, after i ni ti al success, raised 

numerous problems which the communist system was unable to keep 

under control (inflation, mass bankruptcies, rising unemployment, 

e;:cessive investments, increasing internal and foreign debt, loss 

of control over macro economic processes, accelerate.d widening of 

social and regional differences, growing opposition to regime, 

eruption of nationalism and separatism, etc.>. This would trigger 

tile chain reaction, because after micro economic reforms it was 

necessary to carry out macro economic reforms, and then legal and 

other reforms and ultimately raise the question of political 

changes, i.e. demolition of the monopoly of communist party's 

power. Progress of reforms inevitably eroded the system, while 

attempts to keep changes within its framework deprived market 

mechanism of its true meaning. In Yugoslavia this was unquestio

nably demonstrated by abandonment of reforms in mid-sixties and 

failure of refOrmative programmes of 1980s. In essence, the rea

son for failure of market and democratic oriented reforms was 

structural incompatibility of the communist and market-pluralis

tic forms of social organization. 

Fifth, tJ1e crisis of the model and failure of attempt 'to 

transform it caused the final crisis of the e~tire system which 

in Yugoslavia as well as in other Europ.ean communist ·countries 

fell apart by tile end of 1980s and beginriing of 1990~. The entire 

history of reforms in these countries proved that the· system can

not be changed but instead has to be replaced. 

Collapse of the League of Communists and communist ideology 

in Yugoslavia did not, however, bring about the collapse of the 

systen>, which continued to exist with unchanged ~ymbols in the 

form of numerous national isms. The whole system of political ·mo

bilization, indoctrination and collectivism, as well as most mem

bers of tile former corumunist elite quickly adjust.ed to new condi

tions. Unwilling to undertake true changes, and in face of rl~tGQ 

• 
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p~otests and inc~easing intellectual con-
fusion, new political ~orces could maintain their position only 

by pe~sistent escalation of ethnic animosities and political mo

l.ilizatlon on national g~ounds, which inevitably led to open con

flicts between nations. Thus in fact the former communist totali-

~arism was replace by the new national totalita~ism. However, 
Titoist ideology and vital political institutions we~e destroyed, 

as •veil as othe~ mechanisms which kept togetl1e~ the "second Yu

goslavia'', ~eleasing cent~ifugal fo~ces which b~ought the count~y 

on the b~ink of total civil wa~. 
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t:icH\!5 ln D<:.•t:t~i!tbet~· 1990> .~fH:I his consuicuaus gr·eetinf;:~S l.tl ll1e tHo 

n.•l ~:?t.:: t c-;.d 

mr..,ny~ mc3stly non--·ct:tf!Wtuni.5t pav·t.ic-:>r:i~ 

bia. And l"'(.)n-comcnuni=.t parties lrJt:-re sLicc:e~s·ful cw vi•:.t~t·ious i11 

fcL!r· Yugoslav r·epublics aut of si~. 

By ta~cir1g S«JCt1 a controversial obtr-usive ~olitica.l 

!stance:.~=.,,._:; vJ~~ll as by i.n·flr.?~:ihly f''f:':·,:us.ing to contt=:!mpl.:..'lo.te t.hol'·ouqh--

.in !..:;.ocie(:y., tht-:- \'PA lf-?.:,,dr~!'"'!!ihi.p 91"":EI.Vf~l :' f:~nd;~.rlger·E"JI:I t·.f·•t-? '(PA' s \JE:.~r .. y 

e!:istence as Uti a11-'t'ugo5.l..::tv inst·it•~ttil:ln- Compari5ons Letl·~eer1 the 

.fates of '{F'r1, 1'?17-1918 (along 

national lines) and 

1989-1990 (r:\lt:Hlq pol~tic.:."tl-ideolc.:lqict.\l.lin<:IS) have ceL,sed ·t:t.'l b f? 

.fa.r-fetct1ed. ?Hter· the dt,..ama~_ic c!tclnges in Albarda (sp~·ing-~uwwer· 

1991) •:\nd i.n "the S.oviet. Union (August·-St?pt.e-cnbet'' tt?•=fJ.) tht? Yugos-

lav military establishment remmit•t::d p~·acl..l..:al1y th~1..:<st 

of BqJ.?he~!.U?.ill an t.h~ E1.t1~·opean CO!"'• t i r1en t .. 

bast'.icu1 

The Yugoslav Fede~al Ar·1ned Force§ 

f:!an J~ ed in the third large5t regtJlar land force or1 tl1e 

European cor1tinent, ~·PA today, 42 ye~rs later, repr-esents !.Jnl y e.t 

m~dium-stnall size ccnven·tional st:anding .:.tr·tny. lts tate.'l uni fL'lrmed 

tllCH1pot.o~er (around 2.20.000 at T1to's de,:tth) has c.orrtinued sht"inking 

the level'1~f around 170.00(), ,_,,hic:h it would have rf?ached 

5 
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by 1.992. This r·educl:.i ern· occ:urt .... t?.J l.he l;,ck f·unds ~ 

fr·CJm 1'7'91 on., a.t~:o dUt!' to rE~duced in-

Fr- (~fft n .. ~rch I. 9''/.t 

Sloveni a stopped .,:,J.l:.D~!i!"t.l·lf.?r·· sc.•t·ldinq r··e~cr~~t:t ts to ·lPA., 

l 

1 eft, di Ss"iii ~:;r:.5ed ot· retir·ecJ friJin YPA. 

and 

dism:i.~.:-ssals. Loud public:: dr::-mar""td:::; to ,-E·duc:e:.~- or~ suspend r··t:.ocr·uJ.tm,.?ot., 

to ~;top sendi.nq r-·!:c·r··uit•o:. t.cJ cor·t.fli.ct arf:?f.'l~:; ~-~nd out~.id£? or1e·5 ot.o.Jn 

Tht-:.: 

numb~r- a·F de~::.F::t··t.c:t ... ~;; 1-t··ottt atrtonq thf.:J €~t-.hnic f':'.rlb.::;n:i.~.:t.t·ls at""t!i Bosnietr1 

t1osl ems l·tas also l,·,ct·· r::·a~_::,.r:cJ. 

26-Jul•; 4~ 

ing many r·ecr·uit:•s 2\~· .. J by tTtobilizinq reser-vt..:::.lr::::, mo~tlv t.t,e Ser·bs .. 

dP';-H·eciably 

c.::han9ed and 

har":d YPt'-"1 Cf?ased t:c :.:-{0__. Lltt? onl·..- Br··my ot·l tl·•e tt?~--r- i tor·v u·f ·t'uqos···-

la·.Jt.a. 

YFP-t consigts o·f tl··,r·u~~= 11~d.ir·1 ar·ms, !:lie Land For·ce-s (~nd in tt1em 'the 

Infarrtry) consti t.utinq 

cadets, the l1..~£1~.:.t 2.!-.lracti ·.1e componPnt .. Geoqr·aphic: di vi si on of 

the stat.e into Yl~~·s militar·y districts used for· man~· years to 

.l.argel_y concidn ~·J i ·t l"l boundaries bet..""n.?.en ·f eder· ?.1 uni •..:~ 

r;epubl ic:s, t~-io ~:_it.tt:cH·~c:~nou-::, pr-«:J'./tnce-.s). Some 't'F'~~ ·::. practice:; (e .. g .. 

appointments. of commandanto:.) gear-ed to "{u9os1 avi a· s 

·federal structur-·e~ 

Defense Minister·· 1'=-lcJil!it-al B .. t1~mula led :in 1988-1989 tc1 YF'A's rear-

gani::c1tion int:o t:t·,e pl''"t?sc-:~nt:. t:hr-·t::-e c.:on._t . .-;inE~t1"ti~l (1st., 

and one maritime ~-;.t'"·ec:: or· vJar-theate:~r~ <"TV0 11 -like) conunand5. 4 YF'(~ 

4. This neN tr.:?rr·j l.:r::.··~ ,_~:! division t.--Ji..~ s internally justified in 
p•Jrely mili·tary t0~·~~~;~ ir1spite o·F stror1q indicstiorls o·F l~rgely 

politi1:al motiv.:it.~::::··... lhe fede-r·::tl par--.liamertt and tl·•e public ~·1er·e 

not even 2~out tt1rn reor·gnnizatic)n. Its later· 1:r·itics 



'· 

' . 
pr.:.tct i c.:.-111 y 'en 

< regi onG;'l > e::ccpt .t.n its r~es£:2'~··...-e uni t~s 

'r't.tqos.l.::t•.ti.~~ being mort? than scdf-~:.u:f··fici•.?ltt. in pr·t:Jduct:ion o-i 

~-~n2.1 J. t;o.r·m·s and ..:JT ~~t::o.ndc.'\t~·(j a.tnmuni t:i 1.Jn, 

t:he doutt?:.·tica..l !'·-pr·clduc:.ed Cif llght 

mcst.ty 

SOI11"2 

3.1'" ms 

prctduc::?d truin1nc~ cc:ur:b.;;,._t. 

missil~ b6~ts, diesel submari11~s, etc., 

combil'iinc:J t)'·p.ic:ully cjo,~.:?stic fr-i::~.:ne:.; and li<::·.t···d~--J,":.J.re with c:ruc:.il .. 1l i:-n·-

parted iiJestern (jet enginu·s, electronic~., avioni,:s o:2tc:-.. ) 1 E~tS'ti?rn 

or Ea~;.t.er-n-.licenc:ed compc:Jnents (c:.g .. mi::tziles.) 

ccln•.-e!:·Lipn.:cl) 

been USSR, 

So•/i et-1 i cenced i mpo,.. ts ft·o,n for-au?r l.JTO 1ne:r:ber-s <Poland c;.!f"ld CSSF:-

CSFRI or mostly er totally domastLcally praducad we~pans based on 

Sov:i. et 1 i ct•nces tanks M-54/-55, T-72, t·!-81 <an impt·oved version 

Soviet miss: i l.,.e and torp~do cr·aft, tltost nnssile~ i11 ~11 

t~r~e ara1~'· .af~craft MIG-2ls and MIG-29s~ l1<'l i copte<· s Ni-l1 and 

Ka-25 E':tc .. The de~gr·ee t:1f YF'A's ti.?cf·rpologic.:.::"d dependt:-nce on SoviL~t 

t.-le.apc)nr y c.:nd of the YLtgoslav militnry-lndLtstrlal campi~~= or~ 1ts 

Sovie..~t coun·terpart has been by f ... ir the highest. among the Eur··opean 

non-bloc states. Moreover· the 'r't.tgosl av mi l i t.::u~·y llas he.~d a better 

... =tt.:cess to the net-Jest g<::·ner·.::1ti ons crf Sovi t.::t ~·lt?.:'tpOiiS than mast t~JTO 

armi.t?5. Yugoslavia tJ1us obtained r-j2s and MIG--29s earlier 

noticed c.onsidet-able coincidence bett.-Jt?t?t1 
3rd NO and tel··,.-i tesri.al clai.ros by L=iet-·bian 
in a memor·andum of the Set·bian Academy o·f· 

7 

the ar-e~1. of tbe 1 ::.t 2nd 
naticr1alists express~,j 

Science <198!")>. 
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nt?ighbar·s .. Early deliveries, 

(wher-·r::- Rt.HSf.1ph i 1 f2 and ic:leol ugic:::·d 

St:)V i t?L ~··YI...t9DS1 i:.1.\: hc,=.ti l i ty· in 

1948-~·4) dl"id ~-JiLh t:he. .,;U<~o=·,l~\\/ ntilit.:.tr··y··~inJLtst.t··i.;;cl COlrtp.tt:-:;< r··ein;.i.it: 

The tll;:). i { , .. 

t: .... :!"nan<:;-:· o·l- l:.hi s bulk·'-/ and costl·· ... · 

Severe econotriic and budgelcir··y d i-f·-

·fieLd ties led to 

lc:wJer·i!··,g of tr.;.1.ining st..::~ndat'"·dr-· 
o·.•t::::r·· ·-

.?.«:bit: i DUS ..':lnd unrealistic 

sivr2- o.nd hiqhl~l l""·isky l .. ':I.Un<:hi.nt;l dt:.::fc,estic pi~c;)dL(ctiwr·• oY. ;nulti-

pLtr'"pOSf:! jet <Nov~ 

Yuqosla·.-· mi l i lary• 

lovJ.ccmp.utei--ize.ti\:fn (~f C""!S z..nd st.ill :"1:Ci ... e by qrot.-Jinq political .:::.~r;rd 

national teilsior1s in the fecJeral stat~~ 

The official Armed Forces of ~·ugoslavi~ dr·aw their·· origin 

the 11 P.ar·tisan and 

Yugosl a vi a, 11
• De:tachn:el·.to:::;. Linder 

Jo!sip Bt'""·az 's, 
Vuyosl a vi .... ::t .. The 

offici~il 11 Day 

1941 ~·Jhcn the- Ccnt.r.:..l Committ.ee of the Cc)(mnuni'1"~t F'::u···L~ . .: o+ 

lavia 

fact the br-igade l·Jas t?stablished on DeceH~bc..•t- 21- ,Joseph St..:din's 

' 



birthday). The u;...,i t Wo..:l.S in tended t:o ~nd :i r•deed 

model othee .. ·· Par··t:i~:;r.,n l...trt:l ts 

19~2 into I: he 11 'lugos1av F'~oplo!?.'g 

Army">. 

banners as symbol!.::; stt~·ivF.:'d la !.J~come r·1atw}:i5t-Leninist and inder-!d 

becamr~ ~'3:n·t:i·-plur·cJlist in spi.l'""it, a.th~!.ist :..1nd clo5t?l·l int.!~r·twi.ned 

t·.dth the ComtiiUnisl: Part·;t· <througl1 es: system of polit:ic:al of .f· i cer· s 

and p~~~·ty c::~ll s dc'J.l•u-, l:o pl i:\t:oons); was pl~beian by soc:lal or·igin 

c:::ll-YugosJav in its ni:tlJonaJ c.::currpusl::it:.Ht < L>ut 

and .pt· ar.t it.: t:!d eNtr·ater·r·itCJr·ial i~tilistn1et1t: ~nd pctstir,g. t•1as t of-

ficera and NCOs in t.h.:tt in and 

"l'turttertegt'··ins" by 11at.i.onal or·ig.itt. 

not on 1 ·.•· ft'"Offr 

na.-t-. i onal i st but also l ibet·al <ctnd in h.i~ vi~· 1.•J5 co~·ru!-1tin~) in-

fluences e:ne.flating fr·cm civ.i L ian society .:..:..nd th(~ 

lJJest". 

ficers.was high alr·eady in 1945 af·ld 45 years later stood at over 

96 percent. The feder-al has rP-pr·esented for decades the 

large~!.t ag,enc:y for_·.r·Hc:ruiting ne-t-J par·t.y nu:?:nber·s ifroan a.tncng con

scripts atld cadets> .:1.nd ·for· t~egularized and or·gant~ed poli·tical 

indoctrina·tion of-thE-~ 'r'ugo~sla·J mi.dE-~ popul.~tion Oft behalf of. l.CY. 

"The Organization of l.CY in '(F'A", ovet· 100.000 gtr·ang, used to 

enjoy a -fully autorHJmous st~tus ttlithin the ruling par-ty and in 

fact became a commur,iat militar-y sub-p~rty with an ideology and 

sanH? pr-Bctice!S distinc:t fr·om its o·ther· <civilian) parts .. U"lil<e 

in other 11 Soc:J .:.1 i sf: •: ~c-cst Eur~ope~n 5tet·tes the rul i rtg communist 

par·ty <arld civilian ~lolitJcal police> l·las lost since the ea~ly 

1950s i tn i nati tut i ona1 i ~ ed ci vi 1 i an ct::"·ttt .. ·ol over t.L oe pt·of es-

si anal mi I i t<>r"y. ~'fl:tt"f:·?Ct·.n~r the LCY cen·tr-al bodit!!S have been used 

• 
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:r:r~·!.:,·. 
by p1"""off~Ssior1.~1l 1ni 1 it.r-:1.1'"'/ pr~r·sonnel (·''~::.E~c:or1ded'' in the 

civiliar~ iiY.St'itutions and to pt·-olect i11 

tr·ol r..;,ver· 'IPA· s l·i.i. gl .. r c~Difcln.::trld c.oul d r .. rut. !:.~ulJ'::3l..t t.ut.e~ for· the LC'i '5 

insti tution<:ll Cctnst?quent.l ~-.1 br~hi.r·1d the fi::-r.c.:r.dt-'? o+ h.i.s die--

tatori al r·u!!:!} (pat··ti cul cu--1 y pr··cnlDUI"lC:l~d in the mi 1 i leery .gpher--e) 

and pr-i•.d leqr.:?d j.HJS.i t:ion in the stt?.te.· rh is 

since t"ti 5 death .:~nd C:OI"tt.i.nued t.o·-d<=1Y• 

several -decades of i. nten::;i ·· .. ·e in-

doctrination in the r~~nks had potent t:on"S~quences ,,.,het• f.i to· s 

cr·umbl ing. 

stone~Ja 1 1 ed ·UH::.OII openly cr--i tic.:i::u.:!-d the tt-ends o·f de--

T i to is at: i nn ~ l i be:·· .::d i::.: at ion and p.f Ltr- ;:,:, 1 i ::: i:\ t i t..'ln in 't'U905l o:\V 

pol i ·ti c:s, on tt·.r.~ r;r-·o1.1nds f:!·.at they -usher ~:d the t·e~ taut· ~t ion of 

It: Q\Jtte rigt1tlv perceivmd 

I: hat the undclirH;_l oF t.he Titoist or--der· •·1nuld bt·int...l i11 its t•Jing 

desinteqration o·f Yuqos.lavia and dis.mantlin9 of at the 

1 east, the l•Jay bot:h 1 ... Jer-e- set up in 1944-1945. Ho.-Jevet· t i 11 to-d.:ty 

the Yugoslav milit~ry refuse t.o admit that tl1e seeds of Ln-

stability ar"td self-destr·uctirn1 wer-e irl political and 

ideological foundution5 of th~~ Ti-t:oist. or-·der \which lhev still 

·largely espou!.;e) -and that Yugos.la-.. ... 'ia:s·long-t•?t·m stc.bit1ty could 

have been a eh i E'i~d anl y on a di f·ft~r-ent, pluralist d~mocr·atic 

basis .. 

The Yugoslav mi 1 i tc,;-y have cl ai.med arlcl .. paT tly pretended their OtJoJn 

non-intervention ir1· tl1e state's polit·ical life. Since mid-1980s 

i they made many pt·or1ouncements in, favor-- (Jf "·tt--ue dt:~mocr·.acy 11 and 

pledged suppor·t to all "peaceful, democr·atic and constitutior1al 

changes" .. Yet U .ey h.:-1:ve ac: t i . .,...·e-1 y _,. thouqh mostly 

resisted the pt""t..Jces5e:-~s c1f plur·.al.i::=ect.i.·cn1· and df?mocr-at.izat.iun in 

10 



•, 

Yugoslavia. Till tt1e ver·y end of Ol'te-party rLJle, YPA <tl1rouql1 its 

LCY c.:wganization> kept r·e;-:using to come to ter·ms vJith pol i tic:al .. 
plur.c:\lism {~nd f~·::?e multipc:.-trty t2lecticw.s. 

The -Yugoslav milltat·y·s poli·tic~d cultLtre ~-sas v1ell i ra 

6n offi t:l ~..1 document pr·esent.e:d by t.he dc·'1+enst~ 1oin1 gt:r·y ·to the 

SFRY As$embly iti spring 1989. The perfectly l~gal opinions 

pt.tblic pr·,~posals ·For: redLu:i ng d~i=~::nse buc:Jg~::ts; rt?·t=arrui ng ·the 

rtE·vi ~i li9 arm~ pr·oduc:t.i on and 

expclrts policies; 

again, disbanded in 1945 r-egion.::dly -E"tnd n:::ti_unally-b:.sed .ni.li·t::ir··y 

units, ~,od th t:heir ovui l.::u1gua.ges Cif' c:c:lHIH:\nd; 

guage polit.::y; dec:r·iminal iza·ticn of conScientiOLtS obj~ctio11; 't'PA's 

depolitiz.9.tion; allnw.ing the n1ilitary personn~l 's participatior1 

in religious ser~vice~ etc ... were bt~al·ided by it dS seditous .. t-

t.c:,c:ks .::tgi!'li.nst YPA .:::end Yugosluvi:: .. \. · 'fPA demande!.l pr-E::!'· ... ent. ion ~nd 

SL1ppression of such public.: Ftroposals, as the ,.-d litary 's ~c-rpot~:::tte 

The polit.~cal and ideological pol::.tt"l:!Uticn in 't't.tgosio::cvia ha~ ~t:-

quired to a great extent national and cultut~al color~tian. Due 

to Yugosl.:::\\lia's heterogeneity and varying expcsur·e to We~tern 

1 iberal political influences tt)e process of politic~! plut~aliza-

tiara has proceeded LH1e;Jenl.y, .. progressing g~c,gr~phica.ll 'I· large! y 

the ~outt1-east. In 

Yugoslavia it coalesced also t.oJith •:tnti....;.8elc;rade senti.-nefTts .. 

fueled l:ly The 

process of democratizat .. ion has indeed dest3bilized· ·the federal 

s ta·te, the old constitution a.~ order and aggr·.avated YPA · s t•t=-1 a-

tions with two of the three 11 f6unding nations u · of Yugoslavia 

Cfirst with tt1e Slovenes ar1d tl<eri the Cr·ocd:s). ·11: al,;o c:on...: 

5. Zvez.ni i -zvrSrri svet 11 lnfor·mac:i i~: · blo...=S:.!to.:':::.··=o~ .... -~''-''=s· !..r-~o~hj in ac:t2rie' 
naQ_acl_ov n~ kon(:epc i jo s.Q.!.oiline 1 iud_E..!!SLf:i!~.t:f:\mb~~ i rJ~_::.l 8?_1;:. na .. JLA", 
At. 8-1/890083, Beog~ad, 16. 3. 1989. 

11 



l::.t"'ibuted to ld;poillrH] t.he r·elatians be·tt-Jt:"::!t?n these Lwu l'lci'lion:;; .,;...r1d 

th~ Sr.Eorb~~ .. 

YuqCJslavia one of 1'-..::\re s·t21 Le~ with 1 et;:.lcil prw..- i si nns f o1·· a 

b.'o\1 ancsd l'"t~g.i r.:n·;~d r-ecru i tsnent. mi l i tar·y 

.;,nd uniqur2 in having lhis pr·inci~-Jle elevate::~d to a c:orr:.titutional 

''A~-; r .. egii:.·:r"ds the composi t.i on Df t.l-~e o·f f i t:et- corps and llle pt·oma-

t.i on to senioJ·· CClffifi!d.l'id i nq 

People's Ar·my., the pr·ir·1ciple of r €:.'pr F.~·-

eent~t:iwn of R£-~P ub 1 i c: ~.s e.r:d 

cippl ied" lAr-·ticle ~242, 

l.;;via, 1.'?'74>. 

Tht."' YF'I> is ·tt1us manda·ted to C0111e as close ta pr-oportional ccn•-

p 1.- 1. :T,~t" i 1 y in 

upper· (gener·al r·ank) ech<?l c>ns. 

composition by I'Jatiot·rdl origii; (e.g. the 1 argest '-il.1gcsl ;;;:.,,. nat1on 

t:he Serbs live in signifit:t.\nt nuff:b-ers in three r~publics .:;.-H·:d 

two autonomous provit1ces>. In practice tt1is rule l1as only 

imperfec:·tly appli~?d ·to the r·E:coyni:::ed ''Yugoslav 11 Slavic na-

tions only, with preferential tr·eate1nen·t given to only r·,orni nal 

"na·tionals" ,. to of.(. i c:et•-: s of cni ~·: ed (.lri qi n., to cr·oss-nationAlly 

marr· i·ed etc .• Even in. this form it.t1as ·b~en subject of cor1tinuc0s 

internal cr·itic:i::,-n t::ominq fl .. ·om tht-:? larqe!:~t overrepre::;ented g1··dup 

on the ground that the rules of pr- ou\ot i on into .general 

favor off i CE?f"S nations and violate ·the 

principle of citizens' equality. 
' 

Due to biased personnel policies, ~nd also to objecti 1/t? cir·--

cumstc:tnces very uneven levels of economic deVelopment, 

pr·.:~vai 1 i ng prices iitnd 
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uneven public prestige oF 

military occupations (l:he highest being in Se~-bia and t1ontenegr-o> 

-the YuqosL~~v mi.l.i.t.~.ry has imp 1 em•~n t. ed the 

above-mentioned c:onsti·tutional prt:t·.'ision, irH3pite of some effot·ts 

and e>:pE~nse .. The J.~~;~st sket.oJE?d r.:ompo~it.i.ctn h21s been rtr;~intained in 

tl•e <greatly inflated> general ranka, "'" i I e i n of f· i c er- and s t i 1 1 

so in NCO t·anks f.'\nd the 

"Yugoslavs" <usur.tll-y natior1ally rni}~ed_, mrJ5t 1 y Serb i eu1 

Amon'i! active YPA gener~ls Jn 19S:'O these tht·ee gt·aups courrted 

together- represerd~.ed .in 1 '~90 ar'"t:Jund 70 percr~n t f.03)' 

colonels 81 percertt <tt1e Ser·bs witl1 tl1e very akin J1or1ter1egrins 76 

percent), among leu·tenan't-·c:olonel !!i 77 pet···c:Hnt !?t~0 

IJt1derrepreser1ted 

been the Croats, 

mi n(.)r i ti E~s) of 

in ·the ent.ir-e m:i l i tar·y pr·ofessional corp~ hc~ve 

Sl-.ovetles, non-Slavic "natiunetl i ties" <national 

ett1nical Albartians~ 14t.trlc~arians and Ramaniat15 ~s 

vJell a5 the Gypsies <Roms) and the \)} a!'ls, officiallv still un-

recognized even a!s 11 nationC1lit:ies". This distribution could b~ 

seen from the following. table: 

.. 
6. These percentages and figures .,er·e calculated by Lt-Col. Teodor 
Gersak, Rt- and publio;hed in "Nacionalna str·uktura poklicnega 
stareSi nskega kadra JLA 11 and

4 

"l<do dt-"± i v rokah jugosl ovansko 
~rmado'', Obramba <L)ubljana>, rlo.4~- 1991, pp.56-59 and no.6/7, 
1991, pp.48-5C>>. They •1ere based on tl,., data published by 
Or.Slaven Letica ir~·~Ch~~ Zag,.(~b l·Jeekly Q~!.)EH:\, no.468, February 5, 
1991, and probably stemmi119 from a secret federal document. These 
figures were largely cor1firmed by the otherwise p~r·tial and 
manipulated statistic's published by the Belgr-ade daily Politika 
on Apri 1 16, 1991. According to th<> daily their !lource ••as the 
federal defense ministry. 
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TABLE. 1: 

''.1 ,0;.-(/ 
NiH I fJt-11'\L cmiPDL:; J T .I DN iJF·;;''rHE YUGfJSL.AV PGPUL_ATION il'-?81.), 

Pf':OFESf:l J UNt,L DFF I CEF: 1;1\ID NCO COF:f''S < 19f31! r~rm OF 

f':ECF:LJ ITS \ 1 'i'E!'I l 

----------------------------------------------------------------
N.at :i on<::i and Z i.n popu-- (b)a5 % % SlfiC)nO 

"nationalities" 1 at.i on (a) mil~O.J) of (a> 

--------·---·----------·----·---------------·---·----·-·-··--·····---·--·-·------·------
"Monte1·1:-qt·i ns" 2.,5 6.,2 248 

,, 
48 ..::., 

Cr·oats 22, 1 1~1 .. <:, 57 18~52 

t'lact?doni ans ~~i., B 0.,.3 108 6, 1 1 

·- Musl ims f3. 4 2. ~~ 2{] 1" ,;_ 

Slovenes 8 '') 2.,8 .34 
., 

·-
Ser·bs 3'·?' 7 6(j . () 151 31 

f'H bani ans 6,4 0 .. r';, 9 9 

Hungar i .:"i:n5 2.:.5 0.1" :~o l 

Na·t i c;,r·1al lv undt?c i dt:?d 

"\lugosl av:." I .,3 6, 7 .515 -
other=: ~· ·~ 

._) ~ ··' 1 ., .... :., 4G 6 

-----------------------------------------------------------------
Sour-·c e5! PoJJD:L~.Q..Li.E.!lig_..Y..~Cr"~o_?_t;_i __ i_l]_g_~r.:.:?iH.9.~~ 1 9B3···84 ~ f;:l< 
ZSMS: Ljubl jana, pa 18; Response by the Fe-det-a! E~:ecu-
t i v~ Counc i 1 in tl1e SFF:Y Assemb 1 v on F'ebr·uary 2 ~ 1990 .. 
N .. B. Di ~c~-<=~panc i eg bet~.o..~een C61 umn5 1 and 4 ar·e pr-olJ='bl v 
due to di f·fer·ences in procedur .. es of reporting bett4P-en 
civiliari ~-tati5tical offices ar·'ld YPA. a$ well a~ to 
demograpttic ahd administr··ative cf1anges between 1981 artd 

1989. 

Follotto1ing the old ~lc:~viet pr·actic~ YF'A publishe~ almo<£t !10 me~n-

ingful statistic:,c.l rli:lta en .itsr~l-f ~ including the data on its 

("fl1e pre-war Yugoslav Royal Ar·m-...· '"~a~ more 

open on this It. s;e~ms ·t.ha.t YPA's ni\tion&J. composition 

since 1981 ha.s become even more imb.:clanced in ·f.avor· of. the Serb!! 

"Monteneqrin~;", i ,, part dtJe to ecorlomic r·e~sor'IS and to the 

YPA's policies, eclienated corisiderable body of public 

in t.hf:J 
( f·(f.)!;OV('J., 

Slovenia, Cr act t i c;; ) .. During and -fi:J11a"Jing the ho5tilil.ies in 

Slavenia in sununer 1 9"91 YPA · 5 na t i. on a 1 C:(:!tnpos it ion 



• 

ha5 became 

dominated .. Practically a.ll Slovl=i'nic:'cli r~ecruits ·Flc:::d~ lc:·+t or .. Jt-r·e 

demCJbili:::ed, whilf~ mc:::~t. profe::.sionals....:.sl,Jvenes resigr·•ed <."'lt" 

1 .. etired. The. fall-ot.tt o-f Cr·o~1ts ~t:c=. Slli'Ctller· but still I11:Jtic:edble .. 

I11spitf~ of these imp£~r·fections t-.he Yu9osluv pr·afe~ssioridl clill:itL~ry 

h<:t'.lt? for· long poc:.i·tively contt~c:csted tr1ith ·tht~ armit:-<:5. ln c:~ll nt:iqh-

bcu- i ng B"'.ll:an 8ul ~:a.r i u., 

l·1hich pr·ac·ticF.t opf-:?nly assimilationis·t Ctnd discr·i,rdnatot·y J:tOlic:ies 

Cansti tutiw1·• :tipulale: u tJ il? 

t-:·qU.t.1.lity at= li."'ngl.tagc?.s and .alphCi:bets o·F nat .. ions ,"tnd natie:nolities 

lJ-t YL1goslavia shall be insured in ·the Armed Fot·ces .... In matteu-s 

~f command and military tr·alning in YPAy 

the nations of Yugo!:'.l a vi a a1ay lle used, 

ana of the lar1guage~ of 

and in p:.trts cf 

in practic:e YPI=' ha!::i for decades 9r·ossly virJldted th~ p:t·int.::iple o+ 

t?qual i ty of T'he exc,ept.ic.:tnal ;ti ·-

la ... Jance ~o-Jas transfor·med into the rHule, 

but fm- entire sys·tem of administration, educ.:-:ti~n, 

Olt.tn i c:at ion within YF'A dS ~ell d'" -~ bett·4een 'r'F'A' ci•,-illan 
' 

au·thor it i es, mass media a:nd 
' 

other :.ub jects~ The: Ulll '/ cot-.cessi on 

to the Catholic: nort-•."4est has beet·• irt t.h'e ttnifnr1n applLc.:.:.1·t1on by 

YF'A ·of Le:;, tin scr- ip·t 

the Cyrilic alphabet, 

<th.is howen .. •er" has· viol~ted 'l:l:~ ~quo.lity of 

1.1sed by three groups·-- Set'·bs~ 'Na.cedanians 

,and 11 Montenegrins") .. ~The YPA command prevented "the ltSe of larf-

guages ott1er than Serbian even in naticwti.\lly homogena·us ot- al-'-

most homogenous units with moth et~ tongue,; <in YF'A 

~:eser •1e) - It has iH1~.Jl ... i ly rt?jected in principle all proposdlS to 

allow the for·ma.tion of active nationally homogenous units, 

\·;here it would make sense in teJ·-ms of gt-oup cohesion and mi 1 it.a1-y 

efficiency <e.g.Alpine and some naval units> .. Criticisms e:nd 

protests ~gainst tl1e unitarist an~· assimilationist.laf1guage prac-
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·l: i C'. f~ been 

The YF'A 1 angu.._l9e pol i ,:y hC:t5 been c 1 os.el y rel61.-ted to lht.· ~y~ Lt::::·sh u+ 

extr·a-territor·ial ~·scruitment and pasti11q~ well as to 

pt·· CtC::t ice in pt···omot :ion to 

if pos~ible., uproot n.:.-1-tict'ta.l and 

--- 'ILtguslav•• cwier-:tatlon amonq the militar"y thi<> 

the manda.te?d 

J..;~.t~d ~·-Jl 1:.:!"-s .. E:..:tt·hL'\-tt..~r·t--·itar·i:;-,1. postir1q, n.~ti~:~n;:1i Llp!"'·oat_.t·n,~ -~~nd u-t-

1 t::-:-d Lu 

·frequent and, at:. least, pi.'W t i al mo!!itly into 

''Serboslav'l culture. 

q•_tietl·':t' tolerc:tted la.ngu.:ige di~Cl"iwinatian in "{F'A 

as long ;;.1-s the Titois·t syste:n and its j ud i •...:: i . .::~d l""·ept·'"t::!SSi. ·-:1·1 o·f 

"w:-·al del icts" lasted. 

the ~ir of pplitical at·I,J fldtianal 

to mounting public cr-iticisms 

emancip2.ticn fr··o~tt 1981 

of YF'A~ 

only mos.tlv c:osmeti c: co1 ~~ess1 or1~~ 

(small signs an barracks,in addit~ocl to ·large signs 

the ._.lr-i tten text of the 

Slc1vet1ian .3.nd M.=scedonian Bditiuns of '-:'!:JA 's ~-.t:ekl :.-' Nar-o::Jna 

etc.).lt has cont.1nuGd - -tor propaganda. pur-poses, 

demands consistent ~·Ji ·th the 

cr-al oath in one'£ own languag~, 

federal constitution- l~k.ing·t:.he 

·tr·.:::nsldting ":Sig.nS and regul.:~-

·tion';:5 inside YPA 

gave 

into other Yugoslav 

additional fuel to 

Thi':3. 'in-

federal a.\..tthari·tie~ C:."'lnd c:on·tributed tL"1 ·further· cjesintegr."ittion of 

YLtgoslavia. 

In summer 1989 the mi-litary committed a me_ior .. poli·tica.J. 

16 



o:;:.taged in Ljubljana a c1e.-at·J.y poliLically mot:i·Jated fH"OCF.:Ss 

you t.h opposi t i. (jrt 
agai ns·t tht··ee jour·nalists from a 

at id rJne pr·rJf es-
journ~l 

~ional NCO, a Slo\/!:~ne. l11splte o·f· unuBt.ti~l i 'I •.·1ld!~ and !Shal'·p public 

pat·ticularly cr·itical 13f YPA, 

demon~t:r·ations and ntr~ny unpublici:.::ed and ~'ell-intended 
the mi 1 i t:.ar"y p!.Jinted.l y ~ta•='!:od the tt""i81 ir1 t:he tniddle 

pt·otests, 

petit.ions, 
1:1f 51 rJ· ... ·erii a j n Set·bi an language. Tfli s ~-::;c.-1. of Ctrroqetnce and of· na

~·.ional l·,uH;i.li.at:ion utt.r2vly di~:=.cr·!?.ditc~d ~nd .isolated YPA in th.-'lt 
lensi on~; 

t" epult 1 i c: and 

bet._·,een tl·t~ Slc,vt::~fle5 i.tt"td t:he Sr~rbs (.:,1.~; 

took YPA·s side>. 
Since th.:d:. event occ..::tsion::d si9ns on t·le'\l 15 and 

public cries about ·,·r~A ~s 
"oc<.:upati.cJn i:H""tr:y" ..:;ta.t~·ted C..\ppear·ing in 

The main culpt·~lt at t:he Ljub1jana tr·ial, 
serd::.enced tc.• 

Slovenia. 

made of hitn c..-1 .toc:a:l !ler·o~ bt·ougi1L ltim ·Lo thP Slnvenian pi:i:r"lii\tHent 
jail, 

\·Jas .].JanSt.'- YPA's unfi!iF' pt2f''5t~c:ut:ion of het" public c:r·i.tic: 

and ·to the pt·~~'!:cn t pD!:ii t . .i on o·f 

t:JpJJOt1en t p 1 .=ty·ed et I~ e-.,,. t··r_:.l ~~ in def ;;:a Ling YPA · '=. ar·m~d 

in Sloveni i3 lll SU1R1ner 1'-191. 

i nt.et· ver1 t ion 

fJt~e of the conl:rovt?.l-s.:ial ques·t-ion-:. ·in difficul·t t~elal:ic,ns bett..,een 

·the 'tPA leader·ship and t.he t\..,t"J nort:h-·.·ull'~:.t.r?r·n r·epublics (farnterly 

parts of Austro-Hun~ar·yl concerrled tl1e double structur·e of tl1e 

the e>: i stt~nce of the Al'·med Force· s 
Yugosl a•/ Armed Fcwces 2:<nd 

second compon~er1t, similar· lhe 

Landwehr/Honved and called tl1e l't.~r'l"il:orial Deft?.nse CTD>. 

The e:-~cessive scare caused by the Soviet-led invasion of Czecho~-

lo'lakia 
in August lq6e hrough~ Mar·shal Tito to aboli~h YPA's 23-

Unlike YPA, 
year old monopoly and ~o agree to establishir•g TD. 

this mostly lightly-armed militia fore~ was 
based in si:-: 

republics CJ.nd tt·Jo autonomous pro•/i r:ces. It has been ot-gan i 1! ed and 

financed by them a!uJ h,,g used c.r.:wrespond i ng nat1 on a! 

J'or command i 11 admi n i 'E.t.t· at ion. Thet·e has been no G(l;!(H.!.'f" al 

Sta·ff o·f TD, 

I/ 

:I 



·,,, 

" used to b(;o dppDint.!:·?d b·y·· th~~··c:.:..l:-~c'; (PI .. 'e!s.idf::?nt l'ito .:."tnd ~;i,·rc~ .1980 

eac1·1 r--e.•publ i c 's 

republic in que!:::.t.icn~ but after·· marP/ tour!::i of dul:v el set-liler·L~ and 

thcwouqhl y 11 VL.u_;;o!::-i 1 a .... i. :~ e.•d ''. ff"l£-? tot:al TD m::lnpotdef'· ~"!as bE~en about. 

·four to five times !i_t,.,_~E·r· than that o·f tl1e active 't'PA., 

!.=.urn total o·f i t.s ·fundin{J l"ld!5 bef~rr aboul 1 
.. , 
-"· times 

i11 many· I'"E?Spt:?-..lcts d~;::•pt.=nd·::~d or·t YF'r1·~ sc/1ools, 1 oq.i sti c:s 

c~rf-f.icl~r·s (.:H.-:ti ·.·r:.• "on .lcJB.f1'' or I'"E:>tir·E.:~d) .. 

t•JI•i 1 e the " 

TD 

el.c ~ and 

The YPA lc:?,adersh.ip t:.:-··~·er- ~ince 1<":.:'69 d.id its bt?st to :tt.:\int:ain tl·1i.5 

very uneven rel.atiG."ishlp and effec:ti·.telv ( i ... nut ·fot .. m of(! 1 v) to 
monitor or control ro. 

.:tl 1 f: ht? 

posts of TO C:Oilll!"'ts.n(.i,.::~;-,l.".~5, Th~ TD HC!s ha·~·c·? 

be>en staffed v1ilh ;: o-f ·f ice~ .. s 

shot.'\ted particular 

heads of TD intell~(:.:.~ .. -. .:~G.· and secu.!'-ily t;;i'!:-t"vices. In the er•id .. -!980s., 

under Ad.mi r-al B. t'1iii!':Lt.~. :::. ~ .i l succeeded .t n i n~:.t i tut..t cn.::d l··J almost 
submitting TD l:o i. L self tht .. ough 

Staff if""tto lhe Ger1ernl S~aff of tt1~ Ar~ed For·ces and changinq 

the rules of subot·di! ... ai;ion in e-merqency_ a1·,d Nett- time~ Tt~.<E-':!.e fut·t-

dam~ntal cllanges, t r·:L:onsi stent t.·li i:l1 tht? feder;~l c;c1nsti tuti an. 

effec:ted bv· U1e 'r'F'~t command L·J:i thout even infot tnino the uc.u--

liament, let alcw1e'h£.1'.ting it:s cons!-~nt .. 

No wonder that Jlolitical and r1ational tensions in the 

state negat i '.1el y ~-f.·:~ect:l?d also tltF~ r"el.:ctionsl·lip bett·Jeelt the lt'Jo 

components o-f the r-,.---n-._-:~.~. Fc:l'·ces ar1d bet~~een thf.? fedet"'L!jl standing 

armv and the pol i et• ~ : ... t~.:-1o ~-epublic!;. lnsJ.Ji tr.,;- of the 

military leacfers~tip's st!~·a11ious ten!!i on5 n~-
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tit:.ln::tl '3roups ste.r·'lt?<..J cilso spilling uvr.:r· ir1tv YPI~'s 1'"£:-.nks .. 

As desintecwation of "Lhe Titoi~t systetfl dr·au;::ttically .act.:t?let·.::.ted 
-· . 

in tt1e late 1989-~ar-ly 1990 the 111ilitar·y leader~hi~l t~·1ed to ex-

ploit the period of con-fusion, CCJ:U5t?d by tr .£1nsi ti un 

!.":ii ng 1 e-·p:~l .... t y to a :nulti·-party sy~:;tem .. 

l •. :.w:g-sc.lugl1t i nst.:i tut i rJn.::d go.:cl-to pr-eve:·nt the· auoear·ancf;> of :;l.ll'.-' 

conceavable r·ival for·ces, or to dssimil~te thm already mxistir1g 

CH"l#S. (by mc1hing of th~m auNi 1 i.:n·y c:omponerd:s of ·,·p;.;) .. too 

e.:-:plaitinq 

t:.:!i'ntt·al i o:.t or· i en t.::1 t1 Clli of Ltce 

F8deral E~:~~ct.rti''e Caunc.il (c::.-=tbint?1:J led b:-' A.M • .u·!::c:tvic': -.:..s \•Jell a.s 

being suppor·t.ed by the strong pro-ml.lita.f'""\l loDby in mc..st ci·1ilian 

.i ns:ti tuti ons. These i nst.i tut i ans. 

c:otTt.i. nu:::nJ 

(•'soci~lists''} and their clo~e ~llie~. 

The goal of fully submittitlg TO was alr·e~dy earlier at 

•. i 11 K.oso·.to 

TD l·las in fact disrnan·tled after- tht::· Albr:·.nian nu.tianal L~nrt~!~t in 

1 981 ) • In spring 1990 the '(PA leadet-ship fitoved to ~ccorr:p!ish i i.:5 

st.r·a:tegic gou.l also in Slovenic:: and Croati;,.. lt·app~?.rer:-tl:.t war{ted 

t,_') pt~eecr,pt the expected ... ,ictor-y of nationalist, ncr:-~CJfuffiLtnie5L anci 

anti-commLtnist p.:.1t·ties and to dt=pr·i·/~ the1n uf- possibly t.!·,ci-It.- o~·tn 
ill 

seer~ et betwee1·1 Apr i 1 _ 1 7 and t•la y 1"' 1990. ticcot·d i ng to then 

collective C-i-C was 11ot prapefly informed, 

the move. The federal parliament and in the 

r·epublics and provinces (otherwise responsible for orgar1izing and 

c~ainteining TO> were to be kept strictly·i'' the dark. The act i or) 

cotl5isted of VPA's secr·otly pr·escribing TD a new doctrine 

contained clearly unconstitutional ~lemer1ts> dl1d of disar·n.illQ t~ 
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the f 1.11 1 the ro (by 

separate TO ar·mories Lt:_., 

and 1 oc: king t:.heift up) 

were carried out to tl~e full ir1 Croatia. 

heavy infiltr·atiot1 by YPA, 

thto.? Ct··oc.:d:. i dn TD ccmmand posi ti ens, and t.c.J th:;.:- nell'l non···c:t::tmmurl.i st 

Ct-o~"-tti <:::·,t·l govE::t·nment · s ururJi =.e l y 

r· i qhtfull ·~; belonging to The 

Tu c:ctTultand an ·t 

~~nits. It affected allegedly about 40.000 weapon~. H~ iiAt~~diately 

·rt·1e disarmir1g of possible r·ival forces has be~r1 justified by the 

the credibility of th1s claim by its abettit1g, '.'et y pat" t i c:d "'H'ld 

suppor-t. i 'lf? at t i t-.udr~ to~·12.r-d the ar-·med ::.1erb i .. :-,n t·~;:br?l !'.i J. n the 1--'~n i ,-, 

are.•a in Croatia~ 1·t1e same applies to YPA's A1a11y-sided ~ssistar1ce 

to the Serbiar1 police, whose persecuticr1 of the Albanian 

munity in t<osovo ctimC? on many o1=casions '..·ery c.::lasc- to pr-ovoking 

bloody interethnic clashes. full the 
' 

"JOU l d have allowed 
' 

the centralist political bloc i11· 

Y~.•gn~lavia to blackmail Slovenia ar1d Cro~tia is1to submission 

by the Serbian bt.lreaL!C.:r-.acy and b~,· the mi l i tar·~.t-industri al CCJm-

pl ex. 

high 

This and other moves, including sharp public at tac.ke. by 

'iPA representatives against. the newly and democratically 

el ec:ted gover-nments, embr·oiled YPA as active par-ty in ever 

shi..1.rper confrontation between the 1no~tly non-communist 

ships ir1 the two narthwes·tern republics, advoc~t.ed then 

solution -fo1 ... Yu,~t".Jsl avia., i::.nd the centl~·.:.:..lis.-t bloc 

headed by Serbia. lr1 tt~is co11frontatioll tt1e positio11s of tt1e two 

blocs r·a.dicaliz£~d and so did the methods ust:~d .. 
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Enjoyinq full ~;uppnrt in pro~c:ticallv c i. ··~· i 1 .i ar1 in·-

s·t i tut ions~ the:· YP?-) CO(IulrCHld clashed ·f i r··st l·Ji lh th£· government in 

the s~aJler Slavenia it1av-October· 1990). 

YP{.\ 's control ovE·r" the Sl o-.·t~ni an TD .:::nd u·.t£-?r· i:d 1 r-ect .. ui tment t"nBt-

the ~llovf~nian 

di =.mi 5St?d and all COt"t·f .i SC:<:t.tecl 

Sloven:i.a 

TD, appointed a nev-1 r..'c:linq TD c:ommdnd.~'l.nt \i:.':l !'•lB_lor·), obl i~~ed the 

pre•/iOUS to vacate the rn Staff building Ecnd t-e+usGd 

·to send Slovenian r·~cr·uits to YP(:; garri~:1on~5 outside Slo>.1en.ta and 

Croati c:."\ .. The 1 at ter mCb'l.? hf;-eded 1 uud pub .1 .t c dem2.nd5 lo s·tr.Jp suo-

por-t.it1Q Serbii:i'5 rt:!pres~-=.i.·/e coloni.: ... 1lisl: po!icy in V09.0'.-'C.1. 

SlcJ'.Ienid also liT&-

ports, 

proved to be imported por·table i:\lll:.i -ar,I:Ot'" and anti-ait-ct·a·f-t roc:k-

ets., fer' i nst.:ance ~ lhe Dut::- to hiqh nati ona.l 

homogenei t :·' 

a r-adically re~..,amp.ed c::~n·federate 'r'uqc~sla.·via or-~ 1·f. not.! ,i(S .an in-

a cot r-f r· ont :?.t i O!: 

with YPA could rel ~~ an both its fD ctnd police. Soon TD, ab nul 

75.000 str-ong. became the base fat- the net.·l r-egul at .. Sl over1 i an at-fltY' 

in the making. ·7 Le9i s_l.:itian enacted in Mat-cl1 !991 for 

national service to be performed in Slo,/enia:'s TD and ils po1ice 

force instead of YPA. T~1e dur·ation o+ r1ational service was twel~e 

unilaterally reduced ·ft .. om to seven months. The federal army was 

asked to vacate by SF!ptembm· 1, 1991 "third of all it's inst.alla-

tions in Slovenia. Slc)venia's pr·oposed c:ontr·ibution Lu fitt~rtcitlg 

------------------·--· 
7. TO lahko brani Slayeni io, Del_q_, Mar·cl~ 25, 1991, p .. 2; f?J_9..Y!t.!l.~ .. h~
~qj5kEc, 1'-tl~!ina~ Mc::tt"'Ch' 2,~,~ 1991. pp .. l0···!4~ 
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i 

in GNP. 

proposal on 
until 

'tF·;~· s grL::\dtl:::\1 1·,.-' l~h.tt·lni.t·sa pr·e~;!?.nc:r~ -in '31 0--lt:?ll i . .:..-'. <to 

tn H,id-r·1ay 199.1 Lhe::Slovl:'!nian TL' ".5t.:~rt:.£.>d .. l)n .:1 
January 1 .. 

Df fhi 5 

c..-·ic:1!. ba.~5i!5,. 

~: 
local r·,ot-,-:.:sl:coot.it·,g cut·,.f~·-or~t.~t.icH·, \oJith a 

qr·oup of YP:~ L:.tn!=:~.;. ;:tnd ar·mc~·-ed --,.f~hicJ.~~~:. ,)_s 1.tH~ll as UH-:! ;::,r·r-e9t. · o·f 

.:...~ r·eqional !"1) c:om:~i21!1d:..~nt' b·'.t the ':'F'{~~ mi.l itar·v police .. l'h~? inciden·t: 

f:'\1 t!·tou~~h t \-.!0 and half t i mr~s pc~pul eu~ then S.l ov-eni a~ 

Cro=:ttii.~'s position in somE! r·espects liaS beP-n aupre.•c::i,:,bl:-' 

I \: ~; 

armed Serbi<::sn up~-i~inq in the ... :.rd tt 

S!?.c:ess.i on i ssn 

in se·.ter··al olht·r o;;:tr-ef.\s in Cr·oati:::.:~ F c::c ed wi l:h the~ se :.:.hall enot?.s 

and YPA's hostility~ 
the Croati~n regintm could 1~e1; neitl1er on 

nor-

( tr .. -ad i t i ctn a 1 1 y to 

Serbs fr·ont Cro~lia) 

on '-' good its t··egu 1 at police 

a high percentage_ traditionallv mar111ed bv the 

Cor1sequentlv it_elnbar·l~ed on so~edilv be~fi1·~u 

up Craatiatl speci~i (para-military' ~nd reser•;e pal1ce Ufllts. 

lis YP?~ bloched sever~! Cr:oatian requests 
soeed v 

domestic light arms, 

lnspite of Belgr.:u1r-_:.'s str·enuou~ pt·ote:.•sts in Budapest, Ct·oatia im-

port.ed, bypassin9 ·federal custp1r1s~ 
allege~ly between eieve1·1 ar1d 

consider ab! e qu~nt i. ty of c.:or·r-~?'=:pondi_r,g_ ammuni tinn. 
fll(,"?~C:! St.-,vi et-

made weapons said to hc:-1.ve bet?n boL1qt1-t bv. Hul·\gary- ·f·r·om the 

stocks o·f the E.-.1st. Gt?l'·marl tiYJ.! and ttt(~,., r--r.·?~~t:jld f:d ·l_lif? Cr·f.lr .... ts~ The 

weapons wer·e give:1 to l}l~ Croatiar1 ·reserve police and. 



..... 

'. 

ta YPA'~ accu5Cttions. ~JE·r·e cdso tJ.lrr"gally distt··ibuted to cnany at:-
Th£? c ... oati an gt:.1Vt-?rn-

ment deni E·d 

tf1LH1 i. t y • 

r;l cd ms. 

illeq~:l 
arms prolift!'t·at.i.or·r has been itl 

~·ah i eh ,, r~r_Jul ar· 

Croatian ~·Jas develapinq .. In 1991 the spf?c:ial 

·fr ... otn t~H·~ pDl.i.Cl?.~ 

renamed 
mini::.tt .. y of d~·f0t'\!lf!. ·rhc- (:I'"CJC.ttic.~n t~c:l'-'ei-·nment's plan l•Ja~1 i:tllr~gedl.y 

t I H?. "National 

cv·o.:~ t. i. a 1 i ke 

mon 1 tor 'lPi·1' s act i •.ti ties. 
\oJI·ril~ the VP{~ :.ecut-·J.t\1 ~'::£?r·.·ir.:e in·-

to 
i t ~i ll-· 

officials .and agen·ts on the local level and to grot-li ng mutui:il 

These susp i c i ens aa1d ten si ens. 

the ascehding sp"il"al of t.he 'luq:cslCv.t cxisi$. r-t·t almost. ever·v tur·n 

of this spir·al one ·found YPA.'s acticns or· tt·tr·~ats as a cause= L:n-

L)f t~tl ~ 

sequences probably rLth I.: he 

military. 

Once it bec.amti.' c..:lear that: S~ Mi•loSeviC i\nd hi~ par-ty l·Jet"!..? heading 
1q9o, 

the serbiar1 electiot'\s .i., Dec.: t~mb er 
toward to a victory i~ 
the "top Yugoslav bre?.se. made .;tn osten~il.Jle concession to political 

l . 

1991 the ''LCY or-
plural i !!tn in 

-----------------·---
8. ;tela roka. 
19?1, p.l5. 

t1<w<:h 

:. ·1 .. 

I . 

! . 
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poli·tic.:al pc.u··tie<....;:,·.offic:ially barHt£~d in ~'F't'··'•· 

r·t-:•spon5e to the in!"::.i. ~;;.t~::-c-.t Croa.t.i £:\n ;and 
·faked dC::"~pat·t:iz::tt.irJr·, •·Jith r·\o 

YPPI's depolitization in +act 

depol i.·tizatinn. 
Of·+ici.al commun.i.·s.t s··_lmbols .::tnd political organs 

in YPA~ ·fm.mded 

Communi r::. t !?.--r1ovE·ment f m· ·.,.·,_,gos1avia 11 <LC·-t-'IY) as in-
"Leaqt.t!=l' of 
di··.ddual tnf=?!Ob!?.r5 (~ut.~;ide the bal'-r-.::.,ck~;.. The YF':·:, cc!mm.:::\nd mar~ t:.he\n 

activ~lv suppCJI'~"LE:·U the ·irtit.ic.tiv·e .<:tnd uster·lt:.atiL1U.5ly atter1cied the 

YF'A p(>litical offi{:er·s were 
convel·it. i f.Jf"t found.int_l 

allcn·.Jed" to put it r:dlcl!y, to activel'1' work for LC.-r·1Y dur-ing of

fie!} hot.tr!":i • ... thi.l;.:· Cc1l.Gr~n.S-tevan t-lil··kovit~. Ret.. becam~ j_·t,g ~tf! 
pt··oduc:ed 

f_~_c·t..Q head .. 
In ~?.. s·:-::·c:r""c.;:o·t circular- in 1 c.:te Januar·y 1991 ~ 

by ·thE-? 
l:li!o LC--t·1Y 

r1ecessary "to s.C!CL.~·-~:· y;=·A · s unity :-).nd internc\1 c:ohesiolt" .. The most 
t eestabl i sll 

important 
"urgent task!~" was to 

becomes "the leading political for-ce in '(ugosla•.,-iC\
11 

.. 

"lhis effec-

tively meant uns€!.?.tiru~ the present democt"·at.icallv elt:-:oct.ec.l qo• ... ·ern-

ments in thre-e or· fout- t·epubl ics. 
mo!:.t im~ot·tanlly .in Cr·oa.t.i a 

"and Si 0'~[-!-r··,i a.. Thi!-~ c. i r·c.:ul r.Jt"' d~?.manded tha·t 2i 1.1 pr·o·ressi Clnal pet·-sc~n
nel actively eng.:.u;_le themgelves in a-tlaining ·LIH.!.·se political goals 

in ~ociety at 1,-:L··r]e a..nd propaqate them"!' part.icularl~" amon9 the 

young. The military security was chdrged witl1 protecting LC-MY 
Ammendements to the nC\-tinn•:!i-1 de·fens~ 

·From hostile infi 1 i-.~-a:t.ion. 

1 a~tJ, 
in May 1991, allov.2~ furtt,emot"·e activities ir-. l}'e Arfned Forces by 

tC\bled i11 FebrLtary 1991 t1y tile defense n1inistr·y and 
pas=.ed 

It is rlot t1ard to im-
"a party" 
aqine v1hich par.-·~·'='.' h_~d t.hc:? atilit.-~r·y in m.ind. 

Th•~ par-\:y "br-.\n 11 \"J8S 

----------------------
9. P.f.?lQ_., JanLit":H'"Y ·-'·· 1 19'.::;1, p .. ~\. 
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t(.i polltic::ally di St:i'"Eo?di t 

troe Cr·o'"l:iw·; go•.·o?r-fUf<011t i:.tld to obtain Ot' pn;:>v.idfr ll.,_, !Jr·..,..te>d: fOt 

t.:.pplinq it. An or·der· slyo·oed by ti·«~ SFf':'{ p,-,,,<;sidi.wn to di\;a;··m il.·-
c:d --

police, YPA tried 
ta e~ert on it 1nilitary pressur·e by 

5 t'".,-Lt:= 

!'=t.w·themcrre 'lP:~, 

dt.tc~d 

and intellSified~ 

the 

armed interferance i~ at laaat a third of Cruatia's territory, 

t~.e dcC\d-line fat· d i sar·•n i 'ng 

l'lighly irr·equl de'" and 

Ltnits", 
unusually vitriolic pr·opaganda campaign dgainst ·tha Cr6.,.tian ooin·

is·ter· o:Jf defense Col. Gen. ~1. 5p:•g"lj, f{el.., forme·r COiromandc,n·t of 

YPA l.:.:..unched in F~br-uar·y 1991 

Zagr-eb MD. its Q(:'J/"1 

tions in tl1e federal state~ 

::1.{_Jen t s-or· ova c.~'( lt~ur· s 

of thi~lli 
com.oit.l:ed siuicide} YF'Pt 

and QttJ\1 

. .,~-. .:.:..-· 

., 



:.~; '1 '. 

f i 1 m c::nd c:ullectiun o·f dai!t£:ft_:til·tq d!:K!Jjlt£:~1-,ts. 10 ll·lE' 

fi J.m and t:he c!ocumr,~~~t~;; ~·J~?r-e de~;ign1-~d t.o i.mnl.icdt.e Gt~r-,~N. Sp~gr:'"!l J, 

al-so the of .::·,nd indirectly the 

Croatian Preside1~t Fu 
in flUnteJ•-otJs critllirlal ac:tivities~ 

Tl·teSf? 
notablv it·,c:li..J(_it::·d pr-·e€-pa!··at"it.)ns for· .. ~~r-, armed r-ebellion, 

teri'"Ot' .. i Stlt aqai n~.;.t YPA pe~··scllln~?l .-:."\nd ·tat· t:\t:I'"Llt~:.i. ti £:!~- i1·~ the 

'{PA's ~ccus~tions USt?.d the Se~·· b i an 

r.JClvei"Timent i ·~rnd it~; fH'Ctpr.1:qand.;.1 t!ldc:h.lni·? t~:J t.r·y to just.i ·f':-.-- impcJsin9 

emet .. q+:..•ncy tllf'::.'2..~l.lt"~!s in r:;r-oa-t:i.a a11d dirf,;-c·L -i-f::-deri:\1 r·ulf.? t:lu·uugh th+:: 

inclut.lirH.~ pr oh :i i:J i 1.: i c1n by 

Soon of tt?n~: . .i. on~; orl .J,"2tnu::.1.t .. y 2~')·-26 -:o 1991 "' 

mili·tar-y pr .. oe:ecutor·· .Lr, Zagr~eb fc:rr-·mall:r char·ged Gen~f.1 .. ::pegelj c:.'nd 

r·eady apprehF.:nded a doze .. n loci:1l civilid.n o-fficials) .. Ct··oati <::·~n 

autl1or·i·ties respc3r~d~cl by physically him-:- ~·Jh i 1 e the 

Diet a 1 I ministers ·f I""C:fft 

in 

pr·ovoked nunterous protest::. and "'11 sa in Zaqt~eb and 

Sp 1 it .. This cl.:::tsh YF'r'"1 3nd -Cr·oatia hiqhlic;Jh"ted t.ht~ 

sicnultneous e~·:iste:·lce in Yugoslavia of sevt-r·al c;on.flictinq legal 

orders~ wl1ich·obviously placed VPA into de~l it:::\t!:-"! position. 

YF'A's 1 eader·-s poi'nt:edly se•;et"'i~l Limes that tt·,ev Ner·e 

bound to act acc:ordinq to l:h~:~ ·ft?.de•·-·.::tl consti t:ut.i.o•·t and ft~dev·a.l 

laws alone. These pr-rJclamat.ioi1S ~,.oJet~(:;o m6tde f:?ver··t tinte i1·t respor,se:-

to Slovetlia's and 1:roatia's uni .l.atet•·c"il e.r.:ts nf 

emancipation from federal tutelage al·td corltrol .. 

grossly violated the f~de~al c~nstitution, stripped Pt''(3virlce of 

Ko~ovo of its autcll·lomy, disbanded l<osovo · s 1 E:.'C.Ie:""tl i nst i tut i un';;:l, 

adopted a 

10 .. Fot· e}!ample, a -full is~uf~ at: 
Na.rndf)..fL.PL.~.:.t~., Cl"i i.::t, printe-~d page-:;, 
HDZ (no.2694, Febru,rv.28. 1991> 

mz~de 

the m:i.litar .. y's ut•Jn jour .. nal 
t·l~'E:i devotr-?d tct ch:~nc:tunc 1 i nq 

,. 
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F'rt.'S:ident Comrn~nder·-in-Chief of her- :!11'.-mt:;-d fot···ce~. <in c.lt:=.~c.1f' vioia

-t.:ion o·F t:he Feder·al con~r.tit.utionJ VPf~ ke?pt silmnt c..:1r ":lt:o.;lr'l:" !iup-

parted lt !in Kosovo). 

cun~t::i tutiw11~l i :t posit.ion 

l:hus, in Sl:iine a pr·stense ~swell as a tool to 

TiLoisL 

intef·rtion 

unconstitutional c.H..::tic.ln. The fir·st fjLttch.ist ~t.::itf~m:.::>nt: \.•1.:.."1~ l!i.ade by 

General S.l"1irkovil": publicly in August 1991 during 

coup in tht-? Soviet Unic:1n: .1.1. "Ti·se ;';t"HlY shaul<.:J be gi··.~t?n ·Fcrr- .... ider 

c:=ht-.::- '.6houl d 

·th:·:::n ... it 

C.Oiiduci\.•e to overt Ltnconstitut~onal lhl1itdrv it1tu-r·v~n-

tion- a deep econrJmic~ social, p!llitical and 'r~t.:ll'"::tl ct··l~:..i!i, 

most collapse of the federal goverr1n1enL ar1d of t11e con~titu-

ticn~l or·der at tt\e federal level :sh.:ir·p cl ashes ;nnd 

bridlt::d hostility am~ng civiliar··, c-lite~i~tf1e .::t~my's i nst i tu t i qr-/:=cl 

insecu:"'i·ty.,. 

inh.abi ted are~s) for YF'A to inle:rvene etc. In her· hi stc:wy 

1804 predece!S~:..or of YugcJsl4via> has had ~ 

Hi.l.l i tcu-y 

coups. Moy·eover pre-~~or· Yt.cgo~I • .a.··ri a e>:pec~·i eflr..:ed tl"lO coups, 

prot~goni5ts were e>:clusively Ont:r: of ·these c:aups 

---------~~----------
11. Vreme <Belgr-ade>, no .. 4-4, August 26, 1991, p.28. It troJdS nc;l: 
accidental that ·this shi·ft oc:cL~t-ecJ ·soon a·Ftc~l"· •~;, visi't to Moscow 
by a top L.C-r1Y delegation .. Genet·al S.t'lir·koviC ~~J.a5 olJvic.t.~sly .and 
pre.niitur·ely t:-:ol.:at(.~d by thf:? ne~~s aboUt thE.!· CULcp '5 success .~;nd 

t.a.lkE.•d ahout "irl·ter·na'tiOih:d suppc .. H--t" tc.1 LC-l'lY. 
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1 i mi b·::-d ability to 

and to let:cd it out of the cr·isi~~ f)€:-d.:tLi 'J'€:· e~:pet iences itr 

othet" c.:ount.r i F.~s ( .l ncl udi ng in G1··et:?Ce c.:~nd Poland>~ 

hi 1;~h e}~Ler·n;~l depe~1·1de11Ce arcd th~.! l•Je5L'~. clr.:·arlv l'lE>~It\tivE· .:~.ltitude 

to and opi:'~n pi'·:.;~-:;.~::ut·t .. ~ c.:~g.3il'tSt sue:~·, i:l: P'-1~.5s.ibilit.y, YPI-1'~3 still t·1e.,. ..... 

xist ideet!oqy ~~L,.::.~ \)e~"Y impcwlal .. rtlv YPA'-s mullitlalicu·,etl COHrpc:rsi .. -

pol:itic:c:d 

could -='nd, 

COflE-Si Of'l ~ 

ihCJ·~·e 

did erld~~n9e~- int:t~t··n&! 

bloc h.~,s cclnt.v·ol!!~d m.:.~jor ft.~deral int;tit.utiun~; t!·terE-~ t.·~~~5 also nc.l 

need for- any '!'F'{~ c::c!:ion ,.Ji.thout. ... ~ lt~g~l and con:::.tltul.Lon;.~} c.c,vt~r ... 

Yuqc:sl.!:~.v 

i·F not tht: most .lmpartan·L inte(~l-.:at..i ·.;~:1 f.~~ct.or it' lhe statt?~ It is 

c:rLiel 
t '"'' l 

YFf-~·s beha•.tiot· :in I'"E"t:et·rl years f·,a=. h~d up-

effects. Itr:; evidenl i rTtere.st. .! n 

preset-vi ng i nt,.:.:tc t key cen-tral <.::~ t t" UC t Ut"· E•S <:~.lld itself h.:.-ls 

~, .. Jorked as a po>..o.JC:?rful oi.ls·tacle to saving the YLU.Jt::~.;l.~_,v c:otnmun.i.t:.t o·f 

1 onq a 1 l 

l:;:ough 1 :.1 b .... 

December 1991 this chance 1.-1ent dol·H"l the dr a in. thanks to 

mo~e econnmically r:and socially developed nor t.h-l·ICJE. t 

centr.al.ist. and nerJ···Qf:ll_~~J.!.!:?v_.Lh. -tJ"lr~at to b1.1ddi.nq demt:!cr ... :.:tcy and tc; 

national ft··eedom!'j. 1'1c(ny 'YPA of·ficers find this charac:te.·t-i..::!ation 

as unfoundf~d and i n_iu!;.·t~ But th.i s. pt?t·cepl.lc;n i. !::> an empll,...iC.'£-ll fact 

to l·Jhich the YF'f~ lec.Kiers.hip cert.ainl y contx i bul".ed and 

the abo•.t!:.~ ment.iCJr1E-?d s~~c:l ... et 'rPA d~:lct.t~nent. q~··<:tpl·ticd . .ll y con-~ 

·f i r·med. 

28 
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the ·(-(.lrm of m~"Jbs at·tacking fflilitz\l.-:1 inst:.allatLCWr5 <Zagt'"eb~ 

Sp 1 .i t > bl oc::~d ng mi 1 i t~~t~y c:anvovs, 

•lf!d member·s of th~ir· fa11~ilies. YPA's di~·ect arld indirect tl1reat~, 

intt;?ntlons, did not on1y Lui..:. 

!:;;t;--~:~ngtht::•-~:·?d sec:t?ssiortis·t s=.et"ti.:i•nt::~r·,·ts in Sl,:l\t~=nia .~ ... nd Cro;:\tlt:t 1 ·(.l"l't: 

pop'ulC::t·· dt:~irt..~ t.o leavE· the dis.,joir:l B~lk'an ~t..::1:e· and i.:o jwin ut··-

d~·!'· L y .. de:not:l·-atic: and prospt:~t''ClUS ELtr·op:f.'. 

rasp611ding doctrine, organization, equipment and tt·c:drting. ALJovt: 

iill it is due to YPA' .:.; highly p:.u··tial naticH"tt:cl -..'\nd pt..1l it i c a 1 

i:\nd mos·t pdrties goverc11ng in the republlc5 ar·~ 11cn-

cammLtn i st. in ter·nal 

sur· e! particularly st,..·ong in ·the l'.·lO ncr·th~·lestern republic.:s1 to 

interr·,~tionalize the Yugoslav c~·isis, to dr-~"' in 

CSCE, 

IJ!'1 nal: i or·,al gt~c..unds alone YPA 's i nvol vemen t d.S 

less objectior~~ble 

disorder violence ,_Jithin the Se::·r·bian comn,un{t.y, as' i ·l · I iappt::ned 

aftE.~r peaceful but p,.-·ohibi·t.ed demonu.tr·ations s.tar~~2d by opposi"tior·· 

in Bel gr· ad on Mar· eh 9, 1991. Howtever· the illtifnidt-tt:i:ng use of 

YPA's tanks atld arn,ored carriers, althcOgt1 without ·st1oot~ng~ set 

.a dangeroLtS precedent. YPA in fdc.:·t ~-va~ utilized by a m-=_ior·ity in 

the presidency to prop UfJ S. Milo~evit"s reginte an~ 

monopoly in 

demonstratior,s) 4 
This usa was obje~ted to by tt1e S~t·biar1 liberal 

and ardently ,,ationalist oppositior1, as well ~s by. th~ two not·th-
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republics 

that it ot·•lo.,· ·follul·Jed o!'··dr~r'.?'. by· t~--i-··C, Ni tt·.out 1rt.:.\ki1rq +H:\-..'f..J~·-s l..o 

anyont.~- 1.::~ 

thf~ sl1at··p l v' di vi d~d pt··t~<::.i d!~!1cy ~ 

C1··o.:\Li e::r·~ ?.:~1·1d SllTVC--: ... r•i .::t1··, qo··.•er· l'ttflr:.?r: t s st.r·onql··· cJb j ec t i r: q . 11 t all 

ur· Lo in·f:lue!IC.F.: tl·,e outc..:or:-rr2S u+ loc.r:·•l t:.;or;·flic:t~.:i. In Lids 

t.he.i1··· tht:-~ oti"'"-

higttl y visib.lt~· movt.·tnF.:nl:.~:. l).f .-:1t. ffldl.lf' ln 

Fl"""am mit:.:·-l'li~· ..... 1 1?91 on ·t_h, .. ~ 'rPri c:omma.nd h<:'-5 bet=,-~ moving 

tr~oops in four· repul,li.c:s vJithout ur·opt=.-t·· authot·i.:t . .::~tiOI• b·v c.ivilir.:tn 

institutions in t.h(~ ::Jr·n· o-F o1··cje~r··~ i':3~~ued b·~· C···i·· .. C. 

The complete loss ut c i v.i l i .::et• ~~on Lrul o··.·et·· YF'f.'.t cctme about =:s c:c 

result: of t1..,o perin:J~:: o·f- it·,s-t:.i t:ut.ion.:-cl ··.·oid a.t t.h~ the 

·fede,-al state. Tl1e fir':-31.:. ~ brief per-·iod oc:cur·~·d around t·l.::!~t·ch 16 .. 

1991. s. NiloS:eviC:'~• setback 1n his r.:on·l·l"'"·onL: .. ==..tion •.·Jith 

opposition I ed to 

ep.ite of the obvioLt5 (l5yci·\(Jlagical pr E-?SSLII'' f:"?' en a .1 nt·· i. t '-/ turn!.~d 

do\l'~n the mi l i tiH~~,.-' s pr·oposa1 s, ve·hemri'ntl -...- chan1~:d oned b·y F're!:::.i ds•nt 

B. Jovi~. to institute ·it·l ·Fact enterget1CY r·ule~ to allow fcJr· YPA's 

enhar1ced readiness, 

.issue ul·t.imi':\tums tn Ct'""cJ...:{·tia and SlcJV(~n.i..-:.":t.. Ff.JI'" t.he ·Fit·st. t.ime out·-

voted in tt1e Presidjuat. three mecnber··s of the Ser""bi an b .l oc .. ·i.n-

t.:luding B.Javi~ resj.gr1ecJ, MiloAevi~ in a 1·v br·oadcast 

denied the pc·~t:?Si df?ncv 's .:.-cui:hor·i t.v ~nd 

1 
... , 
..::. - 1991. u.J:c' . 

I 

,,. 
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l cg.:..l it.·_,.-. 
rnilit::..r·y c:r.lup t-h.~n ln mid-·f''larc:!"' 1991, iti!IT!r:~tj:i.;:.,tc:~.l:-· u.i:'l:E'if'. t.h.i':S S=t"'"·

bian ~tu.dl,ctL.tt . .1.:. The en~jLdng Serb:tctn ob!.."ltt·ucLit'Jn af tlu:: pr··esidt:.·r~c·t 

.,.Jet'5 probably de~ignerl to ine.tig.:&te i.1. t'uilitar··v inter·vfrn'i.:.i"on 1n t.he 

clv:ilian to 

t=-·.:i:.1ded i..lii.!.." lmplic:it invitation. P: body, 

ment .. 

-.::.n r c:·sol ving ·the- YLtgo~l ... ~·.·· cr·i si'::i cor,tained tne: 

fallcwit19 public pledges: 

Depending. an an i tYter·pretati on, tlii s dict.uot could 

mean (a) pr·e·.l£-:nting by farce Slovenian aod Cro::tt.l an seces-

si on, (b) pr· eventing by 

8osnia:. er (C) tooth. The 

fi?d£u:-al ccinS·titLt"tiol1 mal{es ·any b~r-der ch.~nqe p~·::~ctlt::.Clll'! in,

pcssible, reqUiring an agreemeh·L of flll 'il.tg·.:.:.c:~.l~·.' rt~publ i.c:s); 

under- no ci r"C.LHnstance!! to c':\llow 'interet;·,nic CJr11n::cl ..:ldshes 

--------------------
13. The second lla1f of 1948 - :..pring 1949 ,.,,.,. thought to had b.:en 
the per·iod af a possible anti-Ti·to coup by a groLtp oT ~u~a-S·t;.alin 
yenerals of 11ontenegrin or·igin. 

14 .. ti~.:!~9na armij_~, t•1arch 21,1991, pp. 5-7. 
!'·! .. B .. The fc:·der-dl constitt..ltion does no·t pr·,.:.~v.ide for· U!.i~ body. Ap
~lar·et1tly, accor·dlng to secret rmgulatiQns, it could e~~ist lfl w6-
tinu? and emer·gencies .. The: deft?li~;e tuinister is the Chief of Lh1s 

s·t:.·Ff. 

' ·I 



.:J.I"!d 

Lr..-'tkinf_::j over·· l:hF.: c:o!··~~}.t:i.tutit:.Jf.t<.::\1 and leqal ,··ole of th~ nolice 

1 eg a 1 police 

not •.·io.lel"tC.t::- fr·un1 vll"l:?.tev9r·· r;icfe in settlinq c.:or1:-

n~-:.tti.on5~ r·~pulJ 1 i c: ~; pav·t.i.e$ 

nor·fni;.l cond it i cu1s ~;.hnul d bP r:;pcured ·f-o:lr· \:ht?. Ar~·tnc-?cl Fot-··t:e~. 

ac:c<3t··di nq 

under··takel·l ob.Li~·!.=1!.:.iono:. (f.l .. B-Thi-s point con-

t~nd in 

ab<3ve tl1e ammour1t agreed to lly tt1e r~pulJlicsl; 

.as the SFRY F't·aesidium did r·1ot dCCE·pf. tl·lE~ mF.-!"-::t~>ut··es pr·oposed 

YF'A Ci:.U1 not. 

held r-=:·spon~::.ible ·fr.Jt·· po-=..~.ible i lleqe,l ~u-ntinq in e..:-tll v ~~.:.at t u·f 

Yugos 1 a'-' i a lN. B. 

eye to t11e ct··2r::tion o.f for·mations al:?:Jo in 

SeF·b i a); 

YF'A ~tJi 1 1 not 1111:?dd 1 e, as befcwe. i11 political neqoti:;..t:ion~ 

about tl·1e state's ·Future. 

.Tl.1i~ public. sldte~ue1·1i-: omiLted d ·.·erv impcwt2r1t poin-t 

a.ls<3 contained :t n the let.ter-· s.ent b·l 't'F'f:J..'s commL~nd on tht-! samt: 

day to the SFRY F'rae~.idium.l="' In thi!5 poinl the militar-y declar~d 

-that the.1y themselves (ai·,d not C-i-C> woLtld dele~·mine the level uf 

needed readiness to ~-::ontain !l!ha~·p conflicts .. This "'"'s 

tttha·t tht:? preside·ncy· rejected 5E:':ver··.al llfht?S Oil Mc:wch 12-1~ ... Thi.s 

part of YPA's statet!iet·lt was tanta1not.1nt to a declarati~3n of d is--

obedience totrJar··d C-i-C. .!he pr·ariDL!nc~tt~el·tt l-'J.flS chr::u·ac..:ter·i:z.ed by 

----------·---------·--~-
15. pelo, t1an:h 21, .1991. p.l. 

.,,., .. , 
--~ .L 
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~:.t:~,nf'J poli·ticirJLns and soifta mt'?dia :::;!:;·d. "soft milititry COI.lp 
11 

.. Tl"~ 

v~r·b~l abbrasiveness in the atatett1e11t couple~ witt1 tl1~ pledge not 

~ t.l..) i. ntc~t""·vene 

tt--JO frC\ctions among the top gE:<rH?r·al.t~ .• 

gr·oLtp i5 said t.fl be headt.:-d by Gener·al \J.~<cidi.jf-~viC, de.ft:~tiS~~ minis--

l<-lhi le the "ha~·Jks" he.ve 

8 . .Juvii: '•.5 r·etUI'"Tt to ·the pt·esid~ntial ~\:.tSi.t.idl"t~ u-,r£- i"""t.·?Ct:lnstitt..ttion 

crt the S0rbian blc:..c in the F'rc1c-.•sl.diLilft ,.;tt1d continuing t£?n!.~.J.t .... dt~ df"n:i 

'::on f .l i cts bet·.~eeh tl"le t'-...tO 1 argE.:?!.!•t nations (S~rb:.~ d.t1d Ct .. '<'Ja·ts) · a.l •· 

·10wed YPA's leadership to get aw~y it~. .:.nd 

decl ar·:..t·tl on. r·lore::o•ter· the t:f1fJJ. ,~· 

issued Lll tiih.::tll.Wf i:o 

F'r·::~sidenc:y .. ln ii:i:!d8 

public by his mini ~i:r-v, 1/.f.::.,.adi .i-.?·JiC: u 1 i;l i fitt::"d 

·For tht:: o·f ,, c: i ·~ i 1 •.·lc:\i • in Yug'-">s 1 :l vi a Ht'.: 

cl~imed witt1out any proof given tt1at Ll1e civil stdt~·ted 

adrr:itted ineffectivenne=.s of YPPt ·!! ections to pt-evt~r,t intere1.:hnic 

order·s 

i !': de·a~anded 

~including the F'rae~idiLt.n) 

ing the Yugoslav crisis''. 

s~c.urf?J ''n<::l··ma.l t.:c:f1di tion!i for r::sol·.:-

lht:-

Supreme Command'' (obviously wltl,aut C-1-C) 1nad2 it know~ that it 

on its O\rll'l ordered YPA '·s combat pr·eparedness i:~nd mobilization oT 

some reservists .. If civilian 4'\uthCll" it i es fail to dl.l so, t.he 

military would "effectively ..... .' "secure pedce" (t:ven if net or-

cler·ed by C-i -c > • In· a compl'·omi Si~ P~'c:kage £:tdDp·t::d cu·, t·1uy 9, 1991 

--------------------
1~. Antcn Bebler, Po svoie tragi~ni genAr~li, 
1991, p.20. Genc·~t"'c."tl !<.~dije:~vit~ is t..-=.. .s~~r-u from D.:..\lmu·ti£t. 
declare·d himself a ''YLigoslaV 11

a Gene•ral AdZiC 

:::t-:!govina. 

is a St?r'b fr-om H.-·. 

I 



evt?n · t.h i ~5. httmi l :i . .:...'tt i eJn by st.<:..t:..i ng that 

YPA a1:ted constituticWI<~i.ll"!' e:~nd legally~ 17 The Sc::·r··bic"lll 

could 

legalizing YPA's r·ole ~::~s political .::u,.·biter .. in con-flicts bc:-tt--H:=?en 

r·epubl ic:s .:,.'tnd in r'"C·:?~1ol'.,ing t:he Yu9o-:;l i~\-·1 con·Fl ict .. 

The second period o-f :instit.utic-1nc::1l vac:uurn occured liel:l·IE·E:-11 mid-t·1ay 

•~'tnd .t 991. Tl!f~ .f.r.lur··-··mt-:!mbe:~r- Sc-?t~·b i an b 1 oc in 

p•,..esi de~n1:y prt::.'vente;-d .f u, ... mot .. e th.:111 si H vu?ek tt·.e i nauqur·· at ·ion of 

fltipe l':·tesiC, a Cr-t.1r-.\t hiqhl'l tH?g.'-:d:i·~·ely vi~?~Jed b'!-' the \fPf-i command .. 

the Serbs ·fin<::illy· getve up, UI"Jder· s t r· Clt·r~l ~·Je-st er··t·t p r· t!!!:'.~ltl' .. r;:·, 

impotent dCHJ in-

capable to control th•.'!.' mi 1 i tar-y .. 

~1estern 

denc:e- .. 

and also svmbol i ca-d l y by taking over~ fedel'·:~d custom of-fic:es on 

i·ts ·terr·itr.lry, r-epl2cinq fede~-i.-tl symbt.11s and =·i9t-.s at 

tional border crossi11gs ~Jith Ital~, In 

the vacuum o·f potrJer· i:J~,(:: F~'.=!-deral E>:ecu-t.ive Council i.5~!:Uf"~d ar1 or·d~!r~ 

(without constitution.:d foundation) which .authorized the- YPA bar-

der guar·ds to assist ·the ·Fed~ral police .inspectors and feder·al 

customs o-f-ficials in i rnpcJsi ng police controls (.a nt;?.,J 

development cantrar:r to t.ht~.! previously existing legal ot-der> ~ in 

reestablishing feder·a_t custonrs cor1tr~ls and ir1 effectively clos-

ing mast internatio1,al bor~der cr-ossings ·from ~nd to Slovenia, ir1-

cludir1g three Birports_. The intention of the federal cabinet t•Ja:s 

·t.o retake one of the .;:d.<;~F".!'St squ~·ces of feder-·al revenues, to Ci.-tn-

eel off the psychologi~Al imp~ct of ·the t .. ,o declarations of in-

dependence, to seal Slovenia and par·ticular-·ly Cr·oatia off the 

~lest and to -force the:; .. tu 1 ... evoke the dec.le1rations. These inten-

17. !;!el(), May 7, p. 1 ;,nd I·I"'Y 10, p. 1. 

. ' 



1: i ans f u 1 1 y coi ne i ded with the pas it ions and pr·ef erenCes of ·the 

YPA c:omcnand and of the Sel"'""·bian polit:ical. bloc. 

der gave YPA 1 ong-sour~tht, 

r·yinq c:ut it:s lang-r-·c.1nge polit.ic:;::tl intL:.:-htifJns s1:.:i·ted in the cir·

cular of the YPA Politic:G.1.l Departmecc·t in Janu.~ry 1991 .. 

not or1ly Ct) cal·cstittAtipnal but also 011 oper·~t:i anal grc.JundS. 1t 

i:r c:laps 

tt1e Soviet cnilltary·s tttov~s in Llti'\Uat·lia 

into ~c·tion tank~, 

low-level flights of combat 

crcire,:,.-c:,ft even befot~e ·the c:abine·t 's or-der. Tt,is show of force was 

st.::u~='d probably !.'Jith ·the Ft"?der·al Pt'"imc·~-I~Hnis"ter's or.Hl i~ql"':?em:?.n't. 

L.i:ter· he ar·cd several key ministers cl.:::cimed ir\n:Jcenc.:t: stating th.-.1t 

Minister however never~ censur-ed his Defense Mini st(..::-r, 

suspended er dismissed l1im. Ttle illilitar·y or1 their par·t d~nied any 

t·.wongdoing.. t 

The operation Nas based on a .,.Jr·orlg appr-eciation of the palitic:.a.l, 

situation, misunderstand~ng of tl1e moad iJ, Slavenia~ orl gross ur1-

derestimation of the Slovenian TD and the Slr:';enes.' r-esolutio.n.'i.:.o 

i ... ~sist. The top brass drew .a wrong an~l \."1'JY l·li th Kosovo ~-Jh~re 

YPA's demonstrations of heavy weapons did have inti1nid~ting ef

fect- In Slovenia hovJever- YPt'-t's armoretj" columns~ l·Jithout infantry 

and logistical support, with li,lnited supply of amtiJunition, faood~ 

and fuel wa·ter etc. , were blocked in many places by TO and the 

populatiolt .. Federal troops, policemen and customs ~fficials could 

reach only about a half (lf designatt?d tragc-?ots. Having been en-

circled arcd c.ut off of their bases and yupplies they could 110t 

hold even the c.-aptur·ed bc::>r-del'~ c::ros!!iins t5ever .. ul 

davs. 1"1any of federal urd"ts, Lctterly unifor-med or gr·ossly misin-



about true tJbjectives~ 

mostly along nat.:l,Jnl:lJ 1 ines. 

self-r··E.·st·r·aint on bot..J·1 ~S. i d f?5 Of I .l ~( li~~ited t1ostilities in ?2. 

PrccoF·di nq to 51 o•.tel·ri an r-·epor··ts~ ·'!'PA depl oye?d OtJ.tside thf:::- b.:·,t··F·a.cks 

t:anks. se::d +-pi···opell ed C_lUns. 24 

ai !'··-attacks, 

most.l y at_:}ai nst civilian Out o·f 

:5.000 -- 4 .. 000. rhe entil'""e \'P,I"'.l, ·for·!.:.e ii·1 S.lO'./!!'ni.a t~Ja~ f.a.cina at tllf~ 

height of 

sp~cial a11d F'es~rve policemer1. In addttion, 

about 120 .. 000 mt.~mber· s of Ci·vil De·f ~:1·1 se (the most 

The ill·-conce:..'-lved. ba:cllv prepar-·ed ar1d e:-:ec:uL~d. c.:leat··!v wo.litic:e:l."l 

its 

humiliation and .o·( pol i tic:al d~fe2.~ for the f~:·der.=:! ~ovE.·t··nment. 

1 '=t Slo•./e:.~nl £:tn TD 

and police personnel, ,si}! Slo•..-eni~n and ten far-e1gn ci·.tilian~.\, 

abat.Jt 350 wotJt1cied ar1tj •;ery considerable e<:onomic damaue. ~~ccord~-

ing to··an ~ssessn,e:;ts bv the Slovenian qover··nmcnt ttle d1r·ec..:t C:!nd 

indit"l':'Ct (i.~unaue- tG U1e Sluveni~n eccHHJHP ..... ac:hTtcJunt~E-d to 1.:he !-?qui··.·-

mlent of about tht~ee billion US dollar= .. "r'Ff-1 lo~t .:~bout d. h:!<lf of 

it.s -total str·ength in Slt:Jvenia. 

and captur-e (4.643 soldiers and 139 fedE.•r·al ool.icr~mell) .. :.:;1 tal,ks~ 

230 other~ vt~hicle~=- :1nd si>: hel i,copters. P~fter· .:tf'l initial cease-

fire, violated tnanv ti!lles, the ar·med c:or1flict was fi11~llv stopped 

under- di r·ect EEC pressure. On the pol i l:ical side t:he l:orH-:1 ict. 

brought in results, ~,t,ich ~1ere c.:tr~.:.":tin diametrically· opposit.e to 

YPA"s intentions Slovel·,ia's dr·iv!-:' tol•IBI''d~;. ir·,dept"?ndence becar!te 

irrevet~sible and her··. internittiuna1 st~~nchno ha~ . .ictct·e.ased. lh~.-!' 

humi l i al·.,~d qovr~rntltent t:.o i:\C:Cl:.>pt i ntt?v·-~ 



.. 
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patr·or~age dt1d ~ stror1g say i11 Yugoslavia's i11ternal 1raatters. l't1e 

l.:.tte-r has b(~E-?n al\•lays .:,,·. i:tncl·tl"\ema ·Fc::r· ·the 't'u<JOS.lu.v militr..r·y. 

YPA's untenable po!~ltion in Sloveni<::i, 
the real tt1reat of spread-

in9 
in ~ombat u11its a111j the escalation of armed 

presidency 
co•:flic:t!.; in Cr·oatia led tl~ a decision by tt1e feder.a! 

~!ul y 18 .. J.r.}91 
to witl·~draw YPA ur1its ar1d in~titutiac1s from 

on 
TIK: YF'fl c:omm«nd even shortened this 

51 CtVt?ni a i.r1 thr·ee months. 
The :?.\tacua·ti.on str-·en<;Jthened YPA · !" !"land 

tt·s dealir1g with Croatia~ 
~·Jhich probably ~-ras one of~ 'i + '(l(Jt the 

m.::,.in mot:ivati.<:tn fen'" thr: pull--out. 

lnspite of 
the pressure fro:tl EEC a11d USA ~rrued hostili·ties i11 

Croatia pi~~=ed up in intensity at·td ferocity. 
Accompat1ied by !nass 

c:r·iminal ac..:tivities (}oat_ing, .arson~ 

e>:tortion etc.~ and tcr~cri~m (llc3stage takirtg, 
blackmail, mine 

brJthb ar dmel·t t of i nl 1 ob i -t ed ar· eas ~ 
laying:, ~!owing up r~lls, 

·ticularly in the night. et.c.: .. ) ~ 

1991 the proportions of a war. .It ha~ been fought 
late Auqust 
C~.lcng t.he lines sepa-r-ating ,rlostly Se~rbi,:~;n·-it·,habited enclaves fr·om 

road and r-ail 
,no5tly Croat-it111abited areas a~ well as for· towns~ 

junc:tions insidt!.1 and be'ti.·Jeen the s~rbio?.n enclaves. 
The object o-f 

t!1ese t.ostilities was firnt control aver close to a third of the . 
F~epub 1 i c: of Craatia's ~erritory, includirlg pat~ts with strong 

The ,,,i,:tur~ of a civil and .:.tn intersta.-te 

.... ..--..= - .... 1.n·t-.tl1 r·1:.~ ·t-rnic violt?nct= .. war, with a strono_ icJr·edierlt at' ,n~~c.•_ •. 1·1-·m· 1·c · • t 

involved three groups of armed Lltlits: 

a> Croa.tian regular Cr·outian N<>·t i anal 

Guards (a ne~J Cro.atian 

b) Local rebel and reserve police ar1d Territorial 

units in Serbian-it1llabited areas; paramilitary and 

commando units orgt3.0i zed in St:-r·td a and Vo j vod in~" and in-

fi 1 trated into Croatia; i ocr.d rebel. 'Ji !lC<ge 

37 
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Guai·-ds, 

c) yr:·t~ ,,..e:,.aular· u.nits 11C)r··mallv stntiot·l!2d i.n Cr·oatia~ 

· Bo~:J.ni ;:t,, up 

vodir1a and supported by armor·~ .:.:tnd 

cc.:tmbat: ai r·cr-·af t:. 

ln most ca~es et·19::tgeme1·1t l·l£-t'.~e i c-,-../rJl ved tt1e f i r·<::::t tttJO 

<.~r·oups af <:o.mbattar1t~o.;~ 'if~A as in~;ti·tt1llclt"l has claimed and flar·tly 
. ;;,,.. 

m~i n·tai ne-d the po~tur·e o+ an i ntf?t-pos:i t. i. on fot-ce, pt· esum;'..'tb.l v con

tr·cl.l inq t•?.mpc:Jns bet~·n~en t:he adve~-5.:.:\r-i t::>-:; .:.tnd sep<:.u·.:4.tint.1 i:h!?:tl .. It!:! 

mission 

viol c..::-ncc~, to ~tJhich ir~divi.du~Jl hioh officers wer·e adding 

preser\1at ion of Yugosl.:tvia'' and "pr·otG>ctinq ti1P un.~r·m(2d Ser·bian 

-~ n 1 CJC £:d 

C:ODperated shi t?l d:i nq 

them frcm Croatia!l Ccunter-attac:ku. StJpplyir1Q then1 witt·1 

( i ncl udi ng 

from the 

mor·ies contr-olled eJ:clusi•.Jf~ly by '!'Ptt. On man'/ accasit1ns ,;tnd under· 

different pr·etex to; YF'A armor, ,:\~-ti lle!'·v and Narpl ane~ at·tE.tckt'?d 

t:h.e Croati an for·c:e~., ~s well as villaggs and 

mo5tlv by Croats. e~:cept bv mist~f~e, did the 

''r1eutral'~ YPA units fir·ed at er atta~ked t~~e pfJsitions. of Serbi~n 

rebels, let alone arrested: or disar1ned 1nembers of their i 11 eaal 

mi 1 i l:ary formations Cils ·they ar~ oblioed to do by tt·\e federal 

1 aws) .. 

By September 1, 1991 Y.Jetrfare in Crr~at·ia involved about 100.000 

armed per$cnnel on all 5ides counted together. 

deaths <mostly arr,ong ci vi 1 i an~~ bLtt including also over 

Cr·oa·tian policemt?.n and N.:ltional Gu,nrdsmen), c•.ter.. 4. 000 !Se1·· i ou $l y 

t.oJounded, over 30(1.000 refugees (of ar·ound 25.000 in 

Hungctr·y) Ctr,d huge mater·i al dnmeoqe'!' compal'"ablc.~ ·to -th.3t in Lebar1an~ 

i 
I. 
I 
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The violerlCfl srled tJp EEC diplatll~tic activities. 

o·f Serbia EEC finally 

succeeded in ht-.l'lit"'<.~ ~\ i.::t~.t.,st:.•-f.i.r~ ~'\clrt~r::>mE•nt: sicnPd (c.,n Septr~mbev 

2~ 1991 in Belgl .... ade) a.i~:.:·i \.:he activities of EEC and CSCE u11armr::·d 

observer·s e~terldecJ to C:--·oati.~. 

not par·ties i11 tl1is agr~etn~nt. t.h is .fact t:ile 

.;;nd r:.~ven i nst i gi;-: tr;:.d 

ferer1ce or1 Yugoslavia~ cr.:n··;ened by EEC J.n tl"re Hnque on St.:.•pf:~?mb::~r· 

7, 1991. 

Politically pr-_otecte~~ bloc .in f ec.!er al 

pr-E:.~sidenc:y and t.~kin(_l no clr-dt"':'r5 fr·o1!1 C.:.\ny c:i·~ili..?.n insti.t.uf:ian the 

military ~Ji tht:IU t. an t.Jt.ltr .i ght 

C:C'tUp ~ 

politics. Theit- ar::t'ic,,-~,s m.?.:Je· Yugosl~1·.'ia s SL!r''/.ivr.d less probe:1ble'! 

even a11 a reduced sca!2. 

~o 
~·. 

I· 
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The impossible task that European policy-makers and scholars 

are faced with in these times of rapid change is a constant 

updating of their premises concerning world politics. When a con

siderable body of traditional premises will have been revised we 

might find ourselves in the aftermath of a veritable revolution 

in international affairs with an altogether new "paradigm" of 

analysis (to use Thomas Kuhn's term somewhat freely). Until then 

we will have to grapple with what notions appear relevant. 

One of the questions which have acquired prominence recently 

is how to reconcile the integrative with the disintegrative ten-

dencies in Western and eastern Europe. In both instances the 

national state in its traditional form is the point of departure 

either for the formation of a continental confederation, or for 

the creation of independent national fragments. In both cases the 

viability of the national state is being questioned - in western 

Europe from the point of view of human rights, in eastern Europe 

from the angle of militant - nationalisms. 

As western Europe moves towards political integration its 

weaker components will want to insure the survival of their cul-

tural identity in a Community dominated by the larger states. The 

trend to recognise and secure the rights of national and cultural 

minorities in the EC at the eve of political unification, consti-

tutes an encouragement to eastern Europeans striving for the 

,, 
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political independence of their historical ethnicities or ''imag-

ined communities" (1). In other words, the support and sympathy 

extended by certain western European states towards the indepen-

dence of Slovenia and Croatia, when it is not prompted by self-

seeking motives (i.e. zones of influence) it is motivated by gen-

uine interest in the liberal values that inspire civil societies 

( 2 ) • 

However, the history of nationalisms - especially in South 

Eastern Europe - is often chequered with totalitarian overtones 

which bear little regard for principles of tolerance and democ

racy. Furthermore, the revision of state boundaries that disin-

tegration implies, threatens to distabilise the entire Balkan 

region with unforseen effects on its security. We will expand on 

5, this problem later on in this paper. 

Political Developments and Perceptions 

The transition from a bipolar international order into an 

uncertain future, found Greece in the fold of NATO and the Euro-

pean Community - a privileged state of being in the Balkan region 

of the post 1990 period. Yet these privileges had not been 

apparent to more than half of the Greek electorate during a good 

part of the eighties. The Communist party held on to its Soviet 

loyalties in a rapidly changing world, while the Panhellenic 

Socialist Movement (PASOK) had layed claims since its formation 

on the dissafected of all strata in society. The leader of the 

movement, Andreas Papandreou, also capitalised on the ill - feel-

' ' ' -
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ings generated by American policy in Greece during the junta 

period and the Cyprus crisis and devised a comprehensive theory 

according to which foreign imperialism was responsible for all 

the country's problems. When the ratification of Grece's acces

sion treaty with the EC was brought to parliament for discussion, 

in 1960, Papandreou and his deputies chose to be absent. (3). 

Furthermore the leader of PASOK promised to withdraw Greece from 

NATO once in power. 

The combination of socialism, nationalism and populism, that 

comprised the ideological triad of PASOK, has been quite unique 

in Greek politics. Even more striking was the movement's mass 

appeal to a heterogeneous public and its firm foundation on 

grass-roots organizations and regional committees all over 

Greece. Although the movement's origins are as recent as the 

resistance attempts against the Greek military dictatorship, 

Papandreou became an interlocutor in the right-left debate on the 

civil war. To the dismay of the Communists, he sought to usurp 

the wartime tradition of resistance against foreign occupation 

and even included in his ticket the commander in Chief of the 

Communist forces during the Greek civil-war (1946-49). A late

comer into Greek public affairs, Papandreou who had made his aca

demic mark in the US in the forties and fifties, chose to cham

pion the cause of-the vanguished left in the seventies when the 

last embers of the civil war cleavage were dying out. Surpris

ingly, this element of anachronism and the irrelevance of the 

civil-war division to the younger generations, did not prevent 

PASOK from coming to power in 1981 and hold on to it for seven 
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and a half years. 

The impact of an ideology which rekindled fears of past 

police-state practises and evoked the cleavage that had divided 

Greek society for almost three decades, constituted the imaginary 

element in the ideology that took Greece by storm in the eight

ies. The more concrete aspect of PASOK's impact was no doubt its 

appeal to the less privileged and its widespread promises of 

social benefits and hand-outs. During PASOK's tenure in power the 

government promoted significant income. redistribution and social 

benefits but these policies were not accompanied by economic 

growth and were thus financed by loans. This in effect meant that 

the cost of social policy would burden future taxpayers. 

The turning point in PASOK's fortunes was the illness of 

Papandreou and his absense from the administration of power dur

ing the summer of 1988. An influential member of the cabinet, 

Agamemnon Koutsogiorgas, who replaced the ailing Papandreou in 

the actual running of the state, proved an embarassement for 

PASOK. The various scandals that errupted in the Winter of 

1988-89 implicated Koutsogiorgas along with certain PASOK minis

ters, and reached the doorstep of the convalescent Prime

Minister. Although the elections of June 1989 took a heavy toll 

on PASOK, whose electoral percentage fell to 38t, New Democracy 

with 43t was unable to form a government and entered a coalition 

of limited mandate with the Communists. The electoral system, a 

variety of proportional representation, was engineered by PASOK 

,;-



in such a way as to prevent the formation of ·a one-party govern

ment. The elections of November 1989· gave New Democracy 461 of 

the vote but still produced no government. 

Since the Communists were reluctant to cooperate with PASOK 

before a catharsis of the scandals was effected, all three 

parties in parliament entered a National Union government under 

octagenarian former banker, Xenophon Zolotas as a way out of the 

impasse. Several months later the declining economy caused the 

resignation of Zolotas and new elections in April 1990. New 

Democracy finally managed to secure the narrow margin required 

for the formation of a government (with the aid of a deputy from 

the diminutive D.I.A.N.A. party). PASOK won 391 of the vote and 

the Alliance of left wing forces declined to 111. 

The Mitsotakis government was faced with the dire prospects 

of balancing the budget, liquidating problematic firms under 

state responsibility, and trimming the public sector. Although 

the Summer of 1990 was marked by a rash of strikes, New Democracy 

managed to secure the Mayors of Athens and Thessaloniki in the 

municipal elections of October 1990. 

Foreign Policy Developments 

Certain aspects of PASOK's foreign policy were veritable 

exercises in irrelevance. At a time of general decline of the 

non-aligned movement, Papandreou chose to establish ties with 

essentially anti-western neutrals of Northern Africa and the 



Middle East. When the Reagan - Gorbachev tug of war on disarma

ment was beginning to bear positive results, he joined the group 

of six leaders (Mexico, Argentine, Sweden, India, Zambia, Greece) 

to promote world denuclearization and continued to press for 

nuclear-free zones in the Balkans. Finally Papandreou's reluc

tance to join with the US and Western Europe in condemning the 

Soviet Union on issues such as Poland and the downing of the 

Korean jumbo, won his government points with Moscow but caused 

him significant damage in Washington which was much more impor

tant for Greek interests. 

PASOK's policy towards the West, stripped of its declaratory 

aspects, did not in fact differ widely from that of many commu

nity members. Soon after his advent to power he quietly dropped 

his intention to withdraw from NATO and to hold a plebiscite to 

decide Greece's membership in. the EC. Furthermore he renewed the 

tenure of US bases in Greece in 1983 althrough he claimed that 

this was the beginning of their removal. Yet without any visible 

benefit for Greece, Papandreou insisted in creating the impres

sion of being the maverick of the western world. It has often 

been said that his much publicised rebelious image appealed to 

his followers and that the electoral support he derived from it 

merited in his own calculations - the damage this caused to 

Greece's position in the West. On the whole, Greek parties tradi

tional.ly varied only marginally in their choice of mesternization 

and development. During the second world war however socialists 

and communists questioned or rejected the western model of social 

and economic development. The Greek civil war between 1946-49 



generated a bipolarization of attitudes towards the West which 

persisted into the seventies. 

PASOK reflected a resurgent isolationism in certain segments 

of society which seek to protect themselves from western competi

tion and the dislocations of adjustment. Based on a parochial 

sense of moral superiority but acknowledging the economic power 

and technology of the West, the constituency of PASOK opted for 

the phantasy of the "Third Way" (4). 

Both major parties, PASOK and New Democracy, agreed on their 

basic positions vis a vis the problems between Greece and Turkey. 

Unlike Karamanlis who had conducted bilateral discussions with 

Turkish officials but with no sucess, Papandreou insisted from 

the outset that any discussion with Turkey would be tantamount to 

forfeiting Greek security. 

The most significant deviation of PASOK's policy was heralded 

by the Davos meeting between the Greek and Turkish Prime Minis

ters in February 1988. Almost a year before, a crisis caused by 

Turkey's decision to send a research vessel escorted by warships 

to explore for oil in the continental shelf around Les

bos, Lemnos and Samothrace, brought the two states close to an 

armed clash. The crisis was diffused but it became clear that 

perhaps a future 

delicate state of 

confrontation could not be averted given the 

relations in the Aegean. Furthermore, the 

burded of enourmous defense spending on the ailing Greek balance 

of payments and the long military service which detracted from 



the government's populist image, convinced the Greek Prime Minis

ter that he should take the initiative to raise the threshold of 

war between Greece and Turkey. In a speech to officers in Yan

nina, he explained that the rapprochment would eliminate the 

Triangular relationship between Greece, the United States and 

Turkey and would free his country's defense and foreign policy 

from dependence on US aid and mediation. In the Spring of 1988, 

Foreign Minister of Turkey, Mr. Mesut Yilmaz raised the question 

of the "Turkish" Minority in Greek Thrace and dismissed any pos

sibility of a Turkish military withdrawal from Cyprus before the 

two communities came to an agreement and solution. The Greek side 

soon realised that Cyprus was not considered by the Turks as part 

of the Davos package while the Moslems of Thrace were being for

cefully brought into the picture. Although some progress was made 

in accident prevention in international '\.Jate.r.s· of the 

Aegean, the Davos spirit quiitly expired in 1989. 

After the changes of 1989-91 swept the bipolar international 

order, it became apparent that Greece, in spite of Papandreou's 

verbal exercises in imaginative foreign policy, was no more pre

pared to face the emerging crises than the other states in the 

region. A past of comfortable loyalty to the western camp and the 

subsequent socialist reaction which cultivated the view that all 

Greek misfortunes since 1974 had been - master - minded by the 

US, deprived policy makers from the flexibility of adapting 

rapidly to new realities. 

It was the difficult task of the New Democracy party that won 



the elections of April 1990 to curtail the huge internal and 

external deficits while improving Greece's image as a dependable 

member of the West. Both priorities were naturally associated 

with Greece's main foreign policy considerations: 1) The evolving 

depth and shape of the European Community that will determine 

Greece's economic future and 2) the forms of collective security 

that will accommodate this country's most important concerns. 

Greece, along with other southern EC members, favours an 

acceleration of the community's political unity through a "dee

pening" of its institutions (5). In terms of security, the Greeks 

view the CSCE as a valuable forum for problem - solving in cer

tain areas such as arms control and human rights monitoring, but 

as an unwieldy mechanism of collective security. The absorption 

of the WEU by the EC as its security component which might also 

strengthen the credibility of European unity, is considered as a 

first option. However until European affairs acquire more stable 

features, NATO will continue to be an operational institution 

which could be made more competent in providing security to mem

bers exposed to the post-Warsaw Pact instability. 

Relations with the US have been accentuated by the conclusion 

of the DCA agreement in July 1990 which determines the operation 

of American bases and installations in Greek soil for the next 

eight years. Constantine Mitsotakis was the first Greek Prime 

Minister to visit Washington since 1964 and the positive climate 

in Greek-American relations was encouraged by Greece's military 

support to the allied cause during the Gulf war. Stressing the 
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necessity of decisively opposing invaders, Greece has also made 

its air-space and bases available to the multi-ethnic contingency 

forces. 

Greece's main problems with Turkey stem from that country's 

aspirations to enhance its role as a regional power. Strangely 

enough Greece has a stake in Turkey's westernization because the 

process would tend to improve the latter's democratic institu

tions and minimise its acquisitiveness in its relations with its 

western neighbours. Although Turkey's entry into the European 

Community has been postpo~ed, Greece could still become a sup

porter of this Turkish cause in the future if it becomes apparent 

that a solution of the ailing issues between the two states has 

been set in motion. Cyprus is the necessary catalyst of any pro

spect of such improvement and the reluctance of the Turkish -

Cypriot leader to come to any credible agreement with the oppo

site side, during the negotiations of August 1991, might indicate 

that in spite of US and UN efforts to the contrary, the present 

conjuncture is inoppurtune for a meaningful discussion of the 

Cyprus question. 

The Significance of Economics 

As the Balkan states are attempting their transition into the 

market economy, economics aquire a special significance as an 

instrument of foreign policy in this backward region of Europe. 

If its finances had been in a better condition, Greece would have 

profited from this unique opportunity to extend aid and invest-
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ments to its adjacent states. The prospects of becoming the cen

terpoint of commercial activity through its Thessaloniki harbour 

are good, but on the whole.Greece's economy will have to undergo 

the pangs of restructuring which previous governments failed to 

put into effect. 

The high growth rates of the sixties were impeded by the 1973 

oil schock. Still GDP grew by 6 percent per annum on average, 

during the decade of the seventies. Growth in the eighties dec

lined to 1.6 per cent and by 1967 Greece was overtaken by Por

tugal (until then the prorest member of the EC) although in the 

former more equitable distribution of income has eradicated pov

erty. The main reason for this decline of growth was the failure 

of government to restructure the economy after the second oil 

price shock when most developed countries moved away from labour 

intensive industries to output with higher technological content. 

These readjustments were followed by unemployment which Greek 

government• considered socially divisive. Instead of allowing 

uncompetitive firms to expire, PASOK undertook expensive measures 

to salvage them and made them the responsibility of the public 

sector. 

Although EC membership revived foreign investment in Greece, 

the end of protectionism hit native firms hard. High level of 

consumer demand have always outstripped domestic supply causing 

high imports and inflation, but the redistributive income poli

cies of PASOK, fuelled private demand further and worsened the 

chronic trade imbalance. Transfers from the Community cushioned 
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the current account deficit although at the same time encouraged 

demand and contributed to the trade deficit. The persistent 

trade imbalance owed much to the high unit labour costs and 

therefore low productivity. The income policy under the 1985 sta

bilization program reduced, within two years, unit labour costs 

below those in the Community but when the policy was suspended 

the problems returned. High inflation since 1974 is largely due 

to cost-push through wage increases unmatched by a corresponding 

rise in productivity. 

The factor which renders formal statistics unreliable in 

their negative picture of growth, is a rigorous parallel economy 

which defies fiscal control. "Monitoring the self employed- par

ticularly tradesmen, professionals and landlords - is notoriously 

difficult and the large numbers of small industrial and retail 

establishments makes, inspection of books difficult" (6). Remit

tances from seamen and emigres constitute another source of 

untaxable income that cannot therefore be monitored accurately. 

It is suggested that thanks to a rigorous parallel or "paraecon

omy", the GDP is actually 29 per cent higher than officially 

recorded (7). 

Remedies to the ailing economy do not differ widely and 

resemble the measures employed during the succesful term of Kos

tas Simitis as Finance Minister (1966-87) New Democracy's stabi

lization program strives to lower inflation to single figures, to 

curtail PSBR to a level which will reduce aggregate public sector 

debt as a proportion of GDP and to cut the current acount deficit 
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to a level at which it can be sustained by non-debt capital 

inflows. The EC decided to grant Greece an ECU 2.2 bn loan linked 

to commitments on economic policy (8). For the above to bear 

fruit, austerity measures should be stringently applied which 

will curtail the spending power of the average Greek and will 

trim the public sector to more managable levels. Should the mea

sures Persist and the Greek public realise the necessity of the 

accompanying handships, Greece will have transcended its present 

problems by 1994. 

High defense spending has been a consistent burden on the 

economy. During the last decade Greece has ranked first among 

NATO countries in military expenditures as a proportion of GDP 

(6.61 in constant prices). Furthermore the country paid "a high 

social cost for defense in that its average conscription period 

of 22 months is the longest in NATO" (9). In keeping with detente 

in South-Eastern Europe, the tripartite government of November 

1989 - March 1990, agreed on significant defense cuts. 

Defense: Continuity and changes 

Papandreou's defense policy was always much more in line with 

that of his predecessors - a fact which confirms the consensual 

nature of Greek defense decisions and outlook. The major points 

of agreement between the two larger parties in the past could be 

summarised as follows: 1) By remaining in NATO Greece could bet

ter secure western understanding on her key Defense issues. 2) 

Given the unanimity principle, Greece could prevent the adoption 
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of collective NATO decisions that would prejudice command and 

control arrangements in the Aegean and undermine Greece's posi

tion there. 3) Relations with Turkey should be kept below the 

level of armed confrontation. A few years ago, both PASOK and New 

Democracy would describe Greece's strategic importance for the 

West in the following terms: Greece shares a common border with 

Albania, Yugoslavia and Bulgaria, it provides an avenue of sup

port for the Yugoslavs, it guards the approaches to the Adriatic 

Sea, it lends strategic depth in the Aegean, it controls the sea 

lanes in the eastern Mediterranean and off northeastern Africa 

through the island of Crete, and finally, along with Turkey, 

Greece helps to control an area that is of vital importance to 

Western defense (10). 

To what degree have the changes in Eastern Europe altered 

these assumptions? There is no doubt that the entire security 

concept of Western Europe and the US vis a vis the Soviet Union 

have been revised drastically during the past years. The Soviets 

are no longer perceived as a threat to western security but other 

regional problems such as the Gulf crisis, mass illegal migration 

from the Islamic world to Europe and the resurgent Balkan nation

alisms have made the Eastern Mediterranean perhaps the most sen

sitive of European frontiers and have compensated Greece and Tur

key for some of their losses in strategic importance to the West. 

Be that as it may, the forces that kept the two camps together 

have been dicipated and the challenges to regional security that 

stem from the disintegretion of Yugoslavia, pose new threats and 

require new remedies. 
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A Greek View of the Balkans 

The collapse of communism in Eastern Europe was not greeted 

with enthousiasm throughout South-Eastern Europe. Albania's anti

quated regime resisted the changes despite the mass exodus of its 

people. Yugoslavia through its Serbian champions of national 

unity considered this anti-nationalist ideology as the only bind

ing tissue between its different ethnicities. Romania's National 

Salvation Front that succeeded Causescu and won 66S of the popu

lar vote, included a number of former Communist party members. 

Finally, Bulgaria's Socialist Party, which secured 471 of the 

vote, is a new name for the old ruling party (11). 

There is a little doubt that Communism in Bulgaria had also 

brought benefits from its Soviet patron in the form of cheap 

energy, military security and a market for uncompetitive local 

products. But what was perhaps more important was that they all 

shared in various degrees an ideology which kept nationalism and 

irredentism under lock and key. Since the cohesion of the Warsaw 

~act prohibited any phenomenon that would cause internal disinte

gration or strife between allies, the communist Balkans enjoyed a 

protracted period of uneasy pe1ce although at a serious cost to 

their development, their freedoms and the state of human rights. 

The demise of the ideology that was hostile to nationalism 

religion, and the end of the Warsaw Pact have revived pre

War II ethnic, religious and political conflicts in 

and 

World 
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Greece's volatile neighborhood. Relations with her heighbouring 

Balkan states, with the exception of Turkey have been without 

major problems since 1974. 

Given the rigid structures of the Warsaw Pact and the Soviet 

Union's fear that institutionalised Balkan cooperation could 

affect the cohesion of its allies, bilateralism rather than mul

tilateralism determined Greece's relations with the states in the 

region. The first timid attempts at multilateral cooperation ini

tiated by Karamanlis in 1976, involved meetings of Balkan experts 

on such subjects as transport, communications, energy, commerce 

etc, leaving political issues aside. This forum for dialogue was 

opened to political subjects by Papandreou who adopted an old 

Romanian proposal for a regional nuclear-weapons-free-zone. 

Although the deliberations of experts on the question failed to 

make progress, it gave the multilateral Balkan forum an important 

political dimension (12). 

With the change of Soviet attitudes and the Gorbachev-led 

experiment of Perestroika underway, the meeting of six Balkan 

foreign ministers in Belgrade of February 1988, dealing with con

fidence, security building measures and minority questions, 

heralded a new period of interbalkan relations. Since that time 

Balkan Foreign Ministers have met on several occasions to monitor 

progress on issues of common interest. The meeting of Foreign 

Ministry high officials held in Tirana on 18-20 January 1989, 

examined guidelines to govern relations between Balkan neighbours 

and the meeting of experts in Bucharest on 23-24 May 1989, dealt 
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with confidenc~ and security building measures (13). 

Greece's bilateral relations with Bulgaria were institutiona

lised with the signing of the "Declaration of Friendship, Good 
( 

Neig~borhood and Cooperation" in September 1986. In spite of cri-

tic,ism levelled against Greece for its raprochement with Bul

garia, the declaration was in fact the culmination of a long pro

cess of resolving old conflicts on territorial and ethnic issues 

and was motivated by both states' problematic relations with 

Ankara and Skopje. The gradual Soviet drift from the region con-

tributed to Bulgaria's fear of isolation, while Greece felt the 

need to secure her northern flank in case of conflict with Turkey 

(14). 

Since 1990 the Soviet Union has discontinued exports of cheap 

energy to her Balkan associates and the loosening of its defense 

lifeline with Bulgaria is proving traumatic for the latter. 

Greece has displayed a vivid interest iri aleviating Bulgaria's 

plight by extending moderate financial support and a remedy for 

its isolation by providing cooperation in the field of defense. 

During Prime Minister Lukanov's visist to Athens in mid-May 1990, 

Hr. Mitsottkis said that there was a "special relationship 

between the two countries" and indicated that Greece would pro-

mote Bulgarian interests in the EC (15). 

Relations with Yugoslavia have been traditionally good with 

only the Republic of Macedonia literally obstructing communica-

tions with Belgrade. There is no doubt considerable invention in 

I· 
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the formative myths of all nationalisms, but the Socialist Repub

lic of Macedonia since its foundation in 1945, has exceeded the 

norm. By appropriating a geographical term which only in ancient 

times signified a political (but never an ethnic) entity, has 

layed claims to a past that preceeded the Slavic incursion in the 

Balkans by one thousand years. Since the demise of communism in 

the Republic, the nationalist government of Skopje has revived 

irredentist aspirations on Greece's territory, which in the dis

tant past had been voiced by Bulgaria. With an area of 34,177 

sq.km and a population of 2,122,000 Greek Macedonia is the larg

est of Greece's ten regions (16). Although no official statistics 

exist on the number of Greeks with slavic linguistic and cultural 

affiliations, it is estimated that 30-40 thousand are of slavic 

background, without in any way sharing Skopjean irredentism. The 

threat to Greek security caused by Skopje is therefore negligible 

but the periodic closure of the bordess to trafic from Greece, 

impedes the main land artery to the West and causes friction with 

Belgrade. In this time of crisis, the government of Yugoslavia is 

held hostage by the Republic which has announced a plebiscite in 

September to decide its future course. 

Ties between Greece and Albania have been expanded through a 

cross-border trade agreement signed in April 1988 and the termi

nation of the state of war that re&ained in force since the Sec

ond World War. A year before, Greece renounced its old claims to 

Southern Albania. After the thaw of the Papandreou period, rela

tions have vacillated between carrot and stick politics. The fate 

of the Greek minority in Albania which constituted the main thorn 
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in Greek-Albanian relations, is losing its urgency as the country 

is slowly joining the European family (17). 

Relations with Romania have been traditionally good. Without 

common borders and old fueds to settle, the two states share a 

cultural history that goes back into Ottoman times. After the 

overthrow of Ceausescu, Greece was one of the first states to aid 

Romania and continues to be a route of communication with the EC 

and NATO. 

Addressing an audience of policy-makers, scholars and members 

of western institutes in Bucharest (18), NATO General Secretary, 

Manfred Woerner, tried not to raise the hopes of former Warsaw 

Pact members that the Atlantic treaty would be revised to include 

them. The need for security structures to replace the collapse of 

the old order is currently a pressing issue in the former Commu

nist states. The deplorable condition of the economies and the 

slow pace of transformation in mentalities, leaves the reform of 

political intitutions as the sole achievement of modernization in 

certain South-Eastern European states. Nations that attained 

statehood not too long in the past, with brief histories of par

liamentary politics and a weak tradition of civil societies now 

realise how vulnerable they are to internal nationalist strife 

and external threats of irredentist nature. The similarity of the 

problems each state faces impedes their solution and exacerbates 

their severity. The present plight of Yugoslavia ia perhaps an 

exagerated vession of the cleavages that bedevil most if not all 

Balkan states. 
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The Yugoslavian Catalyst 

Yugoslavia has harboured two basic tendencies since her foun

dation as a modern state in the aftermath of the First World War: 

The one, championed by the Serbs, whose nationalist aspira

tion to unite the South Slavs under their guidance has been the 

consistent force behind Yugoslav unity and the other, harboured 

by the Slovenes and the Croats who believed that they could safe

guard their independence from the Habsburg Empire within the 

framework of the new state (19). The expendiences and conjunc

tures that brought different ethnicities and religions into a 

unitary state in the interwar period and a federation after the 

Second World War, did not allay the original diversity of purpose 

between the two incompatible motives in the construction of 

Yugoslavia. 

The Communist ideology, expounded by the Croat partisan who 

led the dominant resistance movement against the axis occupation 

forces, subscribed to the principles of a unified Yugoslavia. By 

destroying the fascist separatist Ustasha Croats, Tito upheld in 

essence the cause of the Serbs. The federal structure which he 

adopted was aimed at minimising the friction between nationali

ties and religious groups. In fact however the system "provided 

the framework for some nationalities to create embryonic nation 

states" (20). The subsequent friction between the federal govern

ment and the republics became a constant feature of Tito's 
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regime, kept under control only due to his own personal authority 

and vigilance over republican and provincial leaders. However 

incompatible the two tendencies of unity and independence have 

been, they share at least one characteristic: Nationalism. The 

Serbs that aspire to unify the racial community of South Slavs, 

are no less nationalistic than their separatist Croat adversaries 

who look to national independence for fullfiling their own 

destiny. Serbia clinged to its special brand of communism longer 

because of the unifying mission of the particular ideology. West

ern Europeans who believe that anti-communism is always a demo

cratic credential, overlook the fascist background of hard-core 

Croatian nationalism. 

The nationalist variations in Yugoslavia defy exact descrip

tion. To the Democratic and totalitarian (Fascist, Communist) 

varieties we must also add the contrived nationalism of the Mace

donian Republic and the transformation of a religious community 

into an ethnic label in Bosnia-Hercegovina. 

Western Attitudes towards the Region's Future 

The European Community constitutes the best hope not only of 

Slovenia and Croatia but of Serbia as well and therefore wields 

considerable influence in Yugoslavia. As an insitution the Commu

nity upholds the spirit of the Helsinki Final Act codifying 

Europe's post-war borders - a fact which influences the policy of 

states with historically disputed territories. When an EC delega

tion led by Jacques Delors met with the Slovene President during 
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an official visit to Yugoslavia, it was made clear to him that 

fragments of Yugoslavia, would not be considered for membership 

and that the unity of the state would constitute a precondition 

for future application. Yet when the EC envoys took a three-point 

plan for a cease - fire to the embattled state, the plan included 

the freezing of the implementation of independence implying thus 

a recognition of independence. In the European Parliament resolu

tion on Yugoslavia of 13 March 1991, the EC altered the require

ments for admission from a single state to a "single political 

entity" (21). The absence of consistency characterises the policy 

of most institutions and states wavering between the integrity of 

Yugoslavia and self-determination of its constituent parts. The 

Alpe-Adria association for regional economic cooperation, between 

Slovenia, Croatia, Austria, Hungary and parts of Italy (as 

opposed to the Pentagonale which includes among others the entire 

Yugoslavia) established the seperate identities of the two Yugos

lav Republics. Italy, the moving force behind Alpe-Adria and the 

Pentagonale, has goven conflicting messages of its position vis a 

vis Yugoslavia's future. Although Foreign Minister, De Michelis 

stated his government's determination to conform with the EC 

line, at another instance he intimated his preference for a 

break-up to avoid bloodshed. The CSCE upholds the integrity of 

international borders confirmed by the Helsinki Final Act. Yet in 

the German case the CSCE set a precedent for revising borders on 

the principle of nationality (22). 

The position of most European states (Western and Eastern) is 

influenced by varied and often conflicting motives which defy 
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neat classification: 

1) Fear of cultural assimilation in a future federation of 

Europe prodes some smaller members of the EC to sympathize with 

Slovenia and Croatia. 2) There are those whose preference for a 

united Yugoslavia is influenced by their own vulnerability to 

secessionist demands (Czechoslovakia, Romania). 3) The aspiration 

to a sub-regional (Austria) or regional role (Germany, Italy) has 

elicited words of support for secession. 4) Secession is also 

encouraged by the advocacy of self-determination (Holland). 5) 

Fear of undermining the territorial status quo of the Balkans 

with unforseen consequences for the rest of Europe, constitutes 

the most sober position in the EC with France as its advocate. 

The above categories are neither exhaustive nor consistently in 

force, but they provide an indication of the complexity that 

bedevils any European attempt at mediation in Yugoslavia. 

The United States continues to play a decisive role in the 

region although its new foreign policy priorities have not been 

clarified yet. There is little doubt that throughout the cold-war 

period, the United States had become a defender of the status quo 

in the globe -a position shared by the Soviet Union in Europe. 

Neither side dared to instigate changes that could lead to a 

nuclear conflict - a possibility that discouraged the most ardent 

Marxists in the Kremlin or human rights and self determination 

advocates in Washington. Now that the spectre of mutual destruc

tion has gone and President Bush's "now order" is incubating, a 

change of attitude on the necessity of the status quo might be 



imminent. It is difficult for a country that once plunged into a 

devastating civil war in-order to prevent the secession of its 

southern states, to justify the disintegration of Jugoslavia. 

However moving away from support of the status quo towards back

ing the secessionist states, is a gradual process which is not 

immediately apparent (23). 

Initial American support for Milosevic was reversed after it 

became clear that he was promoting Serbian nationalism rather 

than Yugoslav unity. Albanian and Croat lobies in Washington, 

along with the decline of Milosevic's credibility, instigated the 

Nickles Amendment according to which, continuation of US aid to 

Yugoslavia depended on the improvement of human rights in that 

country. The eventual removal of American financial support 

"appeared to prepare the way for recognition of individual repub

lics as independent states, which was implicit in US Secretary of 

State, James Baker's announcement that future assistance would be 

on a case to case basis" (24). In his late July trip to Yugos

lavia, Mr. Baker stated that his government would not object to a 

peaceful process leading to independence (25). 

On the level of realpolitik, the adoption and protection of a 

weak state entity could create a domain of influence for the 

United States in an ever-changing strategic environment. On the 

other hand an encouragement of Slovenia, Croatia and perhaps 

other Republics to go their way, would create an unfavourable 

precedent for the Soviet Union. The coup of 19 August, no matter 

how quickly it collapsed, indicated among other things, concern 



of a segment of 

Republics. If the 

the Armed Forces for the future of the Soviet 

West could overlook the disintegration of 

Yugoslavia it cannot ignore its important side - effects on the 

region and even beyond that. 

Regional Problems and Greece's Concerns 

The predicament that holds the future of Balkan security on 

balance, has already been described. The United States as well as 

European institutions and governments however, have not yet fina

lised their decision between supporting the integrity of state 

borders in the region or the demands for self-determination of 

its ethnic groups. 

Given the classification of European motives on this predica

ment (attempted above) we shall try to place Greece in that per

spective. Greek views on the question have not been affected by 

secessionist demands within her territory or her own irredentist 

claims on others. The Islamic minority in Greek Thrace, even if 

its Turkish element was to be dominated entirely by the foreign 

policy priorities of Turkey, constitutes a small percentage of 

Greece's total population. On the other hand Greece has renounced 

its claims to Southern Albania and has no irredentist designs in 

the region. Of the potential independent entities that will fol

low a break-up of Yugoslavia, Greece can exert no influence on 

Kossovo, the Republic of Macedonia, Vojvodina, Bosnia

Herzegovina, Croatia and Slovenia. Her traditional ties are with 

Serbia which posesses a population roughly the size of Greece's. 



Even friendly relations between Greece and Serbia could prove 

problematic if Skopjea choses to remaine in the Yugoslav (more 

appropriately now termed "Serboslav") fold after a break-away of 

other Republics. In her choice therefore between upholding self

determination or the territorial status quo in the region, Greece 

could offer the formula of Ambassador Byron Theodoropoulos as an 

alternative solution (26): 

In view of the forces of fusion already underw.ay in Western 

Europe (and possibly a Europe unified in its entirety in the 

future) the tendencies of fission might prove an impediment to 

the prospects of unification. States as we know them, are the 

constituent parts of the Federal European system now evolving 

with guarantees for the preservation of the character of its 

integral parts. Within each state, ethnic, religious and cultural 

subgroups will also be protected from forced assimilation. Should 

the process of fission lead to fragmentation of states into ever

increasing weak units - in the image of Medieval Europe, larger 

powers will sooner or later engulf or dominate them. Instead of a 

united Europe, a Carolingian cluster of fiefdoms could develop 

under the influence of the larger regional powers. 

Yugoslavia in particular could be likened to a Russian doll -

within each Republic are sub-groups and in each sub-group there 

are perhaps others. Securing the individual right and their full 

and free expression of religious, cultural and other preferences, 

is the cornerstone of any federal system, be it a Federal State 

or a European federation of states. "The concept of protecting 
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the rights of individuals ... as promoted by the UN and further 

developed by the Council of Europe, seems a more appropriate 

foundation for safeguarding the rights of the members of any sub

groups" (27). 

The claims of minorities or sub-groups, to a separate state

existence, will create disturbances not only in the state 

directly concerned, but in the larger region of such occurances. 

In the Yugo~lav case, the secession of Kossovo could lead to its 

eventual annexation by Albania, which might also aspire to the 

western part of the Macedonian Republic with its sizable Albanian 

minority (20t). Should the Macedonian Republic decide to bolt the 

Union it could revive old Bulgarian irredenlist appetites. Serbo

Bulgarian relations are currently at a low ebb. An attempt of 

Serbia to prevent by force the Macedonian Republic from bolting 

(28) or Bulgaria to incorporate it once it has left, will 

undoubtedly mean war between them. An enlarged Bulgaria adopting 

Skopjean irredentism or reviving its own, will undoubtedly con

stitute a serious concern for Greece. 

A worst-case scenario would anticipate a 

reaction of changes involving Hungary, Vojvodina 

similar chain

and possibly 

Romania in the north, Croatia and Bosnia-Herzegovina in the cen

ter. 

Despite its parochial internal politics, Greece remains a 

haven of stability and peace in the region and favours 1) the 

solution of a confederation in Yugoslavia (with the possible 



exclusion of an independent Slovenia), 2) and a monitoring of 

human rights by the EC, the CSCE or the Council of Europe to 

insure individual rights within each state of the confederation. 

The final element of distabilization and division in the Bal

kans would be the introduction of the "Ottoman factor". 

Since the end of Ottoman presense in the region, the Balkans 

had not witnessed a Turkish involvement in the affairs of indige

nous Moslems, until recently. Turkey's interwar participation in 

bilateral treaties with Balkan States and attempts at Balkan 

cooperation, were recast under a different setting in the postwar 

East-West division. After the collapse of communism in Eastern 

Europe, Turkey found it opportune to approach the Turcoman popu

lations of the Soviet Union and the Moslems of the Balkans. Given 

Ataturk's doctrine of the secular state, it had been impossible 

for Turkish policy-makers to establish links with Balkan Moslems 

on the basis of a common religious heritage. This development 

became feasible by the gradual convergence of Islam and Turkish 

nationalism, a process that has been facilitated by Mr. Ozal's 

advent to power. The reconciliation of nationalism and Islam 

after the forced separation attempted by Ataturk, is based on the 

ideology elaborated by the most influential exponent of Turkish 

nationalism, Ziya Goekalp, during the first decades of our cen

tury. According to Goekalp the Turks partook in three traditions, 

those of the Turkish nation, the Islamic community and western 

civilization (29). Whereas the Founder of modern Turkey consid

ered the islamic element incompatible with his own western orien-
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tation, it is entirely possible that the present convergence of 

the two other elements of Goekalp's.triad will ultimately impede 

the prospect of Turkey's entry into the western Community. Be 

that as it may, T~rkey since 1969 has been making inroads in the 

Balkan peninsula via islamic outposts. More than five and a half 

million Moslems of Bulgarian, Turkish, Serbian and Albanian eth

nic origin, reside in a geographic wedge that extends from the 

Black Sea to the Adriatic, separating Greece from her Slavic 

Christian neighbours. Turkey is exploring the possibility of 

becoming the champion of the Balkan Moslems thus enhancing her 

influence in the region and creating another yet alternative to 

her strategic importance after East-West detente. 

Rekindling the islamic element may prove dangerous in a 

region already torn by separatist movements and extremely dista

bilising in Albania with 2/3 Moslem and 1/3 Christian populations 

and in Skopje with over 20i Moslems. Should religion become a 

vehicle of foreign policy and power politics, Greece would most 

likely pursue its own northern axis with Bulgaria, Romania and 

Russia. 
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TURKEY IN THE NEW INTERNATIONAL SECURITY ENVIRONMENT 

by Graham E. Fuller 

The extraordinary revolution and turmoil in global politics 

unleashed by Gorbachev in the past five years have left few 

countries untouohed. The republics of the Soviet Union and 

Moscow's East European empire have been the most directly 

--•··--•~~A· ~~~-~ ~a~innR have bean indirectlY affected as fading 
Cold War paradigms create new policies and interrelationshl.ps. 

Turkey own geopolitical environment has been remarkably affected 

in t.his period, moreso than at any time since the 1930s. These 

international changes, coupled with important internal change and 

reform inside Turkey, suggest that Turkey may be undergoing a 
' 

profound transition in its international relations scarcely 

imaginable ten years ago. While Turkey has been one of the more 

responsible and sober players in the region since the. foundation 
I 
' . . of the Turkish republic over seven .decade!> .ago,· predi~;tions,. about I . . 

Turkey's future security environment.,-.,-Eastern Europe,. the.Balkans, 

the Aegean, Russia, the Caucasus, and .. the Middle ,East, are ,, 

profoundly prob~•••tio. 

Traditional Turkish Geopolitics 
·I' 

The collapse o! empir~--any empire--obviously involves 
I 

wrenching change for the old metropole and its newly independent 
~. 

progeny. Relationships must be refounJ.d on .. a completely new 

footing, for which hi~>tory o!ten provides:very·little guide, 

.I 
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Just as in the collapsing Soviet Empire today, the collapse of the 

ottoman Empire created major conceptual problems for those 

responsible for charting Turkey's new regional politics, What were 

Turkish national interests to be in the new environments of post 

world war I Russia, EUrope and the Middle East? 

Turkey's foreign policy orientation since the founding of the 

Turkish·· republic has involved several key themes. In _t,he early 

days of the republic, Turkey's territorial integrity was the 

dominant concern: conflict with Greece, Armenia, Russia, British 

I~aq and French Syria involved the establishment of new borders. 

Ili'l Turkish eyes it was not merely a question of defense and 

security, but also the very definition of a radically new nation

state called Turkey. 

security did not consist exclusively of relations with 

neighbors: relationships with the major imperial powers of the 

period alae had profound impact on the degree of acceptance that 

Tu!"key !night enjoy in the new international environment. Turkey's 

pl~ce in the new post-World War I international order was carefully 

wrought, involving a whole series of new legal relationships that 

firmly established its position both in the region and the world. 

Unlike many other emerging nationalist states, Turkey had a 

remarkably high degree of respect for the international order and 

sought to work through its established instruments. 

After World War II the emergence of soviet expansionism 

naturally posed a new set of challenges to Turkey, Turkey 1 s 

international orientation was fundamentally drivan by that fact and 

has been so down to the emergence of Gorbachev 1 s perestroika. 

~-
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Today it is evident how much the global character of the Cold War 

"corrupted" the "normal" character of international relations in 

the region. As Russia struggles to grasp and re:t!ormulate the 

character of its "true" national interests, so too the national 

interests of other states are partially affected by that same 

process • 

Today Turkey must now rea&sess not only its security needs in 

the new international environment, but also the possibility of at 
• 

least partial. reformulation of its na~ional interests in the light 

of new circumstances. Reformulation of national interest is not, 

of course, an easy task, Far from being an "objective" process, 

the conceptualization of national interest involves often 

conflicting visions--political, economic and cl.lltural--of different 

partisan groups. Should Turkey be European or Muslim, associated 

with the capitalist or socialist world, friends of the First World 
' 

or the Third, interested in narrowly conceived state interests, or 

a broader Pan-Turkic vision? 

The Domestic Element in Turkish Foreign Policy 

Turkish politics had already begun to change well in advance 

of the Gorbachev revolution. Turgut Ozal, arguably one of the most 

influential political figures on the Turkish scene since Ataturk, 

had already helped bring about a profound reorientation of Turkish 

domestic policies that have direct impac~ . cm Turkey's . foreign __ 

policy as well. While these new policies and developments came into 

existence under the supervision of ozal, the basis for them had 

obviously been slowly forming for a long time; ozal has been the 

3. 
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primary catalyst--and a remarkable, if controversial one. 

The first major area of change was the renewed move towards 

democracy in the wave of military intervention in 1980. The 

Turkish military has had several occasions to drastically intervene. 

in internal politics over the past several decades by taking over 

power when the top military leadership came to believe that the 

country was drifting towards anarchy. These political 

interventions have been very controversial within Turkey, and a 

variety of motives have been attributed to the military 

interventionists. Whatever case may or may not be made for the 

-v.tii.sdom of such military intervention, democracy seems in practice 

\Htimately to have peen strengthened and widened after each 

intervention, regardless of the laws passed in the immediate 

·aftermath. Turkey has quite simply been growing more accustomed 

to ~he practice of democracy and the proliferation of political 

views. This gradual evolution in the direction of ever greater 

. democracy, wh.i le far f:::om complete, strengthens Tur.kay '-s Btanding 
... 

·among the nations of the world in which democracy is s"'en as a 

·~b"a'sic value of the country. Any absence of those values simply 

makes it harder for the Western world to deal closely with Turkey. 

Today, Turkish democracy, while incomplete, is leading to the 

development of a society more willing to consider a broader range 

of ideological issues, to debate long-forbidden issues such as 

communism, Islam, and the Kurdish issue in ways that will 

ultimately strengthen the Turkish nation. In a period when chaos 

will predictably be a major feature of political events in the 

Balkans and all over the Soviet Union--not to mention perhaps in 

t.t. 
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the z.tiddle East as well--the internatincinal system benefits from 

a nation -whose stability and track record for international 

prudence is by and large impressive. (In this context I would view 

the Cyprus issue as a major exception, where Turkey, rightly or 

wrongly, chose to move unilaterally rather than in conjunction with 

international instruments to influence the course of that crisis.) 

The second, and perhaps even more radical internal change in 

Turkey, is in the economic sphere: the abandonment under ozal 1 s 

direction of nearly seventy years of statist policies and a 

reversion to an open market economy. 'l'hese policies not ·only 

brought an extraordinary surge of growth to the Turkish economy, 

but lent it an international orientation that has direct affect on 

Turkish foreign policy. Turkey saw major new opportunities for 

markets in the Middle East, not only in Iran and Iraq during the 

Iran-Iraq war, but also in the Arabian Peninsula and,North Africa. 

The presence of economic interests in that area inevitably raised 

Turkish political consciousness as well towards Middle Eastern 

politics. ' . 

Turkey 1 s new export-oriented policies sharply increase its 

interest not only in the Middle East, but in the developing 

economies of the Balkans, the Black Sea, the emerging independent 

republics of the soviet Union. Most of all it increases Turkish 

interest in western Europe itself, Where Ankara views the 

frustrating quest for integration in the EC to be an important 

foreign policy goal with major political implications. This 

opening of Turkish policies, partially akin to· the process of 

perestroika in the soviet Union or the 11 infitah" ·in Egypt, has 

s. 
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still not run its course. 
i 

Turkey . now possesses an international orientation 

unprecedented in its past. Whereas foreign policy had long been 

the exclusive preserve of a highly skilled and educated foreign 

policy elite, today Turkey's external economic interests serve to 

widen.the base of foreign policy formulation and to interject newer 

elements of broader public opinion into the process. This process 

is still underway, and is typically resiste~ by the foreign policy 

professionals--as .in. all countries. 

The popularization of foreign policy does not, of course, 

au~omatically lead to stability of the foreign policy process. 
'; 

P~lic opinion is usually far more fickle and nationalistic than 

the foreign policy establishment or any country; it is quite 

possible that the sobriety that has so long characterized Turkish 

foreign policy will be increasingly affected by other interests. 

These interests include economic and commercial goals which the 

business coir!Ii'.uni ty might urge upon Turkish foreign policy; Islamic 

gr:.oupa· and sentiments that introduce an "Islamic factor" into 
'. 

Turkish foreign policy; and nationalistjneo-Pan-Turkist impulses 

that increase Turkish interest in the Turkic world to the East. 

Lastly, in a world in which massive reevaluation of national 

interests are under way--starting in Russia and stretching to the 

United stat~s at the end of the Cold War--Turkey too may need to 

reconsider the character of its national interests in ways not 

considered before. Here the democratic process in Turkey will 

liberate this process of policy reformulation. Already much of the 

revered Ataturkist tradition--so valuable and critical to the 
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national survival in an earlier era of· Turkish history--is now 

coming under reexamination. With a leasening of Ataturkist values

-statism, isolationism, elitist paternalism, avoidance of Islamic 

and Pan-'l'urkic ideological interests--factors such as 

nationalist;Pa.n-TUrJdst and Islamic ideologies have greater room 

for influence. Neither of these ideological policies in themselves 

can ~a described as negative or positive: the wisdom and efficacy 

of such policies depends entirely on the wisdom with which they are 

implemented. 

Under any circumstances, TUrkish internal politics have been 

undergoing profound change in the last decade, coinciding with the 

Gorbachev revolution in the soviet union. The role of internal 

politics will now be more important than ever in the formulation 

of the Turkish national interest and the policies that it pursues, 

Turkey and Russia 

Despite the stunning changes in the soviet Union--that a~gur 

.- so well· fer the. future ·international role of Russia--the policies 

of Russia--as the· one country in the region capable of inv~ding and . 

taking over Turkey--will still retain some salience for Ankara. 

The history of Russian-Turkish relations over . the centuries 

provides sufficient evidence of the importance of this massive 

political land mass to Turkey's north. Even a benign, democratic 

and stable Russia will have considerabl~ impact on TUrkey 1 s 

interests. And Turkey will remain concerned indefinitely about the 

possible resurgence of non-democratic ideoloqy or nationalist-

expansionist tendencies in Russia. As long as the process of 
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democratic reform continues apace in the Soviet Union, TUrkey will 
,e': 

have less reason to seek firm security guarantees from the West 

against Moscow. 

The Soviet threat to Turkey from a realistic point of view has 

not had purely negative impact upon Turkish interests, however. 

It was specifically this threat that enabled Turkey to develop much 

closer ties with Western Europe and the United States over the past 

forty years. From that point of view, some elements within the 

Turkish state may regret the diminution of the Soviet threat if it 

willweaken NATO and Turkey's special role within it. For other 

arements within Turkey, the lessening of the soviet threat 

in"Creases fordgn policy flexibility and options with lessened 

dependence on Western power. 

Turkey's strategic relationship with the Soviet Union is now 

taking on a different character. The end of communist ideology and 

the emergence of "new thinking" in Soviet foreign policy suggests 

t!~at Russia is much less likely to threaten Turkey's territorial 

in~~grity. It also s~ggests that Moscow has now far less reason 

toL'\ fear a strong Western presence in Turkey, and will be less 

interested in seeking to destabilize Turkey as it did in the 

seventies as a means of weakening NATO power. In this sense Turkey 

no longer represents any military threat to Moscow. And the 

Turkish communist party, in whatever state it may continue to 

exist, will no longer be seQn as an instrument of Soviet influence 

in internal Turkish politics. 

But even a democratic Russia will have strong interests in 

Turkey as a geopolitical neighbor of major importance. Turkey's 

' 
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control of the Black Sea straits and major prefilence in the Black 

Sea gives both of them common _interests. But the new arms control 

aqreements in between NATO and the Soviet Union are of less comfort 

i' to Turkey than to Western Europe since major elements ot the Soviet 
• 

armed forces have now moved east of the Urals, relieving pressure 

on the West, but arguably increasinq potential pressure on Turkey. 

Turkey will therefore maintain a cautious vision of Russian power 

in the decades ahead, regardless of what progress is made in West 

European-Russian relations. 

Even more important, however, is the emergence of independent 

republics in the Soviet Union--many of which are quite likely to 

be independent countries at some point in the future, even if 

closely linked in some new confederal unit. Overnight Turkey's 

contiguous relations with the Soviet union are in the process of 

being transformed into relations with emerging independent states 

that will now serve as buffers between Russia and Turkey. This 

startling new geopolitical metamorphosis will_have unpredictable 

consequences on the nature of Russian-Turkish relations. All of 
. , . . . . ' .. . - . - . ~ ... 

these,,new entities or states-to-be are relatively small--

Azer:baijal'l;, Armenia, and Ge.or9ia and thu5 present no military 

threat to Turkey directly. However, issues of probable growing 

instability in many of these states suggests new complications for 

Turkish interests and relations in the decades ahead. 

Turkey 1s likely involvement in the evolution of Soviet 

internal politics is not limited to those republics immediately 

contiguous to Turk·ey. Well to the east; the· Muslim republics of 

central Asia are all Turkic--with the exception of Tajikistan. 1w 

a .. 
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these republics continue to develop their'nationalist feelings, the 

importance of their Turkishnees is likely to push them towards 

greater focus on Turkey. Turkey has always been the natural center 

of the Turkish world, and Ankara may come to represent for many of 

these republics a more attractive alternative window to the West 

than Moscow. 

Yet it will not come easily for the policy-makers in Ankara 

to develop special relations with the Muslim and Turkic areas of 

the soviet Union. The Ataturkist legacy expressly warned Turkey 

of the dangers of involvement in Pan-Turkist or irredentist 
'\tii. 

policies. such advice made very good sense in the past in view of 
;ff: 

the Soviet Union's abilities to visit punishment upon Turkey for 

support of such provocative activities. Today, however, close 
, .. 

Turkish relations with these republics need not represent a threat 

to Moscow. Turkey might easily be a force for wise, experienced 

and modGrate policies, a model of the secular Muslim state to these 
... -. ' 

Yt;!ung r-ap:.1blica. 
cf!-,.• 

The.ranqe of Turkey's potential ties extend yet further east 

into China where the large Turkic minority of Xinjiang province is 

in increasing contact with their fellow Turks across the Sine

Soviet border. Growing Turkic nationalism is likely to be viewed 

as· a greater danger in China than even in the Soviet Onion. 

Ec.onomic benefits could flow from these contacts however; serious 

discussion is under way about rail links running from Beijinq to 

Xinjianq, Kyrgyzstan, Uzhekistan, Turkmenistan, Tehran and 

Istanbul--a de facto "Turanian line" that will certainly heighten 

cultural awarenas~ and cultural contacts among all tho~e Turkic 
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areas. 

It will be some time before Turkey moves towards a more 

"Turkic 11 type of foreign policy, Ataturk' s strong antipathy to 
-I 

i i 1 . i /. i ethnic adventur sm s dG~p y ~mpr nted upon Turk eh statesmen. on 

the other hand, if Turkey finds that many of its options for EC 

membership are increasingly closed--as they now seem to be--Ankara 

may find advantage in broadening the vision of its foreiqn policy 

to include more Turkic-oriented policies, Some violation of the 

Ataturkist legacy has alreacSy occurred in this area with Turkish 

support for the Turldsh Cypriots and the Turkish population of 

Bulgaria, that has served to sour relations with both those states • 
• 

Turkey has also expressed interest in the Turkmen population of 

northern Iraq, which brings it into conflict with Baghdad. It is 

not a far reach for Turkey to develop closer ties with Azerbaijan 

and even some of the Central Asian states. But at the same time, 

Turkey will likewise not wish to jeopardize the important relations 

it has with Russia. 

While the Ataturkist tradition is still strong 'in Turkey,· it 
. 

may be weakening in some ~aspects as Turkey•s·internal situation 

continues to undergo profound change in the economi~, political, 

and social spheres. Public opinion and the press too, tend to be 

more interested in the "external Turks" (dis Turkler) of the world 

than is the Foreign Ministry itself. If a more strongly 

nationalist movement were to come to power in Turkey, _the country 

could well adopt a bolder policy towards the external Turks. The 

character of those policies could be either negative or positive 

depending on the wisdom and moderation of the policy-makers. 

1(. 



Turkey and the Balkans 

TUrkey, of course, is no stranger to the Balkans after so many 

centuries of domination over it under the ottoman Empire. In a 

sense, TUrkey has not really had a chance to develop "normal" · 

relations with most of the Balkan states since their integration 

into the Soviet Empire for over forty years. Indeed, for this same 

reason Balkan politics themselves have not evolved "normally" 

during this period. Just as in the USSR, the post-communist era 

in the Balkans opens up new questions about the character of future 

relations among these states as they regain true independence after 

th~ long communist night. 

interrelationships will evolve. 
"/, 

No one can predict e~actly how 

Greek-Turkish enmity has long characterized the eastern flank 

of NATO. Will the new Balkan environment increase or decrease that 

enmity? Independent Bulgaria may well join Greece in the common 

perception.that Turkey is the great power to be neutralized in the 

region. What Balkan states may see their interests as lying with 
·~ 

Turkey; perhaps Balkan enemies of Bulgaria and Greece, such as 
!;~· . 

AlJ;lania, working on the basis that "the enemy of my enemy is my 

friemi?" 

Will the collapse of traditional Yugoslav authority lead to 

a strengthening of the Muslim region of Bosnia? Would the 

Bosnians--livinq in a sea of Orthodox Slavs--look to Turkey for 

support--at least on the moral level? And would Turkey alter its 

historic tendency to remain aloof from most Pan-Turkic issues? 

Here again, a nationalist regime in Ankara in the future might see 

.. • 
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its interests differently and could op·t to inject itself more 

closely into Balkan politics. 

Will Turkish interest in a new Black Sea consortium of nations 

positively affect its relations with Bulgaria and Romania over the 

longer run? Will Turkey see the Balkans as a potentially important 

trading partner? Might it come into classic geopolitical rivalry 

with Germany as each seeks intluence there? The complementarity 

of economic interests need to be examined closely to develop some 

initial hypotheses.on the economic factor in the Balkans. 

Balkan politics have been liberated far too recently to eliminate 

any number of possible scenarios of Turkish involvement in the 

region, positively or negatively. 

TUrkey and the Middle East 

The impact of change in soviet policy has reached the Middle 

East as well, sharply affecting the environment around Turkey, 

First, TUrkey's shift of focus toward& an export economy 

l:lrought Turkray into .the Arab world even. before the Gorbachev 

revolution, Turkish construction know-how :was ·exported to, the 

Arabian peninsula and Libya early on in the eighties. Second, the 

Iran-Iraq war also had major impact on the Turkish economy as 

Turkey became the single largest trading partner for both Iran and 

Iraq, as a transi.t point and as a source of products to meet their 

heightened needs during the war. Turkey was already beginning to 

reorient its trade toward the Middle East to a significant extent. 

The recent Gulf War brought greater clianqe to traditionc.:.. 

Turkish foreiqn policy. Whereas Ankara traditionally would have 

• 
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maintained a strict neutrality towards conflict in the Middle East, 

on this oc9asion TUrkey, under the strong prodding of President 

Turqut ozal, came down four-square on the side of the allies and 

the security council, committed its own troops to the conflict, and 

penuitted Turkish airbases to be used by the allied forces in 

offensive air-strikes against Iraq. As noted above, the Turkish 

press~· also indulged in discussione of the 'I'urkmen minority in 

northern Iraq, suggesting a clear-cut Turkish interest in the 

welfare of Turks outside of Turkey. A challenge had been laid to 

Iraq; Ankara did not shrink from hostile relations with Iraq in 

the interests of increasing Turkish leverage both with NATO and in 

the region. 

The conflict with Iraq also unleashed the Kurdish issue anew. 

A'nkara took a major step forward in granting Turkish Kurds the 

right to use the Kurdish language in public and for music-

although still not for the media or education. Talk of greater 

re"form in the Kurdish areas of Turkey is underway. ~Iost 

il'it~ortantly, Turkey has now begun to explicitly recognize '.:he 
-~~. -· 

existence of the Kurdish problem and to entertain discussion about 

how to deal with it. 

Solution of the Kurdish problem in Turkey cannot be separated 

from the issue of the Kurds in Iraq and Iran. There is no doubt 

that the Kurdish issue will be looming larger in Turkish politics 

in the next decade than in the several last. The issue will 

likewise involve Turkey in the internal affairs of both Iraq and 

Iran to the extent that the Kurdish problem is co:rn:mon to all three 

states. This Kurdish problem, and the human rights problems that 

' 
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spring from it, and the sympathies m~ny 'in the West have for the 

l(urds--all militate against Turkey's interests in the west and 

complicate its relations in the East as Arac states and other 

perpetuate suspicions towards Turkish intentions on the XurcUsh 

issue. 

Turkey's status in the Middle East is also affected by the 

possible evolution of a new security regime in the Persian Gulf. 

With the continuing Western demand for secure oil supplies and the 

likelihood of the ctventual collapse of the monarchies of .the the 

Gulf, security issues there will remain hiqh on the international 

agenda. Turkey has always been considered a potentially important 

player in any effort to construct a broader Persian Gulf security • 
system. Ankara's serious involvement in the Gulf war suqqests too 

that important Turkish geopolitical interests will be affected. 

In reality, the Middle East today is the most volatile region 
' 

of the world, and an area where a de facto threat to Turkey is 

greater than ever before--even in comparison yith the traditional: 

threat· from Russia. The proliferation of weapons'· plaees Turkey 

well within range of the evolving missilery of many· regional -states . 
at the same time as the reg!Qn remains totally devo1d of any X1nd 

of arms control--in conspicuous contrast to the NAT0 1s long-term 

dealings with the OSSR. Weapons of mass destruction used against 

Turkey are no longer a purely theoretical threat; Turkey may well 

feel it must move itself to develop such capabilities rather than 

to depend on the uncertain guarantees of other Western powers that 

have already proven reluctant to l:lack Turkey in regional confl,ict',, 

I ')"'. 
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soviet Union is also likely to create frictions between Turkey and 
.:--_;. 

Iran. . Both Turkey and Iran feel they have "special ties" with 

central Asia: Turkey because of their Turkic character, Iran 

because of its centuries-long cultural domination and frequent 

political control of parts of that region in the past. Rivalry for 

influence may well emerge. More seriously, as the republic of 

Azerbaijan grows more independent and the Turkic character of its 

culture and society is emphasized, similar emotions may well 

develop in Iranian Azerbaijan. As Soviet Azerbaijan looks more to 

Tl:l:rkey, Tehran may well feel a threat !rom Turkey if any movement 

fc;].~ greater autonomy or even independence and unity with Soviet 

Az,erbaijan should develop in Iranian Aze:t:baijan • 
.orr:~ ' 

Turkey 1 s future role in Arab politics remains uncertain. 

Basically the Arab states continue to view Turkey with minor 

>nic<1ivin<;~c ba10od on Tur}<"Y 1 "' r>ravi ous imperial role in the rec;lion, 

Arabs to be sensitive to the political aspirations of the Arab 
§; 

world? 

If a comprehensive settlement to the Arab-Israeli s.ettlement 

should emerge in the next few years, the face of Middle East 

politics will be further changed. The polarity of the 

confrontation with Israel will tend to give way to a less clearly 

unified body of interests among the Arab states. With a settlement 

with Israel, it will be more difficult for any Arab state to 

dictate what 11Aral:liem" is or to demand Arab unity in the face of 

a major challenge. In an Arab world whose politics are more 

/{.., 
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fractured, Turkey can more readily enter into closer political 

relations with other Arab states as new political alliance~ emerge. 

In short, the Middle East itself is undergoing major changes, 

some as an indirect result of the convulsions in the Soviet Union. 

Turkey will face nQW challenges, new openings, and new 

opportunities for influence than at any time over the past half 

century. How will Turkey react to these opportunities? Will we 

see a new, broader formulation of Turkish national interests that 

might involve it more closely in regional competition? The answer 

to these questions are of interest to all those states that are 

contemplating a great role for Turkey within the European 

community. 

• Turkey and Europ·e 

Turkey 1 s deepest foundations in Europe over· the past forty 

years have been with NATO. NATO has served two functions. It has 

provided critically necessarily defense guarantees to Turkey 
aqainst posslD!e sov1e~ expans10n1sm.· · wni~e· ~er~-or-cen~er. 

eJ.emen~s 1n '!'urx:ey nave Glues,;1oneu ·,;ne uegreee' o:t -r.n_tt-. ouv .le:: 1. 

threat, the saqa of Iranian Azerbaijan during ·and ·after World War 

II an<l tho Soviot inv•uoion of Af<Jhanio:tan mad" it diff:i..,u1t to 

state that Soviet expansionism was not a realistic threat. 

secondly, the Soviet threat provided the major rationale for 

Turkish inclusion in the heart of Western European security 

in the eyes of the United States and Europe in the broader European 

context, helping fultill a long and deeply held Turkish aspiration 

n. 
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to be considered as a European nation. Indeed,. the collapse of the 

ide9logical mainspring of Soviet expansionism now raises questions 
·'!:···,' ~ 

affairs. 

Turkish membership'in the European Economic Community has lonq 

possessed its own particular complications as to the compatibility 

membership in the EC was uncertain before the collapse of the 

Berlin Wall, the emergence of the East European states as 

independent entities today has vastly complicated the European 

economlc ami. soclaJ. equat:lon: J. t: 1s more ali:I:lCUJ.l:. 1:.0 gauge 

Turkey's role now when the European status of its East European 

neighbors is far from resolved. 

In the event that Turkey is not afforded EC status in the 

decade ahead, one of the powerful determinants of Turkey 1 s economic 

development is sharply affected. What are then the economic 

factors in Turkish national interest? Direct trade ties with the 

United states? With Eastern Europ$? With the Black Sea atates? . 
wit'11 the newly indendent states of th~ Soviet Onion, including 

Ruliisian itself? or with thQ Middle East? Where will the most 

effective sources of econ?mic complernentarity lie? Turkey's search 

for alternative trade ties are already prejudicing its case for 

full membership in the EC. 

Turkish ties with Europe will continue to contain some element 

of a security relationship as long as NATO continues to exist. 

Even in the event of the atrophying· of NATO, CSCE security 

relationships also involve significant Turkish cooperation. But 

\ '?'. 
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major questions now arise in the European view of its own security 

arrangements. How broad will that concept of security be? 

If a Soviet Union in turmoil remains an act:ive tnreat t:o 

F."""'II'"'n security, then Turkey. as a critical part of the NATO 

Russia may yet emerge on the world scene, then Turkey's role is 

ideology that gave birth to the Soviet challenge in the past. An 

expansionist Russian/Slavic nationalism is too weak a force in 

Russia today to demand much attention at the moment. Russia is 

likely to remain preoccupied with internal problems of unity and 

the need to establish a firm economic foundation for the future. 

Today western Europe is .naturally asking the hard questions 

about Turkey. In crudest terms, how much should western Europe 

interest itself in Turkey's future? What are the likely threats 

to Turkey today? How much are Western European security interests 

affected by non-Soviet security threats to Turkey? 

The GUlf War posed this question in a new and ambiguous way. 
' ' 

Turkey's political activism and commitment to the us, NATO, and the 
, 

allied cause was appreciated, lending weight to Turkey's claim that 

it associates its own interests with western interests. Yet 

.·; Turkey 1 s very activism and the emergence of its own independfitnt 
I 

'! interests vis-a-vis Iraq also proved disquieting to those states 

in Europe such as Germany that are concerned about the Turkish 

agenda in the reqion. Does a more activist Turkish role in the 

• 
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Middle E~st and the Muslim regions of Russia spell a Turkey that 

part o:r tne .:~:;urcpean eecur 1 ~y agenaa, tou~ l'll~:t.:lle .c;all'~ern l55Ue5 are 

less clearly so, especially when it includes problems such as 

resurgent Rurdish nationalism even within Turkey itself. 

The question of Turkey's :future security role in Europe will 

therefore depend primarily on Europe's own formulation of its long 

term interests. How Euro-centric will the future EC be? Under the 
.,;., 

startlingly different world conditions now coming into existence 
? 

will the· term "Europe" come to include all of Eastern Europe? All 
-~ 

of the Balkans? Russia? Turkey--on more than an honorary basis? 
· E~\.t~l.l.Y 1lfii'H""ll,..T":.~,.,,... w111 na Europe 1 s evo1.v1.no v.iew or the Mus~im 

world. Let' a !:le frank: the Muslim character of Turkey, despite its 

responsible international conduct over the past many decades, does 

remain a consideration in European thinking. Muslim societies tend 

to":'"l:le viewed in the West as representing different styles and value 
;:t· . 
--,;~ 

systems than Western countries. How "European" will Turkey really 

be over the longer run? That is the often unspoken issue on 

European minds in the next decade. 

But as President ozal himself often points out, Europe should 

be interested in Turkey not in spite of its Muslim character, .but 

precisely because of it. In my view, the chances are very good 

that nationalism and religion will grow as factors in international 

politics in the next decade and century. The mo<:lern world, perhaps 

• 
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in reaction to the rampant interna·tionalism and cultural 

homoqeni~ation that modern communications have brought us, seems 

to crave ever more deeply expression of particularism, regionalism, 

and uniqueness of cultural identity. While international tension& 

on a glo~al level are likely to recede, not to be polarized again 

as they were during the Cold War, local conflict will now be freer 

to rise. Local conflict is less dangerous, is no longer likely to 

spark global nuclear war between superpowers, and may now even be 

of limited interest to most of the great powers of the world. Thus 

local conflict will become more commonplace, and the search for 

expression of national identity will be an important characteristic 

of those conflicts, certainly in parts of Eastarn Europe and 

perhaps even in parts of Western Europe itself. 

If there is a danger of a polarizing factor in international 

politics that could again t·end to divide the world ·into warring 
' 

camps, it very likely could be a function of the old "North-South" 

conflict, or the haves versus the have-nots. What would be even 

more disturbing would be the emergence of Islam as an ideological 

factor aligned on the aid~ of the have-nots. Muslim countries are 

among the most intense in their search for a way to preserve their 

religious-cultural identities. It is important that Islam not be 

encouraged to move in the direction of supporting any kind of 

"North-South" confrontation. 

Here is where the depth of the European political .vision 

matters greatly. Will Europe seek to limit its political and 

economic unity to what are essentially the "Christian" nations of 

Europe? Will a· de facto Christian vs. Muslim political divide 

~I. 



emerge, recreating a nee-Crusader mentality on the part of either 

Christians or Muslims? Here is where TUrkey's role in Europe is 

of particular importance. The case for Turkish membership in 

Europe should indeed . be. strengthened by the very fact of being 

Muslim. Turkish membership suggests a cultural diversity for 

Europe that will be o! importance in European dealings with other 

Muslim nations. Turkey thus can serve as a bridge between the two 

cultures; it can strengthen its own commitment to European 

political values while seeking to preserve much o! its own Muslim 

cultural values. This kind of a Turkey is important as a model 
·~:1· 

for the rest of the Muslim world as well. 

European relations with Turkey are of course far from being 

the only intimate ties Europe has with the Muslim world. The 

development of a concept of a MecH terranean union of some kind 

immediately links all of southern Europe with the Levant and North 

Africa. By any standard North Africa is a neighbor of Europe; the 

relations across the Mediter~anean are more significant for North 
:,4),· 

At:~ica than are its horizontal relations across North Africa. The 

Turkish role in the EC thus becomes merely one facet of a 

potentially more complex concept of Europe and its periphery. 

Muslim migration to Western Europe, already well advanced, will 

require close political and economic links between Europe and the 

Muslim states of the region to enable this process of migration and 

integration to take place more gradually and smoothly. The 

integration of these Muslim states into Europe in some capacity 

will . also play a major . role in the secularization and 

democratization of that area of the world, helping establish a new 
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and moderate form of Islamic civilization~ If this cultural fusion 

cannot'develop, and is instead blocked by deterrinq the inteqration 

od Muslim states . into. Europe· iri' soine sense then harsh' ·cul tura'l 

confrontation is likely to emerge: in the:·::reqion ;in the 'next 

century. 'l'he ~question ·of Turkish membership in the· i!:c· embodies 

this choice. ··.•;, .............. •' .. ":' . 

' I . ·~ 

Conclusion· 

We are traversing a period· ·of extraordinary inte~national 

chanqe. Turkey· is ·one of those 'countries sittinq iri the eye of the 

hurricane as change swirls around 1t. "'Turkey has'· ba~ically l:ieen 

'of C:;oneidero.ble .stability ~ml 'Ji':a:cdictc.l:li1ity ii~: a. . eource 
.. -· .. 
pat. 1:. 

decades. 
.. . . . . . ~·· . '. . . . 

Will Turkey continue along the ·same cautious course 

has marked its past policies--defined by ·a Eurocent·r.ic ·focus,· a 

neutrality towards most conflicts in the Middle Eai:lt . ci.fic{ an 

avoidance of irredentist and revisionist policies'· as re1at-es to 

most countries of the world? (Cyprus, Bulgaria·,· and 'Irac;(show 'that 

Turkey has in fact made · sign~ficant · exceptions · in eschewing 

involvement in.the affairs of. the external Turks.) ·or will Turkey 

too be affected by regional change and llegin to ex_plore' new paths 

in the expression of its national character? The issue remains 

open. My guess is that Turkey will remain relatively cautious. ,in 

pursuit of its foreiqn policy for many years to come, but that.we 

will see a Turkey more interested in.:, a role of .. influence and .... 

leadership amonq the external Turks, more interested in the 

economic·~enefits of ties with the Muslim states of the region, and 

perhaps more assertive of its goals'in Europe. A more ·activist 
r ,.,, ' 

~ .. 
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Turkey would seem the most likely new ·direction for Turkey to 

pursue in the coming decades. 

A change of policy need not imply a destabilizing policy. But 

it suggests that Turkey will not be able to be taken for granted 

and that its own national interests will be more openly expressed, 

complicating the policies of the region as a whole. Turkey will 

figure more prominently in the politics of all the regions around 

it, except possibly in Western Europe itself. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 1 

The strategic environment in Southeastern Europe and the Eastern 

Mediterranean has been strongly affected by the sweeping changes in 

international affairs over the past few years. The new prominence of 

~lediterranean security issues on the European and American security 

agenda, encouraged by events in the Balkans and the Middle East, is fast 

eroding the region's position on the strategic periphery. At the same 

time, the sense of increased security in central and northern Europe 

brought on by the political transformation in the east, the collapse of 

the Warsaw Pact and the strategic contraction of the Soviet Union, has 

hardly been mirrored in Southeastern Europe where traditional 

antagonisms persist and flourish and political revolutions remain half

made. To these must be added a range of new concerns, many of which are 

a product of developments in the ~!iddle East. 

The thesis of this paper is straightforward: That the 

Mediterranean, and above all the Southeastern Europe/Eastern 

Mediterranean region, has emerged as a dominant center of risk in the 

new Europe. As such, it will demand the increasing attention of Europe 

and its institutions, and by extension, the interest and involvement of 

the U.S. as a European power. Moreover, by virtue of history and 

geography, the region is linked to Middle Eastern as well as European 

security. This paper suggests some trends affecting the strategic 

environment, and considers alternative approaches to thinking about the 

region's role in security terms: that is, as an extension of the 

European security canvas; the "place where the Persian Gulf begins"; and 

as an area of strategic consequence in its own right. 

1The opinions expressed in this paper are the author's and are not 
necessarily shared by RAND or its research sponsors. 
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II. STRATEGIC CHANGE IN THE MEDITERRANEAN AND SOUTHEASTERN EUROPE: 
SOME TRENDS 

East-West Disengagement 

Since 1945, developments in Southeastern Europe and the 

Mediterranean, particularly those concerning NATO's Southern Region, 

have been viewed overwhelmingly in relation to the Cold War and the 

East-West strategic competition. Indeed, the Balkans and the eastern 

Mediterranean featured prominently in the early history of the Cold 

War. 1 Yet, with the exception of periodic crises, the general level of 

interest in regional security problems in the area never approached the 

consistent attention devoted to defense in central Europe. The 

predominant role of nuclear forces in strategic thought throughout most 

of the post-war period tended to focus attention on the defense of 

"core" interests in Europe. This encouraged the neglect of security 

problems outside NATO'S Central Region, and especially in southern 

Europe where the perception of the Soviet threat was relatively distant 

and diffuse and security as a whole more conventional in character. 2 In 

the prevailing climate of political relaxation and military disengagment 

in Europe, the Atlantic Alliance as a whole has perhaps come to resemble 

the traditional Conception of its Southern Region, as security 

perceptions reflect a waning of the Soviet mi1itary threat, less 

reliance is placed on the nuclear aspects of deterrence, and regional 

concerns assume a more prominent place on national and institutional 

agendas. 

In the immediate aftermath of the political revolutions in Eastern 

Europe, there was considerable concern that new opportunities and 

requirements in the east would absorb material and intellectual 

1See, for example, Bruce R. Kuniholm, The Origins of the Cold War 
in the Near East: Great Power Diplomacy in Iran, Turkey, and Greece 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1980). 

2see Diego Ruiz Palmer, "Paradigms Lost: A Retrospective 
Assessment of the NATO-Warsaw Pact Military Competition in the 
Alliance's Southern Region," Comparative Strategy, Vol. 9, 1990. 
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attention which might otherwise have been directed toward southern 

Europe and the Mediterranean. In economic terms, these fears have not 

yet been realized. The limited ability of the reforming economies in 

Eastern Europe to absorb large scale investment together with Western 

concerns about the character and pace of political change, particularly 

in the Balkans, have introduced an element of restraint which recent 

events in the Soviet Union may only reinforce. At the same time, 

developments in the Adriatic and the Gulf have prevented, and indeed 

reversed, any diversion of strategic attention toward the east. 

Notwithstanding the costs imposed by participation in the Gulf 

coalition, this reversal of fortune has been most pronounced in the case 

of Turkey. 

The end of the Cold War has already released a variety of explosive 

ethnic tensions, with implications for security beyond national borders 

and beyond Europe's regions. The near civil war in Yugoslavia, with all 

that it implies for the political evolution of the Balkans and Eastern 

Europe as a whole, provides the clearest example of what is at stake, 

even beyond the prospect of disastrous refugee flows. The 

disintegration of the Soviet Union itself would most directly affect the 

welfare and security of the Black Sea region and could pose enormous 

dilemmas for Turkish policy toward the southern republics. 

In the Middle East, the waning of the East-West competition has 

reduced the risk of superpower confrontation, but has also removed many 

of the superpower-imposed constraints on the behavior of regional 

actors. It is arguable that under Cold War conditions, Moscow would 

never have "permitted" Iraq to invade Kuwait for fear of the escalatory 

risks involved. The central and eastern Mediterranean is home to 

important actors whose behavior may be shaped by the absence of 

traditional Cold War considerations--most notably Libya, Syria, Iraq, 

and Israel. Their actions, in turn, will influence the security 

environment facing Greece and Turkey. 

If the revolution in East-West relations has increased the risk of 

conflict affecting Southeastern Europe and the Mediterranean, it has 

also made possible a variety of ne~ initiatives for cooperation in a 
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regional context. Prominent examples include the Italian sponsored 

Hexagonale, Balkan cooperation, and Turkey's proposal for economic and 

political cooperation in the Black Sea.' In a broader sense, the CSCM 

(Conference on Security and Cooperation in the ~lediterranean), in which 

Italy and Spain have been most active, is also a product of the new 

environment in which the demilitarization of East-West relations has 

given greater freedom of action to small and medium powers, encouraging 

the pursuit of regional initiatives. Notably, these initiatives, while 

reflecting a new interest in regionalism, emphasize the acceptance of 

existing frontiers. For Italy, Greece and Turkey, these proposals are 

both useful vehicles for political activism and evidence of a desire for 

political reassurance in an uncertain security environment. 

Europeanization and Its Limits 

Across most of the countries that have traditionally constituted 

NATO's Southern Region (Portugal, Spain, Italy, Greece, and Turkey), 

attitudes toward foreign and security policy are increasingly European 

in character. One consequence of this trend has been a progressive 

decline in the distinctiveness of the Southern Region within the 

Atlantic Alliance, and a convergence of security perceptions within 

western Europe. To the extent that Europe as a whole worries less about 

Soviet intentions and capabilities, and becomes more concerned with 

security and security-related problems emanating from the Mediterranean, 

this convergence is likely to be even more pronounced. The strategic 

implications of this trend are at least two-fold. 

First, bilateral patterns of cooperation with the U.S. will be 

affected by the growing importance of the transatlantic security 

discourse with the European Community, even in the absence of an 

operationally potent European defense organization. It is less and less 

thinkable, for example, that individual southern European countries will 

be willing to grant the U.S. the use of bases and overflight rights--

'The Hexagonale is an effort to foster regional cooperation between 
Italy. Yugoslavia. Hungary. Austria, Czechoslovakia and, most recenLly, 
Poland. 
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or to contribute military forces of their own--for contingencies outside 

the NATO area if their EC partners are unwilling to do so. As the 

recent coalition experience in the Gulf demonstrated, the growing 

requirement for a Europe-wide consensus on defense cooperation with the 

U.S. outside Europe does not preclude extensive cooperation, but will 

limit U.S. freedom of action in those cases where a clear convergence of 

interests does not exist. In sum, the era in which the U.S. could count 

on the assistance of one or two key allies in Southern Europe in 

carrying out operations unpopular within the Community as a whole has 

probably past .. 

Second, Turkey, as a participant in neither the EC nor the WEU (and 

whose prospects for membership in both organizations remain poor) is 

increasingly isolated from the process of Europeanization shaping the 

rest of NATO's Southern Region. To the extent that Turkey's post

containment, post-Gulf War strategic importance continues to be seen in 

Middle Eastern rather than European terms, Turkey's distinctiveness 

within the Alliance will be reinforced. As the current situation 

suggests, the problem facing Turkey in the wake of the Cold War is less 

that of strategic neglect broadly defined and its political and economic 

consequences, but rather the narrower and more potent risk of exclusion 

from the European security equation and its effect on Turkey's relations 

with the West. As the EC moves to develop a common foreign and security 

policy, it will be more difficult for the Community to accept the 

additional burden of a direct exposure in the Middle East which Turkish 

membership in the EC or the WEU would impose. 

An Expanding Security Canvas 

The concept of Mediterranean security is expanding both 

geographically and functionally in a manner that will influence security 

perceptions in Southeastern Europe and elsewhere. More precisely, the 

content of the security debate is growing, a phenomenon reflected in the 

NATO context by the notion of "an expanding Southern Region." The U.S. 

perception of the southern flank has never been limited to NATO's five 

southern alli.es and the direct threats to their security. Conflicts and 
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crises in the Middle East and the Persian Gulf, including the problem of 

assuring access to oil supplies, have played a key role in U.S. strategy 

toward the ~lediterranean. European, and particularly southern European 

security interests in the south have traditionally been drawn along more 

limited lines. 

In the emerging strategic environment there may well be a greater 

degree of convergence between southern European and American perceptions 

with regard to the scope of ~lediterranean security, as problems of 

stability and development in North Africa receive greater attention on a 

bilateral basis, within the EC, and in new initiatives on security and 

cooperation such as CSCM. With regard to the latter, there is a strong 

intellectual and practical rationale for defining the ~lediterranean 

region in broad geographical terms, and expanding the definition of 

security to include social, economic and political, as well as military 

factors. 4 

Character of Security in the Eastern Mediterranean 

There will continue to be certain significant differences between 

the western and eastern Mediterranean in security terms. Without 

ignoring the existence of territorial issues such as the future of the 

Spanish enclaves in North Africa, and the problem of conventional and 

unconventional proliferation which spans the southern and eastern 

shores, the most pressing problems in the western and central 

Mediterranean are overwhelmingly political and economic in character. 

The demographic imbalance between a prosperous north and a poor south, 

and the resulting immigration pressure is not a security problem in the 

direct sense, although friction over immigration policy could encourage 

a more general deterioration of north-south relations in the 

Mediterranean, thereby increasing the risk of conflict over other 

issues. By contrast, in the eastern Mediterranean the potential for 

open conflict is much closer to the surface and the level of armament 

"
11 Non-papers" and other documents outlining national views on CSCM 

are assembled in The i'fediterranean and the i'fiddle East After the War in 
the Gulf: The CSCI'f (Rome: ~linistry of Foreign Affairs, flarch 1991.) 

~-------------------------------------------- --------
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considerab~y greater. Even in the wake of the Cold War, the strategic 

stakes in the Eastern Mediterranean will remain high, drawing the 

attention and involvement of the U.S. and, at lower but still 

significant levels, the Soviet Union. The concentration of security 

risks in the eastern basin of the f!editerranean, including those flowing 

from the Arab-Israeli and Aegean disputes, friction between Turkey and 

its Middle Eastern neighbors, the use of the Suez Canal, and inter and 

intrastate conflict in the Balkans, suggests that a Mediterranean 

approach to security and cooperation becomes more difficult as one moves 

east. Certainly, security initiatives in the eastern ~!editerranean will 

be more demanding of the active involvement of extra-Mediterranean 

powers. 

Migration 

The movement of large numbers of people in response to violence or 

political and economic pressures is likely to be a persistent concern 

for Italy, Greece and Turkey, particularly in the absence of rapid and 

positive change in Albania, Bulgaria, and Romania. The social and 

economic costs imposed by these movements have already contributed to a 

"reassessment" of national security in the Adriatic and Aegean regions 

In historical terms, of course, economic migration and refugee flows 

have played a consistently important role in shaping the strategic 

environment in the eastern ~!editerranean. • If one includes the problem 

of Kurdish refugees and the very large movements of ethnic Turks which 

might follow from further instability in the southern Soviet republics, 

it is clear that issues of migration will occupy a prominent place on 

the strategic agenda of policy-makers and strategists around the region. 

Continued refugee flows and prolonged lawlessness in the Adriatic 

region could impose considerable costs on Italy and Greece. The 

response may be a strategy of physical interdiction in the short term, 

ssee, for example, the extensive treatment of population and 
migration issues in Fernand Braudel, The ffediterrsnean and the 
Nediterrrmean World in the Age of Philip II (New York: Harper and Row, 
1972, first published 1949). 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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or longer-term economic assistance to limit future migration, or both. 6 

As separatist movements gather momentum in Yugoslavia and possibly 

elsewhere in the Balkans, the control of arms shipments may emerge as an 

even more pressing concern. 

Communications and Resources as Strategic Issues 

As a result of their position on the periphery of the European 

economic space, Greece and Turkey will have a strong stake in the 

maintenance of unimpeded transport across the Balkans and the Adriatic. 

The prolonged closure of the Yugoslav land link to the European market 

would be particularly troubling at a time when European economic 

integration is the focus of attention. Greater reliance on the maritime 

link across the Adriatic would raise new commercial issues and perhaps 

reinforce the commonality of strategic interest between Greece and 

Italy. Economic development in Eastern Europe, coupled with new 

regional initiatives in the former area of the Austro-Hungarian Empire, 

may also lead to a revival of Trieste as a link between .south central 

Europe and the ~!editerranean. This would introduce new actors with a 

stake in the stability of the Adriatic and the Hediterranean as a whole. 

The strategic environment in Southeastern Europe and the Eastern 

Hediterranean will also be shaped by resource and resource-related 

issues. Access to energy supplies, in particular those arriving via the 

Suez Canal and oil pipelines terminating in the Levant, will be a 

continuing source of European and U.S. interest in the region. Prior to 

the Gulf War, more than half of Europe's oil imports were obtained via 

the ~!editerranean. The shipment of Iraqi oil through Turkish pipelines, 

halted as part of the program of economic sanctions following the 

invasion of Kuwait, will undoubtedly resume at some point. In the near 

'Greece has absorbed perhaps 150,000 migrants in 1990-91, including 
30,000 Pontian Greeks from the Soviet Union, 50,000 Albanians (perhaps 
half of whom are ethnic Greeks), and 8,000 Romanians. Marlise Simons 
"Acharnai Journal", New York Times, August 5, 1991. In the third such 
exodus of 1991, at least 18,000 Albanians arrived in Italian Adriatic 
ports, resulting in the announcement of over 5120 million in 
humanitarian and economic assistance to Albania from Italy and the EC. 
Los Angeles Times, August 13, 1991. 

<-
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term, the resumption of shipments will facilitate the payment of Iraqi 

reparations. Over the longer term, the desire to diversify the shipping 

routes for Gulf oil, avoiding an over reliance on Hormuz, is likely to 

reassert itself strongly. 

The control over water resources will be an important dimension of 

the strategic environment ashore in the eastern t!editerranean, with 

potentially important implications for Turkey's relations with Iraq and 

Syria. As with oil, it is unlikely that water and other resource

related objectives will serve as causes of conflict in their own right; 

that is, in the absence of underlying regional ambitions and fears. In 

combination with wider territorial and political concerns, resource 

issues can exert a strong influence on national strategies and provide a 

spark for conflict. 7 This could also be the case in relation to 

resource issues in the Aegean. 

Overall, an expanding definition of security in Europe as a whole 

is likely to result in increased attention to Southeastern Europe and 

the t!editerranean for the simple reason that, in the absence of renewed 

East-West competition, many of the most prominent security and security

related problems will emanate from this region. An expanding security 

canvas may also suggest an expand.ed set of participants. To the extent 

that Germany begins to recast its defense policy to address risks 

outside central Europe, and to support allied strategies outside the 

~ATO area, the Mediterranean will be the first and most natural outlet. 

Indeed, a sizeable portion of the German navy was deployed into the 

Mediterranean in support of NATO operations during the Gulf crisis.' 

7 See Ian Lesser, Resources and Strategy: 
International Conflict, 1600-Present (London: 
t!artin's Press, 1989). 

Vital 11aterials in 
Macmillan and St. 

'The presence included 17 vessels and 2,200 men. FBIS-West Europe 
Report, February 19, 1991, p. 22. See also Jonathan T. Howe, "NATO and 
the Gulf Crisis," Survival, t!ay/June 1991. 
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The Mediterranean as a Center of Security Concerns 

The Mediterranean will be a center of residual military power even 

in the wake of conventional arms control agreements and unilateral 

reductions, as significant arsenals in the Maghreb and the Levant remain 

unaffected. To these must be added the U.S., Soviet and European naval 

and naval air forces which remain outside the CFE framework. As a 

result, the link between Eur_opean arms control and increased security is 

more ambiguous in the f!editerranean context, and perhaps least automatic 

in Southeastern Europe. Countries around the region will be justifiably 

wary of future initiatives that might alter regional balances, most 

importantly between Greece and Turkey, and among Turkey and its Middle 

Eastern neighbors. More broadly, the large and increasingly 

sophisticated arsenals along the southern and eastern shores of the 

Hediterranean suggest a future in which there will be a greater balance 

of military capability between north and south.' One consequence of 

this trend may be the growing significance of major non-littoral states 

in regional deterrence. 

Some Consequences of the Gulf War 

The experience of the Gulf War has reinforced existing concerns 

about the post-CFE military balance in the region. First, the war 

strengthened fears with regard to the proliferation of unconventional 

weapons--chemical, biological, and potentially nuclear--together with 

the means for their delivery at longer ranges. The continuing 

proliferation of conventional as well as unconventional arsenals, 

coupled with aircraft and ballistic missiles of increasing range, could 

transform the strategic environment in the Mediterranean, directly 

affecting the countries of Southeastern Europe. Looking strictly at the 

Mediterranean littoral, Israel, Syria, Egypt, Libya and Algeria all 

9 Roberto Aliboni, European Security Across the !1editerranean, 
Chaillot Papers, No. 2 (Paris: Institute for Security Studies, 1991), 
p. 6; see also Laura Guazzone, "Threats from the South and the Security 
of Southern Europe," paper presented at the Institute for Strategic and 
International Studies Tenth Anniversary Conference, Lisbon, B-10 
~ovember, 1990, pp. 13-15. 
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possess ballistic missiles of varying range and accuracy, and are 

seeking to acquire more capable systems. 10 In the absence of a parallel 

nuclear capability, these systems are unlikely to alter the outcome of 

potential conflicts around the ~!editerranean (most of which are south

south, rather than north-south), but their presence may exert a strong 

influence on strategic calculations along the northern shore of the 

Mediterranean. In particular, the threat of retaliation against 

population centers in southern Europe or Turkey could complicate 

decisions regarding intervention in the Middle East or the support for 

U.S. or allied operations outside Europe. 

The recent threat of Libyan retaliation against targets in Spain 

and Italy in the event that bases in these countries are used to attack 

Libya suggests the possibility of more serious incidents on the pattern 

of the 1986 missile attack on the island of Lampedusa. 11 Crete, with its 

U.S. facilities, would be similarly vulnerable. The era of the 

"sanctuarization" of military facilities and population centers in 

southern and southeastern Europe in regional conflicts may be drawing to 

a close, with important implications for relations across the Atlantic 

as well as the Mediterranean. 12 In some respects, of course, 

Southeastern Europe has never been a sanctuary in relation to conflict 

in the Middle East, as the prevalence of international terrorist 

incidents in Italy and Greece suggests. Efforts to limit the 

proliferation of nuclear and ballistic missile technology as well as 

more prosaic weapons in North Africa and the Levant may well lead to 

demands for European, U.S. and Soviet naval and air reductions in the 

Mediterranean as a quid pro quo. 

10 See Janne E. Nolan, The Trappings of Power: Ballistic ffissiles 
in the Third World (Washington: Brookings, 1991); Martin Navias, 
"Ballistic Missile Proliferation in the Thrid World," Adelphi Paper No. 
252 (London: IISS, 1990); and W. Seth Carus, Ballistic ffissiles in the 
Third World: Threat and Response (Washington: Center for Strategic and 
international Studies, 1990). 

11 "Foreign ~!inistry Reacts to Al-Qadhdhafi Threats," FBIS-West 
Europe Report, July 29, 1991, p. 21. 

12 Guazzone, "Threats from the South and the Security of Southern 
Europe," p. 13. 
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Secon~, the Turkish role in the Gulf coalition has resulted in 

growing Western attention to Turkey's position in the Middle East and 

the vulnerabilities and military modernization requirements flowing from 

this. The transfer of equipment "cascaded" to Turkey under CFE, 

together with expanded U.S. security assistance to Turkey will help to 

address long-standing modernization needs, bolstering deterrence in the 

Middle East. 13 At the same time, this assistance will give rise to 

considerable anxiety in Greece and Bulgaria about the longer-term 

effects of Turkish defense improvement on the regional balance in the 

Balkans. 14 

The U. S. and the Mediterranean 

The level and character of the U.S. involvement in the 

Nediterranean will play an important part in· shaping the strategic 

environment in the region over the next decade. This involvement is 

hardly new. The U.S. has been a Mediterranean power in at least a 

limited sense for almost two hundred years, and the its military 

presence is not simply a transitory phenomenon flowing from the 

requirements of the Cold War. As the East-West military competition in 

Europe wanes, the continued concentration of the U.S. presence in 

central Europe would do little to respond to new security problems 

emanating from the Mediterranean, and might worsen the prospects for a 

continued U.S. presence in Europe, at whatever level, by raising German 

"singularization" concerns. In a period in Y.Thich forces are being 

reduced across Europe, the essential question is not one of additional 

presence, but rather residual presence and its location. 15 If the 

13 Under NATO's Equipment Transfer Program, Turkey is to receive 
some 1,050 M-60 and Leopard tanks, 600 armored combat vehicles and 70 
artillery pieces, as well as 40 F-4 fighters, attack helicopters and 
surface-to-air missiles. Greece will also be a substantial recipient of 
cascaded equipment, including 700 tanks, 150 armored combat vehicles, 
and 70 artillery pieces. lane's Defence Weekly, 6 July 1991. 

1 '"See, for example, Yannis G. Valinakis, "Greece and the CFE 
Negotiations" (Ebenhausen: Stiftung Wissenschaft und Politik, June 
1991), p. 23. 

15 The economic and strategic implications of a C.S. withdrawal from 
southern Europe are treated in Jane ~1.0. Sharp. ed., Europe After an 
American Withdrawal: Economic and !1il.ir:ary Issues (Oxford: Oxford 
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~lediterranean is becoming more important to the security--broadly 

defined--of Europe as a whole, it is likely to become more important to 

the U.S. as a European power. In principle, this suggests that the U.S. 

military presence in and around the Mediterranean is likely to be the 

most durable dimension of its future presence in Europe. 

Traditionally, the U.S. presence in NATO's Southern Region has 

served to promote the cohesion of a theater with diverse or even 

conflicting security interests,. and to "couple" security across Europe • s 

regions as well as across the Atlantic. In the wake of the Gulf war, 

there will be a further and important need to balance the European and 

Middle Eastern dimensions of ~lediterranean strategy. The planned 

transfer of the 40lst Tactical Fighter Wing to Crotone in Calabria, will 

be relevant to security in both arenas, and a valuable hedge against 

reductions in naval presence as a result of economic stringency, or less 

likely, naval arms control. The base itself will facilitate the rapid 

deployment of forces to the Eastern Mediterranean and the ~liddle East, 

and could support the sort of multilateral initiatives which are likely 

to be a central feature of future security arrangements in the 

~ledi terranean (e.g. , a NATO rapid response force, and a permanent naval 

force). 

Soviet Interests and Behavior 

The process of Soviet strategic contraction suggests a declining 

level of Soviet military presence and activism beyond its borders. The 

Soviet Union will, however, retain a strong political and economic 

interest in the Eastern Mediterranean and the Black Sea. Roughly 30 

percent of all Soviet imports and exports flow through the Black Sea 

route. The Soviet Union also makes intensive use of the Suez Canal, 

with over 1,000 transits per year. 1
' There has also been a marked 

University Press, 1990), in particular, the chapters by Athanassios G. 
Platias and Saadet Deger on Greece and Turkey. 

"A. P. ~likhailovsky, The ffediterranean Sea: Security and 
Cooperation (tlilitary Strategic Aspects), paper presented at the Madrid 
Complutense University Summer Seminar on Security and Cooperation in the 
tlediterranean, July 15, 1991. 
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expansion of Soviet economic and political relations with Turkey in 

recent years. The Turkish proposal for economic cooperation in the 

Black Sea, which is supported by the Soviet Union and Bulgaria, is a 

reflection of perceived political as well as economic benefits. A 

leading economic role in the Black Sea is viewed in Ankara as enhancing 

Turkey's attractiveness to the EC. At a minimum, it could help to 

offset Turkey's position on the periphery of Europe. For Moscow, an 

uncertain future for the southern republics makes the prospect of a 

Turkish economic and political role in Azerbaijan and elsewhere a 

relatively attractive alternative to more radical Islamic influences. 

• 
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III. THINKING ABOUT STRATEGY TOWARD THE MEDITERRANEAN AND SOUTHEASTERN 
EUROPE 

Three broad approaches to thinking about the Mediterranean in 

strategic terms can be identified, each with specific implications for 

Southeastern Europe. They should be seen less as competing alternatives 

than as overlapping dimensions of the strategic environment. 

1) The Mediterranean as an Extension of the European Security Environment 

This view is in many ways the most traditional and NATO-centric. 

It focuses, above all, on the problems confronting the Southern Region 

countries, and defines developments around the Mediterranean in terms of 

their effect on the security of Europe and the nature of the 

transatlantic relationship. This approach is particularly attentive to 

the distinctive effects of conventional arms control in the center and 

south of Europe, and emphasizes the role of the U.S. presence in binding 

together security interests in the European center and south. The 

strategic environment, in this context, is characterized by a pronounced 

reorientation of European security concerns toward the south. 

Within Southeastern Europe, this approach argues for a less 

peripheral position for Greece within the Atlantic Alliance. Should 

Turkey's strategic importance come to be seen, again, in European rather 

than Middle Eastern terms, Turkey would also benefit from this 

adjustment of European security interests. If Turkey remains outside of 

Europe in a formal sense (i.e., outside of the EC and the WEU), and 

perhaps turns its attention to competing foreign and security policy 

interests in the Middle East, the Turkish border with Greece and 

Bulgaria could increasingly be seen as the political-military "fault 

line" between Europe and the Middle East. 

Instability in in the Adriatic or Aegean derives much of its 

strategic significance from the fact that conflict in these regions may 

have negative consequences for the political and economic evolution of 

Europe as a whole. The disintegration of Yugoslavia could encourage 
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ethnic conflict and separatism elsewhere in Eastern Europe, as well as 

regional movements affecting Spain, Italy and Greece. A new crisis in 

Greek-Turkish relations would probably ruin Turkey's already poor 

prospects for membership in the EC, but might also severely complicate 

Greece's integration in the European mainstream. In this context, 

Turkish membership in the EC might contribute to the prospects for 

crisis management in the Aegean by providing an additional institutional 

anchor for Greek-Turkish relations. 

2) The Mediterranean as the Place Where the Persian Gulf Begins 

Recent events in the Middle East have reinforced the idea, always 

prominent in U. S. strategic thought, that the t!editerranean derives much 

of its strategic importance from its proximity to areas of crisis and 

potential conflict outside Europe. This approach tends to emphasize the 

economic and logistic dimensions of security, including the sea lines of 

communication for oil, access to the Suez Canal, and the role of bases 

and forces in the central and eastern Mediterranean in supporting 

operations beyond the littoral. 

In this view, the Mediterranean and the Persian Gulf form a single 

geostrategic entity, with Turkey and Egypt (Suez) providing a 

continental and maritime bridge between Europe and the Middle East. 

Italy and Greece also occupy important positions on the logistical axis 

stretching from the Azores to the Gulf. Ninety percent of the material 

needed to support the coalition operations in the Gulf during Operations 

Desert Shield and Desert storm arrived via the Mediterranean.• If the 

U.S. and its European allies had been compelled to rely exclusively on 

the Indian Ocean route in deploying force to the Gulf, the capacity for 

rapid power projection would have been greatly reduced. 2 

From the narrower perspective of naval strategy and the maritime 

interests of the U.S. and Europe, it is likely that the free movement of 

1Draft Interim Report of the Sub-Committee on the Southern Region, 
North Atlantic Assembly, 1991, p. 10. 

2 Jonathan T. Howe. "NATO and the Gulf Crisis". Survival~ vol. 
XXXIII. no. 3 (!-layiJune 1991), p. 247. 
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ships between the Mediterranean and Persian Gulf and Indian Ocean 

Regions will take on greater importance in the future. The essential 

factors in this regard will be the enduring requirement for a 

substantial presence in and around the Gulf, together with possible 

(budget-driven) reductions in naval forces in the Mediterranean. Even 

if the U.S. does not maintain a continuous carrier battle group presence 

in the ~lediterranean (during the Gulf crisis, and for the first time in 

decades, there was a period in ~ .. rhich there was no U. S. carrier group in 

the Mediterranean), very substantial U.S. and European forces will 

remain in the region. Under these conditions, however, the ability to 

shift forces between the Mediterranean and the Gulf via the Suez Canal 

will be a strategic imperative. 

The tendency to view the flediterranean, the Black Sea and the 

Middle East as part of a single strategic complex is also evident in the 

Italian approach to CSC~I which has emphasized the interdependence of 

security interests from Gibraltar to Iran.' In addition to giving CSCM a 

broader and more visible political agenda, the definition of 

~1editerranean security in comprehensive terms reflects the perceived 

vulnerability of southern European countries to developments in the 

greater Middle East. 

3) The Mediterranean and its Regions as Areas of Strategic Consequence 
in Their Own Right 

Fernand Braudel' s notion of the unity of the ~lediterranean may be 

less persuasive in contemporary political and strategic terms, but there 

is undoubtedly a need to address regional security problems in the 

Hediterranean, including those in Southeastern Europe, on their own. 

terms; that is, in addition to their links with broader issues of 

European and Middle Eastern security. This is an approach which enjoys 

a long tradition in Europe but is largely alien to American foreign and 

security policy which for good strategic reasons has tended to see the 

~1editerranean as an extension of the European and Middle Eastern 

security environments. 4 

'Italian No~t-Paper on CSC~t. in The l1editerranean and the l1o'ddle 
East After the War in the Gulf: The CSC/1. p. 118. 

'*See Ell en Laipson. ''Thinking About the Nedi terranean," 
l1editerranean Quarterly. Vol. 1. no. 1. winter 1990, p. 63. 
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The Cold War encouraged the linkage of regional security concerns 

for purposes of deterrence and political reassurance. In this context, 

turmoil in Yugoslavia was dangerous largely because it invited Soviet 

intervention; conflict between Greece and Turkey in the Aegean was 

corrosive of alliance cohesion and weakened deterrence and containment 

in the Southern Region. With the waning of the Soviet threat, the' 

strategic problem is quite different, and encourages the isolation 

rather than linkage of regional problems. Yugoslavia provides one 

example of this. Europe's arms length approach to Turkey's Middle 

Eastern and internal security problems provides another. 

While the strategic contraction of the Soviet Union has created the 

conditions for renewed political turmoil in the Balkans, it may also 

encourage the settlement of disputes elsewhere in the Eastern 

~tediterranean. Leaving aside the prospects for an Arab-Israeli detente, 

which would greatly simplify Greek and Turkish relations with the Arab 

world, the experience of the Gulf war may open the way for a settlement 

of the Cyprus dispute. ~lovement on the Cyprus problem could, in turn, 

pave the way for an overall improvement of Greek-Turkish relations which 

would serve the longer-term interests of both countries. In the absence 

of an active Soviet threat in Thrace, the EC and NATO may well prove 

less tolerant of the constraints imposed by difficult relations in the 

Aegean. As NATO seeks to develop rapid response forces, with a 

permanent naval component in the ~Iediterranean, the resolution of long

standing command and control disputes in the Eastern Mediterranean will 

be essential. If both countries remain outside the WEU, or the WEU 

itself fails to develop an operational alternative, participation in new 

~ATO arrangements of this sort will be important for both strategic and 

political reasons. Further incentives for moderation arise from Greek 

concerns about the reassertion of Turkey 1 s strategic importance in the 

Middle East and its consequences, and Turkey's interest in promoting 

favorable perceptions as it presses for entry into the EC. 

It is clear that the problems and potential responses posed by the 

on-going crisis in Yugoslavia--and potential conflicts elsewhere in the 

Balkans--are of a fundamentally different character than those 

\ . .• 
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originating across the Mediterranean, in North Africa and the Middle 

East, or in the Aegean.' Unlike many of the other security concerns 

touched on in this paper, the U.S. has only a limited involvement in and 

influence on Balkan affairs (Greece and Turkey apart). In the Balkans, 

European influence predominates and the EC enjoys wide prestige and 

legitimacy as an interlocutor. This is in direct contrast to the 

situation in the Levant where the U.S. is the dominant external actor, 

and the Aegean, where the U.S. is both an important actor and a common 

interlocutor. To the extent that Germany emerges as the dominant 

European actor in Balkan affairs, this too may encourage more active 

German involvement in the ~lediterranean. 

Bridge or Barrier? 

Finally, should the Southeastern Europe-Eastern Mediterranean 

region be considered a bridge linking Europe and the Middle East, or a 

barrier insulating Europe from risks emanating from the south and east? 

The legacy of Ottoman rule in the Balkans encourages a view of 

Southeastern Europe in which Greece and Bulgaria, in particular, form a 

strategic glacis on the European periphery. In the prevailing Turkish 

view, the notion of a glacis is also relevant, but here it is to be 

found on Turkey's tliddle ·Eastern borders (and in a different context, 

the border with the Soviet Union). With regard to political and 

economic relations in the tliddle East and around the Black Sea, the 

notion of a ''bridge'' has greater resonance. Ultimately, the issue of 

barrier versus bridge--and in the case of the former, where the "fault 

line" lies--is likely to depend, above all, on the overall evolution of 

Europe's relations with the Islamic world. 

'See Aliboni, European Security Across the 11editerranean, p. 3. 
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IV. OVERALL OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

In sum, the strategic environment. in Southeastern Europe and the 

Eastern Hediterranean is being shaped by important trends emanating from 

Europe and the ~iddle East, and affecting the prospective role of the 

region in European and American security perceptions. The decline of 

the Cold War and the strategic contraction of the Soviet Union have 

encouraged the renewal of historic antagonisms in the Balkans, and 

removed constraints which the superpower competition had imposed on the 

behavior of regional actors in the ~iddle East. Taken together with the 

problem of conventional and unconventional proliferation in the 

Hediterranean and the mixed effects of the CFE process on southeastern 

Europe, the region emerges as a center of post-Cold War security risks. 

At the same time, the security canvas is expanding both 

geographically and functionally as Europe faces a host of security and 

security-related concerns, including migration, emanating from the 

Mediterranean. This is contributing to a redefinition of national 

security in which the Hediterranean and Southeastern Europe have moved 

from the strategic periphery to center stage. As a consequence, the 

region is likely to become more important to the U.S. as both a European 

and tliddle Eastern power. Against this must be set the uncertain 

evolution of the Soviet Union and its external behavior, and the ability 

of events in the east to capture the strategic attention of the West. 

Finally, one of the most significant trends affecting the countries 

of NATO's Southern Region has been the progressive Europeanization of 

foreign and security policy. Traditional patterns of security 

cooperation with the U.S. will be affected by this process. To the 

extent that Turkey remains outside of Europe in a formal sense, Turkey 

is likely to become increasingly unique and perhaps isolated within the 

Southern Region, and within the Alliance as a whole. 
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Helsinki 11: Prospects for Arms Control, Confidence Building, and Crisis 

Inhibition for South-Eastern Europe 

I. Introduction: 

Thomas J. Hirschfeld RAND 

August 1991 

Although the CFE and CSBM agreements of 1990 went far to make all 

European states feel more secure from the prospects of massive invasion, they did not 

address European security in its regional aspects directly. The CSCE-wide negotiations 

beginning in march 1992 sometimes called Helsinki 11, can be expected to consider 

inter alia how regional issues, and especially those affecting South-Eastern Europe can 

be dealt with. This is in part because the troubles in Yugoslavia have highlighted them. 

The change in the European political climate and the end of the Warsaw 

treaty also left Eastern European states without formal arrangements for their external 

security. lt has also become clear that massive invasion, or threats of massive invasion 

were not the only future security problem .The Yugoslav case and other examples of 

regional unrest suggested how vulnerable the South-East could be to turmoil involving 

dissident minorities and break-away provinces. Still, the absence of outside involvement 

in these causes has provided some hope that greater dangers in the form of un-

neighborly outside political and military support for dissident peoples may be 

containable. In the long run, that hope depends on keeping the issues of minority human 

rights from becoming territorial questions. 

Human rights could be kept separate from territorial issues issues by 

having states accept mutual obligations that: A) remove the legal basis for some 

neighboring state to act in support of a national movement in a neighboring country in 

its own territorial interest, but;B) asserts the continuing respect for human and 

minority rights, backed by a wider international community. Arms control 

arrangements would be of little use for regional problems in an area like South Eastern 
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Europe, without a political framework of that kind. The concurrent need for a commonly 

acceptable and political framework for consultation and action highlights the need to 

strengthen European institutions, notably those of the CSCE. 

Military pressures from outside the region aside, the central military 

security problem in the South-East consists of preventing local internal conflicts from 

becoming regional or European, by drawing in forces beyond the borders of affected 

countries. Arms control measures can help keep conflicts local, by focusing on the 

problems of invasion and external military assistance to internal movements .. They can 

do virtually nothing about internal strife itself. The European arms control agreements 

of 1990 and their follow-on forums, themselves provide building blocks to further 

improve security for South-Eastern Europe. These building blocs include: 1) the 

reductions and transparency measures in the agreements themselves, which diminished 

threatening arsenals, and made military behavior more visible and predictable in all 

European countries; 2) the virtually continent-wide verification and inspection system; 

3) institutionalized dialogues, and ; 4) opportunities to focus, exploit, and expand these 

measures to the advantage of South-East European states through regional cooperation 

and through the Helsinki 11 negotiations, beginning in March 1992. Several measures, 

some of them new and most of them modest, seem worth considering. Yet taking advantage 

of these opportunities may require more intense and long-lasting political cooperation 

among regional states than may be tolerable. 

This chapter identifies the background to the Helsinki 11 discussions including the 

achievements and shortcomings of the two Vienna agreements of 1990, among the 22 

NATO and former Warsaw Treaty partners and among the now 35 CSCE members. it then 

outlines the changing threat environment in Europe with particular reference to the 

problems of the South-East, followed by a description of a hypothetical but necessary 

political framework for organizing arms control efforts in this region. Against that 
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background, particular arms control approaches and types of measures are then 

examined for their suitability to this region. 

11 Background: 

1t is a truism that arms control in Europe dealt with Western Europe's concern 

about massive Soviet invasion, and surprise attack, problems of the past. This is not to 

denigrate the achievements of the two Vienna arms control negotiations, the CFE and 

CSBM forums. On the contrary, there would be no addressing the security problems of 

today's Europe, or of South-Eastern Europe, if the East West confrontation that bedeviled 

the continent for over four decades had not been brought under control in Vienna. 

Just two years ago, European arms control made sense as an enterprise to build 

confidence between members of two antagonistic alliances by increasing the 

transparency of military activities in Europe, and by adjusting force levels between 

them to parity. The CSBM talks achieved greater transparency from the Atlantic to the 

Urals, for all CSCE partners. Between NATO and the former Warsaw Treaty partners, 

CFE provided a more secure and stable force balance at lower levels, much reduced 

prospects of a surprise attack using forces in place, and circumscribed capacities for 

either side to initiate effective large scale offensive action. These military benefits apply 

most particularly in the area that held the densest military confrontation between the 

two former blocs, the so-called center region of Europe. 

Yet the end of the cold war has exposed other problems, many of them problems of 

Eastern and South-Eastern Europe, issues which have been masked, suppressed or de

emphasized for the past forty' years. And the CFE conventional force balance adjustments 

did not improve South-Eastern Europe's regional military balances in any fundamental 

way. [Footnote: see also Yannis G. Valinakis, Greece and the CFE 

Negotiations, Stiftung Wissenschaft u. Polltlk, SWP-AP2711, Juni 

1991, p 22) If the CFE treaty ensures that NATO and former Warsaw treaty forces 

will be in balance for the first time since the late 1940s, it also assures that each of the 
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subregional balances will be characterized by an imbalance of force, even after CFE 

implementation, of which perhaps the greatest is the codiiied imbalance between the 

USSR and its former Allies in Eastern Europe. Nevertheless, even if the treaty is 

responsible for codifying that particular imbalance, it is a somewhat better relative 

balance than before CFE, in the sense that Soviet forces are smaller. [ Footnote: lvo 

H. Daalder, The CFE Treaty, an Overview and an Assessment, The Johns 

Hopkins Foreign Policy Institute, 1991, pp 23-24 ] lt is also worth 

recalling that there are South-East European states other than present or former 

members of the two alliances. Two factors in the regional balance, (Yugoslavia and 

Albania) are unaffected by CFE and its provisions. One (Albania) has forces that remain 

unconstrained and unobserved by the CSBMs agreed concurrently in Vienna among the 

then 34 CSCE partners. The CFE experience demonstrates the inherent difficulty of 

codifying European military balances through arms control, outside the familiar East 

West framework. At a minimum, Helsinki 11 will need to invent ways to involve the 

unaffected remaining 12 states in some obligations similar to those assumed by CFE 

participants. 

The CFE treaty, the collapse of Warsaw Treaty arrangements, and the withdrawal 

of Soviet forces from Eastern Europe leave some East-European states in a situation 

where the ideological confrontations of yesteryear are gone, and national forces can no 

longer depend on collective security, but are constrained by treaty with respect to their 

potential growth. South-East European States, especially those that are not NATO 

members therefore have a stake in an ongoing European security process, in the hope or 

expectation that some other collective arrangements can alleviate the remaining external 

security problems. 

Some progress has been made beyond the CFE treaty. With the exception of 

Albania, all of the states of South-East Europe, and all their European neighbors are 

parties to the December 1990 Vienna Agreement on Confidence and Security Building 
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Measures (CSBMs). Thus they already belong to a system which provides a high degree 

of transparency about military capabilities and activities in Europe West of the Urals. 

Information about the structure, size and location of national military forces is to be 

provided annually in detail, and will be subject to inspection and evaluation. Also, all 

significant exercises, except alerts, are to be notified in advance. 

Furthermore, The CSCE summit of 1990 in Paris called for a second Helsinki 

Conference for March-June 1992, which would establish "new negotiations on 

disarmament and confidence building" on the basis of a "more structured cooperation 

among all CSCE states on security matters." The structure of 35 participants represents 

a deliberate departure from the East West oriented CFE framework of confrontational 

NATO - Warsaw Treaty states 11 implies instead an attempt to devise measures that 

address the security of each of the 35 CSCE member states on some equitable national 

basis still to be determined. 

When Helsinki 11 opens, the Warsaw Treaty will no longer exist. In a dramatic 

reversal, the USSR's former partners have to varying degrees attempted to move away 

from the USSR by establishing closer ties with Western bodies. This is particularly true 

for the so-called Northern Tier states, Poland, Czechoslovakia and Hungary. As exposed 

neighbors of the USSR with serious economic problems, these governments tend to favor 

further reductions, which would in the first instance involve Soviet forces. Even if they 

do not fear another Soviet military invasion, they are concerned about the de facto 

establishment of some new buffer zone between East and West, and their future 

relegation to some Soviet sphere of influence in such a zone.[ Footnote:Central 

Europe: Adjusting to Reality, Strategic Survey, 1990-1991, IISS 

London, 1991, p 159 ] NATO has so far kept Eastern Europeans at arms length 

Aside from announcing that they would regard attempts to coerce Eastern Europe with 

"grave concern", the June 1991 Copenhagen NATO Meeting confined NATO's new East

West links to meetings of officials and experts to exchange views and information on 
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security policy issues, military strategy and doctrine, and exchanges of experience in 

the arms control field. The latter two should facilitate cooperation at Helsinki 11. 

Copenhagen also provided for Intensified military contacts between NATO, East European 

and Soviet counterparts, and opportunities for parliamentary educational and media 

delegations to visit NATO headquarters. 

This rather thin gruel highlights the security vacuum in Central and South

Eastern Europe, one which may, however not be permanent. Events rather than 

deliberate policy may determine the shape of security arrangement. As a first test of that 

proposition, the Yugoslav Federation is disintegrating. This process will inevitably 

affect Helsinki 11 planning. Individual government's experience with managing the 

conflicting imperatives of reestablishing order, protecting human rights, preventing 

undue bloodshed and avoiding the dangers and expense of direct involvement will 

inevitably calor the positions individual governments take in Helsinki, and the kinds of 

measures they suggest. What the Yugoslav experience demonstrates is the possibility 

that internal upheavals will continue, and that European Security forums must make 

some effort to address them. These are however, not the only possible threats which 

Europe as a whole and South Eastern Europe in particular now faces. 

11 Dangers: 

Among the potential threats to European security with some military 

implications are: 1) internal Soviet collapse, wilh nuclear assets remaining in the hands 

of dissidents or newly formed independent entities or movements- i.e. not under central 

control;.2) Soviet incursions into neighboring territory or Soviet pressures on 

neighbors to the west ; 3) attempts by Eastern European governments, groups, or 

populations to reclaim perceived national destinies, at each other's expense, or at the 

expense of Soviet territory; 4) threats to European populations from outside Europe ( 

missiles, terrorism, or externally induced ethnic minority turmoil within European 

countries) 

• 
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Nuclear aspects of internal Soviet collapse is largely beyond our scope of 

discussion here The possibilities of Soviet incursions into neighboring territory, or 

pressures on neighbors to the west is a continuing concern, and one that affects future 

arms control agreement design directly. For this purpose, the East-West framework 

remains militarily relevant. Thus whatever force adjustments are contemplated for 

negotiation at Helsinki 11 will be reviewed by NATO with respect to whether that measure 

increases or reduces Soviet ability to seize and hold territory, or to intimidate 

neighbors. Furthermore the residual confrontation is something that actually needs to be 

managed as long as there are significant Soviet forces outside the USSR. 

Thus Western force levels will still be in flux as Helsinki 11 opens. NATO's 

intended reorganization into eight Corps is not planned for completion until 1994, a good 

two years after Helsinki 11 begins. From a military viewpoint, whatever agreement 

emerges could usefully constrain Soviet ability to generate forces in Europe or for 

Europe. Presumably that involves some improved understanding of Soviet buildup rates 

using forces outside the CFE area, that is Soviet forces East of the Urals. Yet to be 

effective and stable over the longer term, whatever arrangements emerge from Helsinki 

11 should also help alleviate the political alienation of the USSR, and reduce the 

xenophobia and suspicion of the military leadership. In short, there has to be something 

in Helsinki 11, for them. 

These problems are are largely residual issues leftover from the CFE process. 

They only affect the security of South-Eastern Europe to the extent that countries of that 

region remain concerned about Soviet pressures or incursions, or anticipate territorial 

disputes with the USSR or its components. More immediate local security issues would 

be attempts by Governments, groups or populations to right perceived historical wrongs 

at the expense of others. Such prospects now represent the most familiar form of 

potential European "instability", or perhaps more to the point, uncertainty. The 

unravelling of the Yugoslav Federation is. only the latest and bloodiest example of how 
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historic antagonisms survive The familiar Baltic cases, the gradual estrangement of 

Czechs and Slovaks, the fate of the Hungarian minority in Romania, the separate 

aspirations of the peoples of Moldavia and Bulgarian treatment of its Turkish minority, 

are now almost as familiar to Western opinion as Greek-Turkish differences, the Cyprus 

dispute, or those hardy Western perennials, Northern Ireland and Basque separatism. 

Other issues, like Macedonian national identity, or Greek-Bulgar and Albanian-Greek 

differences may not be far behind. These actual or possible situations represent neither 

the full spectrum of dreadful possibilities, nor even a complete list of riper potential 

disputes. Attempted land grabs involving former Soviet territory may be the most 

dangerous, if least likely prospects, at least in the short term. 

This list merely illustrates what has become a familiar if imprecise anxiety for 

all 35 CSCE members, that there are possibilities for the traditional forms of trouble, 

primarily if not exclusively in Central and Eastern Europe. Whether and how the EC, 

some CSCE mechanism, NATO the WEU or whatever deal with turmoil inside Yugoslavia 

will go far to establish or reduce public enthusiasm for these forums, and for their 

powers, procedures and composition. Failure to do anything useful in the Yugoslav case 

will spread public discredit among organizations claiming or aspiring to roles in 

European security, and increase the European public's sense of frustration with what 

exists. 

Nevertheless, a key difference between current East European disagreements and 

those of the pre-1914 period is that, for now, no large outside power seems inclined to 

participate on any side in such quarrels, a factor which which could allow disputes to 

remain localized when fighting breaks out. In contrast to the pre-1914 pattern, some 

CSCE participants will wish to assure that they themselves do not somehow become 

involved in East European conflicts As a hypothetical example, most European states 

would not wish to be obliged to even consider shooting down Yugoslav aircraft, if such 

aircraft were for example involved in strafing targets within Yugoslavia. Few may be 
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willing to to deploy national forces, even as part of some collective effort, for 

confronting federal Yugoslav troops (or separatists) on the ground. Instead, several 

participants would prefer to consider measures now which would have inhibited, if not 

actually prevented the use of Federal troops against breakaway areas. For this purpose, 

some states may propose a system of liaison personnel at military headquarters and 

airfields, with the though that such -presence might delay, diminish and complicate 

ground and air operations .. 

Even if larger powers outside may not want to become involved , smaller parties 

may try to bring them in This process as future prospect was illustrated in a Bulgarian 

draft of a prospective Bulgarian /Soviet Treaty, which included a clause about "mutual 

assistance", presumably aimed at assuring Soviet support in a future dispute with 

Turkey.[ Footnote:"Friends, Not Allies": The Economist, June 15·21st, 

1991, p 50 

As for the northern tier states, these seem unlikely in the short run to 

contemplate adventures at each other's expense, or even at the expense of a fragmenting 

USSR. Having fixed its Western frontier by treaty, Poland in particular would seem 

disinclined to raise questions about its other borders, lest such behavior justifies 

calling into question its newly fixed frontiers with Germany. [Footnote: If the USSR 

comes apart, it is possible that frontier claims may arise from other 

sources, such as the Ukraine, Byelorussia or Llthuania.]Furthermore, the 

small professional forces each northern tier state plans for should not be adequate for 

settling minority-related disputes in countries next door, or righting historical wrongs 

by seizing and holding territory. If anything these states work hard to differentiate 

themselves as responsible candidate members of the European Community from their 

erstwhile treaty partners and neighbors in the Balkans. Yet they, like their Balkan 

neighbors, now inhabit a security vacuum for which Helsinki is at best a partial 

solution. Pro tempore, CSCE may provide the nearest term, most conveniently available 
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security arrangements, even if these are not effective for all desirable purposes.Like it 

or not, Yugoslavia demonstrates why the CSCE would have to be invented now, if it did not 

already exist. 

Ill Organizing Security: 

A. Political Framework: Writ large, arms control measures are contractual 

obligations between sovereign states. They perform the limited function of helping 

states-parties to agreements assure each other, and thereby themselves, about the size, 

configuration, readiness, composition, movement and location of potential adversary 

forces. Arms control agreements are hardest to negotiate, and perhaps most necessary 

between parties who distrust each other. Even if arms control helps alleviate distrust 

over time, it is no substitute for political arrangements between potential adversaries. 

With respect to potential tensions in South-Eastern Europe, arms control is a limited 

instrument indeed. it has, for example no demonstrable direct utility with respect to 

what may be the most significant class of potential problems, internal turmoil. At best, 

some arms control measures may help with the external aspects of internal problems. To 

be effective for that purpose, an external political framework is necessary, to define and 

limit the interests and behavior of outside powers. 

Limiting the behavior of outside powers is important, to assure that internal 

conflict or local conflict in Eastern or South-Eastern Europe, should it break out. 

remains geographically confined. Although keeping conflict internal or local is an 

obvious desideratum (the worst alternative is having a local dispute grow into a general 

European war), local parties in dispute may have different views. Local parties have 

incentives to drag some external power in, to avoid defeat. The attempts by Slovenia and 

Croatia to achieve external recognition (and thereby suggest prospects of outside support 

in order to intimidate the Belgrade Government) are an obvious recent case. In a 

hypothetical worst case, Bulgaria may wish to hedge against Turkish moves to protect 

Turks in Bulgaria by attempting to involve the USSR 

·-
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Outside powers will therefore need to agree with each other and with the states of 

South-Eastern Europe on not acting individually, whether to act collectively, and if so, 

on how. They would then need to agree on measures which would limit involvement of 

outside powers. Agreement involves sharpening general understanding about the 

identifiable differences between cross-border crimes that governments commit, and 

sufferings that governments inflict within their own frontiers. In other words, 

separating te"itorial and minority questions That separation could be promoted by 

some general CSCE formula under which all European States would continue to recognize 

existing international borders while renouncing claims to territory not under national 

control. In effect such a declaration would help reduce minority problems to human 

rights issues, in which the International community has a legitimate but limited 

interest. Such a formula would nether support nor prejudice the legitimacy of internal 

independence movements. lt would nevertheless remove the legal basis for a neighboring 

or other outside state to act in its own territorial interest in support of such a 

movement. (Footnote: see Charles Cooper, Keith Crane, Thomas Hirschfeld 

and James Steinberg, Rethinking Security Arrangements in Europe, N-

3107 AF, The RAND Corporation, August 1990.) A modification of the Helsinki 

I formula in legally binding form, forbidding frontier changes except with the consent of 

the parties, and defining •parties• as the CSCE member national governments concerned, 

is one possible approach. 

States outside South-Eastern Europe could also make individual or collective 

declarations with respect to particular events there, as they arise. One often mentioned 

type of specific undertaking is the negative security assurance. This could for example 

involve external powers agreeing not to use the territory or airspace of particular 

affected states for military purposes. Such an undertaking might, for example, be used to 

assure the USSR that NATO had no plans to exploit disputes along the Soviet border. This 

is a possible NATO or EC declaration formula with respect to outbreaks in Yugoslavia or 
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involving Romania and Moldavia. On the other hand, neither NATO nor any NATO country 

could articulate such a principle as a general proposition without abrogating defensive 

obligations with respect to Greece and Turkey. Thus the general utility of negative 

security assurances for South-Eastern Europe seems limited 

Any arms control or arms control related arrangements considered with respect 

to South-Eastern Europe must take extra-European factors into account. Turkey in 

particular is limited in the types of constraints on its own forces or territory that it can 

accept, by virtue of facing chronic and dangerous Middle Eastern problems whose 

management is largely outside the European context. The CSCE process has acknowledged 

this factor by removing South-Eastern Turkey, and Turkish forces there from the 

circumscription of CFE treaty obligations and CSBMs. Yet Greek observers have been 

concerned with having significant parts of Anatolia outside the area of limitations and not 

subject to observation and inspection arrangements. This area, in the view of some Greek 

spokesmen could serve as the venue for a Turkish force accretion directed at Greece, or 

at least for reinforcements directed at Cyprus. Cyprus aside, Greek concerns about an 

unconstrained area need to be balanced against Turkish security requirements with 

respect to Turkey's Eastern frontiers, as demonstrated in the late Gulf war and its 

afterr:nath. it may be difficult to design measures that meet Greek requirements let alone 

negotiate them, unless some more compelling relationship between Turkish buildup 

potential in Eastern Anafolia and threats to the Greek metropole can be analytically 

established. 

B.Arms Control Arrangements and the South-East: 

There follow descriptions of arms control arrangements including forums, 

classes of measures and individual measures some of which already exist and apply in 

Eastern Europe, which can be further expanded and adapted to South Eastern Europe, or 

which can be extrapolated from existing arrangements for European security to the 

possible advantage of South-East European States. Some or all of these measures or 
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variations on them may arise at Helsinki 11 or in the follow on-forum that Helsinki 11 

is to establish. 

1. Exploit Existing Forums: 

The existing forums for discussion and resolution of Europeans security 

problems are yet to be fully developed or usefully exploited. The two Vienna negotiations 

established follow-on forums for limited further negotiations, for continuing exchanges 

of information, to assure the implementation of the agreements and their verification 

systems to the continuing satisfaction of all parties, and if and where possible, for the 

resolution of disputes. Each forum represents some limited opportunities to increase 

security in South-Eastern Europe. 

The follow-on talks to the CFE negotiations presently under way are to resolve 

the unfinished East-West business of the 22 remaining NATO and former Warsaw Treaty 

member states are called the CFE 1 a talks. Although their possible agenda is broader, the 

short time remaining before the scheduled opening of Helsinki 11 in March 1992 limits 

the number of possible achievements. The most one could reasonably expect before 

Helsinki 11 is: 1) National limitations on active duty ground and air personnel, and ; 2) 

modalities for the aerial inspections agreed in principle in the verification protocol to 

the CFE agreement. National personnel limits are a political imperative, because the 

German personnel limits of 370,000 agreed in connection with German unification are 

enshrined in the CFE treaty, but conditional on the acceptance of similar personnel 

limits by the other 22 participants. Thus the other participants, including the USSR 

West of the Urals and all Eastern European states except Albania and Yugoslavia will be 

called on to agree to national personnel limits of their own. 

CFE 1 a is therefore an opportunity for the states of South-Eastern Europe to 

reconsider their own regional balance. Once national personnel limits are agreed among 

the 22 it may be possible to persuade the rest of the CSCE-35 to establish limits of their 

own in the framework of Helsinki 11. With respect to South-Eastern Europe that would 
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mean limitations on Yugoslavia,( or whatever component parts emerge from present 

turmoil), and on Albania, the CSCE's newest member. The issue of establishing parallel 

manpower limits on newly emerged European states, e.g. Slovenia, Lithuania, provides 

unforeseen complications Aside from the obvious issues of codifying permanent 

personnel imbalances with respect to such countries larger neighbors, there is the 

question of whether raising this question provides the USSR with an opportunity to 

reopen the the force balance issue for all of Europe. The USSR could be expected to argue 

that with the disappearance of the Warsaw treaty, and the virtual realignment of many of 

its former members, the only secure forces balance among the 22 would be a new 

definition of 'parity" namely between the USSR on the one hand, and all of NATO on the 

other, and furthermore at lower levels. 

If agreed, the CFE aerial inspection modalities should serve as a model for future 

agreed adversary aerial inspections. Such inspections could be conducted in the Balkans 

between parties wishing to assure themselves that obligations of the CFE treaty are being 

complied with. They could also serve as a model tor any supplementary aerial inspection 

arrangements that East European states might agree on, with each other, such as the open 

skies arrangements that have already been agreed between Romania and Hungary. 

The CFE participants also created a Joint Consultative Group(JCG), an 

institutionalized dialogue among the 22 remaining CFE participants. This forum 

considers questions and complaints about compliance with the treaty and its 

circumvention, and differences among the parties about interpretation of text. Beyond 

resolving technical questions and considering disputes arising from the way parties 

implement the treaty, the JCG is also empowered to adopt measures that enhance the 

effectiveness of the treaty, which suggests some possibility of further negotiations in the 

CFE framework. CFE partners could, for example run a watching brief on new types of 

military equipment being produced in or for Europe, or introduced into Europe, to see 

whether such equipment should be limited by agreement in any follow on negotiations. 
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One possible feature of Helsinki 11 will be attempts to determine what obligations 

already accepted among the 22 the CFE participants can be broadened or adapted to all 35 

CSCE members, in the service of a comprehensive European Security system. An obvious 

candidate for expansion is the inspection system which assures compliance with the CFE 

treaty In South-Eastern Europe that would mean finding a formula for exposing 

Yugoslav and Albanian forces to the same degree of observation as is required of the 

Soviets, Turks, Bulgars, Romanians and Greeks. 

The most useful potential forum for South-Eastern Europe is the CSCE complex, 

especially its Conflict Prevention Center (CPC). For those same reasons the CSCE is also 

the most contentious forum. The CSBM negotiations conducted in the now again 35 nation 

CSCE framework provides for a Committee of Senior Officials, which can be convened by 

an emergency mechanism [Note: Not further elaborated], in •emergency situations" to 

assist the CSCE Council in reducing the risk of conflict. To that end, the CPC "in its 

initial stages" is authorized to give support to the implementation of CSBM's such as: 

• a mechanism for consultation and cooperation as regards unusual 

military activities 

• annual exchanges of military information 

• a communications network 

• annual implementation assessment meetings 

• cooperation as regards hazardous incidents of a military nature 

These tasks are listed without prejudice to other tasks concerning a procedure 

for conciliation of disputes, and broader tasks relating to dispute settlement. [Footnote: 

see Supplementary Document to Give Effect to Certain Provisions 

Contained in the Charter of Paris for a New Europe, November 16, 1990, 

page 4) 

The June 1991 meeting of CSCE Foreign Ministers in Berlin agreed that the CSCE 

should somehow be able to intervene in potentially explosive disputes in member 
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countries. The USSR initially blocked proposals that would permit the CSCE to call 

members into emergency session. Apparently with the Baltic states in mind, the USSR 

argued that affected member states would first need to determine for themselves if a 

particular issue is an internal one. If so, it was outside the CSCE perview in the opinion 

of Soviet Foreign Minister Besmertnykh. On this point the Soviets were supported by 

Turkey, apparently out of concern that Greece would raise the Cyprus problem 

[Footnote: Marc Fisher, Soviets Block European Conflict Proposal, The 

Washington Post, June 20, 1991, p A 7] Yet in the debate that followed, CSCE 

partners changed the unanimity rule which has bedeviled action in the CSCE since the 

founding of that forum, at least with respect to emergency action. The parties have now 

agreed that a state concerned about a security matter can call an emergency meeting, and 

have national representatives to the CSCE confer regardless of subject , at the instance of 

one member with the support of at least twelve others. This rule was successfully 

invoked by Austria, in response to the Yugoslav emergency [Footnote: Theresa 

Hitchins, CSCE Performance In Yugoslavia Crisis draws Kudos, Defense 

News, Monday July 8, 1991]. As currently interpreted by CSCE members, the 

rule imposes no limits on what may be discussed, although action still apparently 

requires unanimity. 

This is clearly not the last debate about the nature of the •emergency 

mechanism" or about the powers of the CPC. Helsinki 11 is certain to return to this 

subject. Many CSCE partners, notably Germany and its East-European neighbors regard 

the CSCE as crucial. Chancellor Kohl, for example, has called the CPC the acid test of the 

effectiveness and credibility of the CSCE process. So even if the CPC plays no useful role 

in helping adjust disputes in Yugoslavia, it seems likely that important states will cite 

that failure as a reason for reviewing the CPCs role, and strengthening it. And some 

Balkan states may find it in their interest to weigh in in favor of a stronger CPC, come 

March 1992. 
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The U.N. and its renewed prospects may be worth a word before leaving the 

subject of using existing collective security forums for the benefit of South-Eastern 

Europe. At some point the UN could be called on by some state or group of states to help 

resolve a dispute in Europe, or to provide peacekeeping assistance in the wake of some 

conflict. In the short run, however the chances for UN action in European disputes seem 

much lower than collective European efforts. it may be noteworthy that the immediate 

response of UN headquarters and ttie Secretary General to the deepening Yugoslav crisis 

was to rule out action regarding Yugoslavia pending the outcome of European efforts to 

restore peace.[Footnote:Tamara Jones, Reaction: U.S., Europe Consider 

Banning Arms to Yugoslavia, Los Angeles Times, July 4, 1991 pp A 

15/1 6 I 

The one area of potential UN action that may have some marginal utility for 

South-Eastern Europe is the prospective UN register of arms transfers. Britain, Japan 

and the USSR among others have espoused central recording of arms transfers. If arms 

transfers were centrally recorded at or near the time of purchase, the world community 

and individual governments could track which country, province, locality or movement 

was buying what, and call both buyer and seller to account in some established forum, in 

public, and through diplomatic channels Embarrassing transactions would need to be 

justified. Those hidden, would face the danger of coming to light. 

If such a registry system were operating effectively, South-East European 

governments involved in disputes could watch each other more accurately, and thereby 

avoid misperceptions with respect to relative buildups. More significantly, governments 

might be able to better observe stockpiling of weapons and consumables by internal 

movements such as Kurds or Macedonians. How effective such observation might be 

depends in large measure on the content, timing, and stringency of the obligations to 

report, and on cooperation. 
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A global register under UN auspices does not exclude a European one established 

by the CSCE .Several states may propose such a register for the 35 at Helsinki 11 For 

that matter there is nothing to prevent such a central registry from being established 

for South-Eastern Europe. And multiple registries for different purposes and areas 

could check and complement each other. Had such registries been in place and operating 

perhaps a year before the Yugoslav crisis began, it might have inhibited some of the 

bloodshed. Registries might have caught at least some of the considerable transfers of 

Soviet weapons from Germany and East European weapons to Slovene and Croat 

organizations in 1990 and 1991.[ Footnote: Peter Maass, East Bloc's Cold War 

Arsenals Are Arming Ethnics, the Washington Post, July 8th, 1991) 

Finally, lt is useful to recall in this context that in the 1990 CSBM agreement, 

the CSCE achieved consensus on common use of the UN military budget reporting 

instrument. Information in that standardized and therefore readily comparable detailed 

format is to be provided all participating states no later than two months after a budget 

has been approved by national authorities. Participating states may query each other 

about the information provided, and states parties are committed to "make every effort 

to answer such queries fully and promptly".[Footnote: Articles (14),(15), and 

(16), Vienna Document 1990, of the Negotiations on Confidence and 

Security Building Measures convened In Accordance with the Relevant 

Provisions of the Concluding Document of the Vienna Meeting of the 

Conference On Security and Cooperation In Europe) Helsinki 11 may well 

expand and deepen the dialogue about military budgets. 

Military budget discussions are a useful arms control measure because they 

provide: 

1) a calculation of comparable relative levels of expenditure over time, 

indicating increases or decreases in overall national defense efforts. 
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2) a proportional description of what defense money is spent on. 11 is 

important to know, for example, whether expenditure increases reflect personnel pay 

raises or new generations of combat aircraft. As a legitimate subject of inquiry, the 

more anxiety provoking aircraft purchases would presumably need to be justified by the 

purchaser to some of the potential target states. 

Nevertheless, unlike the earlier described proposed central weapon registry 

which may help track weapon acquisitions of potential insurgents, budget reporting only 

addresses external security concerns. Yet in combination, the two approaches suggest a 

new form of arms control, where intended acquisitions of major systems require early 

reporting and discussion in a European context. [Footnote: The author Is Indebted 

to Ambassador Jack Maresca, the U.S. representative to CSCE for this 

concept] That kind of dialogue, by its very existence could inhibit, delay and reduce the 

variety and volume of actual purchases by all participating countries. By contributing to 

a slower rate and volume of change in the weapon holdings of European forces (and 

thereby reducing each country's need to to react to change in neighboring countries), 

such a measure may especially interest to the countries of South Eastern Europe who 

tend to be poorer than their Northern and Western neighbors. 

2. Regional Collective Security : 

Regional security arrangements are the most difficult. Yet generic 

arrangements such as a Balkan pacts where all regional states somehow agree to combine 

against outside invasion, respect each other's existing territorial integrity, agree to 

consult and cooperate in the event of trouble, or coordinate approaches to troubles inside 

the region or affecting it are often prescribed. For example, on June 9, 1991 Romania's 

Defense Minister General Spiriou called for new "lnter-Balkan· political and security 

arrangements and a "Union of Central and Eastern Europe", which would however "Not 

operate as a military Alliance·. [ Footnote: Richard Norton-Taylor; Britain to 

train Romanian Army, The Guardian 6/10/91 p 8) Arrangements along such 

l 
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lines should obviously be encouraged. Yet the content and effectiveness of individual 

measures counts as much as the political framework. Practical measures are somewhat 

harder to derive, because of the absence of a clear common antagonist, and because of 

past disputes between virtually all South-East European countries. Thus the types of 

measures that are worth considering regionally are few, and many of them are flawed. 

Briefly then, these are: 

a) Establish clearly defensive force postures 

Defensive doctrine includes avowed self restraint prior to attack, and no 

first use of any military means. Other possible features include: 

1) common (and therefore predictable) mobilization procedures; 

2) mostly fixed prepared defenses on national territory along presumed 

enemy routes of advance; 

3) low levels of force readiness 

4) no equipment or consumables stored forward 

The weightiest common argument against adopting an overall defensive force 

postures is that such a force posture inhibits counter-attack, an often necessary tactical 

recourse in warfare. As with all suggested regional solutions, to be effective extra· 

regional states with whom regional states have potential disputes must somehow be 

brought into line . In other words forces in Hungary and the USSR, for example would 

perforce need to adopt the same or suitably compensating defensive configurations as 

forces in South-Eastern Europe. 

Nevertheless, adopting some more defensive postures may make sense, 

regionally for South-Eastern Europe, and sometimes in combination with countries 

outside the region. These are: 

• Mutual pullbacks from frontier areas This type of measure was put 

forward as a regional security suggestion by Greek prime Minister Mitsotakis on June 

12, 1991. The fate of this proposal, so far, is a graphic illustration of the types of 
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difficulties that tend to plague regional arms limitations in South-Eastern Europe. 

Briefly, he suggested the removal of CFE treaty limited items from Greek Thrace, 

European Turkey, and a corresponding area of Southern Bulgaria .. The Bulgarian 

government appears willing to discuss this proposal further. For its part, Turkey did 

not reject the proposal outright, asserting instead that Turkish security could not be 

considered in pieces, and that the problem of Greek buildups in the Agean also needed to 

be included in in these discussions.[ Footnote See Premier Announces Border 

Disarmament Proposal, (page 37) and Bulgaria Accepts Proposal (page 

38), as published FBIS-WEU-91-135 15 July 1991; Also Greek 

Demilitarization Proposal Rejected, In FBIS-WEU-91-138, 18 July, 

1991] This same type of measure may also be presented in Helsinki 11 by one or more 

Nordic states as an approach to regional problems. In its conceptual form, mutual 

pullbacks means agreement by all parties to withdraw forces, depots and other 

facilities, and units with particular weapon systems some agreed distance back from 

national frontiers. Patrols could be conducted on a regular basis, in common, by forces 

from the adjoining states, or by designated third parties, in the thinned out zone. 

Distances from frontiers could presumably be adjusted to account for terrain 

differences. More important, although universal application is not excluded, states 

sharing particular frontiers could agree not to bother, or only to apply this provision in 

certain frontier areas. Choice about which frontiers to pull back from: 1) allows states 

to avoid the expense and difficulty of required compliance for particular frontiers. 

{Turkey's security requirements with respect to her Eastern and Southern frontiers and 

her forces in Cyprus, are clearly different from her requirements in the West, for 

example): 2) attempts to accommodate the paradox that although not all frontiers are 

equally significant from a security standpoint, they nevertheless are best treated in 

similar fashion in treaty language about frontier security. [Footnote: The fact that 

it is usually desirable to treat all partners to an agreement alike, or at 
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least have the obligations that bind them read alike, should not be taken 

to mean that arrangements with specifically regional applications for 

particular regions like South-Eastern Europe have no place in a CSCE 

arms control framework. On the contrary, it may be possible to devise 

local or regional obligations that bind particular CSCE partners, and then 

get agreement among the others to respect them.] 

• Force Structure limits: The CFE agreements went far to 

circumscribe the heavy weapon holdings of national armed forces in Europe, by 

establishing ceilings on national holdings of Battle Tanks, Artillery, Armored Combat 

Vehicles, Combat Aircraft and Combat Helicopters, and defined each of these weapons for 

treaty purposes, for the first time. These weapons were chosen because they, and the 

units that contain them are the main elements of forces that would be required to seize 

and hold territory in Europe. Although further cuts in these weapons within South

Eastern Europe are possible, such regional cuts would further aggravate the imbalance 

between the forces of these states and those of the neighboring USSR. This suggests that 

further cuts in these weapons on a regional basis would not be desirable. On the other 

hand, it may be possible to limit the readiness of forces which contain these weapons in 

ways that would increase warning for all parties in an equitable way. For example, the 

heavy divisions or regiments that contain these weapons could.by agreement , have only 

one maneuver element manned by active duty personnel. The other two or three (e.g. 

Battalions per regiment-Regiments or brigades per division)would be manned by 

reserves, who in turn, would be limited in the amount of training they could get. Even if 

the reserves were close by, they would lack the day to day familiarity with equipment, 

commanders, and procedures, and the habits of subordination and cooperation on which 

military efficiency depends. Thus it would take all parties longer to prepare effective 

potential invasion forces for war. This measure would require frequent and detailed 

mutual inspection. Its effectiveness would be limited to increasing warning of the types 
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of cross border attacks that are the precursors of attempted conquest of one nation by 

another. lt does not affect the lighter forces that states need for internal purposes, and 

for rapid short term operations abroad. Finally , the number of men actually under arms 

in each CFE participating state should be limited for all East European states except 

Yugoslavia and Albania by CFE 1a, as noted above. 

Even if Helsinki 11 succeeds in imposing personnel limits on the 12 CSCE states 

not covered by CFE obligations (including Yugoslavia and Albania) those personnel 

limits it would not directly affect the capacity of each state to generate large forces 

using reserves. Nevertheless, it is theoretically possible for Helsinki 11 (or some South 

East-European regional collective) to agree on the number of reserves each country may 

have, and to limit the frequency and size of reserve call-ups and training in some 

supplementary agreement. 

In theory, it is also possible to abolish conscription. An end to conscription 

usually means an automatic reduction in the number of actual and potential personnel 

under arms: actual because regular personnel are usually more expensive to train and 

maintain than conscripts, and potential because of the smaller number of reserves 

generated by a smaller regular force than by a conscription system. These factors, in 

combination means fewer trained men .Thus it becomes more difficult to generate the 

large forces which are needed to seize and hold terrain . The US and Britain have found 

professional armies more effective and useful in modern war. Both countries appreciate 

the limited political constraints on employing professionals where necessary. 

Continental countries on the other hand value the political constraints which a citizen 

army is credited with imposing on governments, and especially on high commands The 

former Communist states of Eastern Europe may be caught between wishing to get rid of 

a party-oriented military system, and the possible dangers of substituting a new 

professional military not strongly rooted in the general population. 

--------------------
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• Non-acquisition arrangements: lt might be possible to agree regionally 

on the non-acquisition of particularly threatening or clearly destabilizing weapon 

systems. For example, it may not be too late to avoid acquisition of individually operated 

(or hand held) anti-aircraft missiles, or not to acquire new generations of surface to 

surface missiles. Because hand held anti-aircraft missiles are favorites of irregular 

forces, governments may welcome an agreement not to acquire,transfer, or permit the 

transit of such systems. 1t might also be possible to affirm and refine regionally 

undertakings made elsewhere about non-acquisition of surface to surface missiles, 

nuclear, chemical and biological weapons, and inhumane weapons in a regional context. 

• Nuclear Free Zones (NFZs) are the most familiar form of non-acquisition 

arrangements. Frequently propounded and seldom achieved (the Latin American Nuclear 

Free Zone established by the treaty of Tlateloco is the only existing example), nuclear 

free zones remain popular with governments of non-nuclear states that wish to remove 

actual or potential nuclear threats from neighboring countries, or have disagreements 

with states that possess or host them. With the end of the cold war went much of the 

urgency that this idea may have had for South -Eastern Europe. Indeed the Short-Range 

Nuclear Force (SNF) talks contemplated to begin in the fall of 1991 are expected to 

regulate the nuclear relationship between the US and the USSR in Europe as a whole. 

These talks should provide for an adequate residual nuclear balance at much lower levels 

than now exists. 

Residual interest in a Balkan nuclear free zone as a contribution to nuclear 

stability in Europe may therefore be much reduced . In the past Greece, Romania and 

Bulgaria favored the establishment of such a zone, with mild support by Yugoslavia. 

Turkey strongly opposed the regional NFZ idea, making any nuclear withdrawals from 

the area contingent on a European solution to the problem. For example Ankara refused to 

attend the Balkan summit of 1984 until the NFZ idea was given a less prominent place on 

the agenda. Since then the NFZ idea has figured rhetorically and occasionally in 
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discussions, but without much emphasis in official discourse. (Footnote: See F. 

Stephen Larrabee, The Southern Periphery, pp 192-193, in Problems of 

Balkan Security: Southeastern Europe in the 1990s, Paul S.Shoup Editor] 

b) Increase Dialogue. In planning for Helsinki 11, some governments , 

including the U.S. have suggested a permanent dialogue on security issues, where 

military subjects of all kinds could be raised by member states, in the belief, that such 

discussions could generate new measures that would benefit Europe, either as a whole, or 

region ally. Dialogues about military doctrine and other subjects between U.S , Soviet, 

and NATO Warsaw Treaty military personnel, experts and academics over the past few 

years seem to have yielded benefits for all parties. Aside from eroding simplistic, two

dimensional "enemy" images, such talks are said to· foster more sophisticated 

understanding of what concerns particular opponents, and about why particular armed 

forces acquire certain weapons or train and deploy in particular ways. Dialogue 

apparently yields the double benefit of increased sophistication about the meaning of 

adversary force dispositions, and greater confidence about the nature of adversary 

intentions. Furthermore, personal contacts established at such conferences can be 

pursued to yield more of the same. Most participants appear to agree that there are 

benefits to this sort of dialogue, for all sides, without being able to specify exactly what 

they are, or to quantify them. 

If some Balkan or South-East European security system came into being, 

or some South-Eastern CSCE caucus, this procedure may be a relatively simple and 

cost-free first step to foster better relations between potential antagonists. For that 

matter, NATO, and the CSCE itself provide a large number of established forums where 

potential antagonists can organize dialogues. For example undertakings about not 

assisting insurgencies in neighboring states could be vetted for their military 

effectiveness, in forums of this kind. 
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Hot lines, that is dedicated and secure communication links between 

potential disputants at the highest level are a frequently suggested palliative for 

international difficulties. Their value lies in the presumed merit of allowing national 

leaders to deal directly with each other in emergencies, in a final effort to avoid conflict. 

The best known Hot Line, between Washington and Moscow, was established to inhibit 

inter-continental nuclear exchanges in a world where missile flight times took less than 

half an hour. The actual usefulness of hot lines in situations involving prospects of 

conventional war is still to be tested or demonstrated. For risks of war in South

Eastern Europe, aside from the reliability and exclusiveness of carefully maintained 

dedicated communications, there is no obvious advantage to hot lines over diplomatic 

dialogue or if political levels are required, direct telephone communications between 

leaders. 

Hot lines may be of greater value in this region once conflict has begun, 

and one party or another wishes to end it. In those circumstances, pre-arranged and 

reliable communications would be invaluable. But communications about conflict 

termination are better established between the antagonists and a pre-arranged third 

party, rather than directly. This is because: 1) the mutual credibility of antagonists is 

low, and; 2) conflict termination requires a high degree of confidence in the reliability 

of the messenger, and in the content and nature of the message. One need only recall the 

Chinese warning of August 1950 about entering the Korean war if U.N. forces approached 

the Manchurian frontier, to see why verbal precision and reliable interlocutors are 

necessary. On that occasion, the Chinese sent an elliptical warning through a party the 

U.S. government distrusted, Indian U.N. delegate V.K. Krishna Menon. The message was 

therefore presumed to be self serving propaganda, and ignored. In the South-Eastern 

Europe context, prior agreement among potential disputants to remain in continuing 

contact with a European institution like the CPC, or with a mutually agreeable Capital, 
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could at a minimum provide a reliable channel for arranging cease fires, or at least 

discussing them at the point where one party found that useful. 

c.) Mutual Surveillance: 

In combination with CFE reductions, CSBMs will have reduced the risks 

of massive surprise attack to something close to the vanishing point. And once the CFE 

and CSBM ground inspection regimes are in place and operating, an increase in 

inspection quotas with the attendant administrative expenses may not be very welcome. 

Even If Helsinki 11 does nothing to increase notification thresholds, or 

inspection quotas for the Continent as a whole, that may not matter much to South· 

Eastern Europe with respect to worries about enough warning of massive invasion from 

the USSR or other neighbors. it is the other class of military problems more peculiar to 

this region that might require more attention. That is dissident minorities, and 

breakaway provinces, with un-neighborly outside support for either. If there is a 

military threat, it may be infiltration of light forces or irregulars in support of 

dissidents, rather than cross-border operations of heavy forces. If so, in the long run 

that could mean that governments could welcome:1 )more detailed oversight over remote 

regions on their own territory and that of their neighbors, and; 2)more control over 

outside access to national territory. 

A worldwide open skies agreement may come, someday. Before that, there 

may be an open skies agreement among the 22 CFE participants. CFE 1 a may succeed in 

exposing territory and military facilities in all of Europe between the Atlantic and the 

Urals and in all of South-Eastern Europe ( minus Albania and Yugoslavia) to adversary 

observation by air. Helsinki 11 may extend such agreed aerial observation to all of 

Europe. In South-Eastern Europe, Hungary and Romania have already negotiated an open 

skies agreement of their own.Furthermore, Article XV of the CFE treaty calls on parties 

not to use concealment measures to impede verification of compliance "by national, or 

multinational technical means"( while allowing certain broad categories of concealment 
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practices). In other words, the future may bring: 1) an inter-continental aerial 

inspection regime; 2) a European aerial inspection regime covering all European 

territory, keyed to the verification of CFE agreement compliance as expanded by Helsinki 

11, and; 3) the beginnings of some Europe-wide understanding about how much 

concealment from overhead (e.g. satellite) observation is legitimate. These prospects 

could be building blocks for future regional cooperation among governments, if there is 

the political will. They might be exploited by additional measures in South-Eastern 

Europe, keyed to the special kinds of potential security problems noted above, such as: 

• Ad hoc open skies agreements among all or some Eastern European 

states, featuring common operation of observation aircraft (or permitted aerial 

adversary inspections). These could help parties in dispute assure themselves and each 

other about what may or may not be going on in remote areas, at least to some extent. To 

be effective on a regional basis such inspections may require creation of a common flight 

information region, to assure air traffic safety. 

• Overhead surveillance could also help. As photographic resolution and 

radar imagery of commercially available satellite photography improves, governments 

may wish to contract with foreign owners of overhead systems for continuous coverage 

of particular areas. 

Conclusions 

To Be submitted after Rhodes conference discussions. 
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PREFACE 

THE ROLE OF EUROPEAN INSTITUTIONS IN BALKAN SECURITY: 
SOME LESSONS FROM YUGOSLAVIA 

The collapse of Communism in Eastern Europe and the drawing down of 

the Cold War has raised the profile of long-suppressed sources of instability in 

Central and Eastern Europe. This has led to renewed interest, over the past two 

years, in the role that European security institutions might play in addressing non

East West conflicts. To date, most policy analysis has focused on theoretical 

discussions of future European security architectures. But the recent conflict in 

Yugoslavia has demonstrated the concrete and immediate importance of adapting 

political institutions to meet these new challenges. 

This paper examines the experience of "European" institutions, the 

European Community (EC), Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe 

(CSCE), Western European Union (WEU), and NATO, as well as the United 

Nations, in the Yugoslav crisis The paper begins by reviewing the evolution of 

the principal elements of Europe's new security architecture, then turns to the 

actions of the various institutions in responding to the Yugoslav conflict. Drawing 

on the preliminary lessons learned from this experience, the paper concludes with 

some observations for the future. 
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I. THE ARCHITECTURE DEBATE: NEW SECURITY CHALLENGES 
FOR EUROPE 

For forty years, European security was structured around the bipolar 

division of Europe. The central conflict between East (the Warsaw Pact) and West 

(NATO) achieved a high degree of equilibrium through a balance of terror 

(conventional and nuclear) that confined conflict primarily to the political level. 

This two bloc arrangement also helped suppress conflict within each bloc. In the 

West, the importance of maintaining solidarity in the confrontation with the 

Warsaw Pact drew nations together and helped minimize historical rivalries, while 

Soviet domination served to suppress conflict within and between Warsaw Pact 

nations. 

The Cold War structure did not completely eliminate other sources of 

instability within Europe: the continuing disputes between Greece and Turkey 

(both NATO members) over Cyprus, the Aegean Islands and Thrace, on occasion 

flared into military confrontation. The Balkans also witnessed tensions between 

Turkey and Bulgaria; Greece, Bulgaria and Yugoslavia (over Macedonia); and 

Albania and Yugoslavia in connection with Kosovo. But the fear that a small 

conflict in the Balkans might embroil the superpowers played a role in 

constraining the virulence of these disputes. 

The Berlin Wall's collapse and the rise of new democracies in Central and 

Eastern Europe brought a brief period of euphoria and sanguine hopes for a 

peaceful Europe. But it soon became apparent that Europe's security problems had 

not disappeared; rather, the end of the Cold War unleashed ethnic, national and 

religious conflict simmering under the surface of the Long Peace. For 

policymakers, the urgent question was how to adapt Europe's political and 

security institutions to meet the new challenges. 

NATO 

For NATO, the effort began with the agreement to give the organization a 

more "political" orientation, 1 and to modify its military approach from one 

1
NA TO had always maintained an element of political orientation, expressed in Article 4 

of the North Atlantic Treaty and elaborated by the Harmel Report in 1967. But in practice, the 
Cold War focused NATO's efforts on military preparedness and coordination. 
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focused exclusively on the Soviet/Warsaw Pact threat, to a more flexible posture.2 

NATO began to move cautiously to develop ties with former WTO countries, 

while shying away from explicit security guarantees that could exacerbate 

tensions with the USSR, or embroil NATO in ethnic and national conflict. 3 

NATO continued to see its role primarily as a pole of stability in Europe,4 

and a counterweight to the Soviet Union's military power. It staked out a more 

limited role in Eastern Europe. While declaring that "the consolidation and 

preservation throughout the continent of democratic societies and their freedom 

from any form of coercion are ... of direct and material concern to us", the NATO 

Foreign Ministers identified NA TO's role in European security as one among 

several actors: "a network of interlocking institutions and relationships, 

constituting a comprehensive architecture in which the Alliance, the process of 

European integration and the CSCE are key elements. "5 

The June 1991 NAC meeting did· underline a number of steps to strengthen 

links between NATO and Central/East European nations in addition to the formal 

diplomatic liaison established in 1990. These steps include: 

meetings of officials and experts on security policy, military strategy 
and doctrine, as well as arms control and non-proliferation; 

intensified military contacts and training; 

participation in non-military NATO activities; 

2
See the London Declaration, July 6, 1990: "We approve the mandate given ... to the North 

Atlantic Council in Pennanent session to oversee the ongoing work on the adaptation of the 
alliance to the new circumstances .... Today, our alliance begins a major transformation." 

3 
A number of East European leaders have sought NATO security guarantees or association 

agreements. See Richard Weitz, "NATO and the New Eastern Europe" RFE Report on Eastern 
Europe, May 24, 1991, pp 30-34. But they have been rebuffed by NATO: in the words of NATO 
Secretary General Manfred Woemer, NATO membership "would not be in either their own or the 
Soviet Union's interest-- I would also add: Not in our own interest either." Aftenposten, 
September 11, 1990 (FBJS-WEU-90-182, September 19, 1990, p. 1). 

4
According to the Copenhagen Declaration on "NATO's Core Security Functions in the 

New Europe" issued by NATO's North Atlantic Council (June 7, 1991): "The resulting sense of 
equal security amongst the members of the Alliance ... contributes to overall stability within 
Europe and thus to the creation of conditions conducive to increased cooperation both among 
Alliance members and with others. It is on this basis that members of the Alliance, together with 
other nations, are able to pursue the development of cooperative structures of security for a Europe 
whole and free." 

5
"Partnership with the Countries of Central and Eastern Europe" (June 6, 1991) 

2 
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expanded NATO information programs; and 

enhanced Parliamentary contacts. 

But the new relationship was carefully couched as "contribut[ing] to the 

achievement of the objectives of CSCE while preserving its responsibilities and 

mechanisms." In short, NA TO's leaders left the principal responsibility for 

security and stability in Central and Eastern Europe to other actors, most notably 

the CSCE: "We will seek to reinforce the CSCE's potential for conflict prevention, 

crisis management and the peaceful settlement of disputes by appropriate means, 

such a creating a suitably structured emergency consultation mechanism and 

strengthening the Conflict Prevention Center. "6 

6.rbe wannth of the NAC's embrace of CSCE contrasts sharply with NA TO's earlier, more 
skeplical view: "With 34 very different countries, each with a right ID velD, what can we do if a 
real conflict breaks out?" Manfred Woerner, Liberation, OciOber 17, 1990, quoted in Weitz, op. 
cit p. 33. 
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The Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe 
The end of the Cold War focused European attention on the principal "pan

European" political arrangement, the Conference on Security and Cooperation in 

Europe. In several respects, the CSCE seemed ideally suited to meet the new 

challenges likely to face European stability. Its membership included virtually all 

European states,7 plus the United States and Canada, its mandate extended from 

security issues to human rights and economic development, and its format was not 

tied to the two major security blocs. 8 The CSCE, through its support for human 

rights and free expression in Eastern Europe, was seen by many as a contributing 

factor to the demise of two bloc system in Europe. These features made CSCE 

seem particularly attractive to East European nations who sought a forum to 

address their new security concerns in a way that transcended the two blocs.9 

At first, the efforts to enhance the CSCE met with opposition from the 

United States (as well as many of the United States' NATO partners) who feared 

that the CSCE would undermine existing security arrangements without providing 

an effective mechanism to take its place. Over time, however, the United States 

and others began to see the CSCE as complementary to NATO, filling a gap that 

they were unwilling to fill through extending NATO guarantees to Eastern 

Europe. 

The Soviet Union's policy evolved in the opposite direction: the USSR 

initially promoted the CSCE as an alternative to NATO and the Warsaw Pact, but 

as the Cold War ended and the USSR became increasingly preoccupied with 

internal dissent, it began to worry that the CSCE would interfere in its internal 

affairs. 

The result was the Paris summit of November, 1990, culminating in the 

Paris Charter, which reinforced the role of the CSCE, extended its responsibilities 

to include promoting of minority group rights and democratic reform, and, for the 

first time gave it an institutional basis. The Paris summit created three new 

permanent institutions: a secretariat in Prague, a Conflict Prevention Center in 

7 
Albania did not become a member of the CSCE until June, 1991. 

8
Thus the Confidence and Security Building Measures adopted in Stockholm in 1986 were 

negotiated on an individual basis by the member countries, in conuast wilh the bloc-to-bloc 
negotiations among the 23 that developed the Conventional Forces in Europe (CFE) Treaty. 

9 Czechoslovak leaders were particularly enthusiastic about a new, all European security 
forum, building on the CSCE. 

4 : 
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Vienna, and an Office for Free Elections in Warsaw. The 34 also agreed to annual 

meetings of Foreign Minsters who would act as the CSCE "Council". 

At the Paris summit, the 34 declined to adopt a proposed "emergency 

mechanism" that would allow for convening special meetings of the CSCE in 

response to a crisis. As the Yugoslavian crisis intensified in the spring of 1991, 

both the United States and the USSR put aside their previous objections, and at 

the June, 1991 Berlin CSCE Council, agreed on an emergency procedure triggered 

by the request of one member state, with the support of 12 others. In agreeing to 

the emergency mechanism, the USSR insisted that the 35 Foreign Ministers 

reiterate their commitment not to intervene in any nation's internal affairs. 

Moreover, the emergency mechanism in no way altered the requirement that the 

CSCE could act only by consensus. 

The European Community 
Within Western Europe there was new emphasis on developing a uniquely 

European approach to security. The effort was impelled by a number of factors, 

including the desire to embed German unification in the process of closer 

European integration and (in the wake of the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait) the need 

for a structure to facilitate West European participation in non-European conflicts 

(given NA TO's constraints on acting out of area). Proposals for expanding the 

EC's role fell into two categories: a more integrated "Common Foreign and 

Security Policy" (CFSP), building on the process of European Political 

Cooperation (EPC) to address the political and economic aspects of security, and a 

potential role for the EC in defense policy, initially through a rapprochement 

between the Western European Union (WEU) and the EC. 

The EC's involvement in "foreign" policy dates back to the early years 

following the Rome Treaty (1957), primarily through the external aspect of its 

commercial policy (tariffs, trade agreements and eventually economic assistance 

programs). Since the early 1970s, the European Community had become 

increasingly involved in the political aspects of foreign and security policy 

through EPC, an intergovernmental process outside the Community's normal 

decisionmaking procedures, designed to facilitate the development of joint views 

and policies on external matters. 

The intergovernmental EPC's limitations led many to call for a more 

effective, "common" approach to foreign and security policy cooperation. This 

5 
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effort received a considerable boost from the political changes in Europe and led 

to a Franco-German proposal in Aprill990 for an intergovernmental conference 

(IGC) on European Political Union that would include a common foreign and 

security policy. With the Ivaqi invasion of Kuwait, many EC leaders began to 

discuss an explicit defense role for the EC. As deliberations proceeded in the 

IGC, most EC nations supported strengthening the Community's foreign policy 

role, but were divided over key issues such as majority voting in common foreign 

and security policy (CFSP), the relationship between CFSP and the 

"communitarian institutions" (EC Commission and Parliament), and the 

development of a distinctive European defense identity in conjunction with the 

WEU. The IGC is scheduled to finish its work in December, 1991. 

In its early years, the EC's involvement in Eastern Europe and the Balkans 

was limited, but not inconsequential. Through EPC, the foreign ministers 

frequently were called on to address the Cyprus problem, though with little effect. 

The Community played a larger role in supporting democracy's restoration in 

Greece, by suspending Greece's association agreement with the EC after the 1967 

coup, and holding out the prospect of reactivating the association agreement (and 

ultimately full membership, which was achieved in 1981 ). Turkey, too signed an 

association agreement with the Community and a number of economic 

agreements, but the Community's reluctance make good on its commitment to 

Turkey's membership10 (with the ever present threat of a Greek veto) caused 

enduring tensions in the EC-Turkey relationship. 

The EC's relationship with the COMECON countries of Eastern Europe was 

limited (due to the unwillingness of COMECON to recognize the EC), 11 but 

Gorbachev's change in policy in 1985 paved the way to a joint COMECON-EC 

agreement in 1988. This in turn led to individual trade and economic agreements 

with all seven European COMECON countries. The EC's role in Eastern Europe 

took on an added dimension at the Paris G-7 summit in July, 1989, when the 

leading industrial nations asked the Community to take responsibility for 

coordinating aid (from the G-24) to Poland and Hungary (later extended to Czech, 

1
'Tbe EC· Turkey association agreement explicitly makes reference to the eventual goal of 

membership. 
11

In 1987, EC expons to all COMECON countries amounted to 19 billion ecus, compared 
with 33 billion to Switzerland alone. Nicholas Colchester and David Buchan, Europower 
(Economist Books, 1990) p. 215 

6 : 
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Romania, and Bulgaria, and in the summer of 1991, the EC began negotiations for 

economic aid to Albania). 

Yugoslavia, which was outside COMECON, had a privileged place in the 

EC's economic relations.12 The flrst EC-Yugoslavia agreements date from 1970; 

the EC and Yugoslavia entered into a broad ranging cooperation agreement in 

1980 which went into effect in 1983 (with an interim agreement covering 1980-

83). The agreement covered trade, flnancial aid and cooperation in technology, 

energy, industry, science, agriculture, transport, environment and science. Most 

customs duties and quantitive trade restrictions were eliminated for Yugoslav 

industrial goods (today 90% of industrial exports to the EC are zero tariffed), as 

well as concessionary tariffs on a number of agricultural commodities. In 1985 the 

EC and Yugoslavia reached a flve year agreement on trade in textiles, to cover the 

period 1987-1991. 

Under the aegis of the European Investment Bank, Yugoslavia borrowed 

200 million ecu for electrification and transportation projects, and a second 

agreement was signed providing for up to 550 million ecu over the period 1985-

1991. An adjunct agreement provided up to 60 million ecu in loans for improving 

the north-south highway system. By December, 1990, Yugoslavia had already 

borrowed 50% of that amount for infrastructure investments. 

In its role as administrator of the G-24's Phare program, the EC reached an 

understanding with Yugoslavia on 3 1/2 year, 35 million ecu technical assistance 

grant to help in flnancial and economic restructuring (in connection with a $400 

million World Bank sponsored structural adjustment loan.) Overall, Yugoslavia 

had received commitments of 3.6 billion ecu in assistance (loans and grants) from 

the G-24 since 1989, including 100 million ecu from the EC.13 

On June 24, 1991, the EC signed a five year, 730 million ecu loan 

agreement with Yugoslavia The aid package was seen as an incentive for the 

Federal Government to seek a peaceful resolution of the impending crisis.14 

Yugoslav-EC trade has grown measurably in recent years: Yugoslav exports 

to the EC grew from 2.8 billion ecu in 1982 to 7 billion ecu in 1989. Yugoslavia's 

noted. 

12 All data on EC-Yugoslav economic relations is from EC Commission unless otherwise 

13Financial Times, June 20/30, 1991, p. 3. 
14Financial Times, June 29/30, 1991, p. 3. 
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trade deficit with the EC also narrowed during this period, from 2.2 billion ecu in 

1981 to only 34 million in 1989. 

Yugoslavian immigrants are one of the larger immigrant groups in the EC 

and Yugoslav workers are covered by EC guarantees against discrimination in 

employment. 

The Western European Union 

The members of the long-dormant WEU began to revive the organization in 

1984, as a forum for European cooperation on security and armaments policy. 

This effon took on new imponance with the WEU's role in the Gulf mine 

sweeping operation in 1987, and in the Platform on European Security Interests. 

Although much of the initial interest in the WEU centered around out-of-area 

activities, the search for a more Euro-centered forum for military cooperation 

within Europe led Italian Foreign Minister Gianni de Michelis to propose 

incorporating the WEU into the EC, an idea embraced (at least as a long run 

objective) by France and Germany. 

Other actors 

There are a number of other groups and organizations that make up the 

European political security landscape. Three, in particular, are imponant to 

Central and Eastern Europe. The Council of Europe is an intergovernmental 

association of European democracies, whose activities focus primarily on human 

rights. The Hexagonale is a regional grouping of Italy, Austria, Yugoslavia, 

Hungary, Czechoslovakia and Poland, 15 designed to promote regional cooperation 

in economic development, transponation, environment, telecommunications, 

social and cultural affairs. Another regional grouping, the Visegrad group of 

Poland, Hungary and Czechoslovakia, has recently emerged as a forum for those 

three Central/East European states to discuss cooperation in security and other 

matters, including their relations with the EC. 

In the background lies the United Nations. Although the United Nations' 

role in regional instability was enhanced by its actions in connection with the Iraqi 

15
The group was previously known as the Pentagonale; Poland became a member at the 

end ofJuly, 1991. The Nordic Council is another important regional organization whose activities 
affect the European security landscape, but which, by reason of geography, plays no active role on 
Balkans issues. 
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invasion of Kuwait, traditionally the UN has played a very limited role in Europe 

(in part due to the fact that the East-West confrontation vinually guaranteed 

stalemate in the Security Council on any important European crisis.) As the 

prospect for cooperation between the West and the USSR grows, however, the 

UN could potentially play a greater part in security problems that do not directly 

affect the Security Council member states. 

-- -- --------------------
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IT. INSTITUTIONAL RESPONSES TO THE YUGOSLAV CRISIS 

During the spring of 1991, it became increasingly clear that a potential 

confrontation loomed between the Serbian dominated Federal Yugoslav 

government and the independence minded Republics of Slovenia and Croatia. As 

the two Republics began to move toward independence, both individual nations 

and European institutions appealed for a peaceful settlement, focusing on their 

desire to maintain (in some form) the unity of Yugoslavia. In the weeks before the 

crisis quickened, the CSCE debated Yugoslavia at its Berlin Council meeting and 

the EC dispatched Commission President Jacques Delors to Belgrade. Secretary of 

State James Baker also visited Yugoslavia following the CSCE meeting. But the 

preliminary efforts to head off the crisis were primarily rhetorical, and 

unsuccessful. 

The Yugoslav crisis exploded when the governments of Slovenia and 

Croatia decidec to declare their independence from the Yugoslav Federation on 

June 25, 1991. The initial confrontation centered around Slovenia, which sought 

to assert control of its international border crossings, and led to an armed 

confrontation with the Federal Army. These actions raised alarm throughout 

Europe, and set in motion a series of efforts by various European institutions to 

defuse the crisis. 

The European Community's Response 

From the earliest days of the crisis, the European Community became the 

single most important institutional actor in the effort to find a solution to the 

mounting Yugoslav crisis. The EC's relatively rapid response was facilitated by 

the fortuitous occurrence that the European Council (EC heads of state and 

government) had previously scheduled a meeting to take place in Luxembourg 

beginning on Friday, June 28. Earlier in the week, the EC gave its first indication 

of the difficult policy line the Community would seek to walk: Luxembourg's 

Foreign Minister Jacques Poos (whose country held the EC Presidency) stated that 

the EC would not recognize the unilateral declaration of independence by 

Slovenia or Croatia, but Dutch Foreign Minister Hans Van den Broek (the 
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Netherlands would succeed to the EC Presidency on July 1) also warned that the 

EC would not support the Yugoslav Federation "at any price."16 

On the eve of the EC summit, Germany proposed that the EC hold "urgent 

consultations" on the Yugoslav crisis, and Germany and Italy together asked that 

the Council authorize a high-level EC mission to Yugoslavia.17 The EC Council 

considered two options: invoking the CSCE mechanisms or authorizing direct EC 

involvement.18 Germany also raised the issue of suspending EC aid to 

Y I 
. 19 

ugos avta. 

On June 29, the European Council agreed to send the "Troika" (foreign 

ministers from Italy, Luxembourg and the Netherlands)20 on a mediating mission 

to Yugoslavia. They also agreed to support Austria's request to convene the CSCE 

emergency mechanism and to freeze aid to Yugoslavia unless there was an 

immediate cessation of violence (reportedly this action was opposed by Italy).21 

As the Troika departed for Belgrade, the EC called on Slovenia to suspend its 

declaration of independence, asked the Serbian leaders to support installing Stipe 

Mesic as head of the collective presidency (Mesic, a Croat, was scheduled to 

become head as a result of the normal rotation of the Presidency, but his 

appointment was blocked by Serbia and its allies) and a cease-ftre with forces 

returning to their barracks. 22 

The overnight mission to Belgrade and Zagreb produced the EC's ftrst 

success -- an agreed suspending of hostilities and a three month moratorium on 

16 
Agence France Presse, June 28, 1991 (FBIS-WEU-91-125,June 28, 1991. p. 1). 

17 
Agence France Presse, June 27, 1991 {FBIS-WEU-91-125, June 28, 1991. p. I). 

18 
Agence France Presse, June 28, 1991 {FBIS-WEU-91-125, June 28, 1991. p. 1). 

19 
Agence France Presse, June 28, 1991 (FBIS-WEU-91·125, June 28, 1991. p. 2). The EC 

had signed a five year, 730 million ecu loan agreement with Yugoslavia on June 24, one day 
before Slovenia and Croatia declared independence. The aid package was seen as an incentive for 
the Federal Government to seek a peaceful resolution of the impending crisis. In addition, 
Yugoslavia had received commitments of 3.6 billion ecu in aid from the G-24 over the preceding 
two years, including 100 million ecu from the EC. Financial Times, June 29{30, 1991, p. 3. Only 
about $5 million in aid was from the United States. Guardian, July I, 1991 p. 6. 

2~e EC's troika consists of the Foreign Minister of the country holding the EC 
Presidency, as well as the Minister from the immediate past and next succeeding presidency nation 
(with the Presidency rotating every six months in alphabetical order). The troika would change to 
Luxembourg, Netherlands and Portugal on July I, as the Netherlands assumed the Presidency. 

21 
Agence France Presse, June 28, 1991 (FBIS-WEU-91-125, June 28, 1991. p. 2). 

22
Agence France Presse, June 28, 1991, Madrid RNE-1 Radio Network June 30, 1991 

(FBIS-WEU-91-126, July I, 1991. p. 1). 
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Slovenia and Croatia's move toward independence. It was hailed by senior 

European officials as a sign of the Community's political coming of age: "This is 

hour of Europe" (Poos); "From our point of view, it is a good sign for the future of 

political union. When a situation becomes delicate, the Community is able to act 

as a political entity." (Italian Foreign Minister Gianni de Michelis).23 

But the fragility of the agreement was apparent from the beginning: 

Slovenia's Foreign Minister said "The Slovene delegation informed the [EC] 

foreign ministers very clearly that it cannot withdraw from the independence of 

Slovenia because that is the cause for which Slovenian people have already 

died. "24 The parties in Yugoslavia disputed among themselves just what they had 

agreed with the Troika. As fighting continued, Poos, on behalf of the EC, 

threatened to freeze all aid unless the agreement was implemented immediately.25 

In an effort to salvage its earlier efforts, the Troika returned to Yugoslavia on the 

night of June 30 to nail down in concrete terms each sides' undertakings,26 and on 

July I, Mesic was confirmed as the head of the Federal Presidency. The second 

troika mission was followed by a "scout mission" of senior diplomats from the 

thrTik 
.27 

ee ro a countnes. 

In response to the Troika's initial mission, Slovenia called on the EC to send 

observers to monitor the terms of the agreement,28 a request immediately 

supported by Germany. 29 After the CSCE meeting in Vienna declined to endorse 

sending CSCE observers to Yugoslavia, support for EC sponsored observers grew 

among the Twelve, and France called for an emergency EC Foreign Ministers 

23
Guardian, June 29, 1991, p. 8 

24
Tbe Sunday Times, June 30, 1991, p. I. 

25
The Times, July I, 1991, p. I. 

26
Guardian, July I, 1991, p. 6. Some, especially the British, were said to believe that the 

Troika should have remained in Yugoslavia on its ftrst visit until the cease-ftre was assured. 
Guardian July 3, 1991 p. 21. In its leader on the same time, the Guardian characterized the early 
effort as "improvisation" and "hasty and ineffective". Id. p. 20 

27
Guardian, July 3, 1991, p. 8. At this point the Troika consisted of Luxembourg, the 

Netherlands and Portugal. 
28 

Cologne Deutschlandfunk Network, June 30, 1991 (FBIS-WEU-91-126, July I, 1991. p. 
17). 

29 
Hamburg DPA, June 30, 1991 (FBIS-WEU-91-126, July I, 1991 p. 21) 
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meeting in the Hague on July 5.30 Germany's Foreign Minister Hans-Dietrich 

Genscher also raised the prospect of an EC arms embargo.31 

At the July 5 meeting in the Hague, the EC Foreigu Ministers agreed to 

embargo arms shipments to Yugoslavia, and to suspend EC aid.32 They also 

dispatched the Troika for a third visit to Yugoslavia. In response to the CSCE's 

endorsement of an EC arranged observer mission, a group of senior EC officials 

were sent to lay the groundwork for a group of civilian observers to monitor the 

cease-frre.33 The Ministers held out the prospect ofrecognizing Slovenia and 

Croatia if the violence continued. 

This frrst step toward a more sympathetic approach to Slovene and Croatian 

independence came about under growing public pressure against what was 

perceived as the EC's unduly pro central government stance. The frrst signs of 

dissent began to appear in Germany simultaneously with the early EC actions, as a 

number of CDU Bundestag members called for a policy more supportive of 

Slovenia and Croatia. 34 In a strongly worded statement, the Chairman of the CDU 

stated: 

We won our unity through the right to self-determination. If we Germans 
think everything else in Europe can stay just as it was, if we follow a status 
quo policy and do not recognize the right to self-determination in Slovenia 
and Croatia, then we have no moral or political credibility. We should start a 
movement in the EC to lead to such recognition. 35 

These criticism were echoed by senior SPD spokesmen after a hasty trip to 

Yugoslavia.36 Similar concerns were viuced in Italy, especially among political 

30 
Agence France Presse, July 3, 1991 (FBIS-WEU-91-128, July 3, 1991 p. I) 

31
Berlin ADN, July 5, 1991 (FBIS-WEU-91-129, July 5, 1991 p. 13). 

3
1>rlor to the July 5, EC Foreign Ministers meeting, Van den Broek and EC External 

Relations Commissioner Frans Andriessen met with Secretary of State Baker in Washington, 
where the US Secretary of State gave his support to the EC's efforts and indicated that the US 
would join in suspending aid and imposing an arms embargo.Le Monde, July 5, 1991, p. 4. Baker 
conceded, however, that these measures where largely symbolic. 

33 
Agence France Presse, July 5, 1991 (FBlS-WEU-91-129, July 5, 1991 p. I); Antenne-2, 

July 5, 1991 (FBIS-WEU-91-130, July 8, 1991 p. I) 
34 

Frankfurt Allgemeine Zeitung, June 27, 1991 (FBIS-WEU-91-215, June 28, 1991, p. 
11); Berlin ADN July 3, 1991 and Hamburg DPA, July 4, 1991 (FBIS-WEU-91-129, July 5, 1991 
p. 14). 

35 
Guardian, July 2, 1991, p. 8 

36
Frankfurt Allgemeine Zeitung, July 2, 1991 (FBIS-WEU-91-127, July 2, 1991, p. 17.) 

• 
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leaders in the region near the border with Slovenia37 as well as by the leader of the 

Italian Republican Party.38 There were also the first hints of divisions among the 

Twelve. Chancellor Kohl noted that some (unnamed) EC countries had 

"considerable problems in separatist ideas in their own countries" and thus were 

"more interested in projecting any decisions in Yugoslavia to their situations at 

home. "39 Spain's Foreign Minister Fernandez-Ordonez agreed that "many 

differences are in fact observed" but contended that in the end, the Twelve 

continued to speak "with one voice".40 Slovenia's President, Milan Kucan, 

contended that the EC's preoccupation with preserving Yugoslavia's unity had 

encouraged the central government's recourse to force.41 

In response to these pressures, as well as Serbian intransigence, Germany 

and Italy (along with Belgium and Denmark) increasingly moved toward 

supporting recognition of Slovenia and Croatia. France, Spain and the Netherlands 

remained the most resolute in favor of preserving Yugoslavia's unity (although 

criticism in the French press grew as the crisis dragged on), while the U.K. 

positions was somewhat in the middle.42 The EC's statement at the July 5, 1991 

Foreign Ministers meeting was an attempt to bridge the differences among the 

Twelve (one journal characterized the communique as "papering over" the 

differences). 43 

On July 7-8, the Troika met with representatives of the central government, 

Serbia, Slovenia and Croatia on the Adriatic island of Brioni and hammered out a 

Common Declaration on the Peaceful Resolution of the Yugoslav Crisis. The 

Brioni Declaration ("accepted" but not signed by the various Yugoslav parties), 

contained four points: 

1) the Yugoslav parties alone should decide their future; 

37 
Guardian, June 29, 1991, p. 8 

38
Giorgio de la Malfa criticized the "uncertainty and errors of judgement by the EC and the 

Italian Government in supporting the Federal [Yugoslav) government in such a total way." ANSA, 
July 4, 1991 (FBIS-WEU-91-129, July 5, 1991, p. 23.) 

39
Guardian, July 2, 1991 p. 8; see also Hamburg DPA, July I, 1991 (FBIS-WEU-91-127, 

July 2, 1991, p. 17). 
40

Madrid RNE-1 Radio, July 3, 1991 (FBIS-WEU-91-129, July 5, 1991, p. 29) 
41 

Le Monde, July 6, 1991, p. 4 
42 

See Washington Post, July 5, 1991, p. 15; New York Tinies. July 7, 1991, p. 4. 
43

Tbe Guardian, July 6, 1991 p. 6 

l 
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2) negotiations on Yugoslavia's future should begin no later than 
August 1; 

3) the Yugoslav presidency will assert its authority over the federal 
army; and 

4) all parties will refrain from unilateral acts, especially acts of 
violence. 

The Declaration contained two annexes: the first provided for Slovenia's 

police to control border crossings, with customs revenues to be remitted to the 

federal government and a "green zone" near the border crossings where federal 

troops would remain stationed pending negotiations over the transfer of 

responsibility to Slovenia; an end to the federal army's blockade and its return to 

barracks; and a return of seized military equipment and release of all prisoners. 

The second annex called for dispatching 30-50 EC observers to Slovenia and "if 

possible" to Croatia to monitor the Declaration's implementation. The Declaration 

went into force at midnight on July 8.44 

The Troika left Brioni on a relatively optimistic note; Poos stated after the 

meeting that "if all parties respected their promises, the agreement would permit 

the beginning of a new Yugoslavia. "45 Chancellor Kohl called the agreement "a 

decisive step on the path toward peace and understanding. "46 Others, including 

Van den Broek and Delors were more cautious.47 

On July 10, the EC Foreign Ministers met and endorsed the decision to send 

30-50 observers to Yugoslavia "to stabilize the cease-fire and to monitor the 

suspension of the implementation of the declarations of independence." Each 

nation chose its own participants (the group also included representatives from the 

Commission), generally drawn from the ranks of diplomats, retired military or in 

some cases, military officers in mufti. At the strong insistence of the U.K. the 

observers were not permitted to carry any weapons, even for self-defense. The 

U.K. also insisted that the funding for the effort come from national governments, 

not EC funds. 
48 

The Ministers rejected Germany's suggestion to include observers 

from other CSCE countries; V an den Broek said that broader participation in the 

10) 

44 
Le Monde, July 10, 1991, p. 3 

45 
Le Monde, July 9, 1991, p. 4 

46 
Frankrurter Allgemeine Zeitung, July 9, 1991 (FBIS-WEU-91-131, July 9, 1991 p. 

47
Financial Times, July 10, 1991, p. 2. 

48
Le Figaro, July 11, 1991, p. 3. 
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observer force would be acceptable only if Yugoslavia requested it.49 The 

Ministers also created a task force of senior officials from the Twelve to assist in 

the negotiations contemplated by the Brioni Declaration. 50 

An "advance party" of ten EC observers (from the Troika countries) arrived 

in Yugoslavia on July 9, but their journey to Slovenia was delayed by federal 

authorities, who claimed the Ljubljana airport was unsafe.s1 The formal team of 

observers began assembling during the week of July 15, the first arriving in 

Yugoslavia on July 16, under the direction of retired Dutch Ambassador Jo van 

der Valk.s2 

Initially the observers were sent to Slovenia. But with the Yugoslav 

government's decision to withdraw federal forces from Slovenia (a de facto 

acceptance of Slovenia's independence) attention shifted to Croatia.s3 Although 

the Brioni declaration contemplated the possibility of extending the observer 

mission to Croatia, there was confusion over what role the observers could play in 

Croatia,s4 and the effort to extend the mandate was resisted by federal Yugoslav 

authorities. 

As fighting in Croatia escalated, the EC foreign ministers met again on July 

29 in Brussels, joined, at the EC's invitation, by representatives from the Yugoslav 

federal presidency and the Yugoslav Prime Minister and Foreign Minister. V an 

den Broek tabled a proposal for joint Croatian/federal patrols to implement a 

cease-fire, but he and British Foreign Secretary Hurd opposed the idea of an EC 

"peacekeeping" force in response to France's suggestion of a "blue helmet" 

European force for Yugoslavia, perhaps under WEU auspices. ss The Ministers 

decided to extend the observer mission to Croatia and to increase the number of 

observers to 200 plus 300 support personnel (and to permit participation by other 

49 
Agence France Presse, July 10, 1991 (FBIS·WEU·91-133, July 11, 1991 p. 1) so . 
Le Figaro, July 11, 1991, p. 3. 

SITbe Times, July 12, 1991, p. 10 
SZaerlin ADN, July 16, 1991 (FBIS·WEU·91-137, July 17, 1991 p. 16. The EC observers 

wore armbands with the blue European flag emblem as identification. The Times, July 17, 1991 p. 
10 

SJThe Times, July 20, 1991 p. 10 
s4The head of the EC observer group initially suggested that Croatia was "not part of the 

mandate." Tbe Times. July 17, 1991 p. 10 
ss Agence France Presse, July 28, 1991 and Berlin ADN, July 26, 1991; Die Well, July 26, 

1991 (FBIS·WEU·91-145, July 29, 1991 p. 1,15, 16); The Times, July 27, 1991, page 9, July 30, 
1991 p. 9. 
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CSCE nations). The ministers also agreed to send the Troika back to 

Y 1 . 56 
ugos aVIa. 

But the latest round ofEC sponsored mediation (on August 3-4) met with 

resistance, both from Serbia (whose representatives boycotted a meeting with the 

Troika) and from pro-Serbian forces in Croatia who refused to allow EC observers 

to enter contested areas. On August 4, the Troika left Yugoslavia, announcing that 

"there is nothing more we can do here. "57 The Foreign Ministers met again on 

August 6, and debated further economic sanctions (such as a trade cutoff), as well 

as the French proposal to send in WEU sponsored peacekeeping forces. They 

asked the CSCE to support the EC's efforts. 58 

The shock value of the Troika's withdrawal and the threat of economic 

sanctions may have contributed to a cease-fire agreement announced by the 

Yugoslav Federal Presidency on August 6, although the heavy losses suffered by 

Croatian forces, and the threat of unilateral actions by Austria and Germany (to 

recognize the Republics and impose economic sanctions) were also a factor. 59 

The CSCE's response 

The CSCE's involvement in the Yugoslav crisis preceded the actual 

outbreak of hostilities. During the Berlin CSCE Council meeting on June 20, the 

foreign ministers had agreed to support the "democratic development, unity and 

territorial integrity" of Yugoslavia and called on the parties to "redouble their 

efforts to resolve their differences peacefully through negotiations. "60 

As the crisis began to unfold, Austria notified Belgrade on June 27 of its 

concern over "unusual military activity" in Yugoslavia, invoking a requirement 

that Yugoslavia clarify its intentions under the Stockholm Confidence and 

Security Building Measures (CSBMs) as further amended in the Paris CSCE 

Charter, Article 17, through the Conflict Prevention Center in Vienna. 

Representatives to the CPC met in Vienna on July 1.61 The representatives 

5~russels La Une Radio, July 29, 1991; Paris Antenne 2, July 29, 1991 (FBIS-WEU-91-
146, Jul~ 30, 1991 p. I 

7 
Washington Post, August 5, 1991, p. I 

58
New York Times, August 7, 1991, p. A3. 

59
New York Times, August 8, 1991, p. A6. 

60
Guardian, June 28, 1991, p. 28 

61
The Times, July I, 1991 p. 8. The CSCE's involvement was further complicated by the 

fact that Yugoslavia itself held the chair of the center for conflict prevention (though Germany 
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(including Yugoslavia) agreed on an immediate cease-fire and return of troops to 

barracks, but no agreement was reached on Austria's proposal that the CSCE send 

observers.62 

Austria, along with Italy, also sought the support of the EC 12 to invoke the 

newly established CSCE emergency mechanism, which was approved by the EC 

heads of state and government in their meeting on June 28.63 Austria made the 

formal request on June 30, and representatives of the 35 met in Prague (the seat of 

the CSCE secretariat on July 3.64 At the outbreak of the crisis, Germany was 

chairing the coordinating group of senior CSCE officials in Prague in charge of 

the new CSCE emergency mechanism. While the procedure allowed for thirteen 

nations to invoke crisis consultations, it still required unanimity (including the 

agreement of Yugoslavia) to act. In his capacity as chair of the CSCE emergency 

mechanism, Genscher planned to travel to Yugoslavia on July 1-2, but fighting in 

Slovenia prevented him from reaching Ljubljana. 65 

At the Prague meeting, the CSCE officials reached agreement on two 

diplomatic missions: the first, "a good offices" mission would seek to promote a 

dialogue among the parties "in consultation and agreement with the Yugoslav 

authorities"66
• The CSCE also approved the idea of sending observers to monitor 

the cease-fire, with the arrangements to be carried out by the EC (leaving open the 

possibility of enlarging the observer group to include other CSCE states.)67 

chaired the political directors group in charge of the crisis mechanism). Since it was directly 
implicated, Yugoslavia was obliged to pass the chair to Albania, next in line but only recently 
admitted to the CSCE, which has its only problems with Yugoslavia in connection with Kosovo 

6
:Vienna Oesterreich Radio Eins, July 2, 1991 (FBIS-WEU-91-127, July 2, 1991. p. 1). 

63 Agence France Presse,June 27 and June 28, 1991 (FBIS-WEU-91-125, June 28, 1991. p. 
1,2). The Council of Europe's Assembly and the European Parliament's Political Committee, also 
supponed convening the CSCE emergency mechanism. Helsinki Radio Network, June 28, 1991 
(FBIS-WEU-91-126,July I, 1991. p. 2). 

64
Vienna Oesterreich Radio Eins, June 30, 1991 (FBIS-WEU-91-126, July I, 1991. p. 2). 

Under the emergency mechanism, Yugoslavia had 48 hours after the official request to provide an 
explanation of its actions, after which time an emergency meeting is convened (if supponed by the 
initial requestor plus 12 other CSCE nations). 

In the end, Austria and the EC Twelve were joined by the United SLateS, Czechoslovakia 
and Sweden in requesting the CSCE senior officials meeting. Guardian, July 2, 1991 p. 8. 

65The Guardian, July 2, 1991 p. I 
li6.rbe Guardian, July 4, 1991 p. 9; Le Monde, July 5, 1991, p. 5. The Soviet Union 

initialJy resisted the idea of CSCE involvement, but eventually accepted it so long as it was with 
the consent of the Yugoslav government. The Guardian, July 5, 1991, p. 8. 

67 
Le Monde, July 6, 1991, pp. 3-4. 
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At this point, the CSCE ceded the principal initiative to the EC, although 

discussions continued over expanding the EC observer group to include other 

CSCE states. On August 8, the CSCE political directors met again in Prague and 

decided (with Yugoslavia's agreement) to send some 200-500 additional observers 

(from Czechoslovakia, Poland, Sweden and Canada, as well as the EC countries) 

to help monitor the truce in Croatia. 68 Germany, as chair of the group, undertook 

to coordinate the new observer mission with Yugoslavia. The CSCE also 

reiterated its "good offices" offer to help bring about negotiations. 

The WEU's response 

The WEU initially responded quickly to the developments in Yugoslavia. 

The WEU Defense Ministers, who were meeting in Luxembourg on June 27, 

suggested that the CSCE "encourage efforts" to negotiate a settlement,69 and urged 

the EC to invoke the CSCE's conflict prevention mechanism.70 

But for the most part, the WEU remained inactive. After the EC decided to 

send unarmed observers in mid-July, WEU Secretary General Wim van Eekelen 

suggested that a group of several hundred military observers would be safer and 

more effective, in light of the continuing violence in Yugoslavia. 71 His suggestion 

generated some discussion among EC Foreign Ministers, but received little 

support at the time. In August, as the conflict in Croatia escalated, however, 

France took up the call for a possible WEU peacekeeping mission, and the WEU 

Ministers were scheduled to discuss the possibility in a meeting on July 7 in 

London. V an Eekelen reiterated his proposal, but indicated that the WEU would 

not act unless the EC concluded that its diplomatic efforts were exhausted.72 

Britain, Portugal and Germany continued to voice reservations about that 

approach. 73 

6~ew York Times, August 8, 1991, p. A6 and August 9, 1991, p. A5. At the time, there 
were some 150 EC observers already in Yugoslavia 

69 
Agence France Presse, June 27, 1991 (FBIS-WEU-91-125, June 28, 1991. p. I). 

70 
Agence France Presse, June 28, 1991 (FBIS-WEU-91-125, June 28, 1991. p. I). 

71 
Reuters, July 15. 

7~ Volkskrant, August 3, 1991 (FBIS-WEU-91-151, August 6, 1991. p. !). 
73

New York Times, August 8, 1991, p. A3; Berlin ADN, August I, 1991 (FBIS-WEU-91-
148, August I, 1991 p. 6); Lisbon RDP Commercial Radio, August 5, 1991 (FBIS-WEU-91-151, 
August 6, 1991. p. 26). Spain's Foreign Minister indicated that he favored European troops only as 
a last resort. Madrid TVE Intemacional Television, August 5, 1991 (FBIS-WEU-91-151, August 
6, 1991. p. 32). 
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NATO's Response 

Throughout the crisis, NATO maintained a low profile. On June 27, a 

NATO spokesman stated that NATO was "greatly concerned about the 

deterioration of the situation" and indicated that NATO was "following the 

situation closely."74 NATO's political committee held an extraordinary session to 

discuss the crisis. 75 

NATO's reluctance to become involved was attributable in part to the 

United States' inclination to allow Europeans to take the lead. The Financial 

Times quoted one US official: "After all, it's not our problem, it's a European 

problem."76 

Throughout July, the Political Committee continued to meet, primarily as a 

forum for exchanging views and a channel between the United States and the 

NATO members who belong to the EC. The US did not waiver from its approach 

of leaving the initiative to the EC and CSCE. There was no visible indication that 

NATO discussed playing a military role or initiating contingency planning, 

although it is possible that some discreet activities went forward. 

The UN Response 

Throughout the crisis, the UN also maintained a low profile. Secretary 

General Perez de Cuellar seemed at pains to stress that the crisis was an internal 

matter that the Yugoslavs should resolve on their own. He specifically rejected the 

idea of sending UN observers in response to any Slovene request on the grounds 

that "Slovenia is not an independent UN member. "77 That view was echoed by US 

UN Ambassador Thomas Pickering, who stated that "the UN has no role in 

Yugoslavia" unless the EC and CSCE efforts failed.78 

In early August, as the EC countries sought to intensify pressure on the 

Serbians to end the fighting in Croatia, EC countries supported the plan of France 

Gennany's reluctance to commit European forces stems in part from the on-going domestic 
debate over using the Bundeswehr for actions outside the NATO framework. The fact that 
Gennany, the current WEU chair, is reluctant to commit European forces could pose particular 
difficulties for gaining a consensus on a WEU role. 

74 
Agence France Presse, June 27, 1991 (FBIS-WEU-91-125, June 28, 1991. p. I). 

75 
Le Monde, June 29, 1991 p. 2. 

7~inancial Times, June 29{30, 1991, p. 3 
77

Der Spiegel, July I, 1991 (FBIS-WEU-91-127, July 2, 1991 p. 2). 
7
\vashington Post, July 4, 1991, p. 19. 

-------------------------
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and Britain to open discussions in the UN Security Council, with a view to UN 

action if fighting should threaten other countries?9 

The Pentagonale 

The Pentagonale also met on several occasions to discuss the Yugoslav 

crisis. The Italian government in particular sought to promote this forum as an 

alternative for reaching a political agreement in Yugoslavia, but the group took no 

concrete actions in part due to the Yugoslov government's claim that Austria, 

Hungary and Czechoslavakia were supporting the independence of Croatia and 

Slovenia. 80 

79
New York Times. August 8, 1991. p. A3; Prance-Inter Radio, August 5, 1991 (FBIS· 

WEU-91·151 August6, 1991 p. 2). 
8~iener Zietung,July 25, 1991 (FBIS·WEU-91-145 July 25, 1991 p. 3). Pentagonale 

meetings took place on July 26-27. 
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ID. LESSONS FROM THE YUGOSLAV CRISIS FOR EUROPEAN 
SECURITY 

At the time this paper was written, a fragile two week cease-fire held in 

Croatia. The Serbian dominated central government appeared to accept (de facto 

if not de jure), Slovenia' s independence. But the inter-mixing of Serbs and 

Croatians on Croatia's territory seemed to guarantee that further conflict lay in the 

path of an enduring political settlement. Lurking in the shadows were festering 

ethnic conflicts involving Bosnian Moslems and Croats in the mixed ethnic 

republic ofBosnia-Herzogovina, Hungarians in Voivojdina, Kosovo's Albanians 

and the endemic problem of Macedonia, all of which could worsen if Serbia 

moves to create a Greater Serbia from the ashes of the Yugoslav federation. It is 

unlikely that the international community's concern and involvement with 

Yugoslavia's disintegration of Yugoslavia will end in the near future. 

The Characteristics of the Yugoslav Conflict 

The outbreak of internal conflict in Yugoslavia was the first European 

security crisis in the post-Cold War era. For several reasons, the conflict posed a 

difficult test for European political and security institutions: 

1) The conflict was internal. 

Although neigh boring states worried about the possibility of large number 

of refugees fleeing the conflict, and problems arose with Yugoslav military 

activities (including overflights) at the Austria border, there was little danger that 

military conflict would spread across international borders. 
81 

The fact that conflict was internal posed problems for many of the relevant 

political institutions. For NATO, the dispute was "out-of-area" and therefore 

outside the ambit of NATO's military response under Article V and VI of the 

Washington Treaty. The WEU faced a similar problem: although the Brussels 

Treaty contains no geographical constraints similar to NA TO's Article V and VI, 

few believed that the conflict posed a direct threat to its members' security. 

81
Tbe prospect of transborder involvement was raised during the flurry of diplomatic 

activity in early August, as some voiced fears that Germany, Italy or other European countries 
might intervene in Yugoslavia to protect their nationals from the escalating violence. New York 
Times, August 8, 1991, p. A3. 
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For the CSCE, its involvement was complicated by the constraints imposed 

on intervening in a member nation's internal affairs without its consent, a point the 

USSR insisted on in agreeing to the new emergency crisis mechanism. Similar 

constraints virtually eliminated the UN from playing a role; of all the institutions, 

it was most determined not to become embroiled in internal conflict. 

2) The dispute pitted the principle of self-determination against the idea of 

inviolable national borders. 

The conflict raised a delicate and sometimes embarrassing dilemma for 

European nations; the inherent tension between support for the principle of self

determination and the belief in preserving the international status quo. Since the 

Helsinki Accord of 1975, the foundations of European stability had been built on 

the principle that international borders should not be altered through the use of 

force. At the same time, the democratic revolutions of 1989-90 had heightened 

European awareness of the importance of self-determination, a principle also 

enshrined in the Helsinki Accord and the Paris CSCE charter. 

Each of the European nations had a different approach to balancing these 

conflicting interests. For Germany, the problem was particularly acute; having just 

achieved unity on the basis of the GDR people's right to determine their own 

destiny, it was increasingly awkward for the German government to turn its back 

on the claims of Slovenia and Croatia to do the same. 

The European nations facing their own national separatist movements 

(Spain, France, Czechoslovakia, the USSR and, to a lesser extent the UK) feared 

that hasty support for independence could have repercussions at home. As a result, 

they tended to support efforts to maintain Yugoslavia's political integrity.82 

Needless to say, this concern was greatest in the USSR. Soviet President Mikhail 

Gorbachev stated: "We are looking for ways to resolve the problem by peaceful 

means, respecting the peoples of Yugoslavia but proceeding from the premise that 

we favor Yugoslavia's integrity and are committed to the inviolability of borders." 

He added that if nations failed to respect this principle, "developments in Europe 

will be out of hand. "83 

8~nically, the Dutch Foreign Minister invoked an extension of the principle of inviolable 
borders to internal borders as a possible rationale for international intervention to prevent the 
dismemberment of Croatia. "It is not acceptable that internal or international borders be changed 
unilaterally by force." New York Times, August 8, 1991, p. A3. (emphasis added). 

83
Los Angeles Times, July 10, 1991, p. A6. 
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These differences were apparent in the deliberations of both the EC and the 

CSCE; the more homogeneous EC had somewhat greater success in achieving 

consensus than the more diverse CSCE. 

3) Most institutions were new or in the process of evolution. 

In many respects, the Yugoslav crisis was "premature"; it caught Europe in 

the act of self-redefinition. The most dramatic case is the CSCE -- less than one 

week after the CSCE Foreign Ministers agreed to an emergency response 

mechanism, it was put through its first trial by fire. 

For the European Community, the process of foreign policy cooperation 

dated back to the creation of EPC in 1970. But the Twelve were in the throes of 

debating a strengthening of foreign policy cooperation in the direction of a 

Common Foreign and Security Policy (in the context of the on-going 

intergovernmental conference on political union.) The WEU was embroiled in a 

debate over two alternatives for its future: as an independent West European 

military organization operating in conjunction with the EC, or as a strengthened 

European pillar under the umbrella of NATO. 

NATO, too was in the midst of redefintion: with the London Declaration it 

had moved away from its near-exclusive preoccupation with the Soviet/Warsaw 

Pact threat, but the on-going strategy review had yet to define its role in 

confronting the new security challenges in Europe. The UN, fresh from its 

successful involvement in the Gulf conflict, had ambitions to play a larger part in 

international stability; but little thought had gone into to its role in crises such as 

Yugoslavia. 

4) The conflict exposed the divergent geopolitical orientations of European 

nations. 

The Yugoslav crisis had its most direct impact on Yugoslavia's neighbor 

states. Austria, with its close historical, political and economic ties to Slovenia, 

naturally felt the most acute stake in the conflict, as well as an affinity for the 

Slovene's cause. Italy, too shared some of the same connections. 

Germany presented the most complex case. Historical bonds between 

Germany and the two Republics remained strong; many Germans (and Austrians) 

continued to refer to Ljubljana and Zagreb by their German names Laibach and 

Agram, dating back to the Austro-Hungarian Empire. Economic ties were 

extensive, and there was deep emotional support, especially in Bavaria, for the 

cause of independence. At the same time, German activism in favor of 
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independence created a certain unrest among other European states; there was 

even some dark muttering about Germany's ambitions to create a German zone of 

influence through the region.84 For this reason, the German government was 

forced to walk a fine line, embedding rhetorical support for self-determination in 

the self-imposed policy constraint of the need to act collectively. 

5) The leading actors of the post-Cold War era took a back seat. 

The Cold War era in Europe was dominated by the two superpowers, who 

gave policy direction to their allies, and whose confrontation indirectly helped to 

suppress smaller conflicts in Europe, out of fear that they would escalate into an 

East-West confrontation. The decision by both the United States and the USSR to 

remain relatively aloof from the Yugoslav conflict in some ways contributed to 

the outbreak of violence, since the parties were emboldened to risk military 

confrontation, without triggering a massive conflagration. At the same time, the 

relative absence of the supetpowers gave other European nations and institutions 

freedom to maneuver. But they faced a difficult problem of forging consensus in 

the absence of a single, dominant policymaking voice. 

Taken together, these factors posed difficult challenges for the 

political/security institutions efforts to achieve a peaceful resolution of the 

Yugoslav crisis. Yet there is little reason to believe that the Yugoslav crisis is 

unique. Many, if not all of these factors are likely to be present in future European 

crises. For this reason, the successes and failures have profound implications for 

the evolution of European security institutions. 

Lessons Learned: Some General Conclusions 

The developments in the Yugoslav conflict suggest five general lessons on 

the role of security institutions in Europe's future. 

1) The limited utility of outside military force in resolving ethnic conflict, 

especially internal conflict. 

Throughout the Cold War, the balance of military forces, and the threat of 

military response to aggression played a key role in maintaining European 

84Le Monde, July 4, 1991, p. 4 "L'AUemagne, puissance protectrice des Slovenes et des 
Croates. • Sceptics also pointed to the alliance between Germany and the Croatian fascist 
government during World War 11. 

German officials were highly sensitive to this concern. One remarked "the very idea of 
Germany, or Austria or Italy being involved in [a European military intervention] is politically 
impossible. History forbids it • Guardian Weekly, July 28, 1991 p. 7. 
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stability. Yet in the Yugoslav situation, no nation seriously advocated military 

intervention; and even the possibility of peacekeeping forces proved 
'a! ss controverst . 

There were a number of reasons behind this diffidence. None of the nations 

had a legal or political commitment to come to the aid of the warring factions; 

none saw their supreme national interests sufficiently threatened by the victory of 

one side or the other to warrant the risk of casualties or long-term political 

entanglement in Yugoslavia's conflict.86 Equally important, it was unclear what 

military intervention would achieve; although a major commitment of forces 

might bring a temporary halt to the fighting, it was uncertain whether they would 

contribute to an underlying political settlement that would restore stability to a 

disintegrating Yugoslavia. 

The most important consequence of this conclusion is for NATO. While it 

is difficult to dispute NATO's value in protecting its members against aggression, 

the Yugoslav crisis tends to underscore the limits of NA TO's utility as a military 

organization in responding to future security challenges such as Yugoslavia that 

do not directly threaten member nations' security. This in no way diminishes 

NATO's importance as a political consultative transatlantic forum, but it has 

significant consequences for NA TO's future force requirements and military 

planning. 

2) The imponance of economic leverage (carrot and stick). 

Precisely because the use of military force seemed unavailing, the existence 

of economic levers became a crucial factor in determining the relative importance 

of outside actors. On the negative side, the limited trade and aid ties between 

Yugoslavia and the United States contributed to keeping the United States on the 

sidelines. By contrast, the EC and its member nations had extensive economic 

85
When asked about the prospect of European military forces intervening in crises such as 

Yugoslavia, Italian Foreign Minister de Michelis stated: "I do not think this would he a suitable 
instrument ... in the event of a civil war and armed clashes, there is no military solution. We cannot 
anticipate the presence of military troops that might be able to stay in power for a long time with 
legal means. We must find a political solution." Wiener Zietung, August I, 1991 (FBIS-WEU-91· 
148 Au~ust I, 1991 p. 13). 

~e two partial exceptions were Austria and Italy, which sent military forces to their 
borders with Yugoslavia when fighting broke out between Slovenia and the Yugoslav army. New 
York Times, July I, 1991, p. 6; Rome RAl Radio, July 7, 1991 (FBIS-WEU-91-131 July 9, 1991 
p. 20.) 
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relations with Yugoslavia, which provided them with a variety of tools in seeking 

to influence the outcome of the dispute. 87 

These tools were available against all sides to the conflict. In the run-up to 

the conflict, the EC (which at that time focused its efforts on slowing the 

breakaway Republics' drive to independence) made clear that membership in the 

EC (with its attendant economic benefits) was unlikely to follow a declaration of 

independence. 88 Once the focus shifted to halting the military actions of the 

Serbian led central government, the EC moved to a consider sanctions, beginning 

with suspending economic aid and an arms embargo, and, as the situation in 

Croatia deteriorated, moving toward the most potent weapon, trade sanctions. The 

EC also offered the central government incentives in the form of a new economic 

assistance package in the event that the parties reached a peaceful political 

settlement. 

It is difficult to judge the efficacy of economic measures in bringing about a 

cease-fire and paving the basis for a political settlement. It is clear that threat of 

withholding EC membership did little to slow the movement for independence in 

Slovenia and Croatia. Similarly, the arms embargo was primarily symbolic, since 

none of the parties depended heavily (at least in the short run) on outside 

assistance to carry on the conflict. The threat of trade sanctions after the failed EC 

mission on August 2-4 may have played a larger role in bringing about the cease

fire in Croatia; one can only speculate as to whether an earlier decision to threaten 

a trade cut-off might have headed off the violence. 

Nonetheless, it seems clear that the availability of economic measures 

contributed to the predominant role played by the EC. In the future, economic 

leverage seems likely to play an increasingly important role in responding to 

future threats to stability. 

3) The importance of institutional fora for collective decisionmaking and 

the limits of consensus. 

87The Yugoslav crisis thus different from the Gulf War, where the military dimension 
predominated and Europeans, lacking the institutional means for collective response, were forced 
to take a back seat to the United States' leadership. But the availability of economic sanctions 
(imposed by the EC at the outset of the crisis, assured that the community could play a role. 

88 According to Daniel Gros of the Centre for European Policy Studies, Slovenia and 
Croatia conduct about 2/3 of the their trade with EC countries. Financial Times, July 8, 1991, p. 
11. 
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The divergent interests of outside actors, and the lack of a single, generally 

accepted policy leader (as discussed above) might well have led to chaos in 

responding to Yugoslavia crisis. Instead, the availability of structured fora 

facilitated both dialogue and compromise in forging an agreed response to the 

conflict. 

That said, the consensus within the various institutions tended toward a 

"least common denominator" response. It was relatively easy to reach agreement 

on condemning the violence and urging a cease-fire, much harder to implement 

common courses of action. The EC had difficulty with simple steps such as 

suspending aid; more controversial measures, such as holding out the prospect of 

recognizing the Republics if Serbia did not accept the cease-fire and political 

dialogue, proved highly contentious. The CSCE faced similar daunting problems, 

and the broad spectrum of opinions and interests limited its ability to respond. The 

specific strengths and limits of the two institutions (as well as possible avenues of 

improvement) will be discussed in greater detail below. 

4) the need for early intervention and the importance of pro-active policy. 

Commentators have harshly criticized both individual governments and 

political institutions for failing to act early and effectively to head off the outbreak 

of violence in Yugoslavia. To a large extent, the institutions functioned primarily 

as a bucket brigade to put out the fire, rather than helping to prevent it in the first 

place.89 

To some extent, this was a problem of substantive policy, rather than 

institutional functioning. Most governments (vainly, as it turned out) hoped to 

keep Yugoslavia together by focusing on their suppon for a federal or confederal 

solution; they underestimated both the determination of the breakaway Republics 

to achieve independence and the willingness of Serbia to use force to prevent it. 

But the institutions' ineffectiveness prior to the outbreak of violence also 

reflects institutional limitations: a tendency to avoid confronting difficult 

problems when members hold divergent views until absolutely necessary. This 

deeply complicated effective intervention. Crisis response and management 

mechanisms are at present insufficient to permit early action; improving early 

89
See, e.g. Lawrence Freedman, "Yugoslavia provides lesson in the art of the possible" 

The Independent, July 3, 1991 p. 19. 

,. 
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warning and consultation must be a focus of future development (this point is 

developed further for the EC and CSCE, below). 

5) the value and risks of multiple institutions with overlapping 

responsibilities, and the need to coordinate their efforts. 

The response to the Yugoslav crisis was highly improvisational. It was 

difficult to foresee which of the many potential institutional actors might be most 

effective, and nations' initial instinct was to activate all of them, in the hopes that 

one or more might hold the key. 

This, in the end, proved a strength of the emerging European security 

architecture. Although many nations continue to stress the importance of NATO 

as a pillar of stability, in the event NATO was unwilling (and perhaps unable) to 

play a major role.90 After the first tentative probings, the CSCE moved to the 

sidelines, but it was an important forum to engage the Soviet Union in developing 

a common viewpoint (particularly important in view of the historical links 

between Serbia and the USSR, and the Soviet Union's concern over the 

implications of any precedent for its own internal problems.) The CSCE also was 

an important forum for the countries of Eastern Europe, who, by reason of 

geographical proximity and their own internal ethnic conflicts, felt no small stake 

in the agreed response. 

While the EC quickly emerged as the fust among equals, the EC ministers 

frequently sought support from the broader international community; through the 

CSCE, with the United States through consultations in NATO, and in the latter 

stages, through the United Nations Security Council. Although there was little 

inclination to move to a military response, the existence of the WEU provided the 

EC an option for considering military involvement. 

The use of multiple institutions on occasion threatened to confuse and 

overwhelm the process of trying to forge an effective policy, particularly at the 

early stages of the conflict. At times, the collective response resembled a three (or 

four or five) ring circus, as government representatives met simultaneously in 

several fora searching for an agreed policy. Coordination resulted primarily from 

the presence of the EC nations in all the principal institutions, and the de facto 

acceptance of the EC as the lead institution. The problem might well have been 

!IOflad the United Stales chosen to play a more active role, it is conceivable that NATO 
would have been more involved. 

'--------------------------------------------------
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more acute had US or Soviet interests been more directly implicated (as say in a 

dispute involving a NATO member, or one of the USSR's neighbors) which might 

have led to greater divergences among the various institutions. 

The experience of the Yugoslav crisis, and the on-going process of 

institutional definition, may, over time, lead to a more explicit division of labor 

between institutions. But the flexibility offered by overlapping jurisdictions is in 

itself an asset; it extended the range of options for the international community. 

Lessons Learned: The EC and CSCE 

The crisis in Yugoslavia also presents important lessons for the individual 

security organizations. 

The European Community 

Beyond a doubt, the EC's involvement in Yugoslavia marked a watershed 

for Community foreign policy. Whether the effort will be judged a success may 

depend on the outcome of the conflict and the effort to achieve a peaceful 

settlement. But even at this stage, it is possible to draw some important 

conclusions. 

The crisis marked the European Community's coming of age in European 

security policy. 

While the EC nations' leaders may have differed among themselves on the 

appropriate course of action, there was no dissent from the conclusion that the 

Community should become involved. The initial response was facilitated by the 

timely coincidence of the European Council meeting in Luxembourg on June 28, 

but there is little doubt that the Foreign Ministers would have swung into action in 

any event. 

Equally significant, there was a clear commitment to try to reach a common 

approach prior to any unilateral action. This was especially important given the 

divergent viewpoints and interests of the EC members; despite considerable 

domestic political pressure, the EC governments held fast to their attempt to 

develop a common line. The habits of consultation and cooperation built up over 

twenty years through EPC seemed deeply ingrained in EC government's foreign 

policymaking processes. 
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The Community's response was handicapped by the need to achieve 

consensus, but it is unclear whether moving to decisionmaking by majority would 

influence the outcome. 

One of the key issues in the on-going intergovernmental conference on 

political union is extending qualified majority voting to the Community's foreign 

policy arm, in order to implement a more effective common policy. While there is 

no doubt that the need to develop a consensus under existing EPC practices 

contributed to the tentativeness of the Community's response, it is unlikely that 

majority voting would have altered the outcome. The importance of the issues at 

stake in Yugoslavia made it unlikely that Community would try to impose a 

common response on a strongly recalcitrant member (even if majority voting were 

available). Conversely, the pressures on Community members with divergent 

views to compromise are sufficiently strong to help lead to a consensus even 

without the formalities of majority voting. While majority voting might have 

made a difference on matters of implementation (for example, whether the 

observers could carry personal firearms for self-protection), most of the 

implementing decisions were reached with relatively little controversy. 

The EC's response would benefit from an ongoing, institutional foreign 

policy "arm". 

The limitations of the "Troika" approach to carrying out joint foreign policy 

were evident in the Yugoslav crisis. The Troika's shifting composition (including 

the need to rotate the Troika's membership in the first week of the crisis) not only 

raised questions as to "who speaks for Europe", but also brought into play a 

complex problem of coordinating national foreign policy bureaucracies (the 

principal staff support for the Troika.) The problem is compounded when the 

smaller EC nations make up the Troika, as was the case for much of the Yugoslav 

crisis. 

The EC Commission's low key, yet effective assistance to the Troika's work 

eased some of these problems, and points the way to a more effective solution. 

While it is likely that the Community will continue to take key foreign policy 

decisions on an intergovernmental basis, there is a clear need for the Community 

to evolve some form of "foreign ministry", that could both staff the 

intergovernmental process and implement its decisions (the current EPC 

secretariat is but a small step in this direction.) Community governments are 

unlikely to accept an EC Foreign Minister with stature equal to national Foreign 
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Ministers, but they should be prepared to delegate to the Commission (in the 

person of the Commission President, or a specially designated Vice President for 

Foreign Policy) a clearer and more extensive role in representing the joint or 

common Community foreign policy. 

The EC needs to improve its ability to anticipate and act early in response 

to emerging foreign policy crises. 

The weakness of the Community' foreign policy apparatus is particularly 

glaring in formulating joint policy before a crisis becomes acute. Although the 

EPC consultation network has facilitated routine policy dialogue among member 

states, most contingency planning takes place at the national level, and foreign 

ministers in EPC rarely address policy questions unless thrust upon them. 

Developing a "Community" foreign policy staff could facilitate anticipatory 

policy development. This staff would be charged with monitoring potential 

sources of instability, and formulating policy options for Ministers on a 

Community-wide basis, to assure that tomorrow's crises, as well as today's, are 

subject to collective deliberation. 

The Community needs the ability to mount collective military action, at a 

minimum for peacekeeping purposes. 

The issue of a "defense identity" for Europe is one of the most hotly 

contested issues in the ongoing intergovernmental conference on political union. 

While many accept the desirability of more concerted military action outside of 

Europe, the role of a possible "European" defense force in Europe is more 

controversial. 

For the core problem of defending NATO member states' security, a strong 

case can be made for preserving NATO's central role (at least so long as the 

United States remains committed to its obligations under Article V of the 

Washington Treaty.) But the problem of conflict "in Europe" yet "out-of-area" 

reveals a glaring hole in the military component of European security. For crises 

in Eastern Europe, NATO military intervention (with its flavor of superpower 

involvement and potential conflict with Soviet interests) seems likely to prove 

inappropriate. The UN is a potential avenue for peacekeeping forces, but the UN 

seems loathe to intervene in European security issues, especially internal ethnic 

conflict. 

This leaves two possibilities, the EC/WEU or the CSCE. But the broad 

scope of CSCE's membership, and the relatively informal nature of CSCE's 
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processes makes it difficult to envision a CSCE organized force in the near term 

(although the CSCE might well be prepared to lend its political support to others' 

peacekeeping efforts.) The EC/WEU therefore seems the natural locus for 

contingency planning and organizing on-call forces. 

Whether this force is associated with the European Community or a "stand 

alone" WEU seems less important, since the WEU membership is a subset of the 

Community, and would therefore follow the same policy direction adopted by the 

Community. 

As noted above, military force may be irrelevant to many of the likely crisis 

that Europe will face in the future. But the menu of European responses would be 

enriched by the availability of quickly available, trained forces accustomed to 

working together and supported by competent planning, prior to the outbreak of 

conflict. 

TheCSCE 

The CSCE is in its formative stages as a European security institution. The 

Yugoslav crisis demonstrated that despite the requirement of consensus, and the 

limits on interfering in a nation's internal affairs, the CSCE's institutional 

components (the emergency mechanism and the Conflict Prevention Center) have 

already emerged as relevant actors in the European security landscape. But the 

CSCE has much to learn from Yugoslavia. 

The CSCE's most valuable role is as a forum for dialogue. 

As a forum that brings together all European nations plus the United States 

and Canada, the CSCE has a unique ability to foster dialogue over emerging 

crises. In the case of Yugoslavia, the CSCE proved particularly useful in 

providing a platform for the nations to call Yugoslavia to account for its actions 

and to involve the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe in developing agreed policy. 

While it is possible to enhance the CSCE's ability to act (see below), it is 

important not to sacrifice this valuable function in aid of making the CSCE more 

effective. 

In particular, a premature effort to move the CSCE away from consensus 

decisionmaking could prove counterproductive.91 The CSCE is a place where all 

91
For a more exlensive discussion of the CSCE's evolution and its future role in European 

security, see lames B. S!einberg Integration and Security in an All-European Order, RAND P-
7733, (July 1991). 
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35 nations can come and have their views considered without fear of being 

outvoted; majority voting or some kind of CSCE Security Council could cause 

states involved in a conflict to walk away from the CSCE entirely. While some 

form of non-consensus decisionmaking may make sense in the future, that time 

has not yet arrived. 

The CSCE can enhance European stability by extending its role in norm 

setting. 

As discussed earlier, one of the most difficult problems posed by the 

Yugoslav crisis is the tension between stability based on existing borders and non

interference in internal affairs, on the one hand, and the broad commitment to the 

principle of self-determination. This conflict is present in Europe's international 

constitutions, the Helsinki Accord and the Paris Charter. 

The CSCE could contribute to a more stable Europe by developing clearer 

norms governing the conflict between these principles. Although each case is in 

the end unique, and states' deep political interests are often at stake, more concrete 

guarantees of minority group rights, local autonomy and even criteria for peaceful 

secession could constrain governments' behavior, or at a minimum, give 

institutions and concerned outside parties a clearer mandate for acting in suppon 

of the agreed norms. This effon will prove contentious, but it could make a 

contribution to dealing with endemic problems of nationality and ethnicity. While 

this will prove difficult, the CSCE's success with individual human rights under 

daunting circumstances is encouragement for this task. 

CSCE institutions should be streamlined by merging the emergency 

mechanism with the Conflict Prevention Center and enhancing the role of the 

CPC as a mediator. 

The parallel activities of the CSCE senior officials in Prague and the CPC in 

Vienna contribute little except an element of confusion. The dispersal of CSCE 

institutions serves an important symbolic purpose in rewarding states that had 

contributed to CSCE's new role, but these considerations are outweighed by the 

importance of streamlined CSCE functioning. There is no need to repeat on the 

level of the 35 the European Parliament's comedic commuting between Brussels, 

Strasbourg and the staff headquarters in Luxembourg. 

At the same time, the CSCE's structure should be strengthened. Germany's 

role as Chair of the senior officials group in Prague illustrates several problems. 
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On the one hand, Germany's activism, its strong support for the CSCE and its 

competent Foreign Ministry enhanced the CSCE's effectiveness; what might have 

happened if Malta held the chair? Germany's chairmanship also raised concerns; 

its relatively unique perspective arising from its close association to Slovenia and 

Croatia led some to argue that Germany was using the CSCE for its own purposes. 

Part of the answer is to enhance the role and stature of the CSCE Secretary 

General, and consolidate his activities with the CPC. The history of international 

institutions shows the limits of Secretary-Generalships (consider the case of 

NATO and the UN), but in a situation where the member states might authorize 

using the CSCE's good offices to broker a political solution (as in Yugoslavia) a 

well-respected, well-staffed leader with no encumbering political ties or 

responsibilities could prove valuable. 

Lessons Learned: Balkan Stability and new European Security Order 

Other papers at this conference will address the complex political, economic 

and security problems facing the Balkans in the coming years. For the purposes of 

this analysis, a few concluding words will suffice. 

The nature of the security issues that may erupt in the Balkan region will 

pose a severe test to all relevant European security organizations. Some will 

involve internal ethnic disputes, others potentially more dangerous cross-border 

conflicts. In the latter case, the stakes in preventing or containing conflict will be 

even higher than in Yugoslavia. Yet they may prove even more difficult for 

institutions that depend on a high degree of consensus. 

Consider, for example, a potential conflict involving Turkey and Greece. 

For institutions that contain both members, such as NATO and the CSCE, there 

are few tools, other than moral suasion, available (witness NA TO's relative 

ineffectiveness in resolving past Greek-Turkish conflicts). Institutions that contain 

only one of the parties (such as the EC), could face even greater barriers to action 

other than unilateral support of the member country -- it is hard to act in an even 

handed manner when one of the parties to the conflict has a veto over policy. At 

present, only the WEU stands outside this conflict, and thus in principle could 

play an honest broker role. But the WEU, with its military orientation, is poorly 

oriented to political conciliation and mediation (though this could change if there 

is a move to consolidate the EC and WEU.) 

·' 
., 
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This suggests several conclusions. First, it is important not to overestimate 

the ability of any of these institutions to respond effectively to new outbreaks of 

violence in the Balkan region. While they will certainly seek to play a role, as they 

have in Yugoslavia, there is no guarantee that their involvement will be decisive. 

The second point is the importance of early intervention. The most effective 

time for consensual fora such as CSCE to become involved is before the 

simmering conflicts explode, when mediation and dialogue are most likely to 

produce political solutions. The concrete steps identified above to strengthen the 

EC and CSCE can help in this process. 

Finally, the European institutions may prove most effective in their long-run 

role of integrating states into a broader political, economic and security 

framework. Just as the EC has helped end long-standing rivalries between 

member states, so too should the habit of cooperation and the elaboration of ties 

among the European states helped to constrain the outbreak of conflict. The EC 

has the most to offer in this regard because of the extensive economic as well as 

political relations among its members; but CSCE too has an economic component, 

and all Balkan nations belong to CSCE, while for most, membership in the EC 

remains in the distant future, if it all. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The involvement of the Great Powers in Southeast European affairs has been 

one of the chief characteristics of Balkan politics in recent centuries. Indeed, several 

countries, particularly Greece and Bulgaria, owe their emergence as modem states 

to Great Power intervention. This pattem reached its height at the end of the 

nineteenth century when Britain, Russia and Austro-Hungary vied for influence in 

the region. Their intense rivalry and effort to exploit Balkan nationalism for their 

own purposes helped make the Balkans the "powder keg of Europe" and directly 

contributed to the onset of World War I. 

The pattem was repeated in the early postwar period, as the Balkans became 

the focal point for an extension of the U.S.-Soviet rivalry during the Cold War. 

Romania, Bulgaria and Albania (after 1948) became Soviet satellites and members 

of the Warsaw Pact, while Greece and Turkey joined the Westem camp, entering 

NATO in 1952. Yugoslavia, initially a close Soviet ally, broke with Moscow in 1948, 

adopted a non-aligned position, though it maintained close ties to the West. Thus, 

after 1948, the Balkans were effectively divided into two camps, each dominated by 

one of the superpowers, with Yugoslavia acting as an important "balancing wheel." 

The end of the Cold War, however, has largely shattered this pattem. With 

the collapse of communism in Eastem Europe the Soviet Union's influence in the 

region has declined. At the same time, with the decline of the Soviet threat, U.S. 

perspectives have shifted, as Washington's relatively low key profile in the current 

Yugoslav crisis underscores. 

The marginal involvement of the superpowers in the Yugoslav crisis raises 

several intriguing questions. Does this relatively low profile in the Yugoslav crisis 

represent an aberration? Or is it the harbinger of a more general shift in the policy 

of the two former rivals? What role are the superpowers likely to play in Southeast 

Europe in the future? Will reduced involvement of the superpowers in Balkan 

affairs contribute to greater regional stability? Or will it lead to increased 

fragmentation and unrest? 

This paper addresses these questions. The first section focuses on U.S. and 

Soviet policy toward the Balkans in the early years of the Cold War. Section 11 

examines the impact of detente on superpower interests in the region. Section three 

examines the current crisis in Yugoslavia. Soviet and American interests and 
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policies are studied next. A fmal section looks at superpower interests in the future 

and institutional mechanisms for preventing and managing conflicts in the area. 
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THE COLD WAR AND THE SUPERPOWERS 

Superpower involvement in Southeast Europe in the early postwar period was 

a direct product of the Cold War. The United States had few strong indigenous 

interests in the Balkans. The region had never been a major focal point for U.S. 

policy. American interest emerged largely as a by-product of its overall interest in 

preventing the Soviet Union's domination of Eastern Europe. This interest, 

however, did not begin immediately. Rather it grew gradually with the onset and 

intensification of the Cold War and the growing perception of the need to counter 

Soviet moves in Eastern Europe and Iran. 

The withdrawal of British power from the Mediterranean in early 1947 faced 

the U.S. with a major choice: whether to replace the British as the major power in 

the area, or risk the possible fall of the governments in each country and the possible 

extension of communism further south into the Balkans. The decision to extend aid 

to Greece and Turkey in March 1947 was not seen by the Truman Administration as 

an isolated incident but as part of a larger effort to prevent the extension of 

communism worldwide. In order to obtain Congressional support for the assistance 

to Greece and Turkey, the Truman Administration had consciously portrayed the aid 

as a part of a larger struggle between "two ways of life" and as part of a broader 

policy to support the effort of democratically elected majorities to resist the violent 

overthrow or subjugation by armed minorities.1 

The clear implication was that if the U.S. did not assist Greece and Turkey, 

they would fall under Soviet domination. In actual fact, however, the Soviet Union 

had done very little to assist the communist rebels in Greece. A Soviet military 

mission did not arrive in Greece until 1943. Once in Greece, the mission maintained 

a low profile; its main task appears to have been to dampen the hopes of the 

guerrillas that they could expect much Soviet support or assistance. 

lOn the background·to the fonnation of the Truman Doctrine see in particular Joseph Jones, 
The Fifteen Weeks (New York: 1955); Bruce R. Kuniholm, The Origins of the Cold War in 
the Neor East (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1980) and John Gaddis, The United States and 
the Origins of the Cold War 194].]947 (New York: Columbia University Press, 1972). Also Gaddis' 
insightful article, "Reconsideration&: Was the Truman Doctrine the Real Turning Point?" Foreign 
Affairs, January 1987, pp. ___ . 
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Stalin appears never to have really trusted the Greek communists. He did not 

believe they had much chance of success.2 Moreover, he feared that they might 

provoke U.S. military intervention in an area where Stalin had limited control and 

which lay outside his primary sphere of influence. Hence, he pursued a cautious 

policy, discouraging the guerrillas on several key occasions from resorting to force. 

He also delayed sending aid on several occasions, seriously crippling the effort by the 

Greek communists to overthrow the government in Athens. 3 

Stalin's rather cautious approach to the Greek civil war was dictated by two 

concerns in particular: (1) his desire not to unnecessarily provoke U.S. intervention; 

and (2) his concern about Tito's increasingly independent behavior. 1n actual fact, it 

was the Yugoslavs who were fueling the fires of the Greek civil war, not the Soviets. 

Stalin feared that if the Greek civil war succeeded it would increase Tito's power and 

make him even more difficult to control. Hence he argued that the insurgency in 

Greece had to "fold up," as he told Djilas in February 1948.4 

For the same reason Stalin opposed Dimitrov's proposal in 1947 for a Balkan 

Federation, which he feared would be dominated by Yugoslavia, and encouraged 

Albanian resistance to Yugoslav domination. Stalin's main aim was to see pliant 

communist regimes installed in the Balkans who were prepared to subordinate their 

narrow parochial interests to the larger interests of Soviet foreign policy. Hence he 

mistrusted both the Greek communists and Tito, whom he regarded as far too 

independent to be a useful tool of Soviet foreign policy interests. 

The Truman Doctrine provided the political basis for increased U.S. 

involvement in the Balkans and a gradual expansion ofU.S. ties to Greece and 

Turkey. Both countries were willing to put aside their traditional differences in the 

face of a strong perceived threat from the Soviet Union. That was the main 

rationale for the entry of both into NATO in 1952 and the common glue that insured 

that both would subordinate their own narrow national interests to those of the U.S. 

and the Alliance as a whole. 

The Stalin-Tito break in 1948 provided new opportunities for U.S. policy which 

America quickly seized. The decision to render economic and military assistance to 

2See his remarks to Milovan Djilas in February 194 7 that the Greek uprising had "no chance of 
success at all" and -ntust be stopped." Milovan Djilas, Conversations with Stalin, (New York: Harcourt, 
Brace and World, 1962), p. 182. 

3For an excellent analysis of Stalin's policy and its various shifts, see Peter J. Stavrakis, Moscow 
and Communism (lthaca: Comell University Press, 1989). 

4DjiJas, Conversations with Stalin, p. 181. 
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Yugoslavia in its struggle against Moscow was purely pragmatic and dictated by 

simple realpolitik. Tito was an ardent communist. But he opposed Moscow's effort 

to expand its influence in the Balkans. And in the final analysis that was the 

decisive factor conditioning U.S. policy. 

American assistance to Yugoslavia did not turn Yugoslavia into a full-fledged 

ally, but' it ensured that Yugoslavia did not fall back into the Soviet camp. It also 

contributed to a reduction of tensions with Greece and the formation of the Balkan 

Pact, signed by Greece, Turkey and Yugoslavia in Bled in 1954. The Pact was 

largely a deadletter by the time it was signed, but it did reflect the degree to which 

the Balkans had essentially divided along bloc lines by the mid 1950s. 
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THE IMPACT OF EAST-WEST DETENTE 

In the 1960s and 1970s the "tight bipolarity" that had characterized East-West 

relations in the early postwar period began to dissipate. Centrifugal forces, spurred 

in particular by detente and the more relaxed East-West atmosphere, began to erode 

the ability of both superpowers to maintain cohesion within their respective 

alliances. 

The impact was first felt in the Warsaw Pact. In 1961 Albania defected to the 

Chinese camp. This was followed by the emergence of a more autonomous policy on 

the part of Romania. The conflict with Romania began as a disagreement over the 

division oflabor within Comecon. But it gradually expanded to encompass a whole 

range of issues: ties to China, relations with West Germany, reform of the Warsaw 

Pact, the Middle East, and detente in Europe. On all these issues Romania adopted 

a position that significantly differed from that of Moscow. 5 

The Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia in August 1968 gave a new boost to 

centrifugal forces within the Balkans. In the wake of the intervention, Romania, 

Yugoslavia and Albania seemed on the verge of forming a de facto anti-Soviet 

alliance. All three not only strongly condemned the Soviet invasion, but began to 

cooperate more closely. There was even talk in some circles of a "Belgrade

Bucharest-Tirana axis. "6 

Even more worrying from the Soviet point of view were growing signs of 

Chinese diplomatic activity in the Balkans in the immediate period following the 

invasion. This raised the prospect that the Balkans might become a Chinese sphere 

of influence. Such fears, however, proved to be exaggerated. China, as it quickly 

became clear, was too far away to really be a decisive factors in the Balkans. It 

could provide strong verbal support for Romanian and Yugoslavian independent 

initiatives --but little else. 

The growing polycentrism within the Soviet bloc in the 1960s prompted a shift 

in U.S. policy. As the signs of changes in Eastern Europe began to proliferate, the 

U.S. began to move away from the effort to "rollback" Soviet power and put greater 

emphasis instead on a policy of "peaceful engagement" or "bridgebuilding" in 

5For details see Robert L. Farlow, "Romanian Foreign Policy: A Case of Partial Alignment," 
Problems of Communism, November-December 1971, pp. 54-63. 

6Magyar Hirlap 
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Eastern Europe. The prime goal of the new policy was to exploit the increasing 

diversity within Eastern Europe and encourage a broad process of East-West 

reconciliation designed to gradually alter the East-West status quo in the West's 

favor. 7 

Romania was one of the principal focal points of this new policy. President 

Nixon's visit to Romania in 1969 --the first visit of a U.S. President to Eastern 

Europe in the postwar period-- symbolized the Administration's effort to exploit the 

new fluidity in East-West relations and encourage Bucharest's increasingly 

independent path. In 1975 Romania was awarded most favored nation (MFN) 

status, another important sign of Washington's desire to encourage Ceausescu's 

deviation. 

The U.S. also continued to voice strong support for Yugoslavia's independence 

and territorial integrity. Yugoslavia's non-aligned position was seen as an 

important bulwark against the expansion of Soviet influence in the Balkans. 

Concern about the possibility that Moscow might seek to exploit any instability in 

Yugoslavia in the wake ofTito's death led the Carter Administration to consider 

resuming arms sales to the Yugoslavs.8 But public revelation of the fact 

embarrassed the Yugoslavs and put a damper on the move before it could be 

consummated. 

However, the same forces that had precipitated strains within the Soviet camp 

also contributed to an erosion of cohesion within the southern flank ofNATO. The 

1963-64 Cyprus crisis precipitated a sharp deterioration ofU.S. relations with both 

Greece and Turkey. America's threat to cut off aid to Turkey if it invaded Cyprus, 

contained in a letter from President Johnson to Turkish President Ismet Inonu,9 

unleashed a wave of public indignation and prompted Turkey to undertake a 

reassessment of its foreign policy. In the aftermath of the crisis, Ankara began to 

diversify its foreign policy. This reassessment was reflected in particular in an effort 

to improve relations with the Soviet Union and develop closer ties with the Middle 

70ne of the chief intellectual architects of the new policy was Zbigniew Brzezinski, later 
President Carter's National Security Advisor. See his Alternative to Partition (New York: Praeger, 
1965). 

8Bemard Weinraub, "U.S. to Sell Arms to Yugoslavia and Wider Military Cooperation," New 
York Times, October 14, 1977. 

9The Johnson letter is reprinted along with Inonu's reply in the Middle Eastern Journal, 20:3, 
(1966), pp. 386-93. 
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East.l0 Turkey also become guarded about allowing the U.S. to use Turkish 

facilities. 

The eruption of the Cyprus crisis a decade later in July 1974 further 

exacerbated American relations with both allies. 11 Unlike 1964, however, the U.S. 

proved unable to prevent a Turkish invasion of the island. This failure underscored 

the degree to which power relations on the southern flank had changed. With the 

onset of detente, neither Greece nor Turkey were willing to put alliance solidarity 

automatically ahead of what they perceived as vital national interests. By 1974 the 

threat of possible Soviet intervention •· which had helped to deter Turkey in 1964 ·· 

had lost much of its credibility and could no longer be used as an effective 

instrument to ensure alliance solidarity and compliance with U.S. policy preferences. 

The crisis had serious repercussions on American relations with Turkey. The 

imposition of the arms embargo by the U.S. Congress in February 1975 was seen by 

Ankara as an unwarranted slap at a loyal ally and provoked a marked deterioration 

in relations. In retaliation, Ankara shut down four important intelligence gathering 

networks, which remained closed until the embargo was lifted in 1978 by the Carter 

Administration. Activities at Incirlik airbase and other facilities were also curtailed. 

Relations recovered somewhat after the lifting of the embargo of 1978. The 

Reagan Administration saw Turkey as an important asset in its effort to prevent an 

expansion of Soviet power into the Persian Gulf. In 1982, after difficult negotiations, 

the Administration succeeded in signing an important eo-location Operation Base 

Agreement with Ankara, which provided for the expansion and modernization often 

airfields in Turkey. The modernization of the airfields brought U.S. and NATO 

fighters within closer striking distance of the Persian Gulf. Turkish willingness to 

sign the agreement reflected Ankara's growing concern about overall Soviet 

intentions in the wake of the invasion of Afghanistan. Turkish officials, however, 

were quick to emphasize that the bases were to be used only for NATO 

contingencies, and that their use was subject to Turkish approval. 

Relations with Turkey throughout much of the 1980s remained marred by 

differences over a host of issues ranging from debt repayment to security assistance. 

These differences were highlighted by the difficulties in concluding a new Defense 

l<Tor a detailed discussion, see Udo Steinbach, "Grundlagen und AnsAtze einer Neuorientierung 
der Tilrkischen Aussenpolitik .. (Ebenhausen: Stiftung Wissenschaft und Politik, January 1973). 

llFor an excellent discussion ofU.S. policy during the 1974 crisis, see Lawrence Stern, "Bitter 
Lessons: How We Failed in Cyprus," Foreign Policy, Summer 1975, pp. 34-78. 
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These differences were highlighted by the difficulties in concluding a new Defense 

Cooperation Agreement to replace the one signed in 1980. A new agreement was 

finally signed in May 1987 -- more than a year after it was supposed to go into effect 

-- and it remained unratified until 1988. The reasons for the delay had more to do 

with subsidiary issues like military assistance and congressional support for the 

Armenians that they did with any fundamental difference over the content of the 

agreement itself.12 

The level of security assistance also proved to be a periodic source of friction. 

In overall levels of assistance, Turkey ranked fourth behind Egypt, Israel and 

Pakistan. But the U.S. Congress consistently cut the Reagan Administration's aid 

requests in order to maintain a rough 7:10 ratio between aid to Greece and aid to 

Turkey. As a result, aid packages usually fell considerably short of what Turkey 

thought it deserved, leaving Ankara feeling frustrated and bitter. Relations were 

further exacerbated by annual Congressional Resolutions condemning the massacre 

of the Armenians in 1915 by the Ottoman Turks. 

The 1974 Cyprus crisis also had a strong impact on U.S.-Greek relations. The 

inability of the United States to prevent the Turkish invasion and the perception of a 

U.S. "tilt" toward Turkey in the crisis unleashed a wave of anti-Americanism and 

anti-NATO feelings. Under strong pressure from public opinion, Prime Minister 

Constantine Caramanlis, who had been called back from his Paris exile to take over 

the reigns of power in the midst of the crisis, was forced to temporarily withdraw 

Greece from the military structure of NATO. (Greece quickly rejoined the military 

wing in 1980 after public indignation had abated.) 

These moves were part of a larger reorientation of Greek policy which was 

designed to reduce Greece's reliance on the United States and strengthen ties to 

Europe. The comerstone of this policy was the decision to accelerate Greece's entry 

in to the EC which Caramanlis regarded as an important guarantee against his 

country's backslide into dictatorship. Moreover, by tying Greece more tightly to 

Europe, membership in the EC gave Greece a new point of reference and anchor, 

thus allowing it to reduce its dependency on the United States. 

In the aftermath of the crisis, Greek security perceptions also underwent a 

marked shift. Greek concern about a "tlrreat from the North" (the Warsaw Pact) 

12See Richard Haass, "Alliance Problems in the Eastern Mediterranean- Greece, Turkey, 
Cyprus Part 1," Adelphi Papers 229 (London: International Institute for Strategic Studies, Spring 1988), 
pp. 61·71. 
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diminished and was replaced by a growing preoccupation with the "threat from the 

East" (Turkey). In January 1985, the Papandreou government formally announced 

a shift in Greece's military doctrine designed to reflect the new threat perception. 

The announcement of the "new" doctrine, however, wa8 largely for public 

consumption. It essentially institutionalized changes that had already taken place 

in Greek defense policy since the 1974 Cyprus crisis.13 

The Cyprus crisis also exacerbated Greek-Turkish differences over the 

Aegean.14 In the wake of the invasion, Greece moved to fortify a number of the 

islands off the Greek coast. Its security policy also became increasingly oriented 

toward maintaining an overall military balance in the Aegean and preventing a 

Turkish invasion. 

These bilateral disputes tended to spill over into NATO and erode Alliance 

cohesion on the southern flank. Under the Rodgers Agreement, which provided for 

Greece's reentry into NATO, a new allied air force command (Seventh AFAF) was to 

be established in Larissa, northern Greece. However, the Larissa headquarters was 

never opened because of differences with Turkey over air command responsibilities. 

Greece also repeatedly cancelled its participation in NATO exercises in protest over 

the exclusion of the island ofLemnos on the grounds that this policy represented 

tacit support of the Turkish position in the Aegean.15 

The advent to power of Andreas Papandrou's PASOK party in 1981 added new 

strains to an already wobbly relationship. Papandreou's vitriolic anti-American 

rhetoric, as well as his flirtation with third world radicals and lax attitude toward 

terrorism, were a source of constant irritation to American officials. Papandreou 

also demonstratively departed from NATO positions on a number of key issues such 

as INF deployment, the Soviet shooting down of the KAL airliner and sanctions 

against Poland. The net effect of these actions, as one U.S. official has noted, was a 

"difficult relationship in peacetime and an uncertain commitment about the 

availability of Greece and its facilities in a crisis."16 

13See Thanos Veremis, "Greece and NATO: Continuity and Change," in John Chipman (ed.), 
NATO's Southern Allies: Internal and External CluJllenges (London: Routledge, 1988), pp. 271-272. 

14A detailed discussion of these disputes is beyond the scope of this paper. For a comprehensive 
analysis see Andrew Wilson, "The Aegean Dispute,• Atklphi Papers 155 (London: International 
Institute for Strategic Studies, Winter 1979-1980). 

15For a good discussion of NATO command and control problems caused by the Greek-Turkish 
dispute, see Robert McDonald, "Alliance Problems in the Eastern Mediterranean-- Greece, Turkey and 
Cyprus, Part 11," Atklphi Papers 229, pp. 72-89. Also Veremis, Greece and NATO, pp. 267-278. 

16Haass, "Alliance Problems in the Mediterranean," p. 64. 
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Papandreou's bark, however, was often worse than his bite. Despite his anti

American bluster, he was careful not to allow relations with Washington to 

deteriorate too far or to take actions which might irrevocably jeopardize ties to the 

United States. He never withdrew from NATO --in large part because he recognized 

that Greece would be even more vulnerable outside of NATO than inside. In 1983 a 

new base agreement was concluded that gave the U.S. continued use of the most 

important bases, and in early 1987 the two countries signed an agreement for the 

Greek purchase of 40 F -16 aircraft. In short, cooperation in essential areas 

continued but the atmosphere remained strained. 
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THE SUPERPOWERS AND THE YUGOSLAV CRISIS 

The collapse of communism and the end of the Cold War have thrust 

Southeastern Europe back into the forefront of European politics. Old ethnic 

antagonisms have resurfaced, especially in Yugoslavia. At the same time, Balkan 

politics has taken on a new fluidi~y and potential new alignments have begun to 

emerge. Indeed, the Balkans could prove to be the main stumbling block to the 

creation of a stable security order in Europe in the post-Cold War era.17 

This has led some analysts to worry that we may witness a "new Eastern 

Question" and that the Balkans could again emerge as the "powder keg of Europe. "18 

There is, however, an important difference between the current period and the one 

prior to the outbreak of World War I: In the pre-World War I period, the Great 

Powers were deeply involved in Balkan affairs and sought to exploit local Balkan 

conflicts for their own purposes. 

This is not the case today. The Soviet Union is in a period of foreign policy 

retrenchment and domestic turmoil. It is likely to be primarily preoccupied with its 

own internal problems for some time to come. Moreover, as a result of the collapse of 

communism in Eastern Europe it has lost its main strategic foothold in the Balkans 

-- Bulgaria. Similarly the United States is in the process of reassessing its interests 

in Europe in light of the end of the Cold War. How far this reassessment will go is 

not yet clear, but it raises fundamental questions about the role which the U.S. will 

play in shaping the new security order in Europe in the future. 

The approach adopted by both superpowers to the current Yugoslav crisis 

highlights their shifting political interests in the region. During the Cold War, 

Yugoslavia was a pawn in the larger superpower competition for influence in 

Europe. It served as a kind of "balancing wheel" in the Balkans. Any change of 

Belgrade's non-aligned status would have upset the balance in the region and given 

17See F. Stephen Larrabee, "Long Memories and Short Fuses: Change and Instability in the 
Balkans," International Security, Winter 199Mil, pp. 5S.91. 

18See in particular Dennison Rusinow, "Challenged Premises ofU.S. Policy in Southeastern 
Europe," in Paul Shoup (ed.), Problems of Balkan Security (Washington, DC: The Wilson Center Press, 
1990), pp. 258-261. For similar views, see also Jack Snyder, "Averting Anarchy in the New Europe," 
International Security Spring 1990, pp. 5-41, and John Mearsheimer, "Back to the Future: Instability 
in Europe After the Cold War," /bid, Summer 1990, pp. 5-56. 
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the other superpower important strategic advantages. Hence both superpowers 

sought to prevent Yugoslavia from drifting into the other camp. 

The Soviet Union, however, never really reconciled itself to the "loss" of 

Yugoslavia and continued to harbor hopes that Yugoslavia might some day ally itself 

more closely with the Socialist camp. Yugoslavia presented an important ideological 

challenge. It represented an alternative model of socialism that could infect Eastern 

Europe and lead to an erosion of bloc cohesion. Moreover, the Soviet military viewed 

access to Yugoslavia's ports and facilities as an important strategic asset which 

could enhance the flexibility of the Soviet Mediterranean fleet and increase Moscow's 

capability for power projection. 

The United States, in turn, saw Yugoslavia as an important bulwark against 

the expansion of Soviet influence in the Balkans. Any shift in Yugoslav policy back 

toward the Soviet Union would have tipped the balance of power in the Balkans and 

had serious implications for Greece and Turkey as well as Romania's ability to 

pursue its maverick course. Thus Washington strongly supported the preservation 

of Yugoslavia's unity, territorial integrity and non-aligned status. Indeed, in the mid 

1970s, U.S. interest in Yugoslavia's independence was considered by American 

officials to be "bordering on the vital. •19 

The end of the Cold War, however, has reduced Yugoslavia's importance in the 

eyes of both superpowers. Ideologically the "Yugoslav model" has lost whatever 

attraction it once had. Today it is seen in Eastern Europe not as a model to be 

emulated but as one to be avoided at all costs. At the same time, the mellowing of 

the military competition with the U.S. has reduced Moscow's interest in and need for 

Yugoslavia's port facilities. 

Indeed, one of the most striking aspects of the current Yugoslav crisis is the 

marginal role which the superpowers have played. Both the U.S. and the Soviet 

Union have largely been content to sit on the sidelines and let the Europeans 

manage the crisis. This passivity presents a stark contrast to the situation a decade 

ago or even five years ago when Yugoslavia's disintegration would have provoked a 

strong reaction on the part of both powers. 

19See the speech by Hal Sonnenfeldt, at the time a key aide to Secretary of State Henry 
Kissinger, to a group of U.S. Ambassadors in London in December 1975. The speech outlined what 
later became known as "the Sonnenfeldt Doctrine.• See "State Department Summary of Sonnenfeldt 
Remarks," New York Times, April 6, 1976. 
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The Soviet Union has viewed the crisis largely through the prism of its own 

domestic problems. Its main concern has been the impact which the disintegration 

of Yugoslavia might have on the internal situation within the USSR, particularly on 

the aspirations of the key republics in the USSR for independence. 20 Consequently, 

Moscow has strongly supported the territorial integrity and unity of Yugoslavia. At 

the same time it has opposed any effort to internationalize the conflict for fear this 

would set a precedent and legitimize outside interference in its own afiairs.21 

The U.S. has also taken a low key approach to the crisis. Despite clear 

warnings that Yugoslavia was on the verge of collapse, the Bush Administration put 

the issue on the backburner -- in part because it had no easy answer to how to deal 

with the messy situation, but also because its attention was focussed on other more 

pressing issues: German unification, the crisis in the USSR, the collapse of 

communism in Eastern Europe, and the Gulf War. As a result, Yugoslavia received 

very little high-level attention within the U.S. government until it was too late.22 

There was, moreover, an inherent contradiction in U.S. policy toward 

Yugoslavia-- one which was never fully resolved. On the one hand, the U.S. 

expressed its support for preserving Yugoslavian unity. On the other, it supported 

democratization and respect for human rights. The two elements, however, tended 

to contradict and work at cross purposes with one another.23 The emphasis on 

democracy and human rights tended to strengthen the hand of the anti-communist 

20Soviet analysts have made direct parallels between the current situation in Yugoslavia and 
that in the Soviet Union. AB one commentator bluntly put it, "The situation in the USSR is too similar 
to that of Yugoslavia for the comparison to go unnoticed." (P. Felgenguaer, Nezavismaya Gazeta, June 
29, 1991.) See also Radio Mayak 1330 GMT, July 26, 1991. Translated in FBIS-Sov·91·146, M. 
Sarantsev, Sovetskaya Rossiya, July 20, 1991, FBIS.Sov-91-143, July 25, 1991. 

21At the Berlin meeting of the CSCE in June 1991, the Soviets initially blocked Western efforts 
to strengthen the CSCE crisis management mechanisms and only grudgingly agreed to a compromise 
formula near the end of the meeting that allowed a member to call an emergency meeting of the CSCE 
if its motion was supported by 12 out of the 35 members. However, the CSCE can still take no formal 
action without the agreement of all members. 

22Tbe U.S. handling of the Yugoslav crisis bears marked similarity to its approach to the Cyprus 
crisis in 1974. In Cyprus the U .S. also had considerable advanced warning of an impending crisis, but 
the warnings received little attention at the top levels of government. American policymakers, 
especially Secretary of State Henry Kissinger, were preoccupied with Watergate and the Middle East 
and did not give the Cyprus issue high-level attention until it was too late. For details see Stern, 
"Bitter Lessons: How We Failed in Cyprus.• 

23rfbe American view, however, was that these goals were mutually reinforcing rather than 
competing. See the speech by U.S. Ambassador Warren Zimmerman "American· Yugoslav Bilateral 
Relations in Light of Current Changes in East-West Relations," at the U.S.-Yugoslav Roundtable, 
• American and Yugoslav Views of the Nineties," held in Belgrade, March 20-21, 1990, in Review of 
International Affairs, Vol. XLI, p. 9. 
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opposition forces, who in the case of Slovenia and Croatia, were strongly 

nationalistic and separatist while the emphasis on preserving Yugoslavia's unity 

lent support to the least democratic forces like the Army and Serbian leader 

Slobodan Milosevic, who favored a strongly centralized Yugoslavia. 

In general, however, the main emphasis was on preserving Yugoslavia's unity. 

American policymakers worried that any encouragement of separatist trends in 

Slovenia and Croatia would have a ripple effect elsewhere in Eastern Europe, 

encouraging a host of separatist and irredentist movements from the Baltics to 

Bessarabia. This was an understandable concern -- one shared by the EC and the 

Soviet Union as well-- but the U.S. remained wedded to the policy long after it had 

become clear that the preservation of a centralized federation along Titoist lines was 

impossible and that the only hope of avoiding civil war was the creation of a looser 

confederation which gave the constituent republics greater independence and 

sovereignty-- a solution firmly opposed by the Yugoslav army and Serbia.24 

To some extent, in fact, continued U.S. (and EC) insistence on the preservation 

of Yugoslavia's unity may have indirectly contributed to the intensification of the 

crisis by encouraging the belief in Serbia and within the Yugoslav military that the 

U.S. and EC would countenance a military crackdown in Slovenia in order to 

preserve the unity of the federation if the crackdown took place quickly and with 

little bloodshed. After the military intervention in Slovenia at the end of June, the 

United States adopted a low profile, preferring to let the EC take the lead in 

managing the crisis. Indeed, President Bush appeared to view the crisis primarily 

as a "European problem" that should be solved by the Europeans.25 

This low profile approach, however, entails certain risks. For one thing, it is 

likely to reinforce the impression, already strong in many circles in Europe 

(especially France), that the U.S. is no longer interested in European affairs and 

does not intend to play an active role in Europe in the future. Moreover, if the EC 

mediation succeeds, or even if it only buys a little time, the EC, rather than NATO, 

will be seen as the paramount political-security institution in Europe and the most 

24As late as mid June 1991 when U.S. Secretary of State James Baker visited Yugoslavia, the 
U.S. was still insisting that Yugoslavia's unity had to be preserved. See David Hoffinan, "Baker Urges 
Yugoslavs to Keep Unity," Washington Post, June 22, 1991; David Binder, "United Yugoslavia Goal of 
U.S. Policy," New York Times, July 1, 1991; "Baker Backing for United Yugoslavia," Financial TiiTU!s, 
June 22123, 1991. 

25see Bush's interview with Carola Kaps, "Bush sieht in der Bewliltigung der Krise in 
Jugoslavien zuniichst eine Aufgabe der Europlier," Frankfurter AllgeiTU!ine Zeitung, July 10, 1991. 
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capable of addressing the type of security threats likely to arise in Europe in the 

future. At the same time, the crisis is likely to give greater momentum to efforts to 

create a cohesive European foreign and security policy within the EC. Both of these 

developments could weaken European support for NATO and a strong American role 

on the continent. 

In short, the Yugoslav crisis raises central issues that extend beyond 

Yugoslavia and go to the heart of the debate about the organization of the new 

security order in Europe and the American role in it. Does the United States intend 

to help shape that order or will it be content simply to be a kibbitzer on the 

sidelines? Is Yugoslavia simply a "European" issue to be primarily managed by the 

Europeans or does it involve important U.S. interests as well? How the United 

States answers these questions will have a major impact on its future role and place 

in the new security order now under discussion in Europe. 
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SOVIET POLICY AND INTERESTS 

Similar questions can be raised about Moscow's role in the future. Conceivably 

close ties may eventually emerge between Serbia and a reconstituted Soviet Union 

or Russia, but Moscow's ties to Bulgaria, once the most loyal and orthodox of Soviet 

allies, are likely to weaken visibly as the process of democratization intensifies. In 

the future Bulgaria is likely to seek closer ties with Western and Central Europe and 

to play a more independent role in the Balkans. Bulgaria's fear of Turkey, however, 

will probably make it reluctant to sever ties with Moscow completely. Given the 

large imbalance of forces that currently exist along the Bulgarian-Turkish frontier in 

Turkey's favor, Sofia will probably want to maintain some military links with 

Moscow as a kind of "insurance policy." But the days of Bulgaria's slavish obedience 

to Soviet policy interests are clearly over. 

Relations with Romania have significantly improved since Ceausescu's 

overthrow. Once the most "anti-Soviet" country in Eastern Europe, today Romania 

is Moscow's best ally in Eastern Europe. In April1991 Bucharest signed a bilateral 

Treaty of Friendship and Cooperation with Moscow, which contains clauses that 

prohibit either side from joining an alliance directed against the other and forbids 

the stationing of foreign troops on the natural territory of either side. 26 The Soviets 

have tried to push the treaty as a "model" for Central Europe. However, Moscow's 

other former allies have made it clear that they will not sign such a treaty, since it 

would limit their sovereignty and could not only block their membership in NATO 

but also the European Community. 

Over the longer term, however, differences over Bessarabia seem likely to cast 

a larger shadow over relations. Bessarabia was annexed by Stalin in 1940; parts of 

it were incorporated into the Ukraine, while the majority of the territory became 

what is now the Moldavian SSR (Moldavia). For the moment, the Iliescu 

government in Romania has sought to play down the issue. It has concentrated on 

improving cultural and political contacts with Moldavia rather than pushing for 

26See Vladinrir Socor, "The Romanian-Soviet Friendship Treaty and its Regionallmplications," 
Report on Eastern Europe, May 3, 1991, pp. 25-33. 
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political unification. However, the government has made clear that it sees 

unification as a long term goal.27 

The government's approach has been strongly criticized as being too cautious. 

The Soviet-Romanian treaty came under strong domestic attack because it made no 

mention ofBessarabia and because it explicitly accepted the current borders. 

Moreover, in June 1991, the Romanian parliament passed a resolution condemning 

and pronouncing null and void ab initio the secret protocol to the Nazi-Soviet Pact in 

1939 and the ensuing Soviet annexation ofBessarabia and northern Bukovina from 

Romania. While the resolution did not directly call for a revision of the borders, it 

did refer to Bessarabia and Northern Bukovina as "sacred Romanian lands" and 

called on the Romanian government to assist in the fulfillment of the "legitimate 

aspirations of the population of the forcibly annexed Romanian territories.•2s 

The parliamentary resolution underscores the degree to which Bessarabia 

remains an emotional issue among the Romanian public. At the moment the 

majority ofMoldavians appear to prefer two separate Romanian states. However, as 

Moldavia emancipates itself from Soviet tutelage and freedom of travel increases, 

the sense of spiritual and cultural unity between Romania and Moldavia is likely to 

increase. Over time, this could lead to growing pressures for unification -- especially 

if Yugoslavia breaks up-- and exacerbate relations with Moscow as well as Kiev.29 

From the Soviet point of view, however, the most important concern in the 

Balkans is likely to be Turkey's future orientation. Through its control on the 

Dardanelles, Turkey blocks Soviet access to the Mediterranean. Moreover, Turkey 

27In an interview with the Kyodo new agency in Tokyo on August 8, Romanian Foreign Minister 
Adrian Nastase said that Romania hopes to achieve unification with Moldavia in three stages: (1) 
formation of a cultural federation; (2) formation of an economic federation; and (3) a merger "on the 
German model." This is the first time that a senior Romanian official has explicitly outlined a strategy 
for unification with Moldavia. Previously Romanian officials had limited themselves to calling for 
greater cultural and political cooperation between "two independent Romanian states." The shift in the 
Romanian position appears to be a response to growing popular sentiment on the Bessarabian issue. 
See Radio Liberty Daily Report, Nr. 151, August 9, 1991. 

28Rsdio Liberty Daily Report, No. 119, June 25, 1991. For a detailed discussion, see Vladimir 
Socor, "Annexation ofBessarabia and Northern Bukovina Condemned by Romania," Report on the 
USSR, July 19, 1991, pp. 23-28. 

29Moldavia actually compromises only a little more than half of the original Moldavian lands 
annexed by the USSR. The rest of the territory lies in the Ukraine. Thus any demand for unification 
implies a challenge to the Ukraine's borders. Hence the Ukranian media reacted sharply to the 
declaration of the Romanian parliament on Bessarabia, charging that in pressing for a revision of 
postwar borders the declaration "contravened the spirit and the letter of the Helsinki Accords.• See 
Socor, "Annexation ofBessarabia and Northern Bukovina Condemned by Romania," p. 26. 
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acts as a gateway to the Middle East and Persian Gulf. Good relations with Turkey 

are of immense strategic importance. 

Turkey has traditionally seen the Soviet Union as the chief threat to its 

security. However, the end of the Cold War has led to a shift in Turkish security 

perceptions and a decline in concerns about the Soviet military threat. Today 

Turkey no longer sees the main threat to its security coming from the north (the 

USSR) but from the south (Syria and Iraq). 

Since the late 1980s, moreover, there has been a visible warming in Soviet

Turkish relations. During Turkish President Turgut Ozal's visit to the USSR in 

March 1991, the two countries signed an Agreement on Good Neighborly Relations. 

Economic relations in particular have blossomed. In the last few years trade 

between Moscow and Turkey has more than quadrupled. As a result of agreements 

signed during Ozal's visit, the volume of trade is expected to increase to $10 billion 

(from $1.9 billion in 1990) by the end of the decade. 30 

Turkey, in fact, has begun to emerge as an important economic factor within 

the Balkans. Its proposal for the creation of a Black Sea Economic Zone, which 

would include Romania, Bulgaria, Russia and the Ukraine as well as the three 

Caucasian republics in the Soviet Union (Armenia, Georgia and Azerbaijan), has 

sparked considerable interest in the USSR and underscores Ankara's growing 

economic attraction. The proposal is likely to become more important as the 

individual republics begin to exercise their newly gained independence and 

sovereignty. 

At the same time, the growth of Muslim consciousness and nationalism within 

the Central Asian republics in the USSR adds a new dimension to Soviet-Turkish 

relations. 31 Many of these Muslims look to Turkey to play a leadership role among 

the Turkic peoples of the world, especially those in Central Asia. In the 18th and 

19th centuries, Turkey was a beacon for emerging Central Asian nationalism. While 

Turkey has sought to play down its Pan-Turkic role since the founding of the 

Turkish Republic, Ankara could be compelled to rethink this policy by developments 

in the Central Asian republics, especially if its effort to gain full membership in the 

EC fails. 

30Jonathan Eyal, "Ozal Aims to Revive Turkish Power," Th£ Guardwn, May 21, 1991. 
310n the revival of national consciousness in Central Asia, see in particular Graham Fuller, 

"The Emergence of Central Asia," Foreign Policy, Spring 1990, pp. 49-67. 
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The impact of developments in Central Asia on Turkish policy have already 

begun to be felt. The Soviet Republic ofTurkamenistan, for instance, has asked to 

open consulates in Turkey. And during his visit to the USSR in March 1991, 

President Turgut Ozal paid a visit to Azerbaijan and Kazakstan -- the first time that 

a Turkish president has ever visited these republics. Turkish radio broadcasts and 

cultural exchanges with the Central Asian republics have also increased. To be sure, 

these efforts hardly represent a new wave ofPan-Turkism, but over the long term, 

developments in Central Asia could have a more substantial impact on Turkish 

policy, increasing Turkey's orientation towards the Muslim world and the Middle 

East. 
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U.S. INTERESTS AND POLICY 

The end of the Cold War is likely to have an important impact on American 

interests and perspectives on the Balkans and the Mediterranean. On the one hand, 

the end of the Cold War has reduced the importance of the area as a bulwark against 

Soviet expansionism. On the other, it has increased the importance of the region 

within the framework of Middle Eastern and Persian Gulf contingencies. 

There has always been a school within the United States, particularly within 

the U.S. Navy, which has viewed the Mediterranean as the "place where the Persian 

Gulfbegins." The GulfWar strengthened that perspective. Ninety percent of the 

material needed to support the coalition operations in the Gulf during Operation 

Desert Shield and Desert Storm arrived via the Mediterranean. As Ian Lesser 

notes, if the U .S. had been forced to rely on the Indian Ocean route in deploying 

forces in the Gulf, its capacity for rapid power projection would have been greatly 

reduced.32 

In short, the United States is likely to maintain a strong interest in 

Southeastern Europe, especially the Eastern Mediterranean. However, in the future 

this interest is likely to be dictated less by concerns about a potential Soviet threat 

to Europe than by the role that bases and facilities in the region may play in 

contingencies in the Middle East and the Persian Gulf. This gives the U.S. a strong 

interest in maintaining good relations with Greece and Turkey (particularly the 

latter) and encouraging the two countries to resolve their bilateral differences. It 

also suggests that "out of area" issues are likely to become a more important part of 

the security dialogue with both countries. 

From the American perspective, the picture on the southern flank looks 

brighter than it has in years. In Greece, the defeat of Andreas Papandreou has 

removed an irritating thorn in the U.S. side. While Papandreou's bark was often 

worse than his bite, his sharp anti-American rhetoric and tendency to depart from 

many agreed Alliance positions put strong constraints on the degree ofU.S.-Greek 

accord. His successor, Constantine Mitsotakis, the leader of the New Democracy, 

has made good relations with the U.S. a cornerstone of his foreign policy, and since 

he took office in April 1990 American-Greek relations have significantly improved. 

32Jan Lesser, "The Strategic Environment in Southeastern Europe and the Mediterranean," p. 
13. 
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The signing of a new Defense Cooperation Accord (DECA) in July 1990 has 

significantly contributed to the more cordial atmosphere. Papandreou had made the 

bases a major domestic political issue and negotiations had been deadlocked for over 

a year. Within a few weeks after coming to power, however, Mitsotakis signed the 

new agreement, which allows the U.S. to maintain its most important facilities in 

Greece, the port at Souda Bay and the communications facility at Gournes, both on 

Crete, as well as several other communications installations located on the Greek 

mainland. 33 

The base agreement removes an important irritant in U.S.-Greek relations and 

assures American access to key facilities over the next eight years. Over the long 

run, however, Greece is likely to gradually reduce its reliance on the United States 

and align itself more closely with Western Europe. Greece's entry into the EC has 

contributed to a gradual "Europeanization" of its foreign policy-- a trend which is 

visible elsewhere in the southern region as well (with the exception ofTurkey).34 

Today Greece looks as much to Brussels as it does to Washington.35 This is a major 

shift from the situation a decade ago. 

The end of the Cold War seems likely to reinforce this trend. The decline of 

the Soviet military threat and collapse of communism in Eastern Europe diminishes 

the importance of the U.S. military guarantee for Greece. At the same time, 

Greece's need to stay in step with its EC allies on defense issues is likely to intensify 

the trend toward the "Europeanization" of Greek foreign and defense policy. This 

does not preclude bilateral cooperation with the United States, but it will limit 

American freedom of action on those issues in which there is not a clear convergence 

ofinterests.36 

The bilateral tie to Washington, however, will still remain important. The 

U.S. acts as an important constraint on Turkey. If the connection to Washington is 

allowed to significantly atrophy, the U.S. might be tempted to put all its eggs in the 

3:J-rwo other bases in the Athens area, the Helleniko air base and the communications station at 
Nea Makri, are to be closed down as part of an overall reassessment by the Pentagon of U.S. military 
needs in the post-Cold War era. See Paul Anastasi, "Greece and U.S. Sign Eight Year Pact on Bases," 
New York Times, July 9, 1990. 

34See !an Lesser, "The United States and the Mediterranean After the Cold War," Yearbook 
1990 (Athens: The Hellenic Foundation for Defense and Foreign Policy, 1991), p. 230. 

350n Greece's recent relations with the EC, see in particular Panos Kasakos, -nie neue EC
Agenda und die griechishe Europapolitik," Europa Archiu Folge 7, 1991, pp. 215-224. 

360n this point see the insightful discussion in lan Lesser's paper, "The Strategic Environment 
in Southeastern Europe and the Mediterranean," p. 5. 
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Turkish basket. Moreover, only the United States has the leverage to induce Turkey 

to make the concessions necessary to obtain a Cyprus settlement. This gives Greece 

a strong incentive to maintain good ties to America. 

The end of the Cold War is also likely to affect U .S. perceptions of its interests 

in Turkey. The United States has traditionally tried to maintain an awkward 

balance in its relations with Greece and Turkey. Strategically, however, Turkey has 

always been the more important of the two, especially in the eyes of Pentagon 

planners. Turkey has the second largest army in NATO, behind the United States. 

Moreover, Turkey's control over the Straits would allow it to block the entry of the 

Soviet Black Sea fleet into the Mediterranean in the case of a conflict. 

In recent years, however, Turkey's importance has shifted in the eyes ofU.S. 

policymakers. Whereas a decade ago Turkey was primarily seen as helping to deter 

a Soviet threat to Europe, today its significance is seen increasingly within the 

context of the Middle East and the Persian Gulf. The Gulf War has reinforced that 

perspective, especially within the Defense Department. Turkish approval for the use 

of its military airbases played a critical role in the GulfWar.37 Turkish President 

Turgut Ozal's support of the U.S. in the Gulf War was an important break with 

Turkish policy. In the past Turkey has been extremely cautious about allowing the 

U.S. to use Turkish facilities for Middle East contingencies. 38 Ozal, however, 

concluded that it was to Turkey's advantage to support the U.S. against Saddam 

Hussein, despite strong domestic opposition. His policy provoked a storm of 

criticism, both from the opposition parties and the military, and led to the 

resignation of the chief of the Turkish General Staff, General N ecip Torumtay. 39 

Ozal's decision represents a major political gamble. He appears to hope that 

his firm backing for the U.S. in the Gulf War and his close personal ties to President 

Bush will bring important political benefits for Turkey. High on his agenda is 

increased military assistance for the modernization of the Turkish armed forces and 

37See Bruce R. Kuniholm, "Turkey and the West," Foreign Affairs, Spring 1991, pp. 34-48. The 
redeployment of 100,000 Turkish troops along the Iraqi border also forced Iraq to redeploy a substantial 
number of troops to the north which otherwise would have been used to defend Kuwait. And Turkey's 
closure of the Mosul pipeline, through which 64 percent of Iraq's exported oil flows, significantly 
contributed to the success of the economic sanctions against Iraq. 

38In the Arab Israeli war, for instance, Turkey denied the use of its airfields to U.S. planes for 
operations connected with Israel. 

39See Clyde Haberman, •As Leader Keeps Nation War Role Secret, Many Turks Express 
Alarm," New York Times, January 22, 1991. 
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greater access of Turkish products to U.S. markets.40 He is also hoping for active 

American support of Turkey's membership in the EC. 

Turkey's prospects for entering the EC in the near future, however, remain 

slim. Indeed, if anything, the Gulf War has led to further irritations in relations 

with Europe. The European (especially German) reluctance to aid Turkey during 

the war infuriated many Turks and reinforced the deeply-held belief among many 

Turks that Europe remains opposed to Turkey for religious and cultural reasons. 

European criticism of Ankara's treatment of the Kurdish refugees has also provoked 

resentment in Turkey leading to new tensions in relations.41 

Moreover, in contrast to Greece, Turkey is isolated from the general process of 

"Europeanization" shaping the rest of the southern region. It is neither a member of 

the EC or the WEU. If defense and foreign policy are increasingly shaped by these 

institutions -- as some Europeans want-- Turkey risks being excluded from having a 

voice in the development of European security policy. Turkish membership in the 

EC or WEU could essentially extend the geographic scope of these organizations to 

the Turkish-Syrian border, raising the "out of area" issue in a more acute form. As 

the hesitant attitude of some European countries, especially Germany, to sending 

reinforcements to Turkey during the Gulf War underscores, many Europeans are 

profoundly uncomfortable with this notion. In short, the real problem facing Turkey 

in the wake of the Cold War is less strategic neglect "but rather the narrower and 

more potent risk of exclusion from the European security equation and its effect on 

. Turkey's relations with the West."42 

Turkey's cool relations with Europe and the danger of exclusion from key 

European security bodies have made the U.S. connection even more important. The 

United States hopes to develop a "new strategic relationship" with Ankara and sees 

Turkey as playing an important role in enhancing stability in the Gulf and the 

Middle East. During President Bush's visit to Ankara in July 1991, the two 

countries agreed to intensify cultural, educational and commercial relations. Bush 

also pledged support for Turkey's military modernization program, including the eo

production of 160 F-16 jet fighters, and to increase aid to Turkey to $625 million for 

40See Ozal's interview in Hurriyet, January 30, 1991. Translated in FBIS-WEU-91-046, March 
8, 1991, p. 23. 

41CJyde Haberman, "Turks Outraged as Kurd Aid Backfires," New York Times, May 17, 1991. 
Wolfgang Gi!nter Lerch, "Die Turken ilber den Westen verbittert," Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, 
May 8,1991. 

42Lesser, 'The Strategic Environment in Southeastern Europe and the Mediterranean," p. 5. 
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FY 1992 --a substantial rise over the $500 million of military assistance for FY 

1991.43 This would, in effect, break the 7:10 ratio of aid for Greece and Turkey 

mandated by Congress.44 

Congress has traditionally cut back Administration requests in order to 

preserve the 7:10 ratio. But it may be less inclined to do so this year in light of 

Turkey's strong support for the U.S. in the Gulf. Clearly that is what Ozal is hoping 

--and the Greeks fear. However, if the gamble fails, there could be a backlash in 

Turkey. Many Turks are bound to feel that their loyalty and commitment to the 

Western cause has once again gone unappreciated. This could strengthen anti

Western forces in Turkey. 

However, even if the Administration succeeds in its effort to obtain increased 

assistance for Turkey, Ankara is likely to remain cautious about allowing the U.S. to 

use its facilities for "out of area" contingencies. Turkey has strong economic and 

political interests in the Middle East and it is unlikely to want to jeopardize these -

as its reserved attitude toward the deployment of a multinational "rapid reaction 

force" near Silopi on the Iraqi border underscores. Turkey has imposed strict 

conditions for employment of this force and set a deadline of September 3, 1991 for 

its withdrawal or extension.45 Prime Minister Yilmaz has also explicitly ruled out 

the use of the bases for renewed air strikes against Iraq. 

In the end the key to the success or failure of the Administration's policy in the 

Eastern Mediterranean may hang to no small extent on a resolution of the Cyprus 

issue. The intercommunal talks now being conducted under UN auspices have gone 

on for 17 years without visible success -- in part because the U .S. has rarely given 

the talks high priority.46 The Bush Administration, however, has put the Cyprus 

43See Mark Nicholson, "Bush Pledges Aid for Turkey, • Financial Times, July 22, 1991. The 
$500 million for FY 91 was the fonnal request. However, total rud came to closer to $800 million if "off 
budget" items are included, such as the delivery of a consignment ofF -4 aircraft. 

44'!'he Administration has requested $350 million in military assistance for FY 92 for Greece. 
However, the 7:10 ratio has always been somewhat artificial. It does not include economic support 
funds (ESF) which Turkey receives but Greece does not, or "off budget" appropriations, which Turkey 
has often received. In addition, much of Turkey's assistance is grant aid whereas that to Greece is in 
the fonn of credita. For a comprehensive discussion of the Greek-Turkish rud problems, see Ell en 
Laipson, "Greece and Turkey: The Seven-Ten Ratio in Military Aid," Congressional Research Service, 
December 26, 1989. 

45Jonathan Rugman, "Turkey Seeks Veto Over Allied Force," The Guardian, July 19, 1991. 
46For a detruled discussion of the interoommunal talks see in particular Richard N. Haass, 

"Cyprus: Moving Beyond Solution?" Washington Quarterly, Spring 1987, pp. 183-190. Also Haass, 
• Alliance Problems in the Mediterranean," pp. 66-68. Haass was Deputy Assistant Secretary of State 
for Southeast European Affrurs in the Reagan Administration. Both articles reflect the Reagan 
Administrations' "low key" approach to Cyprus. 
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issue high on its policy agenda and has sought to actively push behind-the-scenes for 

a settlement of the conflict.47 While a number of key issues still remain unresolved, 

the prospects for a resolution are today better than they have been in years. 

Much will depend on the results of the quadripartite conference to be held in 

Washington under United Nation's auspices in September 1991. A successful 

outcome of the conference could facilitate a resolution of the dispute and remove one 

of the most dangerous flash points in the Eastern Mediterranean. It might also help 

re-ignite the "Davos process," which has languished since Ozal's visit to Athens in 

June 1988, and give new impetus to the effort to resolve some of the key bilateral 

differences over the Aegean.48 

A Greek-Turkish rapprochement would ease the current U.S. dilemma 

considerably. Greek fears of Turkey would be significantly reduced (though not 

entirely removed) and Athens would be less obsessed with maintaining the 7:10 

ratio. This would free the U.S. to pursue relations with Turkey on their own merits 

rather than making them hostage to U.S.-Greek relations. Congress would also be 

more sympathetic to aid requests for Turkey. 

47The U.S. has not put forward specific proposals, but rather has sought to act as a behind-the
scenes "catalyst" for a resolution of the conflict. See Maureen Dowd, "Bush Names Next Challenge: 
Cyprus," New York Times, July 19, 1991. Also Marlise Simons, "Greek Chief Hopes Visit by Bush Will 
Help Settle Cyprus Dispute," Ibid, July 18, 1991. 

48In early 1988 there were signs of a thaw in Greek-Turkish relations, which began with a 
meeting between Greek Prime Minister Andreas Papandreou and (then) Turkish Prime Minister 
Turgut Ozal in Davos, Switzerland in January 1988. The Davos meeting initiated a dialogue between 
the two leaders that led to a substantial improvement in the atmosphere in bilateral relations. 
However, the rapprochement generated strong domestic opposition in both countries, and quickly 
fizzled after Ozal's visit to Athens in June 1988. For a detailed discussion see Ell en Laipson, "Greek
Turkish Relations: Beginning of a New Era," Congressinnal Research Service, December 1, 1988. Also 
Ronald Meinardus, "Eine neue Phase in der griechisch-Tilrkishen Beziehungen,'" Europa Archiv, Folge 
14, 1988, pp. 403-411. 
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THE SUPERPOWERS AND THE EMERGING POST-COLD WAR SECURITY ORDER 

The end of the Cold War has had a dual -- and somewhat contradictory-

impact on security in Southeastern Europe. On the one hand, it has reduced the 

importance of the area as an area of potential superpower confrontation. Neither 

superpower has shown a proclivity to try to exploit the new fluidity in the region to 

make major strategic gains at the expense of the other, as was the case in the 

nineteenth century. 

On the other hand, the end of the Cold War has led to the proliferation and 

reemergence of a number of regional disputes in the area: the Macedonian question, 

the Bessarabian issue, Kosovo, Hungarian-Romanian differences over Transylvania, 

and the Turkish minority issue in Bulgaria could all heat up in the near future. The 

Cold War did not resolve these disputes, but it did tend to keep them in check. With 

the demise of the Cold War, they have begun to resurface with greater intensity. 

Yugoslavia could be a microcosm of the type of future security threats that 

Europe is likely to face in the future. The Yugoslav crisis, moreover, has highlighted 

the absence of effective institutional mechanisms available for dealing with such 

crises. The EC has played a valuable role in mediating the crisis, but as Jim 

Steinberg's paper demonstrates, the effectiveness of the Community's effort has been 

limited by the lack of consensus over objectives as well as by its inability to mount 

collective military action and/or provide peace-keeping forces. 

NATO, by contrast, has played virtually no role in the crisis-- a fact which is 

unlikely to go unnoticed by America's European allies as they ponder how best to 

ensure their security in the coming decade. 

The CSCE has proven a useful forum for dialogue during the crisis, but its 

effectiveness is hampered by the need to obtain the unanimous approval of all 

members for any collective action as well as the lack of a mechanism for enforcing its 

discussions. In most instances, it did little more than endorse EC actions. The 

Conflict Prevention Center may eventually prove to be a useful vehicle for 

dampening and preventing such local crises, but at the moment it is too weak and 

underdeveloped to play an effective role in this regard. 

This underscores the need for both superpowers to devote greater attention to 

strengthening mechanisms for conflict prevention and conflict management. In the 

case of the United States, this argues for a policy not of disengagement, but one of 
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active diplomatic engagement. Otherwise the U.S. may find itself increasingly 

marginalized and less able to shape the new security order in Europe. 
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1. Once again: Present at the Creation 

Rhodes is an island with a rather unique experience. Well over two 

thousand years ago (2235 to be precise) and just a few steps away from 

here down at the harbour it was the· location of the most authentic 

"colossal" failure in history. An earthquake destroyed that statue that had 

been regarded one of the world's wonders. It lasted for but 56 years. What 

we are discussing here are some of the implications of another earthquake 

in recent years and months and weeks - one of enormous social and poli

tical dimensions that brought to an end what had been envisaged as a 

transformation of mankind and became the most colossal failure in history 

- communist rule. It had lasted for some 74 years. 

It had been the origin and prime mover of the most systematic and univer

sal confrontational order in the life of nations. Conversely, the unraveling 

of that imperial structure - especially since the summer of 1989 - dis

played a rather logical sequential structure. It undid an unprecedented 

military confrontation that was robust, although NATO had faced a 

maturing invasion capability combined with the means to suppress its 
nuclear responses. It undid the German division, although even German 
governments had at times assumed that the unification issue had been put 

to rest. It undid the enforced Soviet rule in East European WP countries, 

although consolidating the belt of "people's republics" had been a prime 

priority of Soviet European policy for decades. It thus undid the European 

division, although the shadows of possible Soviet relapses remained. All 

this happened without any Soyjet military intervention in spite of over

whelming Sovi~t.,.military power. During the 74 hours in August of 1991 .. 
even the shadows of suppressive restauration disappeared. With the mili-

tary confrontation already gone, now the political competition which had 

. been the source of tension since the late 1940s and in many ways since 

1917 was about to vanish. While the process had been initiated in the 

center - in Moscow -, the crumbling began at the periphery - literally at 

barbed wires surrounding that structure. Yet the cataclysmic end happened 

again right in the center. 

This process of unraveling destroyed what (I believe) Schewardnadse has 

called a "horrible stability", thereby unleashing passions and forces with 
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obvious destructive potential that had hardly figUred prominently in the 

previous international order since 1945. Indeed, along with human rights 

these passions and forces had been superseded by the communist rule. To 

pharaphrase what a great nineteenth century-European has said about ab
solutism, totalitarianism has "violated and tortured nationalities for so long 

that nationalities now turn to nationalism ~owever much that may contra

dict the prevailing trends that are geared toward internationalism. It is 
both plausible and justified that suppressed and dismembered nations 

stand up to get their nationality recognized again".1 

At the same time it is obvious that new circumstances have been created 

through civilization (infrastructure, communication, economical interde

pendence, to name a few) as well as through political innovation, especially 

after World War Two. They will continue to influence international affairs 

even in those areas where traditional conflict patterns are now resurfacing. 

Some of these circumstances - most noticably the United Nations - even 

tend to acquire at long last the importance that had been envisaged for 

them at the outset 

In short, what we witness today are two countervailing trends - one "back 

to the future" guided by revived fears and pre-bipolarity concepts of con

flict and order, the other "forward toward unlocked opportunities" guided 

by P.ost-bipolarity views on limited sovereignty and. cooperative. order. To 

reconcile these. two megatrends is what future political competition over 

international order is about. They will combine wi~ two traditional ten
dencies that will acquire special relevance during the current phase of pro

found reconstruction - one t~ preserve patterns which appeared advan

tagous in rece~ecades, another that requires fresh looks,•imagination 

and initiative. There will be . continuity and ~hange, but the issue is the 
reSulting mix. 

Momentuous change has already altered the European political map, and 

while most of the post-1917 and post-1945 structures that had been im
posed have been undone, the dynamics of change is still strong. But the 
objectives are now different: In the former GDR, in MOE states and most 

1 Constantin Frantz, Die Oberwindung des Nationalismus, in: Der FOderalismus als 
universale Idee, ed. by llse Hartmann, Berlin 1948, p. 343(. (I owe this reference to 
Bemard von Plate.) 
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· rcceDtly in the USSR a process of reform and reconstitution is under way. 
Outcomes arc uncenain, but the basic trend is toward cooperative struc· 

turcs. Since August 21 this reconstruction is clearly gathering momentum. 
Reforms in MOB states are no longer overshadowed by the dangers of 
rclaps in the USSR, and reforms in the USSR tend to be less stalemated by 

the task of building simultanuously demo~ and a federation with cen
trist forces eager to prevent both. The removal of potentially imminent 
1hrcats of totalitarian restauration does not by itself resolve the enormous 
problems of economic and social reform, but it removes major obstacles on 
the road to reconstruction and provides reforms with the air of freedom 
that will encourage initiative and synergism inside and incentives for sup
port outside. The prudent approach toward reconstituting a Soviet Union 
of sovereign republics certainly fits into the overall development and rein
forces the dominant trend toward an increasingly cooperative constellation 
involving the United States, Western Europe, Japan, the new Soviet Union 

and Eastern Europe ~ a zone characterised by increasing interdependence 

(which in effect incans transfer of sovereignty), self-restraint and political 

interaction. The stability of this emerging constellation is not a given, and 
its scope and limits may be somewhat fluid, but short of major blunders or 
relapses this new "Sillc Road" (as Eduard Schewardnadse has called this 
Eurasian-North American beltl) will be the dominant international struc
ture with two major conglomerates on the Eurasian landmass developing 
toward unprecedente.d constitutional patterns - mixed systems with ·some . · 
central authority cum constituent parts that can remain the focus of 
loyalty.3 

There do exist conceivable varia.t!ons from this pattern as a result of na-. . ' . 
tional assertiven.,..failure of reforms, new chi11enges from oi.t\side, uni-
lateral action, or trends toward regionalism tlat would tum this con
stellation into a more disjunctive, if not competitive, environment qr create 
an international viscosity that would absorb the current dynamics of 
change. 

2 Eduard Schewardnadsc, Die ZukWift gchllrt der Freihcit, Hamburg 1991, p. 285. 
3 To label lhc Wet.t Europcaa or Dew Soviet uoioos "fcderatioD" may cool"usc rather 

!hall clarify the issue&, bccausc, as Robcrt Bowie aod Karl J. Fricdrich have pointed 
out iD a claslle on fc4cralism, aoy bi&torically known fcderatioos is sui generis, aod lhc 
two emerging ones IIDdoubtcdly arc. We still Deed to IIDdcntaod them OD !heir own. 
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The prime task of governments throughout this constellation is to reinforce 

trends toward restraint, interdependence, transfer of sovereignty where this 

serves common purposes, and the stabilization of cooperative structures. 

. . . ... Yet, as President Bush has ,stated, this belongs to the "bard work of peace". 

Among the various risks and challenges are some of a military security 

nature. The most important of these relate to non-military condi~ons of 

security, in particular the success of reforms in Eastern Europe and the 

new Soviet Union. Western tailored support thus has an important security 

dimension. Failures could eventually lead to strategic vacua, if not to an 

eventual reconstitution of a hostile strategic environment. 

In assessing future risks and challenges one needs to be clear about 

whether one assumes the "Silk Road"·constellation or one resulting from 

some general deterioration of that overall framework. It could be ex

tremely misleading to look at generic contingencies in isolation, leave 
alone to justify security arrangements in terms of scenarios that require 
contextual analysis before they can provide any basis for military planning. 

:Z. The Southern Periphery in Perspective · 

The Eastern and Southern Mediterranean littoral is widely regarded as 

ar~as from which future military instability and conflict are most likely to 

spring. This is wha.t our conference is about; and we have reviewed a 
number of contingencies. However, they are critically important for two 

reasons: they could require security action, but they could also invite fatally 

wrong assessme_n_!? if not responses. • 
' It is important to assess future contingencies in crisis-ridden areas like 

South Eastern Europe and the Eastern and Southern Mediterranean litto· 

raJ in terms of the general constellation assumed: It makes a difference of 

profound strategic importance whether the "Silk Road"-constellation is 

anticipated or some less desirable variation. If it is the latter, one needs to 

spell out the assumptions about what has changed. The least plausible 
approach would be to assume a cooperative highly interactive Eurasian
North American zone in the North and a new hostile environment on the 

Southern periphery. With a substitute threat from the South: This could 
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easily nim into a self-fnlfimng prophecy that could indeed pose problems 

that are hard to cope with. 

It is also crucial to draw some lessons from recent experience in regard to 
future dimensions of military power as they may affect also the regions we 

are discussing here. A few general observations are in place: 

(1) Until the late 1980s any of the major changes within the former 

Soviet orbit would have been . expected to trigger large-scale 

employment of military forces with grave risks for East-West secu

rity. Instead the world is witnessing since 1989 a new "tradition of 

non-use" of Soviet military power (to paraphrase Tom Schelling's 

formula). 

(2) Iraq has been a Soviet ally with treaty links, and in many NATO 

exercises of the past a Yugoslav breakup scenario has been the 

assumed origin of a major conflict between the USSR and NATO 

following Soviet intervention on behalf of Serbia. Instead the world 

has seen Soviet strategic cooperation with the United States on Iraq 

(although with an inclination to capitalize on Western preoccupa

tion in a dual crisis - just as in the Hungary·Suez scenario), and the 

Soviet interest in Yugoslavia was mainly restricted to avoiding a 

possible precedent for a Soviet scenario which by now is already 

behind us. Instead - and contrary also to the familiar 1914 analo
gies - the Yugoslavian conflict (deplorable ~d uncivilized as it is) 
turns out to be the first of a new kind of conflict - encap.rulated and 

contained. Rather than -being the source of violent esaalation it is . .--
becoming an "internal matter of the coi!Wunity of nations".4 

4 Hans Dietrich Geoscher in the German Bundcstag on September 4, 1991. With his ob
servation on rethinking the concept of non-interference in internal matters be is rein· 
forcing a view that the French Foreign Minister Dumas bad initiated in the aftermath 
of Desert Storm (••) with the result of the Kurdisb resolution. There is now an ob
servable trend even among formerly traditionalist international lawers to reconsider 
non-interference in favor of a qualified right to interfere in internal matters. It may be 
.a long way until this gets adopted in the UN. But it could become a more promising 
issue for the Helsinki ll Accord thus setting an important precedent. 
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(3) During Desert Shield and Desert Storm NATO has shifted forces 

and stockpiles to the Gulf area to an extent that would have left 
NATO precariously vulnerable had the USSR changed its stand on 

the lraqui aggression and turned more hostile, if not tempted to 

exploit Western weaknesses. Given the internal Soviet stiffening 

since mid-November 1990 this cenainly was not to be counted out 

completely. 

(4) 

This happened along with. a possible shift of Soviet policy on the 

Gulf (see Primakov's rather different recommendations on Iraq) 

and with the crackdown on Lithuania, and indeed in view of a 

possible general relaps in Soviet internal developments with far

reaching extemal consequences as anticipated in 

Schewardnadse's resignation speech of December 20, 1990. 

While much of this happened in anticipation of the implementation 

of the CFE Agreement (which still was associated with some 

related quarrels, in particular over Art. ID), the thinning out of 

NATO capabilities went far beyond and concerned the stockpiles 

not only of the NATO countries involved in the coalition, but e.g. of 

the Bundeswehr. One may view this a gamble or a considered policy 

based on reciprocal Soviet-Western confidence (emanating e.g. from 

the Helsinki summit between Bush and Gorbachev). It certainly 

dwarfs whatever confidence-builders in the Helsinki-process could 

come up with. 

While unilateral use of force has visibly ceased to be a "'iable politi-'..,.,.. 
cal option in the East-West context (s<fule local conflicts aside that 

have been successfully encapsulated), there has been a concurrent 

revolution in the use of force: For the first time the UN authorized 

the use of force to enforce peace (the Korean case has been 

noticeably different) and thus legitimized . coalition warfare 

engaging 28 nations, although with a tightly circumscribed mandate. 

This is often described as a unique scenario with a villain and a 

stake which is unlikely to repeat itself. However, the lasting impor

tance is more likely to rest with the major precedent it provides and 

the increasing chances for Soviet cooperation in international peace 

enforcement. 
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(5) The coalition was unique in that it brought together Western and 

Arab military forr:es - Arab forces including from co~tries that 

often in the past had displayed rather hostile attitudes toward the 

West as in the case of Syria. This, too, clearly has implications for 

future crisis-management and peace enforcement as it should re

shape many of the political perceptions . that still enjoy a role in 

current descriptions of the "Southern threat". This is not to say that 

risks and uncertainties in the area are negligible, but it underlines 

the need for differentiated assessments, the prospects for future 

coalition building and the appropriateness of discriminate respon

ses. 

(6) Conversely, the Iraqi aggression is often regarded as the first of a 

new type of aggression with an oil-rich islamic country armed with 

modem weaponry on a massive scale and engaging the West in a 

conflict where Western interests. are vulnerable and Western 

responses limited. Instead there is reason to assume that a similar 

preparation for aggression will not be met again by the kind of 

benign neglect Saddam Hussein has enjoyed. Surveillance is going 

to be increasingly tighter, and the chances for future coalition 

building involving Arabs in the region will continue to exist unless 

the handling of the Isreali-Palastine issue masses things up. At the· 

same time the experience of the Gulf war should serve as a powerful 

dele"ent simply in. terms of military out':Ome. As Lawrence 

Freedman has put it, "there is now no question that in regular war

fare the West and the Third World are in different classes".5 Rather 
' . 

than exemplifying the dominant type ,of future aggresssion, the 

lraqui experience will impact in terms of its outcome: It is likely to 

have an influence on comparable nations that compares to the · 

manner in which Hiroshima conditioned the behavior of nations on 

the Northern half of the globe. In other words, it is unlikely that a 

Kuweit-type aggression will result from another massive conven

tional force build-up. As Henning Wegener has observed, Desert 

S Lawrence Freedman, The Gulf War and the New World Order, in: Survival, 
May/June 1991, Vol 33, No.3, p. 202. 
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Storm may well have been the last major tank confrontation in 

history. 

· · {7) This may also mean that efforts toward acquiring modem means of 

mass destruction will be reinforced in the area with implications far 

outside the area. This is certainly the most important security con

cern by far in the Eastern and Southern Mediterranian littoral and 

beyond. It also does require military preparation, but, more im

portantly, it requires a combination of diplomatic conflict resolution 

and effective non-proliferation regimes. 

(8) It has been argued that in the Gulf as in Yugoslavia conflicts have 

unfolded because the end of the Cold War provided a freedom to 

act at low risk, but while this may be so it is also true that lowered 
risks means reduced danger of escalation into a major war as well as 

enhanced chances for cooperative crisis-management by former 

adversaries. To that extent the now. familiar paradigm of forces 

unleashed after the cap of bipolarity has been lifted needs careful 
consideration. It is certainly not the dominant trend. Rather there is 
abundant evidence (as there began to be after the Moscow Summit 

in May of 1972) that local and regional conflict partners see their 

leverage of playing up major competitors gone and that the chances 

io employ military forces successfully for political purposes is. 

vanishing. Contrary to earlier suspicions this i~ so in the absence of 

some superpower condominium. 

(9) The So~t-American dialogue over Qerrnan unification and then 

during the Gulf crisis may well have been the fina/fof what used to 

be superpower-bilateralism. It will remain an essential relationship, 

but while the USSR is turning into an inward-looking mixed system 

combining central as well as republican centers of action, the 

United States too will undergo major changes in its international 

conduct. Familiar oscillations (like between declinism at the end of 

the 1980s and current triumphalism) aside, the United States no 

longer is in the central position where it manages a dominant con

flict relationship with the resultant discipline of allied .coalitions and 

j 
I 
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thus with a continuing potential for playing up one against the 

other. 

Moreover, current and understandable American moods notwith

standing, the Gulf war has demonstrated what many prudent ob

servers and officials have argued throughout the 1980s: that future 

crisis-management on a large-scale can no longer be sustained by 

the United States alone. What the United States achieved in the 

Gulf was a broad system of a ad hoc-cooperation as a result of 

brilliant diplomacy. But without the voluntary support from many 

countries - only part of them belonging to the coalition of 28 - the 

United States would have been simply unable to conduct Desert 

Shield and Desert Storm. In particular, the logistic base provided by 

Germany or Spain - to mention just two - as well as financial 

support from Japan, Germany or Saudi Arabia against the back

ground of the American budget deficit were imperative for the 

American ability to exercise its central role. Clearly no other coun

try could have replaced the United States. I.e. the American role will 

remain critical, but in need of legitimacy derived from the UN, of 

massive support, and of consensus. Moreover, while traditional US 

alliances or, in any case, NATO was important for its support struc

tures (logistics, communication, etc.), what was needed was an ad 

hoc-coalition. 

(10) The Iraqi aggression and Desert Shield/Desert Storm affected pro· 

foundly the political climate generated at the time of .the London 

Surnrnit'tii July 1990. It diffused exp~ations of peace dividends 

and reinforced conservative views on how to reform the Atlantic 

Alliance that were more at home in London than in say Bonn. 

Reform in regard to strategy, force structure and above all 

command structure became in large measure a question of how best 

to preserve some national holdings in NATO. This applies even to 

the most innovative force structure change - the rapid reaction 

force (or rather its land component). 

The irony is that in the view of many the Gulf War provided a new 

rationale for NATO which at times has been described in terms of a 

"multidirectional" risk assessment with increasing emphasis on 
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Central and South Eastern Europe and the Southern regions as the 

likely origins of future military challenges to NATO. Yet the 

American demarche of February 26, 1991, left but one area of 

engagement for collective European military action outside a 

NATO context, namely "out-of-area" where this is least likely to 

happen. On the other hand, it is obvious that except for Northern 

Norwegian and Eastern Anatolian contingencies all military 

contingencies would originate as non-NATO cases with uncertain 
rules of engagement. 

Given this eXJlllllding scope for crisis management, one may observe 

that the American role in Yugoslavia did not exactly reinforce 

confidence in American crisis management. Rather it reinforced the 

need for providing the European Community with more effective 
means in similar future contingencies. (As a side issue, the manner 
in which the Community acted within her narrow confines should 

have reduced the WEU to what it is - a holding pattern and 
procedure for minor diplomatic occasions.) 

As a corollary, the nature and time-structure of future military con

flictS in and around Europe tend to change in a way that affectS the 
transition from crisis to major war as well as the nuclear dimension 

of conflictS. The time-structure of conflicts will typically allow not 

only for long preparation time (which in effect creates a require

ment for flexible readiness that it may not always be easier to meet 

than a requirement for near-instant preparation), but for a range of 

institutional choices prior to a transition to NATO defense. In fact, 

most cm;,;;:eivable future military contingencies in "and around 

Europe will never turn into a NATO'case and those which could 

will require sequential arrangements for the transition from peace to 

crisis to war - something the American demarche of February 26 

has strictly ruled out, yet something that comes with the nature of 

future conflict. 

Sirnilarily the nuclear dimension is changing. Not only are the con
tingencies that would have led to the consideration of nuclear 
employment in the past strategic environment, clearly going to 

become remote contingencies, but contrary to the language of the 
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London Declaration and, it seems, the successor document to MC 

14/3, only a few types of future potential military conflict in and 

around Europe will have any nuclear dimension: Most of those will 

·. ·lend themselves (as in the Yugoslave case) to self-encapsulation, 

and major conventional aggressions will offer much better chances 

than in the past for conventional war-termination. The phrase that 

"there are no circumstances in which nuclear retaliation in response 

to military action might be discounted" is therefore clearly mis

leading, almost certainly politically counter-productive and not at 

all descriptive for the continued utility of nuclear deterrence which 
in my mind definitely continues to exist. 6 

(12) In past strategic conditions the ultimate threat not only tended to 
let lesser cases appear to be covered, but it was the defining contin-

gency also in regar:.~olitical control and to command structures . . q . 
The result was a·~ · y ~mpartmentalized alliance system within 

which the United States and to a degree Great Britain maintained 

control, yet were extremely careful in specifying their commitments. 

This system has served the interests of many countries. It has mostly 

crumbled during the last twenty or so years with NATO and the US

Japanese Treaty remaining.7 In future circumstances extreme con-

. tingencies will cease to be the defmi;Jg ones, except for security 

arrangements of last resort. 

The question is whether NATO should be confined to an alliance of 

last resort which would dramatically reduce its political and 
. . . 
strategic-tffility or whether it will be ,[eformed in a manner that 

responds to the new political and strategic environment. This would 

give it a role within a network of interlocking institutions ~hat could 

still be dominant and it would reinforce a key role for the United 

6 Unlike earlier nuclear phraseology, this formula displays a high degree of uneonstruc· 
tive ambiguity. It is not clear whether it is eoofwcd to eontinliencies that may require 
to resort to extreme responses or to any contingency. Nor is it clear whether for the 
same kind of contingency weapons of last resort will be introduced later than in the 
past or whether the contingencies requiring weapons of last resort are going to be 
more remote. Oearly only the latter can be meant, but this would require a rather 
different statement on wbat might become a nuclear contingency than is envisaged in 
line with the London Declaration. 

7 For an enlightened interpretation of the Japanese interest in sticking to the treaty see 
David Halberstam, The Next Century, New York 1991, pp. 79-88. · 
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States in European affairs that is seen to be in all or most European 

countries' interest Indeed, as a very senior American study group 

has recently pointed out, the "United States will need to be flexible 

·in its institutional choices as it continues to play a role in Europe".8 

i 3. ·• All these dimensions have a special bearmg on the regions under consid
eration here. One crucial point needs to be added. There was a Soviet 
dimension to most Mediterranean problems the West was facing since the 
end of the Second World War. In Potsdam it became clear that the USSR 

was trying to reach out into the Mediterranean with demands for a base on 

Turkish territory and Soviet trusteeship over Ubya.9 Subsequently the for

mation of NATO was shaped in large measure by events in the Eastern 

Mediterranean, in particular in Greece and Turkey. The Truman doctrine 

was the visible response. However, it was obvious from the outset that the 

Atlantic, the Mediterranean and Central Europe were difficult to combine 

... within one homogenous security system. It was the United States and 

... Great Britain facing a Soviet threat in all these disparate areas that tended 

•. to forge one coherent alliance. However, in 1948 Bevin still favored a 

:;: Mediterranean security system distinct from an Atlantic alliance and with a 

·;;· separate status for European states not bordering the Atlantic, and 

a American views turned in similar directions. 10 

· · ., The outcome in 1949 was different. But the relationship between AFCENT 

. and AFSOUTii or in broader terms the center and the flanks has always 
tended to be unorganic in many ways, and Turks and Norwegian alike have 

time and again expressed their._worries about preoccupation with the Cen

ter. There has. .been one influencial school of thought ( esp~cially in the 
' . 

United States with Albert Wohlstetter as the lead figure) which has argued 

persistently that the Center is stable, whereas the flanks and the South 

8 Facing the Future. American Strategy in the 1990s. An Aspen Strategy Group Report. 
Landham 1991, p. 25. 

9 Don Cook, Forging the Alliance. New York 1989; see also Legislative Origins of the 
Truman Doctrine. Hearings held in the Executive Session before the Committee on 
Foreign Relations United States Senate. Eighties Congress. F'II'SI Session on S. 938 
(Historical Series). On the historical background see e.g. Norman E. Saul, Russia and 

·. the Mediterranean 1797-1807. Chicago 1970. 
10 Sec Cees Wiebcs and Bert Zeeman: The Pentagon Negotiations March 1948: The 

launching of the North Atlantic Treaty, in: International Affairs, 1983, Vol ••, pp. 351-
363. 
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Eastem part in partic:ular arc exposed to military danger. They recom

mended to shift the Alliance's dcfensc emphasis from the core to the 

flanks. The fallacy in this argument has been that destabilizing the Ccntcr 

that was facing maturing invasion capabilities would also have rendered 

the flanks more vulnerable because the A,lliance could have been coerced 

·at vulnerable spots like Berl~ There were.delicate issues of horizontal and 

vertical escalation at stake. / · 

~Ironically, the Alliance's center and its Southern part have hardly ever co

operated more closely _!ban during Desert Shield and Desert Storm, i.e. in 

{ I i . a non-NATO cas:Jrbe temptation for NATO is obvious. But so are the 

shortcomings. The Soviet military threat is gone. Soviet support for nations 
or civil war parties in the Balkans and the Eastern and Southern Mediter
ranean is an unlikely contingency for the forseeable future. Countries in 

the area thus also lose their Soviet card in diplomatic gambles. Instead 

there will be increasing political and strategic cooperation among major 

external powers in regional crises. This does not mean that the new USSR 

or constituent republics will not rediscover own interests. They will. But at 

least within what appears to be the most stable constellation - the "Silk 

Road"-constellation - antagonism and confrontation will not pay. Com

monality will. ~ "> n . n t' · • f. , ;-, C •. -, 
j. ~., .4,[~1,:_ t Ill•.,.! le P_le "_._f.:~:.=_':~:__'::_~~\'0--:c~.-_!_:• __ :':-s_.N .. 

To thaiextent regional and subregional conflicts in ·south Eastern Europe 

will increasingly fall within the realm of crisis management by the 
European Community with the CSCE as a legitimizi~g framework. There 
are· three reasons why. First,. the Yugoslav case shows the need for 

speeding up ~rocess toward a Political Union capable ~f exercising 

. joint crisis management. Second, given the m~·military conditions of inse

curity in candidate countries, the Community is likely to have leverage that 

no other organization posseses. Most importantly, the growth of. the Com

munity is governed by transfer of sovereignty. This confines nationalism 

without destroying national identies. It displays standardS for future acces

sion as members or associated nations that ought to ·be upgraded in the 

light of the Yugoslav experience,{The Community not only should. develop 
toward a security union, but she should be understood to be· based on 
common security principles as in effect ,she is. Also it is conceivable that in 

a developing CSCE system as well as in case of a strenghtening of me UN 

the Community (as well as the USSR) may eventually acquire some 
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corporate membership status.11 Conversely," the CSCE with its increasingly 

legitimizing capacity could conceivably authorize or mandate the 

Community, and in more extreme cases, NATO to take action (some 

embryonic version of that has already occured in the case of Yugoslavia). 

In this manner a staged European security system would develop that 

defines roles and creates a kind of multiple multilateralism. To the extent 

NATO ceases to be organized in terms of extreme major contingencies and 

adapts to a development toward a non-unitary mixed and staged system, it 

will remain an important element. After all, one reason for why many East 

European countries want to be closely connected with NATO is to be in 

one organisation together with the United States. 

In this respect there is no difference in principle between MOE states and 

South Eastern Europe countries except that the latter are more diverse in 

terms of former alignments as well as their potential for reform and conse

quentely of their eligibility for Western organisations.12 

The Maghreb which the American demarche of February 26 also claimed 

to be within the scope of NATO is clearly a main concern for the Latin 

European states. Problems there could increasingly become as absorbing 

a:; German concerns over Central and South Eastern European develop

ments thus pulling European iriterests again in different directions. With 

EC 92 these concerns will spread to the whole Community and thus create 
a priority conflict that will be hard to resolve. But in some crucial areas like. 
migration common policies should be within reach. 

• The Middle East will remain the most crucial. area, although (as has been 

pointed out) in the post-war situation the chances for political settlements 
have improved. In one imponant respect the war has changed the charac
ter of the region: Given the web of complex interrelations between the 
"Silk Road" system and the Middle East, that region has moved closer to 

11 This idea of corporate membership was e.g. launched by Adenauer in 1952 when be 
proposed EDC corporate membership within NATO. (See Hans-Peter Schwarz, 
Adenauer. Der Aufstieg: 1876-1952. Stuttgan 1986, p. 879.) A tiimllar issue witb even 
more complc.x implications wiD undoubtedly come up witb tbe formation of tbe new 
USSR. 

12 Given that Turkey's membership within tbe EC is regarded as unlikely in tbe near 
future, it is important to recognize that witb tbe political map on tbe Balkans changing 
in some sense Turkey is moving closer to Europe. However, its real importance will be 
defined in tbe Western-Soviet-Arab triangle. 
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beooming a subsystem or extension of the emerging order: It is incon• 

ceivable that major external powers will cease to shape outcomes there, 

and these efforts will be increasingly governed by common or at least com-

.. ·.. •patible objectives. And while it would be a secular mistake to create a uni

form Southern threat in order to justify collective defense in the West, 

Desert Shield demonstrated that NATO's dissuasive effects do indeed 

reach far beyond its socalled treaty area. There will be a continuing need 

for some collective defense system involving the United States. However, 

for a oomplex organisation of sixteen sovereign member states it is too 

much to expect that its reform will keep pace with the changes in the 

European and international environment What was envisaged at the 

London summit was pointing in the right direction. The subsequent 

implementation - driven by the Gulf experience as well as by preservation 

interests - displayed increasing conservatism, whereas changes in NATO's 

environment unfolded further in dramatic manner. The reforms envisaged 

for the Rome summit in two months time would have been inadequate 

even without the recent events in the USSR. Today one can only hope that 

the Rome si,IIIllllit will have a rather different agenda - to assess the new 

situation and to do what the London summit achieved at the time: to set 

directions for further developments. Any current agreement on command 

structure, force structures, strategy, and most importantly on the future 

rationale for NATO will need to be revisited in the light of European 

changes. Most of what is at stake is outside the scope of this conference, 

but the outcome of these developments will have a b~aring on the security 

of the regions reviewed here. 

There is one dim;nsion that warrants particular attention. NATO's liaison 
' concept, i.e. its policy for shaping relationships with former WP countries, 

has proven useful. (For one thing it is remarkable that since July 1990 

there is a NATO desk in the Soviet Foreign Ministry.) This liaison concept 

has been refined through the Copenhagen Declaration on Partnership. At 

this stage it needs reconsideration in at least for respects: 

• The non-differentiation between the USSR and former non-Soviet 

WP states no longer holds. On the one hand, there always has been a 
profound difference: The USSR has been and to a degree will be a 
strategic prime partner with a major role in the process of reordering 

Europe, whereas all others defined their problems in terms of their 
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intermediate positions between the USSR and NATO. Now the new 

USSR is going to be more stratified with important implications for 

the liaison policy, whereas fears on the part of former non-Soviet WP 

.... states to become part of.a buffer zone ought to be dismissed. 

• The concept of partnership so far was understood to be confined to a · 

rather narrow agenda. Under the new circumstances there is maybe 

less reason for formal arrangements with NATO, but the scope for 

pragmatic cooperation should clearly broaden. 

• So far NATO has dismissed the idea of cooperating with subregional 

security groupings like the MOE troika. In future circumstances sub

regional security cooperation should be seen as one trend within the 

"Silk Road" -constellation, and it is conceivable all the way from the 

Nordic Council via a reactivated Baltic Council, an MOE troika, some 
version of the Rumanian proposal and beyond. Eben organizations 

like the Gulf Council in some way belong here, and the SCCM pro

posal certainly warrants support. What is important here is that both 
the Co=unity (or EPU) and NATO should encourage such coopera

tion as well as networking among such groups (the Gymnich formula 

for the EPC system is one possible method for networking, the 

Rumanian proposal for an observer status is another). Most 

importantly, both the Conimunity and NATO should envisage coope

rative links with such subregional groupings. (The association council 

for EC association of MOE states is one concei:vable forum). This is 
particularly true for the Vishegrad troika. But this kind of broadened 

liaison-concept should be ~eveloped more systematically throughout 

Central Ewt-rn and South Eastern Europe. • 

' • Lastly, this kind of cooperation should not be confined to former WP 
states, but along with developments toward an EPU and thorough 
NATO reforms they should extend beyond. 

(Final sections to follow) 
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